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CHRONOLOGY

1510 The Spanish begin importation of African slaves into the
Caribbean

1619 A Dutch ship sells twenty slaves kidnapped from Africa to the
English settlers at Jamestown, Virginia, establishing slavery in
the New World

1662 Virginia passes a law making slaves any children born to
enslaved women

1701 Samuel Sewell writes The Selling of Joseph, the first antislavery
document published in America

1702 Adam Negro’s Tryall is recorded by the Colonial Society of
Massachusetts

1712 Slave uprising in New York City

1713 The Treaty of Utrecht, concluding the War of the Spanish Suc-
cession, grants England the exclusive right to supply slaves to
Spain’s American colonies

1739 Slave rebellion in South Carolina

1750 Approximate population of the thirteen American colonies is
236,000 black slaves and 934,000 whites.

1754 John Woolman publishes Some Considerations on the Keeping
of Negroes

1758 The Society of Friends in London and Philadelphia condemns
slavery and the slave trade at their annual meetings

1760 Tacky’s Revolt in Jamaica leads to the death of more than
sixty whites and four hundred blacks; the first American slave
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narrative, Briton Hammon’s Narrative of the Uncommon Suf-
ferings, and Surprising Deliverance of Briton Hammon, a
Negro Man is published in Boston

1767 Anthony Benezet publishes A Caution and Warning to Great
Britain and the Colonies

1769 Granville Sharp publishes A Representation of the Justice and
Dangerous Tendency of Tolerating Slavery in England

1772 Lord Mansfield decides in favor of the slave James Somerset,
and the Somerset decision declares that slavery cannot exist
within England and that a slave brought to England is free
and cannot be returned to slavery in the colonies (much slavery
continued in England nonetheless)

1774 John Wesley publishes Thoughts upon Slavery; the US Conti-
nental Conference adopts a resolution banning the importa-
tion of slaves and American participation in the slave trade
after December 1

1775 The royal governor of Virginia, Lord Dunmore, promises free-
dom to slaves who desert their American masters and fight in
the King’s service

1775–83 American Revolution

1776 Virginia slave owner Thomas Jefferson writes the Declaration
of Independence; in it, he asserts that “all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness”; Jefferson also writes in a draft state-
ment that “the present King of England . . . has waged cruel
war against human nature itself, violating its most sacred rights
of life and liberty in the persons of a distant people who never
offended him, captivating and carrying them into slavery in
another hemisphere, or to incur miserable death in their trans-
portation hither,” but these words are omitted in the final
document

1777 Vermont prohibits slavery in its constitution; in subsequent
years, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Rhode Island adopt
gradual emancipation laws
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1781 The Zong massacre occurs, in which the captain of a slave
ship orders 133 slaves thrown overboard and drowned so ship
owners can collect insurance money

1783 Anthony Benezet publishes The Case of Our Fellow Creatures,
the Oppressed Africans

1784 James Ramsay publishes Essay on the Treatment and Conver-
sion of African Slaves in the Sugar Colonies

1786 Thomas Clarkson publishes Essay on the Slavery and Com-
merce of the Human Species; the Committee for the Relief of
the Black Poor is established in London and begins planning
a freed slave colony in Sierra Leone

1787 Quobna Ottobah Cugoano publishes Thoughts and Senti-
ments on the Evil and Wicked Traffic of the Slavery and Com-
merce of the Human Species; the US Constitutional Conven-
tion forbids Congress from ending the slave trade until 1808,
provides for the return of fugitive slaves, apportions repre-
sentation for slaves as the equivalent of three-fifths of a free
person, and enacts the Northwest Ordinance, prohibiting slav-
ery in the territories north of the Ohio and east of the Missis-
sippi Rivers; the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave
Trade is established in London; Olaudah Equiano, Cugoano,
and others campaign as “Sons of Africa” against slavery by
sending letters to prominent people and periodicals

1788 John Newton publishes Thoughts upon the African Slave
Trade

1789 Olaudah Equiano publishes in England The Interesting Nar-
rative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano; William Wilberforce
introduces in the British Parliament twelve resolutions against
the slave trade, but Parliament decides to regulate, not end,
the English slave trade

1790 Slave revolts and civil war in Saint Domingue

1791 William Wilberforce’s bill for the abolition of the slave trade
is defeated in the House of Commons

1792 Freetown in founded in Sierra Leone with 1,190 blacks from
Nova Scotia and 119 Europeans from England
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1793 Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin, a machine that separates
the seed from the cotton fiber, and thus paves the way for large-
scale cotton cultivation and the need for slave labor through-
out the South; William Wilberforce’s second bill for abolition
passes the House of Commons but is defeated in the House of
Lords

1800 US census lists 108,395 free colored people, 893,041 slaves,
and 4,304,489 whites

1804 Haiti becomes an independent nation

1807 A bill abolishing the slave trade within the British colonies is
passed in the House of Lords, and Britain abolishes the slave
trade; the United States also bans the importation of slaves

1808 Thomas Clarkson publishes History of the Rise, Progress and
Accomplishment of the Abolition of the African Slave-Trade
by the British Parliament; Henri Grégoire publishes De la
littérature des nègres, subsequently translated and published
as An Enquiry Concerning the Intellectual and Moral Faculties
and Literature of Negroes

1810 Portugal adopts gradual abolition of the slave trade

1812 War between the USA and Britain

1815 Spain adopts gradual abolition of the slave trade

1816 The American Colonization Society is formed to promote the
colonization of Africa by freed slaves; George Bourne pub-
lishes The Book and Slavery Irreconcilable; slaves revolt in
Barbados

1820 As part of the Missouri Compromise, the USA admits Missouri
as a slave state and forbids slavery north of the 36
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30

′ latitude

1822 Founding of a colony for freed slaves (later named Liberia) on
the West African coast

1823 The Society for the Mitigation and Gradual Abolition of
Slavery is formed under Thomas Folwell Buxton and estab-
lishes The Anti-Slavery Reporter; William Wilberforce pub-
lishes An Appeal to the Religion, Justice, and Humanity of the
Inhabitants of the British Empire; Thomas Clarkson publishes
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Thoughts on the Necessity of Improving the Condition of the
Slaves in the British Colonies; slaves revolt in Demerara and
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1824 Robert Wedderburn publishes The Horrors of Slavery
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1831 William Lloyd Garrison begins publishing The Liberator;
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first slave narrative authored by a woman is published to pub-
lic controversy in London as The History of Mary Prince; the
largest slave rebellion in the British West Indies, known as
the “Christmas Rebellion” or the “Baptist War” and led by
Samuel Sharpe, takes place in western Jamaica; Nat Turner
leads a slave rebellion in Virginia which ends with the deaths
of 57 whites, 100 blacks, and the death by hanging of Turner
and 19 of his followers

1833 Parliament passes the Emancipation Act, emancipating
780,000 slaves in the West Indian colonies but requiring
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William Lloyd Garrison forms the American Anti-Slavery
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INTRODUCTION

AUDREY A. FISCH

It wasn’t until the very end of my education that I first read a slave narrative.
Growing up in Rochester, New York, once an abolitionist stronghold, I knew
about slavery and encountered evidence of it both in the classroom and the
community. I vividly remember being taken as a small child to see a hidden
room in a local restaurant which was a “stop” on the Underground Railroad.
But I never read or was asked to read a slave narrative until the end of my
coursework in graduate school.

My experience was not unique. In the not-so-distant past, few students
read slave narratives in secondary school, in universities, or even in graduate
school. For a variety of reasons, including political change caused by the
Civil Rights movement, the steadfast work of many devoted scholars, and
a radical shift in notions of what literature is and why we read it, the value
of the slave narrative has multiplied exponentially. Today, students at every
level are likely to encounter these narratives of slavery, escape, and freedom
written by fugitives of British colonial and American slavery in a wide range
of courses.

Indeed, the existence of this volume is a testament to that sea change.
Volumes in the Cambridge Companion series offer what Cambridge Uni-
versity Press describes as “lively, accessible introductions to major writers,
artists, philosophers, topics and periods.” The publication of this Compan-
ion confirms that the African American slave narrative is now recognized as
a “major” genre, firmly established in the academic canon of what should
be read and studied.

This Cambridge Companion, then, covers a rare phenomenon: a “major”
genre that, because of its unusual history, may still be relatively unknown
to some readers. For this reason, my goal in editing this volume has been
to answer even the most basic questions about the genre: What is a slave
narrative? When, why, and by whom were these narratives written? Who
read them? At the same time, I have chosen essays which introduce readers
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audrey a. fisch

to the now broad range of scholarship in several of the different contexts in
which the slave narrative is now studied.

The first part, “The slave narrative and transnational abolitionism,” exam-
ines what may be the most obvious context for the slave narrative: abolition.
First and foremost, the slave narrative is a text with a purpose: the end of
slavery. The slave narrative is a key artifact in the global campaign to end
first the slave trade (the practice of transporting slaves across international
waters), then colonial slavery (in British Caribbean colonies like Jamaica),
and finally US slavery. In the first essay of the volume, “The rise, develop-
ment, and circulation of the slave narrative,” Philip Gould sketches for us the
ideologies of the religious and political groups that shaped the language and
themes of the narratives. At the same time, he cautions that “slave narratives
cannot be reduced to these different ideological influences” and unpacks for
the reader the ways in which the narratives “creatively engage the expecta-
tions of these groups in order to create cultural spaces in which the project of
self-representation takes place.” Gould also explores how the material and
economic realities surrounding the slave narratives’ publication shaped their
content and format. This opening essay sets the parameters for the volume
as a whole with its careful discussion of a wide range of slave narratives and
its focus on the narrative’s presence and importance both in England and the
USA from the early 1770s until the American Civil War and, in other essays
in the volume, beyond.

In chapter two, “Politics and political philosophy in the slave narrative,”
Dickson D. Bruce, Jr. focuses on one of the subjects identified by Gould – the
political philosophy of the slave narrative – while maintaining a similar broad
focus and referencing a range of narratives. Bruce explores how, in order
to counter proslavery ideas, slave narratives engage with the conventional
ideas, images, and rhetorical conventions about slavery and freedom that
were familiar to the reading public. By embracing distinctly American ideals
and values – of Christian faith, of the centrality of the family, and of a
notion of freedom that encompasses individualism and independence – that
were rooted in and central to the newly emerging Republic, the narratives,
according to Bruce, are able to argue effectively for the abolition of slavery.

One early text, and indeed one figure, Olaudah Equiano, is pivotal to the
interplay between the slave narrative and abolition, and thus deserves his
own essay. Vincent Carretta’s “Olaudah Equiano: African British abolition-
ist and founder of the African American slave narrative” explores Equiano’s
“rise from the legal status of being an object to be sold by others to become
an international celebrity, the story of whose life became his own most valu-
able possession.” While describing the success of this “founder” of the slave
narrative in redefining the image of the slave, Carretta explores the latest
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research, including his own, on how Equiano invented and constructed his
story, based only partially on the facts of his life. For Carretta, Equiano’s
achievement lies not merely in this artful construction of his narrative, how-
ever, but also in his mastery of the publication process which ensured his
own financial success and allowed him to resist many of the constraints
other former slaves faced telling their stories in the white-controlled literary
marketplace.

If Equiano was able to master the fraught dynamics of the abolitionist
marketplace, others struggled to negotiate this genre that was often defined
by the needs and values of white abolitionists. Kerry Sinanan, in the fourth
and final chapter of this first part of the volume, examines several case studies
that exhibit the “signs of exchange, argument, and debate” between slaves
and white abolitionists as these two groups worked together in the fight
against slavery. “The slave narrative and the literature of abolition” moves
from Equiano’s skillful incorporation of a range of texts and sources as an
exploitation of “the rhetorical and mythical power of the west’s own lit-
erature” to several different attempts by Frederick Douglass to resist the
dominant abolitionist discourse and assert an independent identity for him-
self. In her discussion, Sinanan reminds readers that the slave narrative is
not simply a hybrid form drawing on preexisting literature to create a form
of autonomous self-expression for the ex-slave. Abolitionist literature also
modeled itself on and even copied slave narratives, and Sinanan explores
this complex interdependence in the work of several black and white writ-
ers, including Harriet Beecher Stowe, the author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and
the slave narrator Josiah Henson.

The second part of the volume, “The slave narrative and Anglo-American
literary traditions,” examines the ways that these narratives, which were
written to change the world, also function as literary texts and engage the
generic expectations of readers of other important literary forms of the same
time. This part points to the vast area of current research aimed at exploring
the interchange between the slave narrative and other literary traditions.

In chapter five, the first essay in this part, “Redeeming bondage: the cap-
tivity narrative and the spiritual autobiography in the African American
slave narrative tradition,” Yolanda Pierce examines the narratives of Venture
Smith and George White, and focuses on how each employed the conven-
tional genres of the captivity narrative and the spiritual autobiography to
tell their “unconventional” stories of slavery and freedom. The captivity
narrative, a distinctly American popular literary genre, tells the story of
abduction, trial, and escape faced by “innocent” colonists who resist the
savagery of their Native American captors and generally glorify the Chris-
tian way of life. The spiritual autobiography was a more widespread and
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longstanding literary tradition, “loosely modeled after the biblical account
of Paul’s conversion,” in which a convert to Christianity documents the
personal trials of his life and his spiritual conversion to “the true light of
Christian doctrine.” Both of these genres, with their emphasis on spiritual
enlightenment, provided a recognizable and culturally acceptable template
for the slave narrator, and Pierce explores how Smith and White, like other
narrators, not only employ but also transform these genres to “restore honor
and worth to the status of ‘African’ in early American culture.”

In chapter six, “The slave narrative and the revolutionary tradition of
American autobiography,” Robert S. Levine turns to a more secular tradi-
tion, that of the autobiography. Some critics have concluded that the slave
narrative does not attain the stature of autobiography because of the many
constraints slave narrators faced in crafting and producing their stories. But
the “‘classic’ white-authored autobiography” is as structured and delim-
ited by generic conventions, argues Levine, as is the slave narrative. In this
chapter, Levine demonstrates that many slave narrators found Benjamin
Franklin’s Autobiography an enabling, if also challenging, model, which
they did not “blindly or un-self-consciously follow.” As Levine explores a
wide range of narratives, he finds that the American revolutionary tradition
affords the slave narrators a powerful connection between “the individual
uplift of the black persona” and “the revolutionary cause of freedom.”

While Pierce and Levine consider the slave narrative in relation to ear-
lier and contemporaneous literary traditions, focusing on how slave narra-
tors exploited and transformed these forms for their own purposes, Cindy
Weinstein asks us to think about the contribution slave narratives made to
an Anglo-American antebellum literary tradition, the sentimental novel. In
chapter seven, “The slave narrative and sentimental literature,” Weinstein
argues that sentimental literature and the slave narrative intersect with, chal-
lenge, and should be read in dialectical relation to each other. In her discus-
sion, Weinstein reads several white-authored sentimental novels, including
Ida May and Marcus Warland, and suggests that how a “sentimental hero-
ine becomes free, how she experiences her bondage, and how her experience
is told” was frequently informed by generic conventions of the slave nar-
rative, which functioned for readers as “a lens through which to view the
sentimental experience.”

The third part of the volume, “The slave narrative and the African
American literary tradition,” examines a longstanding context for the slave
narrative: African American literature. While the academic world has only
“discovered” the slave narrative in recent years as an important and interest-
ing genre, the slave narrative has always served as an essential, if sometimes
vexing, model for African American writers.
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Robert F. Reid-Pharr opens this part with chapter eight, “The slave narra-
tive and early Black American literature,” where he asks us to rethink “linear
and singular conceptions of the development of Black American culture.” In
particular, Reid-Pharr wants to challenge the notion that the slave narrative
articulated “simple truths” and that the literature that followed these narra-
tives was “more muddled and less sophisticated.” Reid-Pharr reads Clotel,
The Garies and Their Friends, and Our Nig as works that do not transcend
but rather are influenced by the same complex political and material forces
that shaped the slave narrative. For Reid-Pharr, it is this “messy, parodic,
over-determined, promiscuous, multiform and naive tradition” that is “the
best part of the fantastic legacy” of the slave narrative.

In chapter nine, Deborah E. McDowell takes as her subject an historical
span ranging from post-Reconstruction to the Harlem Renaissance, and,
like Reid-Pharr, she asks how African American writers “grappled with the
generic conventions of the slave narrative.” She finds that, amid racial uplift
and a “zeitgeist of progressivism” – the optimistic spirit of the age – African
American writers could not “exorcise” the legacies of slavery and the slave
narrative. Indeed, in a chapter that considers the work of Frances Harper,
Booker T. Washington, Charles W. Chesnutt, W. E. B. Du Bois, James Weldon
Johnson, and Zora Neale Hurston, McDowell notices “the frequency with
which shame appears” as these writers struggle to “will away” slavery.

In contrast to the literary era that McDowell considers, the late twentieth
century has witnessed a need to grapple with slavery and the slave narrative
that has proved both enduring and energizing for African American writers.
So much writing has emerged about slavery that a term, the “neo-slave nar-
rative,” was coined in 1987 by Bernard W. Bell in his The Afro-American
Novel and Its Traditions. In chapter ten, “Neo-slave narratives,” Valerie
Smith sets out to capture the “range and complexity of this genre of writ-
ing.” She discusses Toni Morrison’s Beloved at length, along with Edward
P. Jones’s recent and acclaimed The Known World, as well as a wide variety
of other texts that will intrigue students of the slave narrative.

The final part of the volume, “The slave narrative and the politics of
knowledge,” examines the critical history of the slave narrative and reflects
on the overall direction of the field. Why were these texts once ignored? And
what are we ignoring in our current study of the genre? Which texts aren’t
being read? What questions aren’t being asked?

Stephanie A. Smith begins the discussion in chapter eleven, “Harriet
Jacobs: a case history of authentication.” In a review of the critical history of
Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Smith reflects on its new posi-
tion in the literary canon, made possible by the work of Jean Fagan Yellin
within the context of larger changes in the field, including the emergence of
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feminist criticism. As Smith shows, the treatment of Incidents constitutes
both a unique story related to the particularities of Jacobs’s text and a repre-
sentative instance of the general devaluation of the work of African American
and women writers in the first half of the twentieth century. Racism, sexism,
and a modern literary aesthetic that eschewed sentimentalism combined to
ensure that this narrative would not be visible, and Smith asks us to read this
case history “as a cautionary tale about aesthetic value and literary politics.”

Frederick Douglass, a writer and intellectual who was much lauded as a
“representative American man,” forms a sharp contrast to Harriet Jacobs,
whose narrative was for so long denied both validity and representational
value. John Stauffer, however, in chapter twelve, allows us to reflect on the
ways Douglass was engaged, like Jacobs, in a difficult enterprise of self-
creation. In “Frederick Douglass’s self-fashioning and the making of a rep-
resentative American man,” Stauffer explores Douglass’s speeches, his 1845

Narrative, and his 1855 My Bondage and My Freedom in order to consider
the ways in which Douglass, over time, fashioned and re-fashioned himself
as a representative American man, and not a slave or a thing.

Chapter thirteen, “Beyond Douglass and Jacobs,” considers the fact that
Douglass, long a “representative man,” and Jacobs, the newly representa-
tive woman, stand at the center of what has become this “major” genre:
the African American slave narrative. John Ernest asks readers to think not
just about why certain narratives are now deemed representative and there-
fore taught with regularity, often to the exclusion of others, but also about
what it means to try to understand slavery through a handful of narratives
written by former slaves. Ernest worries about whether the slave narrative’s
acceptance as part of the “settled knowledge represented by the [literary]
canon” will produce a “dangerously simplified view of the past,” particu-
larly when students of the genre begin to read only the same few texts and
ask of them the same few questions. Ernest’s chapter raises a fundamental
challenge for the study of the slave narrative to which this volume has tried to
respond.

The final chapter in the volume reminds us that issues of representativeness
and the concomitant problems of exclusion were always present for women
trying to utilize the vehicle of the slave narrative and enter into public debate.
Moreover, Xiomara Santamarina’s discussion of a range of women’s texts
in chapter eleven, “Black womanhood in North American women’s slave
narratives,” reminds us that Harriet Jacobs’s recuperated text is not the
only female-authored slave narrative that has proved problematic in literary
history. Her discussion of Mary Prince, Sojourner Truth, Ellen Craft, Louisa
Picquet, and Elizabeth Keckley offers us “a rich archive about race and
gender” and the “multidimensionality of black women’s lives” and might
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be read as a fruitful response to John Ernest’s challenge to think “beyond
Douglass and Jacobs.” I hope the same may be said for this volume as a
whole.

In 1987, when Henry Louis Gates, Jr. edited The Classic Slave Narra-
tives, a volume containing the narratives of Olaudah Equiano, Mary Prince,
Frederick Douglass, and Harriet Jacobs, he brought these narratives together
in a convenient and inexpensive format that could be used both in classrooms
and outside of them. Today, the narratives of Equiano, Douglass, and Jacobs
are widely available in myriad editions, but so too are many others. Indeed, as
part of “Documenting the American South,” a major digital publishing ini-
tiative, sponsored by the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, William
L. Andrews has compiled a comprehensive bibliography of slave narratives
with links to full-text electronic versions for most citations.1 With the wealth
of electronic and critical editions of the narratives available today, students of
the slave narrative have little excuse for reading only, as John Ernest writes,
“one complete narrative and about one-seventh of another.”

If the availability of primary material has exploded, so too has the critical
literature around the slave narrative. My hope is that this volume will follow
in the estimable tradition of John Sekora and Darwin T. Turner’s The Art of
Slave Narratives (1982) and Deborah E. McDowell and Arnold Rampersad’s
Slavery and the Literary Imagination (1989) in capturing something of the
rich variety of this dynamic and evolving field while still allowing those for
whom the genre is new to keep up with the conversation.

NOTE

1. See http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/index.html
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PHILIP GOULD

The rise, development, and circulation
of the slave narrative

In the late eighteenth century, important cultural and philosophical changes
facilitated the rise of antislavery movements. These developments are rich,
complex, and usually fall under the rubric of “Enlightenment” ideology.
The historian David Brion Davis has identified three of them. One was
the rise of secular social philosophy, based on humanitarian principles and
contractual terms for human association and government, found in such
thinkers as Baron Montesquieu and John Locke, which drastically nar-
rowed the traditional Christian rationale for slavery as the natural exten-
sion of the “slavery” of human sin.1 Another important development was
the rise of sentimentalism in the eighteenth century, which, related to evan-
gelical religion, popular fiction, and urban cultures of refinement, raised
the importance of the virtues of sympathy and benevolence as well as the
cultural refinement accompanying them. A third development, especially
important in the 1790s, was the proliferation of more radical and rev-
olutionary ideas about natural rights vis-à-vis state and social forms of
authority.

The slave narrative first emerged during the 1770s and 1780s in the con-
text of these transatlantic political and religious movements which shaped
the genre’s publication history, as well as its major themes and narrative
designs. These late eighteenth-century works reveal what Paul Gilroy calls the
“transcultural international formation” of the “Black Atlantic” – that fluid
geographical area encompassing the West African littoral, Britain, British
America, eastern Canada, and the Caribbean – through which black sub-
jects traveled as free persons and as slaves.2 The conditions and contexts for
publishing these early narratives were in many ways unique. Evangelical
Christian groups often sponsored and oversaw their publication. By the
1780s, new political organizations, like the English Society for Effecting the
Abolition of the Slave Trade (1787) and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society
(1775/1784), dedicated to the abolition of the slave trade, also played a role
in encouraging and publishing these narratives.
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These religious and political groups helped to shape the language and
themes of the eighteenth-century slave narrative: they helped to influence the
genre’s treatment of the black protagonist’s physical and spiritual journey.
Not until the organization of more radical antislavery societies in America
during the 1830s and 1840s, which now called for the immediate emanci-
pation of slaves, did the genre turn its energies upon Southern plantation
slavery. Such an important change did not entirely nationalize or secular-
ize the slave narrative, but it did produce new literary conventions, rework
traditional ones, and effectively standardize all of them to the point where
the slave narrative was an easily imitated – and sometimes forged – literary
form. While earlier narratives were published, read, reviewed, and reprinted
as much for their religious as racial experiences, the antebellum slave nar-
rative sharpened its focus and became an increasingly popular and effective
political means of fighting slavery.

Slave narratives cannot be reduced to these different ideological influences,
but they do creatively engage the expectations of these groups in order to
create cultural spaces in which the project of self-representation takes place.
Whether actually writing or only orally relating their lives, slave narrators
drew on multiple discourses as a way of cultivating such complex identities
that lay ambiguously within and without contemporary norms.

Context, genre, theme

The first black autobiographers largely wrote within the norms of “civi-
lized” or “Christian” identity – one that was more often than not associated
directly with “Englishness.” The Narrative of the Uncommon Sufferings
and Surprising Deliverance of Briton Hammon, a Negro Man (1760) appro-
priates such a civilized persona. The narrative, which recounts Hammon’s
thirteen-year odyssey of shipwreck and captivity in the Caribbean, contrasts
his self-image as a “free” English subject with his presumably barbaric cap-
tors, Native Americans or the Spanish in Havana. The Narrative concludes
with Hammon’s fortuitous rediscovery of his “good Master” Winslow on
board a ship bound from England to New England, and his symbolic reuni-
fication with him. Hammon leaves the terms of his “service” to Winslow
deliberately ambiguous as a way of being able to access the language of
English liberty, which was especially resonant for British and British Ameri-
can readers during the Seven Years War (1754–63), and to thereby legitimize
himself by exploiting the period’s anti-Catholic fervor and assuaging anx-
ieties about slave unrest in Massachusetts.3 By manipulating this ideal of
the rights of Englishmen, moreover, Hammon suggests the kind of thinking
that, a decade later, would underlie the famous decision by Lord Mansfield
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in the case of James Somerset (1772). This case ruled on the complaint of a
black slave who had traveled to England with his master and did not wish
to return to the West Indies. The Court ruled, albeit reluctantly, that slav-
ery was incompatible with English liberty and that slaves who set foot in
England were, in effect, free.

The genres upon which Hammon draws also suggest important historical
realities about the publication, popularity, and expectations of the early slave
narrative. One should recognize that, unlike the antebellum slave narrative,
eighteenth-century narratives were more generically fluid. They were pub-
lished and read as many things at once. The generic field includes spiritual
autobiography, the conversion narrative, the providential tale, criminal con-
fession, Indian captivity narrative, sea adventure story, and the picaresque
novel. In Hammon’s case, the publication history suggests that it was read
as an Indian captivity narrative and an adventure story, and one that also
“proved” the piety and loyalty of African Americans. The Boston publish-
ing firm of Green and Russell (who were associated with Fowle and Draper,
the leading publishers of captivity stories) took a chance on Hammon not
out of antislavery convictions but out of a belief in the market potential
of a picaresque tale of captivity. Edited by an English Methodist minister,
John Marrant’s Narrative similarly exemplified the edifying faith of its black
subject, but its tale of captivity – already an established popular genre by
the 1780s – significantly contributed to its popularity and continual repub-
lication between the 1780s and 1810s. (Until recently, it was republished
in anthologies of Indian captivity narratives.) The Life and Confession of
Johnson Green (1786) describes another autobiographical genre related to
the slave narrative: the criminal conversion narrative, often published in
broadside form. Many of these texts displayed an uneasy tension between
evangelical didacticism and titillating commercial value.

The early slave narrative drew as well on less marketable genres. If we
take a larger view of the development of the slave narrative, between the
1770s and 1830s, we see a genre arising not only from religious and popular
contexts but also along with important kinds of political writing that directly
took up the issues of race and slavery. Ever since the 1770s, for example,
the political petition was an important antislavery genre that, like the slave
narrative, critiqued slavery in terms of natural rights and humanitarian prin-
ciples. The famous petition by a slave named Belinda to the Massachusetts
legislature in 1782, for example, asked for compensation from the seized
estate of her former Loyalist master. The petition was re-published in 1787 in
Mathew Carey’s The American Museum, or Repository of Ancient and Mod-
ern Fugitive Pieces, Prose and Poetical. Her petition employs two strategies
that will become staples to the antebellum slave narrative: the sentimental
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drama of the slave trade’s disruption of the African home, and the moral
bankruptcy of social law compared with natural law. As with the works of
Marrant and Hammon, generic classification here becomes messy. Political
writing overlaps with and is animated by sentimental autobiography – the
slave’s story of the loss of family and home.

Slave narratives that drew on the context of political writing found similar
expression in essays and epistles that were published as pamphlets or in
newspapers: Caesar Sarter’s “Essay on Slavery,” which appeared in 1774 in
The Essex Journal and Merrimack Packet, Benjamin Banneker’s famous letter
to Thomas Jefferson, Daniel Coker’s A Dialogue Between a Virginian and
an African Minister (1810), and James Forten’s Letters from a Man of Color
(1813), which was written in response to a proposed Pennsylvania state law
prohibiting further immigration of free blacks. “We hold these truths to be
self evident,” Forten declared, “that God created all men equal . . . is one
of the most prominent features in the Declaration of Independence and in
that glorious fabric of collective wisdom, our noble constitution.” These
early works, written by ex-slaves as well as freeborn blacks, blend personal
experience with political polemic, lending political arguments the emotional
weight of autobiography, and providing a source of political arguments for
the developing slave narrative.

The early slave narrative, however, might be read as a religious genre.
With some exceptions of course – A Narrative of the Life and Adventures
of Venture, a Native of Africa (1798), for example, which has an almost
exclusively economic focus on the slave’s capacity to buy his own free-
dom – virtually all of these early narratives were as much stories of spir-
itual as bodily captivity and liberation. Why was this so? Rhetorically, of
course, the languages of spiritual and physical liberation overlapped con-
siderably. The ability of black autobiographers to signify on religious and
political registers simultaneously lay largely in the elasticity of the language
they used. The Bible itself provided a crucial source of the language of
liberation – of salvation – that could be construed by black writers in highly
creative ways. One could easily place, for example, the passage from 2

Corinthians 3:17 (“Now the Lord is that spirit, and where the Spirit of
the Lord is, there is liberty”) as the epigraph to most of the major slave
narratives from the late eighteenth century.

But the material and economic realities of publication provide the most
important context for understanding the religious qualities of early slave
narratives. Evangelical groups like the Methodists and Baptists, who empha-
sized the central importance of the individual’s “new birth” (and which,
as Africanists have noted, resembles the West African tradition of ecstatic
soul possession), took an interest in black autobiographies because of their
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spiritual value in disseminating religious ideas and thereby converting souls.
These groups often assumed the role of publisher – the agent financing and
taking risk on publication.

This was true of An Account of the Life of Mr. David George, from Sierra
Leone in Africa, which was published in The Baptist Annual Register (Lon-
don, 1793). The title page informs readers that the narrative was “given
by himself in a Conversation with Brother Rippon of London, and Brother
Pearce of Birmingham.” It begins by stating that he was “without knowl-
edge” of God and that his African parents “had not the fear of God before
their eyes.” Similarly, Memoirs of the Life of Boston King, a Black Preacher.
Written by Himself, during his Residence at Kingswood School was pub-
lished in the Wesleyan Methodist Magazine (London, 1798). Other auto-
biographies, such as A Brief Account of the Life, Experience, Travels, and
Gospel Labors of George White, an African (1810), The Life, History, and
Unparalleled Sufferings of John Jea, the African Preacher, and The Life
Experience and Gospel Labors of the Rt. Reverend Richard Allen (1833),
recounted the dual stories of physical and spiritual liberation as well as their
subjects’ newfound identities as itinerant preachers and their ensuing strug-
gles with established religious authorities. These works were, in one sense,
the heirs to earlier religious writing by Briton Hammon, Phillis Wheatley,
and Ukasaw Gronniosaw.

With strong ties to evangelical interests, A Narrative of the Most Remark-
able Particulars in the Life of James Albert Ukasaw Gronniosaw an African
Prince (1772) is arguably the first narrative that directly addresses the evils
of slavery. Like Phillis Wheatley’s Poems, the first edition of the Narrative
was dedicated to the Countess of Huntingdon, the leader of a prominent
Methodist religious group in England. It was first published in Bath in 1772,
and over the next two decades republished in Bath as well as Dublin, Ireland,
and Newport, Rhode Island.4 The fact that it was published in serial form
in the American Moral and Sentimental Magazine in 1797 suggests that the
Narrative’s autobiographical tale of enslavement and liberation was, at least
for some readers, meaningful in terms of its thematic structure of religious
conversion – its preface, after all, emphasizes the passage from African hea-
thenism to Protestant Christianity. Gronniosaw’s Narrative also emphasizes
the virtue of benevolence that was so important to the evangelical style of
piety. It ends bitterly with his lament about his poverty, which in effect takes
readers full-circle to the Narrative’s preface: “Reader, recommending this
Narrative to your perusal, and him who is the Subject of it to your charita-
ble Regard.”

By the end of the eighteenth century, then, the demonstration of one’s
religious conversion and Christian feeling was an important convention of
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the slave narrative. This development registers the institutional and cul-
tural forces shaping the very meaning in these writings of “liberty” and
“slavery.” Evangelical Protestantism provided many of the categories and
tropes through which black autobiographers – whether they were speaking
or writing – fashioned “civilized” identities for public consumption. Even
a thoroughly worldly slave narrator like Olaudah Equiano makes sure to
demonstrate his spiritual path to religious salvation; like much of the period’s
Methodist writing, he emphasizes the importance of dreams and visions to
his spiritual life. The portrait of Equiano on the frontispiece of the Interest-
ing Narrative shows him holding a bible opened at Acts 4:12 (“Neither is
there salvation in any other, for there is none other name under heaven given
among men whereby we must be saved”). And, as in many black writings
during this period, the famous itinerant minister George Whitefield makes an
important appearance in the Interesting Narrative, which further strengthens
Equiano’s religious credentials and thereby his authority as a writer.

The politics of abolition

Another crucial context shaping the slave narrative during this early period
was the rise of organized antislavery movements. From the early 1770s until
1807, when the slave trade was abolished in Britain and the USA, new polit-
ical organizations assailing the African slave trade were quite active on both
sides of the Atlantic.5 Organizations like the English Abolition Society lob-
bied Parliament as well as American colonial (and later state) assemblies to
abolish the slave trade. They were truly transatlantic movements, insofar as
their members corresponded vigorously with one another across national
boundaries. They also supported and patronized the work of black writer-
activists like Equiano and Quobna Ottobah Cugoano. These organizations
significantly generated a great deal of antislavery literature: books, pam-
phlets, epistles, institutional reports and proceedings, published sermons and
orations, as well as a lot of visual and iconic materials meant to sentimental-
ize the plight of African slaves. Composed largely, though not exclusively, of
Quakers and humanitarians, these groups helped to form a kind of transat-
lantic print culture, which overlapped with those of evangelicalism, political
radicalism, and popular culture.

Antislavery print culture provided the slave narrative with flexible rhetor-
ical strategies and helped to sharpen its political focus. Its growing influence
on the slave narrative is apparent, for example, in the dedication of The
Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa,
the African (1789) to the English Parliament. Here Equiano openly con-
nects the writing of autobiography to the politics of abolishing the African
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slave trade. Similarly, Cugoano’s two major works, Thoughts and Senti-
ments on the Evil and Wicked Traffic of the Slavery and Commerce of the
Human Species (1787) and Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil of Slavery
(1791), are explicitly shaped by antislavery politics and provided perhaps
the most radical assault on the African slave trade and West Indian slav-
ery by any writer, white or black, during this era. Cugoano is careful to
frame his arguments within the context of the larger antislavery culture.
The title of Cugoano’s first work culls from English abolitionist Thomas
Clarkson’s An Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species
(1785); the latter work expressly acknowledges the English abolitionists
Granville Sharp and William Wilberforce. Cugoano’s prose style, moreover,
reveals the radical turn in contemporary antislavery politics. Cast in the
language of the jeremiad, his outraged tone is far more apparent than, for
example, either Gronniosaw’s or Marrant’s. (This radical approach likely
contributed to the fact that his works were not advertised or reviewed in
Britain.)

The changing political culture of abolitionism also opened up more ideo-
logical room in the slave narrative for secular arguments. The early writers
Hammon and Gronniosaw, for example, did not make extended economic
arguments against the slave trade or slave-keeping – these would have been
out of step with the personae they wished to create for themselves and the
constituencies to which they were appealing. By contrast, Equiano, writing
later in the 1780s, drew upon Enlightenment authorities to argue against
the economic rationale for slavery. The Interesting Narrative echoes Adam
Smith’s Wealth of Nations (1776) as it analyzes the potential advantages for
the British economy of converting slave labor into free labor. Equiano’s use
of personal experience and empirical observation lent further force to this
argument.

Slave narratives also pursued the antislavery strategy during this period by
reinterpreting Locke’s philosophy about natural rights. Whereas proslavery
writers traditionally justified slavery according to “natural” rights to prop-
erty, antislavery writings re-possessed Locke’s ideas to argue for the absurdity
of equating human beings – who inherently possessed the right to life – with
material possessions. This was certainly true of a wide array of British and
British American writers, including, for example, Thomas Paine, Anthony
Benezet, Clarkson, and Granville Sharp. Black writers like Venture Smith,
John Marrant, and James Forten took such an argument and pushed it even
further, both logically and emotionally, calling upon the rhetorical power
of personal experience. Indeed, part of the interest in Smith’s life lay in his
prodigious capacity for work, his ability to mix his labor with the land, and
thereby purchase his liberty.
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In keeping with this major shift in antislavery polemic was the slave narra-
tive’s central proposition about the full humanity of the African. The genre
made extensive use of a wide array of Christian and Enlightenment philoso-
phy that posited the singular nature (or what is known as the “monogenist”
view) of humanity as well as the moral responsibility to uphold humani-
tarian ideals. Phillis Wheatley’s famous autobiographical poem, “On Being
Brought from Africa to America,” employs the language of salvation (albeit
with complex layers of irony) to achieve this racial theme. Other antislavery
writers, white and black, were aware of and employed the biblical evidence
found in Acts 17:26 (“And hath made of one blood all nations of men”).
In contrast to Wheatley, Equiano draws upon secular racial theorists of the
Enlightenment such as John Mitchill to make a case for the singular view of
humanity.

During the 1830s and 1840s, changes in abolitionism drastically affected
the thematic and formal features of the slave narrative. Partly in reaction
to colonization movements in Britain and America, abolitionism became
more radical and more organized in the antebellum era. The rise of the
Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society in 1831, and its heir, the American Anti-
Slavery Society (AASS) in 1833, under the leadership of William Lloyd
Garrison, changed the political direction of antislavery politics. Even though
the AASS was often condemned for its radical beliefs – the immedi-
ate emancipation of all slaves, non-violent resistance, moral suasion as
opposed to political negotiation, and the proslavery character of the US
Constitution – the Garrisonians helped to shift the center of political
gravity in American antislavery. Its newspaper The Liberator became an
important public forum for disseminating ideas. By the late 1830s, how-
ever, the abolitionist movement in America had fragmented into differ-
ent organizations, like the American and Foreign Antislavery Society, due
largely to social and gender issues dividing conservative religious mem-
bers from others. Many other antislavery constituencies, moreover, like
the Free Soil Movement and the Liberty Party, simply lacked the moral
and religious commitment to helping African Americans. Notwithstand-
ing these political divisions, the movement as a whole created an expan-
sive antislavery print culture. There were now many more – and more
widely circulating – abolitionist periodicals, newspapers, and yearbooks:
the National Anti-Slavery Standard, the American and Foreign Antislavery
Reporter, the Anti-Slavery Record, the Anti-Slavery Bugle, and the Herald
of Freedom, to name only a few. Renowned slave authors like Frederick
Douglass, William Wells Brown, and Henry Bibb, for example, also became
active in the abolitionist press and published or edited periodicals of their
own.
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The impact of these changes was immense on the slave narrative. The
central abolitionist project of exposing the evils of the Southern plantation
(and the false paternalistic myths supporting it) became the absolute pri-
ority of the antebellum slave narrative. The genre now focused, often with
painstaking vigilance, on the actual, daily conditions of slave life, because
abolitionist readers and publishers desired – indeed required – that kind of
detailed evidence. A good example of this is the Narrative of James Williams
(1838), which was edited and transcribed by the poet and abolitionist John
Greenleaf Whittier. Its preface and appendices, written and compiled by
Whittier, are nearly half as long as Williams’s story, and they densely doc-
ument the horrors of plantation life. Sandwiched between this editorial
apparatus, the Williams narrative (which was later withdrawn because of
controversy over its authenticity) unsurprisingly duplicates this emphasis.

So the antebellum slave narrative came of age in the context of the abo-
litionist obsession with “evidence” and the new documentary compendia
meant to fill that role. In this sense, the slave narrative has a reciprocal rela-
tion with influential antislavery documentaries like Theodore Dwight Weld’s
American Slavery As It Is (1839) and Harriet Beecher Stowe’s A Key to Uncle
Tom’s Cabin (1853). It borrows from them and provides factual material for
them, so that these genres inter-animate one another, and the major rhetorical
tropes of antislavery circulate freely in both of them. Many of the narrative
and thematic conventions, which were apparent yet not fully developed in
eighteenth-century works, take shape in this period – the depravity of South-
ern planters and the irrepressible fact of sexual miscegenation, the hypocrisy
of Southern Christianity, scenes of brutal whipping and torture, rebellious
slaves who are murdered, and the strategic mechanisms by which the plan-
tation maintains what Douglass called the “mental and moral darkness” of
enslavement – and all become standard fare.

These conventions were usually rehearsed orally before they appeared in
print. The abolitionist lecture circuit was an important development shaping
the style and content of the antebellum slave narrative. Most slave narrators
made their names as speakers before they became writers per se. Some –
Douglass, William Wells Brown, J. W. C. Pennington, Samuel Ringgold
Ward, to list a few – were known just as much as orators as writers. Indeed,
many entered into the world of print because of their powers in oratory
(which was a largely masculine mode of expression in this era). Some – Dou-
glass, Brown, William and Ellen Craft, Henry “Box” Bown – even gained
international renown by traveling to Britain and Europe and giving pub-
lic lectures about the evils of slavery. We should remember, however, that
Garrisonian abolitionists themselves were never considered a “mainstream”
political group, principally because they believed the Constitution was a
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proslavery document and a “covenant with death.” Even though radical abo-
litionists were out of step with most Americans, their forceful message about
the evils of Southern plantation slavery was effective over time. Most impor-
tantly, the abolitionist forum became a vitally important arena of expres-
sion for ex-slaves. Abolitionist newspapers and periodicals published and
reviewed as many, if not more, oral testimonies against slavery and ex-slave
speeches as “written” narratives.6

However, the abolitionist meeting also put limits on black expression in
public and literally staged their bodies for public consumption. Ex-slaves
were asked only to state the basic “facts” of their lives; they sometimes bared
their backs as texts that “proved” their stories. These dramatic conventions
only further heightened the stakes for African Americans of establishing their
own voices as speakers and as writers. As Douglass puts it in My Bondage
and My Freedom, during the abolitionist meeting William Lloyd Garrison
“took me as his text.” The abolitionist forum provides a crucial rhetorical
context – the limitations of voice, the bounds of propriety, the humility of
self-presentation – for evaluating the slave narratives during this period.
Important slave narratives from this period self-consciously stage scenes of
speaking and wield tropes of utterance to counter the constant prospect of
being silenced.

If the politics of slavery were, as we might expect, central to the slave nar-
rative in the antebellum period, the narrative continued to express religious
ideas and employ Christian tropes about the nature of enslavement and lib-
eration. One central reason for this is that antebellum culture was still highly
religious; evangelical institutions exerted significant influence on the world
of antebellum publishing. Religious reading continued to play a major role
in most Americans’ lives: bibles, religious primers, devotional handbooks,
psalters, hymnals, and John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress still were stan-
dard fare. The framing devices editors used to portray ex-slaves continued
to emphasize moral virtue and Christian feeling. For example, the preface to
A Narrative of the Adventures and Escape of Moses Roper (1837), written
by the British evangelical and antislavery activist Thomas Price, notes how
Roper continues his religious education so that “he will be eminently quali-
fied to instruct the children of Africa in the truths of the gospel of Christ.” The
Narrative’s publication in effect fulfills this financial goal. Roper’s patron,
John Morison, was an English evangelical, who obviously influenced Roper’s
presentation of himself as the biblical Joseph, the victim of slavery who even-
tually forgave his oppressors. The traditional intertwining of physical and
spiritual journeys, moreover, continued to characterize the genre. In Running
a Thousand Miles for Freedom; or, The Escape of William and Ellen Craft
from Slavery (1860), William Craft likens his journey north to the allegorical
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protagonist of The Pilgrim’s Progress: “I thought I might indulge in a few
minutes’ sleep in the car; but I, like Bunyan’s Christian in the arbour, went
to sleep at the wrong time, and took too long a nap.”

Publication and reception

From the outset, the slave narrative appears to have been a popular genre on
both sides of the Atlantic, though exact sales figures for eighteenth-century
narratives are more difficult to calculate. We do know, however, that between
the 1770s and 1810s the narratives of Gronniosaw, Marrant, and Equiano
went through multiple editions and apparently sold quite well. These works
were published in London and, with the advent of provincial printing in the
eighteenth century, later re-published in places like Dublin and Edinburgh
(and sometimes in America). The source of their appeal lay in a number of
factors: an evangelical reading market, the motifs of captivity and enslave-
ment, the allure of sea narrative and high adventure, and, often, the allure of
the exotic. Most importantly, these narratives were able to combine multi-
ple genres – spiritual autobiography, travel narrative, ethnography, political
commentary – as well as religious, sentimental, and gothic discourses. They
were flexible enough to appeal to various readerships simultaneously.

Perhaps this is the reason for the financial success of Equiano’s Interest-
ing Narrative. As Vincent Carretta has shown, Equiano was commercially
savvy enough to keep the copyright to the Interesting Narrative, rather than
allowing a publisher (usually a bookseller) to assume the risk of printing
costs.7 Later African American ex-slave narrators like Henry Bibb pursued
the same strategy. Equiano also marketed the Interesting Narrative through
subscription, which was not an uncommon strategy at this time (Ignatius
Sancho’s and Cugoano’s works were published in this way), since it sig-
nificantly decreased financial risks. The Interesting Narrative subsequently
went through thirteen editions in the first five years after its London pub-
lication in 1789. It was re-published in 1791 in New York and was trans-
lated into Dutch, German, and Russian. By 1850 it had gone through thirty-
six editions.8 By comparison, Marrant’s Narrative went through (perhaps)
ten printings in 1785, the year of its initial publication, and almost forty
by the middle of the nineteenth century.9 The economic potential of this
genre was such that even smaller publishing houses sometimes participated
in re-publishing those works that had proven their market value. When
Gronniosaw’s work was re-published in Salem, New York in 1809, it was re-
titled simply The Black Prince (adapting the phrase “an African Prince” from
its original, lengthy title), a move that suggests a different kind of marketing
strategy.
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The literary world of eighteenth-century London reviewed works by black
writers in general seriously though not always positively. Wheatley’s Poems
on Various Subjects, Religious and Moral (1773) and The Letters of Ignatius
Sancho, an African (1782), for example, generally upheld standards of moral-
ity and cultural refinement and were less politically volatile. In contrast, the
writings of Equiano and especially Cugoano were more radical, and the
mainstream English press often cast doubt on the plausibility of these and
other narratives in terms that were particularly condescending about the
possibilities of black authorship. For example, The Monthly Review dis-
paragingly noted of the Interesting Narrative that “it is not improbable that
some English writer has assisted him in the compliment, or, at least, the
correction of the book: for it is sufficiently well-written.” The Gentleman’s
Magazine claimed the Interesting Narrative was “written in a very unequal
style,” but offered this praise together with the negative assertion that “there
is no general rule without an exception.” These magazines also critiqued the
authenticity (and even the interest) of Equiano’s and Marrant’s accounts of
their religious conversions. The critiques in general are more than tinged
with racial hostility, but they may also reflect the cultural friction between
secular and evangelical reading publics at this time.

We might even broadly re-conceive the term “review” as it affects early
black writing in general and the slave narrative in particular. Traditional
reviews of writers like Equiano and Marrant were only one kind of discourse
evaluating early black writing. Indeed, the prefatory material framing – and
legitimating – these works functioned as promotional reviews. There is prob-
ably no better example of this than the preface that the minister William
Aldridge wrote for John Marrant’s Narrative, which highlights the interest
of Marrant’s Indian captivity and simultaneously asks readers to read that
captivity as a spiritual allegory of the soul. Even as editors lowered the bar
for the writing skills of “uncultivated” or “untutored” minds, they neverthe-
less made the case for the value of these works. This was especially resonant
at a time when the “literary” was associated with “letters” generally and
was never separated from writing’s moral edification.

Expanding the category of the review, however, cuts both ways. David
Hume and Thomas Jefferson disparaged black writing in important philo-
sophical and historical works like Hume’s “Of National Character” (1764)
and Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia (1785). Hume likened the
Jamaican poet Francis Williams to a “parrot,” and Jefferson infamously
debunked the quality of Wheatley’s poems and even used her as an exam-
ple testifying to the inferiority of Africans in general. Their comments did
not go unanswered, however. Writers as diverse as Gilbert Imlay and the
French prelate Abbé Gregoire publicly came to the defense of Wheatley,
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Equiano, and many others. The important idea here is that the “review” of
the slave narrative, whether a traditional review or in the form of prefatory
material, was a highly politicized form. Literary evaluation and the politics
of race and slavery were deeply enmeshed in one another: judgments of the
aesthetic value of the slave narrative were inseparable from transatlantic
debates over the morality of the African slave trade and the nature of the
African.

Between the 1770s and 1840s, however, the slave narrative became part
of an emerging, capitalist literary market, and the genre was promoted and
reviewed accordingly. This is to say that the rising popularity of the slave
narrative was due as much to the changing conditions of print capitalism as
to the rising tide of abolitionist sentiment. The publishing industry in Amer-
ica underwent expansive changes at the same time that abolitionist groups
were promoting the publication of slave narratives to advance their politi-
cal cause. A number of factors contributed to the development of a modern
book industry in America: larger publishing firms, with greater resources
to finance and market their products; changes in the technology of print-
ing, which decreased costs, controlled prices, and enabled far greater lev-
els of production; improvements in transportation routes and distribution
techniques; and marketing strategies that targeted expanding readerships on
an increasingly national scale. All of these changes have complex histories
and did not occur quickly. But they did change the economic conditions
under which slave narrators, publishers, printers, and abolitionist patrons
all operated.

The genre was also affected by the emergence of modern publishers in
America. These firms assumed the risk of financing print and distribution
costs, and they were often more concerned with the genre’s market potential
than its political efficacy. Abolitionist societies, however, sometimes assumed
the role of publisher – the AASS financed the publication, for example, of
Douglass’s first autobiography and the Narrative of William Wells Brown,
a Fugitive Slave (1847). But the publishing history of other narratives sug-
gests their status as commercial ventures. For example, after the enormous
success of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), and her
subsequent suggestion that her characterization of Uncle Tom was taken in
large part from The Life of Josiah Henson (1849), John and Henry Jewett
re-published Henson’s narrative in 1858 as Truth Stranger Than Fiction:
Father Henson’s Story of his Own Life – and included a new preface by
Stowe herself to enhance its marketability. This was also true of Slavery in
the United States: A Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Charles Ball
(1836), which went through nine US editions, two British editions, and one
German edition. As with Henson’s autobiography, however, its popularity
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took off when it was (misleadingly) re-titled Fifty Years in Chains; or the Life
of an American Slave (1859) and packaged in a more attractive binding. By
the eve of the Civil War, then, the slave narrative had become simultaneously
a more mature literary form and a more sensationalist print commodity.

In light of these changes, antebellum narratives enjoyed much greater sales
than had earlier slave narratives and reached audiences beyond the pale
of radical abolitionism. The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass,
an American Slave (1845), for example, sold 5,000 copies in four months
and 11,000 copies in two years, and Solomon Northrup’s Twelve Years a
Slave (1853) sold 27,000 copies in two years. The popularity of these nar-
ratives extended beyond America. Most popular slave narratives were soon
reprinted in Britain, and many were translated into other languages and pub-
lished in Europe. Douglass’s Narrative underwent nine British editions in the
1840s and was also re-published in Ireland as well. William Wells Brown’s
Narrative had a London edition and was later translated into Dutch. A Nar-
rative of the Adventures and Escape of Moses Roper, from American Slavery
(1838) was first published in London and then in Philadelphia, and represents
perhaps the most Anglicized slave narrative of this period; it went through
ten editions in twenty years, selling more than 20,000 copies.10

Editorial decisions continued to shape the rhetorical and thematic designs
of the slave narrative. Black writers negotiated political and economic forces
in order to tell “free” stories. Perhaps the most extreme case of this is The
Confessions of Nat Turner (1831), edited by Thomas Gray, which was pub-
lished immediately after Nat Turner’s Rebellion in order to discredit Turner
as a fanatic and to suppress future slave insurrections. But, to a lesser extent,
the same issues of editorial manipulation were present in narratives spon-
sored by antislavery constituencies. Witness the difficult relationship between
Garrison and Douglass, whose second autobiography, My Bondage and My
Freedom, published in 1855, was in many ways an open break from Gar-
rison’s mentorship. Its preface, written by an African American physician,
openly addressed the problems Douglass experienced in asserting his inde-
pendence among white abolitionists. Published in Boston in 1849, the first
edition of Henry “Box” Brown’s narrative was edited and transcribed by
the abolitionist Charles Stearns, who subjected the text to stylistic excesses,
overblown rhetoric, and melodramatic commentary. Its title suggests as
much: Narrative of Henry Box Brown who Escaped from Slavery Enclosed
in a Box Three Feet Long and Two Wide Written from a Statement Made
by Himself. With Remarks upon a Remedy for Slavery. By Charles Stearns.
In 1850, however, the newly empowered Fugitive Slave Law forced Brown
to flee to England, where he set up (much to the dismay of British abolition-
ists) his own traveling exhibition of his famous escape, complete with the
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eponymous box in which he had escaped. The second edition of his auto-
biography, published in Manchester in 1851, presents a more compact and
stylistically controlled work, due to Brown’s editorial control. It was entitled
simply the Narrative of the Life of Henry Box Brown, Written by Himself.

During the antebellum period, when the political stakes of the slave narra-
tive’s authenticity became intensified, antislavery reviewers usually defended
the veracity of the slave narrative as well as the moral character of the slave
narrator. Such praise often relied on available cultural tropes and set the
terms through which slave narrators reconstructed their own identities. Lydia
Maria Child, for example, included a letter from Amy Post in the first edition
of Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) that praised
the protagonist as a “naturally virtuous and refined” slave woman with “a
natural craving for human sympathy.” Reviewers, moreover, generally took
a pragmatic attitude toward the genre, evaluating its ability to combat slav-
ery in the USA. One of the most famous reviews of slave narratives in this
period was Ephraim Peabody’s, which appeared in 1849 in the Unitarian
Christian Examiner. While heaping praise on Douglass, Josiah Henson, and
others, Peabody still cautioned that Douglass’s “mode of address” (read: his
anger, wit, and irony) was “likely to diminish, not only his usefulness, but
his real influence.”11 An anonymous review of Charles Ball’s autobiography,
appearing in The Quarterly Anti-Slavery Magazine, was happy about this
“simple” and “plain” narrative composed by a writer “who is no more than
the recorder of facts detailed to him by another.”

Reviewers were highly self-conscious about the subject of race in light
of the rise of pseudo-scientific theories about racial difference, which were
related to the fields of natural history, ethnology, and phrenology (the study
of human traits according to the configuration of the human skull). Even the
best-intentioned reviewers, however, reveal racial condescension that often
takes the form of romantic primitivism – the idea that “native peoples”
were more virtuous since they were removed from the corrupting influ-
ences of modern society. When slave narrators like Harriet Jacobs confessed
moments of their own moral weakness, we should remember they did so
in the midst of an abolitionist culture that readily figured African Ameri-
cans as culturally deficient. Even in antislavery circles, representations of the
“poor slave” often had primitivist tendencies that reflected some form of
the “noble savage” trope noted above. The editor of Venture Smith’s Narra-
tive likened him to a Benjamin Franklin in a “state of nature”; antebellum
admirers of Douglass similarly attributed his oratorical and literary gifts to
the same sources. Reviewing Douglass’s Narrative in the New York Tribune,
for example, Margaret Fuller praised it as “simple, true, coherent, and warm
with genuine feeling.” Arguing against racial prejudice, Fuller nevertheless
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noted the African race’s “peculiar element” – its “talent for melody, a ready
skill in adaptation and imitation, [and] an almost indestructible elasticity of
nature.” This was supposed to be a compliment.

By the 1850s reviews of major slave narratives also registered the impor-
tance of the genre to American literary culture. The period between the
American Revolution and Civil War was characterized by chronic laments
about America’s literary reputation, and was punctuated by famous declara-
tions of national cultural independence by Emerson, Whitman, and others.
As a form of increasingly popular, distinctly American autobiography, the
slave narrative further enabled this national cultural project. Not all review-
ers embraced the genre as a high form of literature, and sectional and racial
politics continued to shape all literary evaluations. Yet even pragmatic and
condescending reviewers like Peabody recognized the capacity of the slave
narrative to stand as an “American” literary genre in the eyes of the literary
world. What further enhanced this literary reconfiguration was the roman-
tic cachet the slave narrative possessed – its scenes of isolation, suffering,
and solitary flight from the barbarities of society – that suited well romantic
culture’s thematic motifs and master tropes. Even the ways in which these
narratives were prefaced and packaged suggest their modern literary appeal.
As the preface to the Narrative of Henry Bibb (1849) demonstrates, the book
was presented as much for picaresque adventure as for antislavery themes.
The “Opinions of the Press” that Bibb included for promotional purposes
contained praise from magazines like the New York Evangelist (“a work
adapted to produce . . . proper Christian sympathy”) and The Liberator (a
work of “thrilling interest”). The slave narrative’s entrance into this liter-
ary and commercial culture produced tensions in its literary development.
While adhering to higher principles, the slave narrative had to compete in
an increasingly capitalized and modern print culture; while abdicating the
role of professional “writer” who merely sought money, the slave narrator
nevertheless was conscripted into the modern “American” literary scene.
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Politics and political philosophy in the
slave narrative

The slave narratives were intensely political documents. Although one may
find many motivations behind their writing, all were published to play a
role in the fight against slavery. Encouraged by the rise of the abolitionist
movement in the 1830s, the narratives quickly became that movement’s most
essential texts, providing eyewitness accounts of slavery’s brutal reality. Most
of the authors were themselves active abolitionists who had told their stories
on the platform prior to setting them down in print. Both they and their
colleagues believed the narratives could strike a telling blow against slavery.

The narratives’ political purposes also contributed to their shape and con-
tent. Written to serve the abolitionist cause, the narratives quickly developed
a set of rhetorically effective conventions with great political resonance in
antebellum America, based on significant, systematic political ideas.

The political character of abolitionism was itself a complex matter. The
movement’s roots, and those of the slave narrative, lay in efforts to oppose
slavery that had appeared both in Britain and its American colonies by the
1680s. During the eighteenth century, and into the era of the American Revo-
lution, such former slaves as Ayuba Suleiman Diallo (Job ben Solomon) and
Olaudah Equiano, their works well known on both sides of the Atlantic,
recounted their experiences in order to further that opposition. Still, both
in Britain and the United States, the development of the slave narrative as
a form was closely connected to the rise of American abolitionism as an
organized force, formally marked, beginning in 1833, by the formation of
the American Anti-Slavery Society (AASS), led by William Lloyd Garrison,
Robert Purvis, and others. The slave narrative not only flowered with the
growth of abolitionism, but also simultaneously shaped and was shaped by
the movement’s goals and the political environment within which it operated,
an environment marked by conflict and change.

Politically, slave narratives tended to look in three distinct, though related,
directions. First, as contributions to the abolitionist movement, they played
a critical role in antebellum debates over slavery. With the growth of
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abolitionism, there developed a large body of proslavery writing defend-
ing the institution and creating an array of arguments on its behalf. Slave
narratives countered proslavery arguments by undermining the ideas and
images on which those arguments were based, and did so explicitly through
the special role that African Americans – and former slaves – claimed in the
debate.

Secondly, the slave narratives participated in larger processes of democrati-
zation taking place in the antebellum United States. Built on ideas and values
going back to the American Revolution, democratic rhetoric and practices
became dominant modes in the nation’s politics, especially after the mid-
1820s. Imperfectly realized, these modes were nevertheless widely embraced
as standards against which political processes were judged. Slave narratives
both drew on and helped to shape this process.

Finally, this was an era in which the idea of freedom itself was increas-
ingly both valued and contested. Given the focus of abolitionism, and of the
narratives, it is not surprising that they should have played a role in this
discussion. The narratives brought together abolitionist ideology with ideas
of freedom that had evolved out of the distinctive experiences of African
Americans, especially people who had lived in bondage, in a way that had
particular political resonance for antebellum American readers.

The narratives in the abolitionist movement

The primary political impulse behind the slave narratives grew out of the
nineteenth-century debates over slavery. Proslavery arguments took the form
they did in large part because slavery’s defenders had to respond to aboli-
tionist attacks; abolitionism had to answer proslavery as well. The ex-slaves
who recounted their experiences entered self-consciously into this debate.
The specific episodes they recounted were often offered as explicit replies to
proslavery assertions. Several writers openly addressed prominent proslavery
figures, challenging them with facts that undermined proslavery claims.1

Antebellum debates over slavery focused on several key issues. Some of
these had to do with race. Since at least the early nineteenth century, race
had served as a cornerstone for slavery’s defenders, who argued that peo-
ple of African descent were intellectually and morally inferior to Europeans
and Euro-Americans and were, therefore, fit only for slavery. Abolition-
ists rejected such arguments, asserting the common humanity of all people.
Race, they said, could provide no defense for slavery or any other form of
discrimination.

The slave narratives had an obvious role to play in the abolitionist case,
as ex-slaves – articulate, intelligent men and women – challenged proslavery
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racism by example. In an introductory note to his second autobiography, My
Bondage and My Freedom (1855), Frederick Douglass wrote that not only
was slavery on trial but “the enslaved people are also on trial” as “so low in
the scale of humanity” as to be unable to speak for themselves. Writing his
“own biography” enabled Douglass to demonstrate his own abilities and,
by extension, to prove those of others.2

The importance of such a demonstration was widely acknowledged. Most
of the narratives included introductions and other testimony from estab-
lished abolitionist leaders – often white, but sometimes African American –
stressing their authors’ accomplishments and ability.

Racist ideas were widely shared during the antebellum period, even among
some white abolitionists. Such ideas probably represented the strongest
assumptions upon which slavery’s defenders could build. The narratives’
power to counter such assumptions was real, but the necessity to do so was
greater still. The assertion of racial equality was central to the narratives’
political role in the debate over slavery.

But the debate over slavery revolved around more than race. With the
rise of abolitionism, as slavery’s defenders felt increasingly threatened by
antislavery efforts, they advanced an argument presenting the institution as a
“positive good” for the nation and for the slaves as well. The slave narratives
challenged that argument by providing first-hand testimony contradicting
some of its most crucial contentions.

The most widely advanced of such contentions was the assertion, consis-
tent with notions of African American inferiority, that slavery had provided
slaves with a “school for civilization.” According to this argument, slav-
ery had enabled Africans and their descendants to come in contact with
European and Euro-American customs and achievements, exposing them to
virtues they would otherwise not have been able to learn.

The oldest version of this argument, with roots actually predating the
rise of abolitionism, had to do with religion, as slavery’s defenders claimed
that slavery created an arena in which the slaves could be taught the Chris-
tian religion. Slave narratives contradicted this claim. Most of the narrators
were dedicated Christians who documented religion’s importance to them-
selves and to other slaves. But they also showed that, far from encouraging
faith and piety, slaveholders tended to persecute true believers, denying them
opportunities to worship and pray, even punishing those who sought to live
Christian lives.

The narrators also portrayed religion in the slave South as a perversion of
true Christianity. Slaveholders, they said, were willfully blind to Christian
principles. “We have man-stealers for ministers, women-whippers for mis-
sionaries, and cradle-plunderers for church members,” Frederick Douglass
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wrote.3 Moses Roper told the story of a young man whipped to death by his
“devout” master for “breaking the Sabbath” to complete a task the slave-
holder had given him the day before.4

Ex-slaves demonstrated that Southern churches sought to inculcate a reli-
gion that served slavery more than God. Henry “Box” Brown, whose escape
from slavery was legendary, wrote that he had even been raised to believe
that “old master was Almighty God, and that his son, my young master,
was Jesus Christ,” hardly a teaching designed to give slaves “true knowl-
edge of the eternal God.”5 Harriet Jacobs, recounting a sermon in which the
slaves were told, “If you disobey your earthly master, you offend your heav-
enly master,” noted that her companions were “highly amused” by such a
“gospel teaching” (Incidents, p. 71). Writing for a largely Christian audience,
and demonstrating, by their words, an impressive grasp of Christian ideals,
these narrators powerfully condemned the hypocrisy of Christian slavehold-
ers even as they pointedly refuted proslavery assertions of the missionary
value of slavery to the slaves.

Narrators also documented slaveholder hostility to education, often rein-
forcing religious concerns by portraying Southern persecution of those slaves
who had learned to read and understand the Bible. Slaveholder opposition to
slave literacy was well known; several Southern states even made it a crime
for slaves to learn to read and write. Such opposition clearly contradicted
any defense of slavery based on its purported benefits to the slaves.

In addition, at least some of what was portrayed in the narratives not
only contradicted positive good arguments but also helped to emphasize, by
contrast, how slavery corrupted slaves and slaveholders alike. At the center
of such portrayals were issues of family and sexuality. Family ideals were
extremely important in antebellum America. The family was seen as the
center of social life; bonds of family affection served as a model for an array
of social ties.

The narratives made the case that Southern slavery, however, destroyed
the family. Among slaves, husbands and wives, children and parents, could
all be separated, sold away according to the financial needs – or at the
whim – of their owners. The narrators vividly evoked the sufferings of family
members who lost their loved ones, the anguish of mothers or children,
wives or husbands suddenly sent away, knowing they would never see each
other again. As the prominent fugitive Henry Bibb wrote, remembering his
separation from his wife and child, “I can never describe to the reader the
awful reality of that separation,” and, as he made clear, it was a reality
he could never forget.6 Slavery’s proponents defended their actions on the
ground that such values among their slaves were weak, lacking the depth
that white Americans could feel. Slave narratives countered such a claim.
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When someone like Bibb described his wife’s uncontrollable weeping as he
was taken away, he demonstrated that slaves’ family ties were no weaker
than were those of anyone else.

Bibb, like others, also portrayed the open hostility of slaveholders to the
slaves’ family ties. He did so, most vividly, by describing a violent scenario
of separation. About to be torn apart, Bibb and his family knelt to pray.
Their owner – a Methodist deacon – responded, not with sympathy, but by
severely beating Bibb’s wife even as she wept inconsolably over the loss of
her husband. Slavery’s hypocritical defenders were aware of the strength of
slave families; the narratives made the case that slaveholders just did not
care.

If anything, slave masters actually manipulated family ties to augment the
brutality that their slaves had to face. Lewis Clarke was one of many who
told of husbands forced to whip their wives, as masters sought to create a
display of power over both, while increasing the suffering of both as well.
In one such case, according to Clarke, a husband was even forced to whip
his wife to death.7

The evocation of proslavery hypocrisy was especially striking in regard
to sexuality. The portrayal of male slaveholders as sexual predators was
common. As the narrators said, slaveholders had the power to compel slave
women to submit to sexual advances, and they used it. The classic episode
along these lines was Frederick Douglass’s account of the horrific beating of
his aunt, Hester, especially as he told it in My Bondage and My Freedom.
Hester’s owner had made constant sexual advances toward her; she had
consistently refused them. Her love for another slave had only increased her
owner’s rage and desire. Finally, in a fit of frustration, he tied and stripped
her, beating her senseless. In doing so, the cruel man proved, as Douglass
wrote, how much “a slave-woman is at the mercy of the power, caprice and
passion of her owner” (My Bondage and My Freedom, p. 176).

The fullest account of sexual corruption on a Southern plantation, how-
ever, is Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861). Writing
that the “slave girl is reared in an atmosphere of licentiousness and fear,”
Jacobs said that, from her teenage years, “The lash and the foul talk of
her master and his sons are her teachers” (Incidents, p. 51). Thus, Jacobs
recounted a story of continual sexual threats and intimidation. She told her
story in a uniquely blunt way that explicitly belied the proslavery case. Slave
women, Jacobs and others stressed, were like other American women in
valuing chastity; slavery itself made chastity a virtue that could be all too
easily violated. And slaveholders violated their slave women with impunity.

The focus on sexuality allowed fugitives to make some telling points
against both the racial and moral pretensions of proslavery writers. Jacobs
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put the matter succinctly when, discussing the “doctrine that God created the
Africans to be slaves,” she asked, “Who can measure the amount of Anglo-
Saxon blood coursing in the veins of American slaves?” (Incidents, p. 45).
Other writers suggested the possibility of being their owners’ children; a
few also identified slaves who were descended from prominent, slaveholding
American statesmen. Such slaves were living refutations of their owner’s ded-
ication to family ideals, living proof of slaveholders’ willingness to abandon
their own wives and families to pursue uninhibited sexual passions.

Narrators also commonly pointed out one of the uglier possibilities created
when slaveholders fathered slave children. These were children, in J. W. C.
Pennington’s words, “held at such a price, even to their own father, that they
could be sold to any interested party.” This could even entail, as in a case Pen-
nington described, the selling of one’s own daughters into prostitution.8 Such
stories stressed slavery’s power to corrupt everyone it touched, including
slaveholders. Cohering with more general abolitionist portrayals of slavery
as a blot on the national character, these accounts of slaveholder perversity
put forward an argument against the institution that could carry weight even
with those who were less concerned than were many abolitionists with the
humanity and equality of the slaves themselves.

Underlying such portrayals, however, was a final dimension of the narra-
tives’ role in the debate over slavery. By the 1830s, that debate had become
closely connected to sectional divisions in the United States, as, after about
1800, slavery had come to exist only in the Southern states, having been abol-
ished in or excluded from those in the North. Sectional rivalries led political
ideologues to construct pervasive images of regional differences. Southern
defenders of slavery created pictures of the South focusing on what they por-
trayed as a patriarchal plantation system, one involving happy slaves and
kindly slaveholders working together in harmony and peace.

The narratives exposed a more antagonistic undercurrent to slave society.
It was, the narratives showed, a system based on force and exploitation,
something slaveholders well knew. John Thompson was one of many who
described a master who followed the practice “to whip occasionally, whether
there was cause or not,”9 simply to keep his slaves in line. Emphasizing the
centrality of violence to slavery as a social form and a labor system, the slave
narratives unmasked the idyllic South of slavery’s defenders, demonstrating
that patriarchal images were slaveholder fantasy.

The slave narratives thus had an important political role in the debates
over slavery. They had significant impact, as well. The narratives did much to
focus and to shape antislavery ideas and to bring people into the movement.
Much of the literature of abolitionism, including such novels as Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), derived from the slave narratives.
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Memoirs of abolitionists and other texts demonstrate the extent to which
individuals – white and black – were moved to greater fervor as a result of
what the narratives revealed.

And the narratives definitely put proslavery writers on the defensive. Slav-
ery’s defenders knew what was in the narratives; narratives have even been
found in some slaveholders’ libraries. Proslavery writers responded to the
narratives in several ways. For one thing, they sought to discredit the narra-
tives’ authenticity. Many individual narratives, including those by Frederick
Douglass, were attacked by proslavery critics who claimed that no African
American could be so articulate, and that the narratives were ghostwritten
by white abolitionists. There were, in fact, instances of fraudulent narratives,
as well as narratives dictated to, and strongly shaped by, abolitionist editors,
providing significant grist for the proslavery mill. In such cases as Douglass’s,
and in most others, however, these charges were unfounded, related more
to the racist premises of slavery’s defenders than to the narratives’ origins,
reflecting, more than anything, proslavery anxieties about the narratives’
effect.

Slavery’s defenders also sought to deny specific charges the narratives
raised. They denied, for example, charges of sexual promiscuity; they
asserted their dedication to a Christian mission. At the same time, a few
proslavery leaders, stung by the narratives’ claims, proposed “reforms” to
correct abuses documented in the narratives. They urged legislation, for
example, to prevent family separations and suggested that slaves should
be given at least basic literacy. Such proposals made little headway but do
further indicate the political impact of the testimony the narratives provided.

The narratives and democratization

Apart from their role in the debate over slavery, the political character of
the narratives reflected more general developments during the time in which
they were written. The direction of antebellum American politics was toward
an increasingly democratic order and an increasingly influential democratic
rhetoric. Political participation was broadened during the era, as demo-
cratic ideals provided standards against which policy and politics alike were
measured. The emergence of Andrew Jackson and “Jacksonian democracy”
beginning in the mid-1820s helped to synthesize and consolidate processes
of democratization that continued to strengthen up to the time of the Civil
War.

The imperfections of this process were notable. It was, for the most part,
a process that benefited white adult males. Women were excluded from pol-
itics, as were most African Americans, even in the Northern states, where
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virtually all were free. If anything, processes of democratization had a per-
verse effect on African American political participation. In several states, as
more white men were included in the political system – through expanded
suffrage, for example – African Americans faced greater restrictions on their
right to vote and to hold office.

Nevertheless, democratization was not only about voting and holding
political office. It was also about who could participate in political delib-
eration, and how. In this, democratization may be understood in terms of
the notion of a “public sphere” which includes those whose voices can influ-
ence how political decisions are made. And here, democratization was far
more expansive, because the antebellum public sphere came to include many
people otherwise excluded from the political order. This was particularly the
case as the antebellum public sphere came to be shaped by the explosion
of print culture during the era, an explosion that brought many formerly
excluded voices, including those of women and African Americans, into the
political order.

The slave narratives were part of this expanded public sphere, as their role
in shaping debates over slavery suggests. The narratives’ authors and audi-
ences agreed that individuals who had experienced slavery had something
to say about the character of the institution, and that what they had to say
could not be ignored – although slavery’s defenders might have preferred
otherwise. Such views were not confined to people in the abolitionist move-
ment. For example, Abraham Lincoln, uncomfortable with both slavery and
abolitionism (and sharing the era’s racist ideas), responded to a proslavery
argument by remarking that it was important to ask the slaves’ “opinion on
it.”10

The narratives should also be seen, however, as part of a demand for a still
more fully inclusive public sphere. To some extent, this demand was made
within the parameters of the abolition movement, which was itself devoted to
the cause of democratization. Abolitionists demanded emancipation, racial
equality, and full citizenship for African Americans, and saw the narratives
as a powerful means for asserting an African American voice into American
public life. Hence, as a major element in the movement’s print culture, the
narratives highlighted both the radical quality of abolitionism’s demands and
the more specific goals of the movement.

Within the context of an enlarging public sphere, however, the specifically
African American character of the narratives had implications that went
beyond simple questions of inclusion. The narratives’ authors also asserted a
privileged African American voice that could offer a distinctive commentary
on American society and politics. Implicit in the significance assigned to
the narratives was an appreciation for the authority of experience. “Facts
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are stubborn things,” wrote fugitive Austin Steward, and no one could talk
about slavery better than one who “has seen and felt it himself.”11 Such a
claim may seem obvious, but it was also part of an expanding public sphere.
Prior to the antebellum period, authority, status, and a public voice were
closely connected to each other. Grounding authority in experience broke
the connection between status and authority in fully democratic ways even
as it supported abolitionist goals. It was a shift of which the narratives’
authors and other abolitionists were well aware.

There were, however, implications to ideals of democratization that posed
more complex problems for the narratives, even within the context of abo-
litionism. American democratic ideals included values of individualism and
independence, values directly opposed to slavery, and in an obvious way.
As the authors described their feelings about slavery, they made clear that,
whatever the specific abuses, the most galling fact was the inability to control
one’s destiny, to have one’s fate placed in the hands of another person.

This drive for self-control entered into the creation of the narratives, as
such, and even helped to create a division within abolition that was related to
questions of independence, democratization, and the public sphere. Though
sometimes exaggerated by historians and critics, there was a tendency among
white abolitionists to control the African American voice, to define and
delimit the content and character of the narratives. The famous episode
Douglass recounted in My Bondage and My Freedom has often been cited
in this regard. Having been involved in abolitionism for some time, he had
reached a point at which “new views” had begun to concern him. When
he sought to present them, however, he had been told by white colleagues
to stick with his narrative. “Give us the facts,” one had said, “we will take
care of the philosophy” (My Bondage and My Freedom, p. 367). Such lim-
its were, as Douglass understood, patronizing, even racist. They were also,
as he acknowledged, connected to internal divisions within abolitionism,
and a marker of the significance that white and black abolitionists alike
gave to African American testimony. But Douglass’s response was ultimately
evidence of the extent to which he and other African American authors
appreciated the ideals of self-definition and self-determination connected
with democratic ideals. As Douglass said, “I must speak just the word that
seemed to me the word to be spoken by me” (ibid.).

The narratives and the meaning of freedom

The issue of self-definition and self-control was also related to the third key
dimension of the politics and political philosophy in the slave narratives:
their representations of freedom. Although freedom was an evolving idea
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during the antebellum period, with numerous and vague definitions, for
many thinkers, especially in the Jacksonian period, it was closely connected
to ideals of independence and understood as the freedom to do whatever
one felt to be right or necessary, without any external constraints. This was
often given an economic twist that emphasized the right to pursue, without
restraint, one’s own well-being.

Such was the view of freedom embodied in the slave narratives. It was
a view that had broad appeal within the abolitionist movement. Bringing
together abolitionist ideals with notions of freedom deeply rooted in slave
culture, the narratives’ authors gave voice to political aspirations that had
been shaped in slavery itself. For the authors of the slave narratives, freedom
meant, above all, freedom from coercion. The narrators accurately repre-
sented slavery as a forced labor system maintained by the continual threat
of physical violence. In so portraying slavery, however, the authors went
beyond the evocation of brutality to describe a world which ran counter to
the most deeply held American ideals of freedom, including the economic
notions of freedom that many held dear. Slaves, as the narrators repeatedly
emphasized, were forced to work not for their own ends but for those of
their owners. Slavery violated connections among labor, independence, and
freedom in unmistakable ways.

It was in this regard that slave culture and abolitionist ideals were most
clearly related. It is not surprising, first, that slaves should have developed
a sense of freedom on their own, given the coercive, exploitative nature of
the slave system – and its American setting in an environment that valued
economic achievement and independence. They could easily contrast their
own condition with that of their masters. Solomon Northup, a free man
kidnapped in New York and enslaved in Louisiana for twelve years, wrote
that it was “a mistaken opinion” to believe that slaves fail to “comprehend
the idea of freedom.” He said, “They understand the privileges and exemp-
tions that belong to it – that it would bestow upon them the fruits of their
own labors, and that it would secure to them the enjoyment of domestic
happiness.”12

Still, slaves’ ideas of freedom did not develop in a vacuum. Plantation
owners tried to keep their slaves isolated from the larger currents of antebel-
lum American thought, fearing, especially, the influence of abolitionist ideas.
But those ideas did penetrate the plantation world, as did other elements of
antebellum political ideology and rhetoric. There were significant contacts
between slaves and free people of color (many of them former slaves) living
in the North. Literate slaves gleaned news, often at great peril, from news-
papers and periodicals, and that news traveled rapidly over informal but
efficient interplantation networks.
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From such sources, popular American ideas of economic autonomy along
with tenets of what is usually called “free labor” ideology were as well known
inside the plantation world as outside. The notion that one should receive the
benefit from one’s labor and, moreover, that one should be able to negotiate
the terms under which one worked was a notion many slaves knew and
valued. As the authors of the slave narratives evoked their experiences and
feelings under slavery, they emphasized their own awareness of that notion
and conveyed their sense of the injustice of the institution as a coercive,
exploitative system.

In their contemplation of freedom, however, the authors were able to cap-
ture still deeper themes in antebellum thought. They did so through their
portrayals and analyses of the master–slave relationship, a relationship they
put at the heart of the institution. As slaves, they and their peers felt them-
selves entirely at the mercy of those who claimed to own them, and, as the
narrators also emphasized, slaveholders tended to exert their power arbi-
trarily as well as cruelly.

Here, one may see particularly well an integration of slave cultural tradi-
tions with more widespread American ideas about freedom. Slave cultural
traditions – expressed through religion and folklore – had long given cen-
trality to the master–slave relationship and focused on the arbitrariness of
slaveholder coercion. But concern about arbitrary power was deep-seated in
American political rhetoric and ideology. Even prior to American indepen-
dence, Americans had rejected the legitimacy of arbitrary power. In the most
heated antebellum debates over the nature of freedom, no one accepted the
view that arbitrary power could exist in a free society. Slavery, the narrators
demonstrated, was based on arbitrary power, a premise that was central to
the narratives’ rhetorical thrust as political documents and to the philosoph-
ical underpinnings upon which their arguments rested.

Looking back on their experiences, ex-slaves found several ways to char-
acterize slave owners’ will to arbitrary power. For one thing, they recounted
their experiences with slaveholders who had no respect for contracts or agree-
ments. Josiah Henson, having negotiated a price to buy his own freedom,
and having paid it, could not claim that freedom when his mistress sim-
ply repudiated the agreement and demanded a much higher price. Henson
wrote that he was “alternately beside myself with rage, and paralyzed with
despair,” knowing he was at her mercy.13

As the authors of slave narratives portrayed the arbitrariness of slavery,
however, there was another dimension to it that also went straight to the heart
of antebellum political thought. Inevitably, they portrayed slaveholding men
and women as people driven by passion, whose exercise of brutal authority
was not only arbitrary but also unrestrained. Connecting arbitrary power
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to uncontrolled passions, the authors drew on motifs and themes that go
back to the Revolutionary era, but, adapting those themes to portrayals of
slavery, enriched them and made them even more powerful.

Slave narratives provided examples of an ungovernable brutality on the
part of slaveholders that entered into every area of the master–slave rela-
tionship, especially in regard to labor. The narratives’ authors invariably
presented episodes in which even the most diligent efforts on the part of
slaves were met with cruel violence as the slaveholder seized upon the most
trivial shortcomings as pretexts for “punishment.” William Wells Brown,
for example, described the case of Aaron, working in a St. Louis hotel, who
was subjected to fifty lashes – a debilitating number – when a knife was not
as clean as the owner demanded.

Moreover, as many of the ex-slaves also showed, such slaveholder violence
often slipped over into sadism: ingenious, gratuitous, even inflicted for plea-
sure. Douglass’s account of the beating of Hester moved in this direction. So
did Solomon Northup’s account of the brutal beating of his friend Patsey,
irrationally hated by a mistress who continually demanded that the young
woman be flogged. Ultimately, after a brief absence from the plantation, Pat-
sey was seized by the master, stripped, staked to the ground, and whipped
until she lost consciousness. The mistress looked on with what Northup
described as “an air of heartless satisfaction” (Twelve Years a Slave, p. 196).

Ex-slaves also described patterns of torture designed to intensify the slaves’
suffering. Moses Roper’s owner was one of several who liked to put slaves
in painful contraptions, each more ingenious than the last. Roper recounted
how one slave woman was given an excessive dose of castor oil, then
entrapped under a small box overnight, in intense agony. Many authors
described how slaves, their backs shredded by whipping, were washed down
with solutions of salt and red pepper to prolong and intensify the pain.

Such events did occur on Southern plantations. The stories of physical
torment told in the slave narratives have been corroborated by other histor-
ical documents and artifacts. Sadism was both possible and prevalent in the
slave regime. One should not minimize the political impact of the stories of
this violence. There was, for one thing, a more general antebellum Amer-
ican reaction against pain and suffering to which such accounts appealed.
Americans were concerned about a gamut of issues, ranging from the use
of corporal punishment in childrearing to capital punishment in response to
crime. Accounts of plantation brutality resonated with such concerns.

But fugitive authors also connected accounts of brutality with prob-
lems of power and restraint as they created portrayals of slaveholding men
and women driven by the cruelest impulses. Charles Ball’s 1836 narrative
described a mistress who severely beat a young female slave nursing an
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infant because the baby had begun to cry. As Ball’s narrative said, here was a
woman who “possessed no controul [sic] over her passions” and who, when
enraged, “would find some victim to pour her fury upon, without regard to
justice or mercy.”14

The presence of such figures highlights not only the political underpinnings
of the narratives but also their rhetorical thrust. Recognizing and sharing in
the rejection of arbitrary power, the narratives portrayed a slave regime
that was the embodiment of arbitrariness. In doing so, they exposed the
presence of an economic, social, and political elite in America – the plantation
owners – that violated the most deeply held American standards for authority
and order.

It was a portrayal that stung. Fears of a dominating “slavocracy” became
rampant in the late antebellum period, reinforcing the abolitionist move-
ment and its appeal. Within the framework of their paternalistic ideology,
moreover, slavery’s defenders were quick to assert that plantation power was
exerted neither brutally nor arbitrarily. Faced with the narrators’ portraits
of slavery, they claimed that plantation “government” should be, and usu-
ally was, systematic and ordered, based on clearly defined rules under which
punishment was to be both understandable and restrained. Such claims,
incidentally, had little validity. Based on the evidence, the slave narratives’
emphasis on arbitrariness was both justified and real, as well as one with
great rhetorical effect.

There was yet another dimension to the narratives’ approach to freedom
that was politically important. None of the fugitive slaves who wrote a nar-
rative was ever simply given his or her freedom, and a key element in every
narrative was a story of freedom valued and achieved despite the most intense
opposition and despite the most formidable barriers.

The political implications of such a story were numerous. For one, they
further established the significance of the narratives in the debate over slav-
ery. At least one corollary to the idyllic images of plantation life presented
by slavery’s defenders was the idea that slaves were happy with their lot and,
despite abolitionist contentions, had no desire for freedom. The narrators
accurately portrayed a deep desire for freedom that directly contradicted
such proslavery assertions. Douglass famously wrote of the point at which
the “silver trump of freedom” (Narrative, p. 42) began to sound in his heart,
creating an ever-present desire to escape from bondage. But virtually every
ex-slave pointed to a similar moment when, as with Henry Bibb, the “voice
of liberty” (Narrative, p. 368) began to thunder in his soul.

No less significantly, the ex-slaves also emphasized their willingness to take
risks for freedom. Every narrative documented a fight for freedom and did
so in a manner that fit into a larger context of ideas that had been pervasive
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in America since the era of the Revolution. These ideas were built on the
notion that the people who most deserved freedom were those who were
willing to risk their lives for it.

The narratives built on this idea. They did this when fugitives described
their resistance to arbitrary force, as many did. Frederick Douglass’s oft-
noted account of his resistance to the notorious “slave-breaker” Covey,
which, he said, “rekindled the few expiring embers of freedom, and revived
within me a sense of my own manhood” (Narrative, p. 65) was only one
example of this. Similar episodes appeared in many of the narratives.

But these authors most graphically dramatized their willingness to risk
their lives for freedom when they described the dangers they had faced in
trying to escape the system, knowing they faced brutal reprisals or death
if captured. Most described desperate hunger and hardship as they made
their ways through the wilderness, traveling on foot, usually at night. Then
there was the ingenuity and sacrifice displayed by Henry “Box” Brown,
who acquired his nickname as a result of having himself surreptitiously
shipped out of the South in a box three feet long by two feet wide! William
and Ellen Craft, also displaying great ingenuity, escaped slavery when the
light-complexioned Ellen successfully posed as a slaveholder traveling to
the North, with her husband William playing her servant. But they also
recounted how, in the constant presence of hostile whites, their effort was
never free of the possibility that they should be discovered and remanded
to bondage. The threat plagued fugitives even in the nominally free states,
where authorities were liable, and after the Fugitive Slave Law (1850) legally
required, to capture the escaping fugitives and return them to the South –
not only to slavery but also to what was certain and cruel retribution.

The language in which fugitives and their supporters described these under-
takings was strongly based in the American rhetoric of freedom. Samuel
Ringgold Ward, describing the risks he took to escape, asserted that he would
never “seek or accept peace at the expense of liberty,” a sentiment virtually
everyone echoed.15 Harriet Jacobs made the connection with American ide-
als especially clear when she wrote that, having decided to escape, “‘Give me
liberty, or give me death,’ was my motto” (Incidents, p. 101), quoting the
famous phrase from the American Revolutionary Patrick Henry. Douglass,
too, cited Henry in his two antebellum autobiographies, The Narrative of
the Life of Frederick Douglass and My Bondage and My Freedom. In this he
echoed the abolitionist leader William Lloyd Garrison’s comparison of Dou-
glass to Henry in a preface to the Narrative. The comparison was applied to
Henry “Box” Brown as well. In making such a comparison, the narratives
emphasized their authors’ devotion to freedom as well as their claim to its
blessings.
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Such portrayals also reinforced that authorial stance apparent in the
authors’ assertion of a role in the American public sphere. Few in the narra-
tors’ audiences had taken as personal a risk for freedom as had the authors
of the slave narratives. Recounting his own entry into free territory, William
Wells Brown wrote “none but a slave could place such an appreciation upon
liberty as I did at that time, because few had earned liberty at such great
price.”16 Moreover, as the narrators set up the contrast between themselves
and their oppressors, they could even use their experiences and their sacri-
fices to emphasize a certain political superiority. The lives of the fugitives
demonstrated not only a superior devotion to freedom but also a superior
understanding of its meaning and significance. Thus, Samuel Ringgold Ward
suggested that, “in the matter of liberty and progress,” African Americans,
as a result of their experiences, would become the teachers and whites the
taught “ere the struggle be over” (Autobiography, p. 100). The narrators
represented the embodiment of an ideal that few Americans could match.

The slave narratives as a body of writing are rich in their literary and
historical characteristics and implications. One should be careful never to
reduce them to any single dimension. Neither should one ignore their political
purposes or their political underpinnings in the context of antebellum history.
Intended to present an irrefutable case against slavery, they entered into a
debate that divided the nation, while resonating strongly with American
political concerns. And they also did so in ways that contributed significantly
to bringing slavery to an end.
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VINCENT CARRETTA

Olaudah Equiano: African British
abolitionist and founder of the African

American slave narrative

The most important and most widely published author of African descent
in the English-speaking world of the eighteenth century, Olaudah Equiano
founded the genre of the African American slave narrative. Writing in 1913,
W. E. B. Du Bois recognized Equiano’s autobiography as “the beginning of
that long series of personal appeals of which Booker T. Washington’s Up
from Slavery is the latest.”1 The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olau-
dah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African. Written by Himself (London,
1789) established all of the major conventions reproduced in the vast
majority of nineteenth- and twentieth-century factual and fictional African
American slave narratives: an engraved frontispiece, a claim of authorship,
testimonials, an epigraph, the narrative proper, and documentary evidence.2

Equiano writes that he was born in 1745 in what is now southeastern
Nigeria. There, he says, he was enslaved at the age of eleven and sold to
English slave traders who took him on the Middle Passage to the West Indies.
Within a few days, he tells us, he was taken to Virginia and sold to a local
planter. After about a month in Virginia he was purchased by Michael Henry
Pascal, an officer in the British Royal Navy, who ironically renamed him Gus-
tavus Vassa and brought him to London. Slaves were often given ironically
inappropriate names of powerful historical figures like Caesar and Pompey to
emphasize their subjugation to their masters’ wills. Gustavus Vasa (sic) was
a sixteenth-century Swede who liberated his people from Danish tyranny.

With Pascal, Equiano saw military action on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean during the Seven Years’ War. Known in North America as the French
and Indian War, the Seven Years’ War actually lasted from 1754 to 1763.
Fought on several continents between Britain and France, eventually joined
by Spain, the conflict was arguably the first world-wide war. As the fighting
was coming to an end in 1762, Pascal shocked Equiano by refusing to free
him, selling him instead into West Indian slavery. Escaping the horrors of
slavery in the sugar islands in the Caribbean, Equiano managed to save
enough money to buy his own freedom in 1766. In Central America he helped
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purchase and supervised slaves on a plantation. Equiano set off on voyages
of commerce and adventure to North America, the Mediterranean, the West
Indies, and the North Pole. Equiano was now a man of the Atlantic. A close
encounter with death during his Arctic voyage forced him to recognize that
he might be doomed to eternal damnation. He resolved his spiritual crisis
by embracing Methodism in 1774. In 1779 he unsuccessfully petitioned the
Bishop of London to be sent to Africa as a missionary. During the 1780s
he became an outspoken opponent of the slave trade, first in his letters
to newspapers and then in his autobiography. Equiano’s brief involvement
with the project to resettle poor blacks from London to Sierra Leone nearly
sent him to Africa as the representative of the British government in 1787.
He married an Englishwoman in 1792, with whom he had two daughters.
Thanks largely to profits from his publications, when Equiano died on March
31, 1797, he was probably the wealthiest, and certainly the most famous,
person of African descent in the Atlantic world. Towards the end of the
eighteenth century, an English family of four in London could live modestly
but comfortably on £40 a year; a gentleman could support a significantly
higher standard of living for himself on £300 a year. In 1816 Equiano’s
surviving daughter inherited nearly £1,000 from his estate, equivalent today
to roughly $150,000.

Over the past thirty-five years, historians, literary critics, and the gen-
eral public have come to recognize the author of the Interesting Narrative
as one of the most accomplished English-speaking writers of his age, and
unquestionably the most accomplished author of African descent. Several
modern editions are now available of his autobiography. The literary status
of the Interesting Narrative has been acknowledged by its inclusion in the
Penguin Classics series. It is universally accepted as the fundamental text
in the genre of the slave narrative. Excerpts from the book appear in every
anthology and on any website covering American, African American, British,
and Caribbean history and literature of the eighteenth century. The most fre-
quently excerpted sections are the early chapters on his life in Africa and his
experience on the Middle Passage crossing the Atlantic to America. Indeed, it
is difficult to think of any historical account of the Middle Passage that does
not quote his purportedly eyewitness description of its horrors as primary
evidence. Interest in Equiano has not been restricted to academia. He has
been the subject of television shows, films, comic books, and books written
for children. The story of Equiano’s life is part of African, African American,
and Anglo-American, African British, and African Caribbean popular
culture.

Attempts to pin Equiano down to either an American or a British identity
are doomed to failure. Once he was free, Equiano judged parts of North
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America reasonably nice places to visit, but he never revealed any interest in
voluntarily living there. By Equiano’s account, the amount of time he spent
in North America during his life could be measured in months, not years.
Whether he spent a few months, as he claims, or several years, as other
evidence suggests, living in mainland North America, he spent far more time
at sea. He spent at least ten years on the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean
Sea during periods of war and peace between 1754 and 1785. The places he
considered as a permanent home were Britain, Turkey, and Africa. Ultimately,
he chose Britain, in part because Africa was denied him, despite his attempts
to get there. Truly a “citizen of the world” (p. 337),3 as he once called
himself, Equiano was the epitome of what the historian Ira Berlin has called
an “Atlantic creole”:

Along the periphery of the Atlantic – first in Africa, then in Europe, and finally
in the Americas – [Anglophone-African] society was a product of the momen-
tous meeting of Africans and Europeans and of their equally fateful encounter
with the peoples of the Americas. Although the countenances of these new
people of the Atlantic – Atlantic creoles – might bear the features of Africa,
Europe, or the Americas in whole or in part, their beginnings, strictly speaking,
were in none of those places. Instead, by their experiences and sometimes by
their persons, they were part of the three worlds that came together along the
Atlantic littoral. Familiar with the commerce of the Atlantic, fluent in its new
languages, and intimate with its trade and cultures, they were cosmopolitan in
the fullest sense.4

Recent biographical discoveries have cast doubt on Equiano’s story of his
birth and early years. The available evidence suggests that the author of the
Interesting Narrative may have invented rather than reclaimed an African
identity. If so, Equiano’s literary achievements have been vastly underesti-
mated. Baptismal and naval records say that he was born in South Carolina
around 1747. If they are accurate, he invented his African childhood and his
much-quoted account of the Middle Passage on a slave ship.5 Other newly
found evidence proves that Equiano first came to England years earlier than
he says. He was clearly willing to manipulate at least some of the details of
his life.

Every autobiography is an act of re-creation, and autobiographers are
not under oath when they are reconstructing their lives. Furthermore, an
autobiography is an act of rhetoric. That is, any autobiography is designed
to influence the reader’s impression of its author, and often, as in the case of
the Interesting Narrative, to affect the reader’s beliefs or actions as well. No
autobiographer has faced a greater opportunity for redefinition than has a
manumitted (freed) slave.
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Manumission necessitated redefinition. The profoundest possible trans-
formation was the one any slave underwent when freed, moving from the
legal status of property to that of person, from commodity to human being.
Former slaves were also immediately compelled to redefine themselves by
choosing a name. Even retention of a slave name was a choice. Choosing not
to choose was not an option. With freedom came the obligation to forge a
new identity, whether by creating one out of the personal qualities and oppor-
tunities at hand, or by counterfeiting one. Equiano may have done both. In
one sense, the world lay all before the former slave, who as property had
been a person without a country or a legal personal identity.

Why might Equiano have created an African nativity and disguised an
American birth? Unlike African American writers in the nineteenth century,
most eighteenth-century abolitionists on both sides of the Atlantic concen-
trated on trying to end the transatlantic slave trade, rather than on attempting
to eradicate the institution of slavery itself. Only after both the United States
and Britain outlawed the transatlantic slave trade in 1807 were abolitionists
positioned to attack slavery. Before 1789 the abundant evidence and many
arguments against the trade came from white voices alone. Initially, oppo-
nents of the trade did not recognize the rhetorical power an authentic African
voice could wield in the struggle. Equiano knew that to continue its increas-
ing momentum the antislave trade movement needed precisely the kind of
account of Africa and the Middle Passage he, and perhaps only he, could
supply. An African, not an African American, voice was what the abolition-
ist cause required. He gave a voice to the millions of people forcibly taken
from Africa and brought to the Americas as slaves. Equiano recognized a
way to do very well financially by doing a great deal of good in supplying
that much-needed voice.

As an “Atlantic creole,” Equiano was ideally positioned to construct an
identity for himself. He defined himself as much by movement as by place.
Indeed, he spent as much of his life on the water as in any place on land. Even
while he was a slave, the education and skills he acquired with the Royal
Navy rendered him too valuable to be used for the dangerous and backbreak-
ing labor most slaves endured. Service at sea on Royal Naval and commercial
vessels gave him an extraordinary vantage point from which to observe the
world around him. His social and geographical mobility exposed him to all
kinds of people and levels of Atlantic society. The convincing account of
Africa he offered to his readers probably derived from the experiences of
others he tells us he listened to during his many travels in the Caribbean,
North America, and Britain. His genius lay in his ability to create and mar-
ket a voice that for over two centuries has spoken for millions of his fellow
diasporan Africans.
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Equiano followed with great interest the rapid development of the abo-
lition movement during 1788. He did what he could in person and print
to help it succeed. He recognized that the secular conversion narratives of
former slave owners, slave-ship surgeons, and slave-ship captains moved the
public toward the abolitionist position. He saw that effective witnesses to
the cruelty of the slave trade could influence legislators. And he certainly
noticed how large the market was for information about the trade. Most
importantly of all, he understood that what the abolitionist cause needed
now, and what readers desired, was exactly what he had positioned himself
to give them – the story told from the victim’s point of view. Initially, not even
black opponents of the trade recognized the rhetorical power an authentic
African voice could wield in the struggle. When Equiano’s friend, collabo-
rator, and future subscriber Quobna Ottobah Cugoano published Thoughts
and Sentiments on the Evil and Wicked Traffic of the Slavery and Commerce
of the Human Species in London in 1787, he chose not to describe Africa
or the Middle Passage in much detail. A member of the Fante people from
the area of present-day Ghana who had been kidnapped into slavery around
1770, Cugoano believed that “it would be needless to give a description of
all the horrible scenes which we saw, and the base treatment which we met
with in this dreadful captive situation, as the similar cases of thousands,
which suffer by this infernal traffic, are well known.”6

Equiano had spent years developing contacts with abolitionists through
his friendship with James Ramsay, his association with Granville Sharp,
and his involvement with the project to resettle the ‘Black Poor’ in Africa.
He had spent recent months defending his integrity, establishing himself as a
public figure participating in the debate over abolition, and honing an African
identity. He had learned the art of self-promotion and the usefulness of
making the right enemies. Equiano’s success had earned him the attacks in the
press by the pseudonymous “Civis,” whose comments, despite his intentions,
only increased interest in the life of his African opponent. The attention
“Civis” gave him acknowledged Equiano’s prominence as the leading black
abolitionist. Arguments by “Civis” and others over the literary abilities and
achievements of people of African descent, and hence their suitability for
enslavement, indicated that a black voice needed to be heard. Equiano’s
status in the black community meant that it should be his.

Equiano’s Interesting Narrative is a remarkable achievement. It is very dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to classify in terms of its genre. Among other things,
it is a spiritual autobiography, captivity narrative, travel book, adventure
tale, slave narrative, rags-to-riches saga, economic treatise, apologia, tes-
timony, and possibly even a historical fiction. Equiano’s own descriptions
of his autobiography’s contents accurately reflect his book’s heterogeneous
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nature, as well as his desire to appeal to as wide an audience as possible. Some
of his book’s generic components are less noticed today than they would have
been in the eighteenth century. For example, few readers now recognize the
degree to which his autobiography is an apologia, or formal defense, of his
conduct and motives, particularly in regard to the Sierra Leone resettlement
project between 1786 and 1787. Equiano had been fired from his role in the
plan to send hundreds of the London poor, many of them people of African
descent who had found refuge with the British forces during the American
Revolution. A white colleague had falsely accused him of misconduct and
troublemaking.

Rather than seeing the Interesting Narrative as a relatively late example
of a spiritual autobiography, most twenty-first century readers approach the
Interesting Narrative as the progenitor of later, more secular African Amer-
ican slave narratives. Historically and generically, Equiano’s autobiography
lies between earlier seventeenth- and eighteenth-century captivity narratives,
many by European whites abducted into alien cultures, and the nineteenth-
century North American slave narrative epitomized by The Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave. Written by Himself (Boston,
1845).7 Like the authors of captivity narratives, and unlike later slave nar-
rators, Equiano experiences slavery, he tells us, between periods of freedom.
The story of his life begins and ends in freedom.

The earliest commentators on the Interesting Narrative considered the
book a “life,” a “history,” or “memoirs,” indicating that eighteenth-century
readers most likely received it as an example of history writing, which
included autobiography (memoirs), biography, and the treatment of the man-
ners, customs, and activities of people below the rank of statesmen and mil-
itary heroes. But whether we approach Equiano’s Interesting Narrative as a
spiritual autobiography, a history, or an anticipation of later slave narratives,
we cannot fail to recognize that the author had designs upon his audience
when he wrote it. A careful consideration of the content, organization, and
argument of Equiano’s book demonstrates that his designs were personal as
well as political, and that the personal and political were intimately con-
nected.

The genre of the spiritual autobiography assumes that the spiritual life
of an individual Christian, no matter how minutely detailed and seemingly
singular his or her temporal existence, reflects the paradigm of progress any
true believer repeats. This implicit invocation of the paradigm the author and
his overwhelmingly Christian audience shared serves as the most powerful
argument in the Interesting Narrative for their common humanity. Equiano
couples it with a secular argument based on the philosophical premise that
the human heart, uncorrupted by bad nurturing, has naturally benevolent
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feelings for others because it can empathize with their sufferings. Conse-
quently, people of feeling, or sentiment, will share the sufferings of others,
and by so doing demonstrate their shared humanity, a humanity that sup-
porters of slavery and the trade denied to people of African descent.

More subtly, Equiano offers the transformation of his own attitude toward
the transatlantic slave trade and the varieties of eighteenth-century slavery as
a model for the moral progress of his readers as individuals, and of the society
he now shares with them. By claiming personal experience and observation,
Equiano becomes an expert on the institution of slavery as well as on the
effects of the African slave trade. Rhetorically, Equiano had the advantage
over most whites of having experienced both sides of slavery. He tells us that
he was born into a slave-owning class before he was enslaved, and he was
a slave-driver in Central America after he regained his freedom. Initially,
slavery was simply one of the many levels that constitute the apparently
healthy social order in which Equiano found himself near the top. But, like
an infectious disease, the European slave trade with Africa had gradually
spread farther inland until it destroyed even the tranquility of Equiano’s
homeland. The closer his successive African owners were to the European
source of the infection, the more inhumane they became. The corruption of
the transatlantic slave trade, he discovered, contaminated everyone. But only
long after he reached Old England, the land of liberty, “where [his] heart had
always been,” did he come to see that the trade must be abolished because
it cannot be ameliorated.

In the little worlds of the ships of the British Royal Navy and the merchant
marine, Equiano offers us a vision of what seems to be an almost utopian,
microcosmic alternative to the slavery-infested greater world. The demands
of the seafaring life permitted him to transcend the barriers imposed by
race, forcing even whites to acknowledge that he merited the position, if
not the rank itself, of a ship’s captain. He experienced a world in which
artificially imposed racial limitations would have destroyed everyone, white
and black. But, perhaps because he does not want to distance himself too
far from his audience, by the end of the Interesting Narrative, like most
of his readers he has not quite reached the position of absolutely rejecting
slavery itself, usually calling instead for the amelioration of the harsh condi-
tions imposed on the enslaved. Readers can reasonably extrapolate from the
progress Equiano has made in his own evolving attitude toward slavery that
the next logical step is such total rejection. If he can carry his audience as far
as he has come in his autobiography, he will bring them a great way toward
his probable ultimate goal. Unlike Cugoano in his jeremiad-like Thoughts
and Sentiments, or Equiano himself in some of his letters to the newspa-
pers, Equiano rarely engages in lengthy lamentations and exhortations in his
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Interesting Narrative. He tries not to lecture to his readers. He teaches by
example, inviting them to emulate him.

Conciliatory as he is in the main, Equiano does not refrain from intimating
a more combative side. Throughout the Interesting Narrative he is willing
and able to resist whites in childhood boxing matches or when mistreated
by them as an adult. This willingness to resist is almost always limited,
however, to threat, and not carried into action, probably lest he alienate his
overwhelmingly white readership. He was certainly not reluctant to affront
some of his white audience directly. He knew that the news of his marriage
to a white woman, included in the fifth and later editions of his Interesting
Narrative, would appall racist readers like “Civis.”

To antagonists like “Civis,” who denied that people of African descent
were capable of writing literature, publication of the Interesting Narrative
was itself an act of resistance and aggression. Equiano knew that the most
effective way to respond to the charge from “Civis” that he was incapable of
doing more than “fetch a card, letters, &c.” was to write a book. Writing his
Interesting Narrative gave Equiano an opportunity to display his learning by
citing, quoting, and appropriating the Bible, as well as works by Homer, Sir
John Denham, John Milton, Alexander Pope, Thomas Day, William Cowper,
and many other literary and religious writers. Moreover, he included his own
original poetry to remind his readers that they had never “heard of poems
written by a monkey . . . or by an oran-outang.”

Sometimes Equiano’s intimations of resistance are quite subtle, as when he
quotes John Milton, one of the most esteemed icons of his shared British cul-
ture, at the end of chapter five.8 By quoting lines spoken in Paradise Lost by
Beelzebub, one of Satan’s followers, Equiano appropriates a voice of alien-
ation and resistance from within the very culture he is demonstrating that
he has assimilated. He similarly used Shakespeare in later editions. From
1792 on, in his initial address to the reader in all the editions that include
the announcement of his marriage to a white woman, Equiano appropri-
ates Othello’s words. Surely he had bigots like “Civis” in mind when he
invoked the image of Britain’s most famous literary instance of intermar-
riage in the tragic figure of African sexuality and power. Even the most ven-
erated icon of British culture, the King James Version of the Bible, became a
means of self-expression. At first glance, the image of the author in the fron-
tispiece to the Interesting Narrative seems to be a representation of humble
fidelity to the text of the sacred book, but as we discover at the end of his
“Miscellaneous Verses,” which conclude chapter ten, Equiano appropriates
Acts 4:12 by paraphrasing the original in his own words, an interactive rela-
tionship with the sacred text that may have been influenced by Cugoano’s
example.
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But to demonstrate his rhetorical powers in the abolitionist cause, Equiano
had to get his words published. First-time authors trying to get a book into
print during the eighteenth century faced as many obstacles as first-time
writers in the twenty-first century do. Equiano published his book by first
advertising it publicly and selling it openly through booksellers. During the
eighteenth century the term bookseller was used to describe publishers as
well as wholesale dealers and retail sellers of books, whose functions often
overlapped in practice. But to have a book to sell, an author needed to acquire
funding to enable him to produce it. No one involved in the book trade was
normally keen to invest in an unknown author’s first attempt at publication,
especially if the author wanted to keep his or her copyright rather than sell it.
If the aspiring author had sufficient means, he could of course risk investing
in himself. If not, he had to find other sources of venture capital.

A traditional way of getting the required capital was to sell the proposed
book by subscription, convincing buyers to commit in advance of publication
to purchase copies of the book when it appeared. If an author was able
to get subscribers to pay at least part of the book’s price in advance, he
subsequently paid the production costs, found bookseller-agents to distribute
the work, and normally sold his copyright. Booksellers would effectively act
as the aspiring author’s agents in accepting subscriptions, probably receiving
a commission for doing so.9 Subscribers typically were promised the book
for a lower price than the one asked for retail sales. With a list of subscribers
as proof of a guaranteed market, the novice sought a bookseller-publisher
who would produce the book, paying the costs of publication plus a small
sum to the author for its copyright. If his book proved to have a market
beyond its subscribers, the self-published author could negotiate a premium
price for the copyright. With the sale of his copyright, the author also sold
any right to profits, or royalties, from any future sales of the book. Just as
importantly, by giving up his copyright, an author lost control of the content
as well as production of his text. The author would no longer have the legal
power to revise his own text in subsequent editions. Nor would he have
the authority to choose what, if any, illustrations or other supplementary
materials his published book might include.

First-time authors in England had published by subscription since the early
seventeenth century, but by the end of the eighteenth the practice had become
very uncommon because it was so susceptible to abuse. Too many would-be
buyers had been disappointed by people who never produced the promised
books. Publication by subscription was liable to far greater abuse if either
the author or bookseller required payment in advance from subscribers.
They rarely did so.10 Speaking in 1775 of subscription by advance pay-
ment, the bookseller John Murray noted, “That mode (which formerly was
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fashionable) is so much disliked now that the bare attempt is sufficient to
throw discredit upon the performance.”11 Of the 1,063 works Murray is
known to have produced between 1768 and 1795, the Interesting Narrative
was one of only about twenty-five he published by subscription.12 Unlike
the vast majority of eighteenth-century authors near the end of the century,
Equiano required partial payment in advance from his subscribers, no doubt
to cover his living and production costs. Yet more unusually, Equiano chose
not to sell his copyright, even after it proved as popular as he could have
hoped.

Although Equiano had never published a book before, his newspaper
writings had made him known to his potential audience. Once his book
was published, he chose not to sell his copyright cheaply to a bookseller-
publisher. He was confident enough in the sales of his autobiography to
gamble on self-publication rather than forgo future profits. At least three
of his bookseller-agents, James Lackington, Thomas Burton, and John Par-
sons, shared his confidence. They each subscribed for six copies, undoubtedly
expecting to be able to sell the books they had received as payment for acting
as Equiano’s agents. Another bookseller, Charles Dilly, subscribed for two
copies, although he was not one of Equiano’s agents. Equiano’s 311 original
subscribers included more than a dozen others involved in the book trade.

Equiano was so confident about the investment he had made in the story
of his life that he registered his copyright with the Stationers’ Company. By
the end of the eighteenth century, many authors and publishers chose not to
register their books with the Company to avoid the expense of depositing the
nine copies of a book required for registration. Equiano, however, decided
to take the financial risk to protect his copyright. On March 24, 1789 he
registered his 530-page, two-volume, first edition of his Interesting Narrative
with the Company at Stationers’ Hall as the “Property of Author,” declaring
his figurative as well as real ownership of his self. The printer of Equiano’s
first edition is not certainly known, though he may have been the Thomas
Wilkins identified in the imprint to the second edition of the Interesting
Narrative (December 1789). The second edition is the only one of the nine
that Equiano published that identifies a printer.

Many elements in the book itself, not least its frontispiece, further demon-
strate Equiano’s genius for marketing and self-representation. Retention of
his copyright meant that he exercised control over the selection of the visual
images in his autobiography. His proposal promised potential subscribers
“an elegant Frontispiece of the Author’s Portrait.” Indeed this “elegant Fron-
tispiece” is mentioned as the last of the “Conditions,” as if to emphasize the
value it adds to the book’s worth. But it also adds value to Equiano’s charac-
ter and visually demonstrates his claim to gentle status because it is “elegant”
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in subject as well as in execution.13 We see an African man dressed as an
English gentleman, a figure who visually combines the written identities of
both Olaudah Equiano and Gustavus Vassa revealed in print beneath the
frontispiece, as well as on the title page opposite it. The bible in his hand
open at Acts 4:12 illustrates his literacy and his piety. The frontispiece is
“Published March 1, 1789 by G. Vassa.” All the evidence we have, such
as Equiano’s registering his book in his own name at Stationers’ Hall and
marketing it himself, suggests that he chose the artists to create and repro-
duce his likeness. For the first time in a book by a writer of African descent,
Equiano asserts the equality of his free social status with that of his viewers
and readers. Represented as a gentleman in his own right, he looks directly at
them. As their moral equal, if not superior, he guides his readers to a passage
in Acts 4 telling them that spiritual salvation comes through faith alone.

Equiano’s readers confronted his dual identity as soon as they opened
his book. The initial frontispiece presents an indisputably African body in
European dress, and the title page offers us “Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus
Vassa, the African.” To call him consistently by either the one name or the
other is to oversimplify his identity. Equiano periodically reminds readers
of his Interesting Narrative that he exists on the boundary between African
and British identities.

Purchasers of Equiano’s Interesting Narrative familiar with the earlier pub-
lished works of Wheatley, Sancho, and other Anglophone-African writers
probably noticed how distinctively Equiano identified and authorized him-
self on his title page. With the exception of Cugoano, the author of the
Interesting Narrative was the first writer of African descent to present his
work as self-authored and self-authorized, proudly announcing on the title
page that it had been “Written by Himself.” The phrase “written by himself”
appears in more than one thousand eighteenth-century titles of fiction and
non-fiction, almost always of works attributed to authors whose presumed
levels of education and social status were likely to make readers suspect
their authenticity.14 A familiar example is Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe
(1719), a fictional text to which Equiano’s was compared early in the nine-
teenth century. Black authors faced greater suspicion than others. Cugoano
and Equiano were unusual in publishing their works without any of the
authenticating documentation or mediation by white authorities that preface
the works of Wheatley, Sancho, and other eighteenth-century black writers.
These white voices typically reassured readers that the claim of authorship
was valid and implied that the black authors had been supervised before
publication.

A second London edition of the Interesting Narrative appeared at the end
of 1789, suggesting that the first edition was probably the standard run of
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500 copies, including subscriptions. As a good man of business, Equiano
probably limited his risk of having many unsold books left from a first print-
ing, but once the popularity of his work was clear he increased the number
of copies for the second and subsequent editions.15 Because publication by
subscription, with its attendant lists, was itself traditionally a form of self-
promotion, the lists must be approached with some caution and skepticism.
Authors, publishers, and booksellers all clearly had motive for inflating the
number and status of the names of subscribers.

But the increasing number and repetition of names prefacing the multiple
editions of Equiano’s Interesting Narrative render them more credible, and
thus more valuable, to the historian than they would be had they appeared in
only one edition of the author’s work. Clearly, a growing number of people
wanted to be publicly associated with the Interesting Narrative and its author.
Equiano’s subscription lists demonstrate how skilled he was at what we
now call networking, developing a constellation of influential and powerful
contacts through often overlapping categories of individuals connected to
one another in smaller groupings. At the top of Equiano’s lists, literally and
politically, is the Prince of Wales, an especially significant name during the fall
of 1788 and the spring of 1789, when King George III’s lapse into madness
appeared to make a Regency under the Prince’s rule inevitable. Equiano
had access to the Prince of Wales’s patronage through others on the initial
subscription list: Richard Cosway was the Prince’s official painter; Cugoano
was Cosway’s servant.

Moreover, the lists connected Equiano explicitly and implicitly with the
African British writers of the preceding fifteen years: Cugoano’s name
appears; Gronniosaw and Phillis Wheatley by association with their patron,
the Countess of Huntingdon; and John Marrant by association with his edi-
tor, the Reverend William Aldridge. Equiano certainly knew of Wheatley
and had read at least some of her poems in Thomas Clarkson’s Essay on
the Slavery and Commerce of the Human Species (London, 1786). Cugoano
mentions Gronniosaw and Marrant in his Thoughts and Sentiments (1787).
Gronniosaw’s A Narrative of the Most Remarkable Particulars in the Life
of James Albert Ukawsaw Gronniosaw, an African Prince (Bath, 1772) was
published at least ten times in Britain and America before Equiano first
published his autobiography. Marrant’s A Narrative of the Lord’s Won-
derful Dealings with John Marrant, a Black, (Now Going to Preach the
Gospel in Nova-Scotia) Born in New-York, in North-America (London,
1785) went through at least fifteen London printings before 1790. Both
texts were dictated to and revised by white amanuenses. The late Ignatius
Sancho appears via his son William. The inclusion on the original sub-
scription list of “William, the Son of Ignatius Sancho” clearly demonstrates
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that Equiano wanted to associate himself with earlier black writers. A rec-
ognized tradition of African British authors had been established by the
time Equiano published his autobiography, with new writers aware of the
work of their predecessors. This African British canon was being created
by the commentators, who argued about the most representative authors
and works. The publishing success of his predecessors gave Equiano cause
for believing that a market already existed for the autobiography of a black
entrepreneur.

Equiano’s publication of several editions outside of London anticipated the
nineteenth-century growth of the provincial press. Anticipating the modern-
day book tour and talk-show appearances, Equiano also bore witness against
the slave trade in person, selling his books and lecturing throughout England,
Ireland, and Scotland from 1789 to 1794. He was a very active and successful
salesman for his book and the abolitionist cause. As he told a correspondent
in February 1792 in one of his few extant manuscript letters, he “sold 1,900

copies of my narrative” during eight and a half months in Ireland. During the
eighteenth century, selling 500 copies of a book meant relative success, and
1,000 copies indicated a bestseller. Individual buyers purchased up to 100

copies of the Interesting Narrative, no doubt for resale, or free distribution.
Readers unable or unwilling to pay the full purchase price for books also
had access to Equiano’s autobiography through circulating libraries. For
a relatively small annual cost, subscribers to such libraries could borrow
thousands of books.16

By 1794 demand for his Interesting Narrative was so great that Equiano
decided to raise the price for his ninth edition to five shillings. The recep-
tion the public and reviewers gave the Interesting Narrative and its author
proved that Equiano had certainly invested wisely in himself. It also found
an international market during Equiano’s lifetime. Unauthorized transla-
tions appeared in Holland (1790), Germany (1792), and Russia (1794). An
unauthorized reprint of his second edition (1789) was also published in the
United States (1791).17 Although he could of course neither do anything
to stop them nor to profit directly from them, Equiano cleverly found a
way to use these unauthorized reprintings to further advertise the appeal
of his book and supplement his own efforts at self-promotion. In a passage
added to his fifth (1792) and subsequent editions of the Interesting Narra-
tive, Equiano acknowledged the international piracies that he knew about:
“Soon after[,] I returned to London [in 1791], where I found persons of note
from Holland and Germany, who requested me to go there; and I was glad
to hear that an edition of my Narrative had been printed in both places, also
in New York” (p. 235). The international book trade enhanced Equiano’s
transatlantic reputation. In 1790 Charles Crawford informed his readers in
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Philadelphia that “Olaudah Equiano, or, Gustavus Vassa, the African, is a
man of talents, as appears by the narrative of his life, which was written
by himself, and published in London, in 1789. The friends of humanity by
encouraging the sale of his work, might make him some recompence for the
injuries which he has received from mankind.”18 By acting as his own pub-
lisher, Equiano kept much of the profit margin for himself. Consequently,
we can roughly estimate how much money he made on the sales of his Inter-
esting Narrative: Equiano could easily have garnered more than £1,000 in
total gross profits from the nine editions.

Equiano’s gamble on investing in the publication of the story of his life,
whether that gamble was initially voluntary or forced upon him, obviously
paid off. Unlike the vast majority of his fellow eighteenth-century authors,
he retained his copyright even after it proved to have a high market value.
By doing so and acting as his own publisher and principal distributor, he
made himself a relatively wealthy man. But the motivation for his behavior
may have been as much psychological as financial. Far more than other
authors, the formerly enslaved Equiano was aware of the consequences of
losing control over one’s own physical self and legal identity. That heightened
awareness may help explain why he was so resistant to relinquishing control
over the verbal and visual representations of his free self. He had spent too
much time and effort in establishing an identity to allow anyone else to claim
ownership of it.

Through a combination of natural ability, accident, and determination,
Equiano seized every opportunity to rise from the legal status of being an
object to be sold by others to become an international celebrity, the story
of whose life became his own most valuable possession. Once free from
enslavement, his every action reflected his repudiation of the constraints
that bondage had imposed on him. As if to flaunt his liberty, he traveled the
world virtually at will, recognizing the sea as a bridge rather than a barrier
between continents and people. His freedom gave him the chance to move
socially, economically, religiously, and politically, as well as geographically.
Having known what the loss of liberty entailed, once free he took as much
control of his life as he could, even revising the events in it to make a profit
in a just cause. He became the exemplary “Atlantic creole.”

Print allowed him to resurrect not only himself publicly from the “social
death” enslavement had imposed on him, but also the millions of other
diasporan Africans he represented. By combining his own experiences with
those of others he refashioned himself as the African. Rejected in his attempts
to be sent by Europeans to Africa as a missionary or diplomat, Equiano,
through his Interesting Narrative, made himself into an African missionary
and diplomat to a European audience. In the re-creation of his own life he
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forged a compelling story of spiritual and moral conversion to serve as a
model to be imitated by readers during his lifetime and by authors who
followed him.

During Equiano’s own lifetime, the Interesting Narrative went through an
impressive nine editions. Most books published during the eighteenth cen-
tury never saw a second edition. A few more editions of his book appeared,
in altered and often abridged form, in Britain and America during the twenty
years after his death in 1797. Thereafter, he was briefly cited and sometimes
quoted by British and American opponents of slavery throughout the first
half of the nineteenth century. He was still well enough known publicly that
he was identified in 1857 as “Gustavus Vassa the African” on the newly
discovered gravestone of his only child who survived to adulthood. But after
1857 Equiano and his Interesting Narrative seem to have been largely for-
gotten on both sides of the Atlantic for more than a century, with the notable
exception of Du Bois. The declining interest in the author and his book is
probably explained by the shift in emphasis from the abolition of the British-
dominated transatlantic slave trade to the abolition of slavery, particularly
in the United States, following the outlawing of the transatlantic trade in
1807.

Unfortunately, Equiano did not live to see the abolition of the slave trade he
had done so much to accomplish. The political triumph of the abolitionist
cause in 1807 came ten years too late for him to celebrate. It might not
have come that soon, however, had he not contributed to the cause by so
skillfully and creatively fashioning the story of his life “to put a speedy end
to a traffic both cruel and unjust” (p. 5). He gave the abolitionist cause
the African voice it needed. The very act of writing a story of his life was
an act of resistance to those who denied the full humanity of people of
African descent. The role he played in the last mission of his life earned him
the right to claim an African name that “signifies vicissitude, or fortunate
also; one favoured, and having a loud voice and well spoken.” That role
also entitled him to accept the name of a European liberator of his people
ironically given him in slavery. He had made himself a true “citizen of the
world.”
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The slave narrative and the
literature of abolition

Slave narratives were dynamic, responsive, hybrid writings that evolved
within a range of diverse dialogues, debates, and arguments. The interest
which they continue to inspire is due, in a large part, to the challenges we
face as modern-day readers attempting to bring ourselves closer to the his-
torical moments and discursive practices within which these urgent stories
were forged. The responsive nature of the slave narrative means that in order
to understand its features and tropes we must explore the literature to which
it reacted and by which it was often constituted.

While proslavery debates presented the most racist and virulent argu-
ments to which the narratives had to reply, abolitionist discourse and lit-
erature offered representations of slaves and black people, combined with
antislavery opinions and views, which became interwoven in the fabric of the
slave narratives. This interconnectedness was not always, however, due to an
agreement on antislavery strategy or even to a coincidence of perspective: for
example, often abolitionist writing could be as racist as proslavery writing,
offering negative images of black people as ignorant and morally undevel-
oped. In Uncle Tom’s Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe opposes Eva “the fair
high-bred child” and Topsy “the Afric, born of ages of oppression, submis-
sion, ignorance, toil and vice,” suggesting a racial difference between white
and black not to be overcome by the abolition of slavery itself.1 In his sec-
ond narrative, My Bondage and My Freedom, Frederick Douglass describes
his frustration at being used by the abolitionists to repeat his story “month
after month”: “‘Give us the facts,’ said Collins, ‘we will take care of the
philosophy.’”2 Douglass was clearly reacting against the implication that
slaves may not be capable of making the necessary sophisticated antislavery
arguments and was aware that the abolitionist drive to secure its political
aims often reduced the slaves themselves to mere tellers of stories. Aboli-
tionist literature in circulation and abolitionist strategies often necessitated
a response by slaves, thereby affecting the very content and rhetorical thrust
of the narratives.
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The complex relationship between abolitionism and the slave narrative
gave rise to a body of literature that exhibits the signs of exchange, argu-
ment, and debate. While their goals may have been the same, white abolition-
ists and slaves had very different histories and personal experiences. Forged
within a fraught history, the slave narratives comprise the agreements and
antagonisms both of black and white abolitionists, while ultimately articu-
lating black self-determination and a unifying demand for freedom. We may
best understand these dynamics by examining a few selective case studies that
exemplify the relationships between abolitionist writing and slave writing.

Ukawasaw Gronniosaw, Olaudah Equiano and abolitionist genres

In his introduction to African American Slave Narratives Sterling Bland
repeatedly emphasizes the “triangular” nature of the slave narrative genre.
In this phrase he captures the tripartite dynamic between slave writers,
abolitionists, and the public within which the narratives were produced.3

However, the triangular nature of the narratives can also be thought of in
another equally important way: as reflecting the cultural exchanges of the
black Atlantic between Britain, Africa, and America. In this sense, the nar-
ratives, by definition, reflect transatlantic relationships, histories, cultures,
and ideologies, and need to be approached as nexuses where these congru-
ences and conflicts are manifest. Crucially, this dialectical history of the slave
narrative demands that the genre itself be read as fluid and heterogeneous.

While the slave narrative that was to proliferate in the North American
abolitionist battle after the 1830s may usefully be related to the slaves’ writ-
ings that had galvanized the British abolitionist movement, resulting in the
1833 Act of Emancipation, the desire to view this relationship as evidence of
a conscious forging of the slave narrative genre must be resisted. Comparing
and contrasting the slave writings of Britain and North America highlights
their inherent diversity and their capacity to be flexible enough to respond
to specific and local arguments while still prioritizing an overall demand for
freedom. The narratives do not articulate a fixed black identity essentialized
in text, but rather shared histories, conflicts, and goals. The transatlantic,
triangular nature of the slave narratives, therefore, emphasizes movement
rather than the “sedentary poetics of either blood or soil.”4

From its beginnings, slave writing strategically drew on available
resources. As John Sekora notes, given that the slave narrative genre was
not a preexisting model for early black British writers, the question “is to
discover and to explain how the genre of the slave narrative emerged from an
historical context in which the literary category of ‘slave narrative’ – name
and practice alike – did not exist.”5 In its emergent form the slave narrative
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drew on the genre of spiritual autobiography. One of the early slave texts
in Britain was Ukawasaw Gronniosaw’s Narrative (1772), dictated to an
amanuensis. This slave narrative can most properly be understood as a spiri-
tual autobiography based on John Bunyan’s Grace Abounding (1666), which
was an important text for the evangelical revival of the late eighteenth cen-
tury. The adaptation of the genre to tell the slave’s story enabled the slave to
enter the western literary tradition, showing that his life was amenable to the
same narratives of transformation and redemption as “everyman’s.” Gron-
niosaw is portrayed as a lost sinner and as an innocent “other” who, even
while in his African home of “Bournou,” is spiritually uneasy: “’Twas cer-
tain that I was, at times, very unhappy in myself: it being strongly impressed
on my mind that there was some Great Man of power which resided above
the sun, moon and stars, the objects of our worship.”6 Gronniosaw’s unhap-
piness is cast as that of the universal sinner whose soul is in need of grace.

The fact that Gronniosaw’s Narrative went through twelve editions in
Britain and three in North America demonstrates the effectiveness and pop-
ularity of the slave’s spiritual narrative. The text does not engage in a direct
attack on slavery and focuses on Gronniosaw’s spiritual journey after being
captured, enslaved, and brought to New England. The narrator repeatedly
refers to his mistress as “good” and mentions the influence of Bunyan on
him: “I found his experience similar to my own.”7 In this way Gronnio-
saw’s text registers and co-opts the antislavery possibilities of evangelical
Christianity by exploiting the literary form of the spiritual autobiography.

With its teleological plot the spiritual autobiography provided a frame-
work within which to narrate the slave’s humanity and potential for Chris-
tian salvation. But when used to tell the story of a slave’s life, it also consti-
tuted a strong response to proslavery interpretations of Christianity, such as
Raymond Harris’s Scriptural Researches on the licitness of the Slave Trade,
shewing its conformity with the principles of natural and revealed religion
(1788). The eighteenth-century emphasis on rational religion meant that
slavery could easily be seen as part and parcel of a utilitarian version of
Christianity. In this way, other types of writing in circulation in the late eigh-
teenth century were seized upon by early slave writers, for whom the genre
of the slave narrative did not yet exist, to counteract proslavery arguments in
pamphlets, letters, and petitions. In his Thoughts and Sentiments on the Evil
and Wicked Traffic of the Slavery (1787), Ottabah Cugoano combines his
life story with a more political approach to Christianity, arguing, in contrast
to Harris, that “the righteous laws of Christianity” are incompatible with
the “horrible traffic of slavery.”8

Ensuing British slave writings were written at the same time that the Aboli-
tion Society, formed in 1787 by Granville Sharp and the Quakers, published
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a range of literature designed to undermine justifications for slavery on all
fronts. Cugoano’s pamphlet and Olaudah Equiano’s The Interesting Nar-
rative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano (1789) were published alongside
the Philadelphian Quaker Anthony Benezet’s Historical Account of Guinea
(1788) and white abolitionist Thomas Clarkson’s An Essay on the Slavery
and Commerce of the Human Species (1786). Contributing their writings
to the abolitionist cause was part of a range of activities in which former
slaves engaged. Equiano and Cugoano, along with others, formed the Sons
of Africa, who published high-profile letters both to antislavery and proslav-
ery proponents. In 1788 they thanked Sir William Dolben in the Morning
Chronicle and the London Advertiser for his “benevolent law” that regu-
lated the ratio of slaves that could be taken on by a slave ship according to
its size in order to lessen the mortality rate on board.9 In these letters the
Sons of Africa emphasized the antislavery movement as humane, rational,
and Christian. At the same time, they struck a carefully obsequious note
epitomized by the Wedgwood antislavery icon of the slave on bended knee,
thus responding to an abolitionist culture that saw them as slightly less than
equals even while it aimed at freedom: “we trust that we and our whole
race shall endeavour to merit, by dutiful behaviour, those mercies, which
humane and benevolent minds seem to be preparing us for.”10 While we
may well today regard such language as a sign of the oppression of slaves
who had to express gratitude for piecemeal amelioration, Robin Blackburn
argues that this seeming belittlement of the slave may in contrast be read as
an expression of solidarity between slaves and abolitionists: “The African
was portrayed, in what seem patronising terms, as a man on his knees; but
many abolitionists also felt themselves outcasts and supplicants, labouring
under civic or religious disabilities.”11

Within this multipronged antislavery movement the slave’s voice was indis-
pensable, and Equiano’s Interesting Narrative was to become the most impor-
tant and effective slave narrative in the history of British abolition.12 Written
by Equiano himself, without any editorial influence, and boasting an illustri-
ous and lengthy list of subscribers, it was forged within the immediate context
of British abolitionism in the late 1780s and is a fusion of several types of
writing – travel writing, abolitionist and religious tracts, philosophical trea-
tises, the early novel, and the spiritual autobiography. As with Gronniosaw’s
text, spiritual autobiography is fundamental to the Interesting Narrative, for
not only does Equiano exploit the teleology of the genre, but he “literally re-
enacts the basic narrative pattern of the books of Genesis and Exodus, as well
as learning, by his conversion or Christian rebirth, to read Israelite history
along with his own experience as an allegory of spiritual deliverance.”13 In
this way Equiano creates a text that performs the abolitionist belief that the
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slave’s soul could be saved. His Interesting Narrative is therefore a powerful
melding of abolitionist sources with the slave’s life story.

Beyond this generic engagement it is literally composed of a host of other
texts, incorporating biblical references, digressional debates that engage with
popular ideology, poetry, and quotations from other texts. In the absence of
a defined slave narrative genre, Equiano, like a magpie, seizes on a plethora
of useful resources. But the content of the Interesting Narrative is also forged
out of action: Equiano records key incidents as an agent in the abolitionist
movement, and so his relationships and interactions with other abolitionists
constitute important parts of his story. In 1774 Equiano had first contacted
Granville Sharp in relation to the case of John Annis, a free black who
was kidnapped by his former owner: “I proceeded immediately to that well-
known philanthropist, Granville Sharp Esq. who received me with the utmost
kindness and gave me every instruction that was needful on the occasion.”14

Equiano’s abolitionist efforts and, in turn, his Interesting Narrative were
bound up with the movement as a whole, which comprised the efforts of par-
liamentarians, poets, lawyers, evangelicals, intellectuals, and philosophers.
In consequence Equiano’s autobiography both responds to and incorporates
a range of literary sources and, as in the case of Annis, depicts abolitionist
action that challenged legal discourses that defined the slave.

At every turn Equiano’s Interesting Narrative situates itself within contem-
porary debates. Anthony Benezet’s Account of Guinea, itself a compilation
of travel writings, histories, and other accounts, has often been cited as a
source for much of what Equiano says about Africa. While this may seem
to compromise the authenticity of Equiano’s own account, it is most useful
to read this intertextuality as a necessary responsiveness that strategically
amplified the antislavery agenda. Thus we may read Equiano’s account of
his home Essaka as an Edenic idyll as a deliberate engagement with aboli-
tionist accounts that emphasized the civility and beauty of African regions.
As one commentator wrote to Clarkson: “I never saw a happier race of peo-
ple than those of the kingdom of Benin, seated in ease and plenty, the Slave
Trade, and its unavoidable bad effects excepted; every thing bore the appear-
ance of friendship, tranquillity, and primitive independence.”15 It is within
a wider culture of reform that Equiano exploits the significations of Africa
and Africans for Europe in the opening sections of his Interesting Narrative,
situating his account of the Ibo within the tensions occasioned by the doubts
that a supposedly civilized west was having about itself. These doubts fig-
ured Africa as a necessary opposite; was Africa the benighted continent of
savages, or did it enjoy an Edenic happiness that was being destroyed by
corrupt Europeans? As David Brion Davis points out, the thrust of abolition
addressed many of the philosophical, civic, and religious debates that Europe
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was having about itself: “The Negro represented innocent nature, and hence
corresponded, psychologically, with the natural and spontaneous impulses
of the reformer.”16 In this way the very figure of the enslaved African embod-
ied, for the abolitionists, their wider concerns about oppression and freedom
in civil society.

There is no doubt that Equiano exploits the Rousseauean ideal of the noble
savage and extends its significance to his “people” as a whole.

I was born in the year 1745, in a charming fruitful vale, named Essaka. The
distance of this province from the capital Benin and the sea coast must be very
considerable; for I had never heard of white men or Europeans, nor of the sea;
and our subjection to the king of Benin was little more than nominal; for every
transaction of the government, as far as my slender observation extended, was
conducted by the chiefs or elders of the place. The manners and government
of a people who have little commerce with other countries are generally very
simple.17

The order described here responds to eighteenth-century Augustan ideals
and portrays a balanced, rational, naturally civilized society. Here, Equiano
evokes an image of an untouched land with a peaceful existence that is
idyllic precisely because of its absolute distance from Europe and its influ-
ence. Yet this very representation is possible because of Equiano’s intelli-
gent and effective engagement with European literature, including the Bible.
Equiano’s description of home inevitably represents European concerns,
thereby expressing the interconnectedness of African and western destinies,
violently yoked together by the history of slavery.

By the time of Equiano’s Interesting Narrative, then, the slave narra-
tive was a dynamic, hybrid, and effective political tool that testified to the
work between black and white abolitionists. Moreover, it had emerged as
an impressive genre that seized upon and integrated a range of other types
of writing, exploiting the rhetorical and mythical power of the west’s own
literature.

Frederick Douglass and abolitionist literature

The power of print in the antislavery fight was harnessed in a powerful way
in America on January 1, 1831, when William Lloyd Garrison printed the
first edition of the antislavery paper The Liberator. He established the news-
paper following his decision to campaign for the immediate emancipation of
all slaves, and he was to be its editor for the next thirty-five years. Garrison
was inspired by the radical abolitionism of his British counterparts such as
Thomas Pringle, secretary of the Anti-slavery Society in Britain and editor
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of the Anti-slavery Reporter, which had disseminated information vital to
the abolitionist struggle. The transatlantic dimension of the American anti-
slavery movement at this crucial time is testified to by Garrison’s inclusion
in his first editorial of Pringle’s sonnet on oppression:

I swear, while life-blood warms my throbbing veins,
Still to oppose and thwart, with heart and hand,
Thy brutalising sway – till Afric’s chains
Are burst, and Freedom rules the rescued land, –
Trampling Oppression and his iron rod:
Such is the vow I take

– SO HELP ME GOD! (9–14)

Clearly, Pringle’s bold address encapsulated the same commitment felt by
Garrison, who cites the poetry of the antislavery activist to express solidarity.

It is important to note the Christian element of this commitment, expressed
in Pringle’s sonnet, for the renewed activity of the abolitionist movement at
this time of American revivalism was intimately connected with an evangel-
ical reconfiguration of slavery as a personal transgression against the will of
God:

Although abolitionists used secular tactics . . . their zeal and their rhetoric
resembled nothing so much as a religious crusade. Antislavery could not, in
fact, have been what it was after 1830 if there had not been an evangelical
Protestant tradition behind it.18

Despite this zeal given to abolitionism by the evangelical tradition, The Lib-
erator was Garrison’s response to his frustration that abolitionism was not
working and that many of the churches were entrenched in a slave-owning
culture. Religious hypocrisy and inaction were to be urgent concerns in the
writings both of slaves and white abolitionists in the American antislavery
movement.

In 1833 Garrison became leader of the American Abolition Society, and its
Declaration of Sentiments, articulating Garrison’s radical stance on slavery
and insisting on uncompensated emancipation and the inalienable quality of
freedom, included a vow to rally the churches: “We shall enlist the pulpit

and the press” in the cause. However, just as the British abolitionists had
needed the slave’s voice to strengthen their argument against “nominal Chris-
tians,” so too did the American abolitionists.19 Notwithstanding his own
considerable output, perhaps Garrison’s most enduring contribution to the
literature of antislavery was his preface to Frederick Douglass’s self-penned
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (1845). In
his own Appendix, Douglass expresses the same ambivalence as Garrison
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toward Christianity: “I love the pure, peaceable, and impartial Christian-
ity of Christ: I therefore hate the corrupt, slaveholding, women-whipping,
cradle-plundering, partial and hypocritical Christianity of this land.”20 In
this way Douglass embeds the core ideals of radical abolitionism within his
text, combining political strategy with his considerable rhetorical powers.

In his preface, Garrison notes their first meeting in 1841 at an antislavery
meeting in New Bedford at which Douglass spoke and his personal reaction
to the fugitive slave’s “intellect [and] natural eloquence.” Garrison also high-
lights the effective literary qualities of the Narrative: “Compressed into it is a
whole Alexandrian library of thought, feeling, and sentiment.”21 Such affir-
mation may well have been part of the convention by which white abolition-
ists authenticated the slave’s narrative, but by insisting that the literariness
of the Narrative testifies to Douglass’s humanity, Garrison emphasizes that
the function of the slave narrative was for “blacks to write themselves into
being.”22 Douglass’s Narrative was to become the quintessential expression
of black freedom, the “ur-Text of slavery and freedom [which] has informed
the Afro-American literary tradition from Douglass’s time to the present.”23

Yet its very sophistication and complexity went so far beyond the estab-
lished conventions of the slave narrative genre that the Narrative may also
be thought to be “sui generis,” as Deborah McDowell observes.24 What
such assessments reveal is the individuality of Douglass’s text which is the
perfect vehicle for its core plot, his transformation from a chattel slave into
a fully recognized human being, into, as he says himself, becoming “my own
master.”25

Douglass achieves the full construction of individuality in a text that,
while it emerges out of abolitionist culture, forges an independent voice: his
Narrative can therefore be read as simultaneously existing within and going
beyond both slave and abolitionist literature. Central to this forging of his
individuality through his Narrative is the classic scene in which Douglass
fights his master.

I resolved to fight; and, suiting my action to the resolution, I seized Covey
hard by the throat; and as I did so, I rose. He held on to me and I to him. My
resistance was so entirely unexpected, that Covey seemed all taken aback . . .
This battle with Mr. Covey marked a turning-point in my career as a slave. It
rekindled the few expiring embers of freedom, and revived within me a sense
of my own manhood . . . From this time I was never again what might be called
fairly whipped.26

Douglass tells his readers that the purpose of his Narrative is to chart his
development in subject-hood: “You have seen how a man was made a slave,
you shall see how a slave was made a man.”27 Thus his scene of resistance
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is central to his self-realization in the Narrative. Crucially, however, it may
also be read as a response to ambivalent abolitionist debates about slave
resistance and violence. On this matter Garrison was equivocal, advocating
pacifist means by which slaves could achieve freedom while also acknowl-
edging the legitimacy of violence: “while Garrison endorsed Christian paci-
fism, he declared he knew why slaves and abolitionists would be driven to
violence.”28 In an “Address to the Slaves of the United States” (1843), Garri-
son pledged anew his support for slaves but also delineated the limits within
which they could legitimately strive for freedom: “it is your duty, whenever
you can, peaceably to escape from the plantations on which you are con-
fined, and assert your manhood.”29 It is clear from Douglass’s account of his
struggle with Covey that the desire for manhood and subject-hood justifies
necessary violence against oppressors, and so the fight with Covey also reg-
isters tensions within abolitionist debate. Douglass’s text, then, is not only a
struggle for freedom but, at times, a struggle against the limits of dominant
abolitionist discourse.

In his story “The Heroic Slave” (1853), Douglass was to address another
prominent abolitionist writer, Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose character Uncle
Tom came to epitomize the ideal of the passive, honest, Christian slave. In
contrast, Douglass created the rebel Madison Washington, based on and
named after a slave who had successfully overthrown the crew of the slave
ship the Creole in 1841. In this fusion of fact and fiction Douglass repre-
sents the rebel slave as embodying “the principles of 1776,” the very ideals
that won America her own independence.30 The violence necessary to attain
freedom from oppression, Douglass demonstrates, is not merely a moral
dilemma for the slave but a moral imperative for individuals and nations
alike.

Non-violence was not the only issue on which Douglass and Garrison
were to disagree, and their friendship did not survive. In 1847 Douglass
established his own newspaper, The North Star, which was initially intended
to disseminate Garrison’s abolitionism westwards. Garrison had never been
happy about this move of Douglass’s, and by 1851 their opposition over the
Constitution’s relationship to slavery caused an unbridgeable breach between
them. Unlike Garrison, who read the Constitution as “a slaveholding

compact ; it not only tolerates slavery on the soil but sanctions, guards,
and strengthens it,”31 Douglass came to believe that the Constitution could
be used to fight slavery: “the constitution of our country is our warrant
for the abolition of slavery in every state in the American Union.” These
crucial arguments with Garrison and his followers were to become part of
the content of Douglass’s second narrative: My Bondage and My Freedom
(1855). “Here was a radical change in my opinions, and in the action logically
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resulting from that change. To those with whom I had been in agreement
and in sympathy, I was now in opposition.”32 Just as the title of this second
narrative juxtaposes two opposite states, so Douglass shows that conflict
and tension form part of the struggle for freedom – even against fellow
abolitionists. His freedom, he asserts, is absolutely dependent on being able
to think for himself.

Abolitionist fiction and the slave narratives

Not only did slave narratives draw on, incorporate, and debate abolition-
ist literature and arguments, often abolitionist literature modeled itself on
the slaves’ narratives. Part of Douglass’s agenda in authenticating his own
self-penned narrative was to redress the damage that had been done to the
antislavery campaign by fictional narratives written by white abolitionists
but purporting to be true accounts. In the first American antislavery novel,
The Slave: or Memoirs of Archy Moore (1836), Richard Hildreth effectively
combines many of the established elements of the slave narrative genre with
abolitionist argument in a sentimental but powerful plot. Framing the novel
as a genuine manuscript, Hildreth uses the preface to allow a fictional editor
to proclaim the truth of the ensuing story. The force of this truth-effect is
enhanced by the creation of a distance between the editor and the supposed
author, Archy Moore:

I would not be understood, however, as implicitly adopting all the author’s
feelings and sentiments; for it must be confessed that he sometimes expresses
himself with a force and a freedom, which by many will be thought extravagant.
Yet, if I am not greatly mistaken, he preserves throughout, a moderation, a
calmness, and a magnanimity . . .33

Here, the fictional editor creates an air of authenticity by slightly disasso-
ciating himself from the fictional author’s mode of expression, and so the
reader feels that there is a judicious, white, rational, editorial presence from
the beginning. In genuine slaves’ narratives editorial authority embodied in
a preface was necessary either to assert the truth of the story or to comment
on the mode of its telling. For example, in the preface to Charles Ball’s narra-
tive, the editor lets the reader know that care has been taken “to render the
narrative as simple, and the style of the story . . . plain.” To that end Ball’s
“opinions have been cautiously omitted, or carefully suppressed, as being of
no value to the reader.”34 In Ball’s true story and in Hildreth’s fictional one
the text’s claim to authenticity is established by the editor’s judgment about
the content and form of the narrative. Such moments inevitably register the
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hierarchy between white and black abolitionists at the same time as they
represent their mutual co-operation.

In his preface to Douglass’s Narrative, Garrison had to emphasise that this
was a real story “essentially true in all its statements” and also that it was free
from editorial influence and “entirely his own production.”35 While Hildreth
depended on the slave narrative form to construct an imitation, Douglass’s
true narrative had to respond to such fictions by asserting authorial control
over his own story. The repetitive and uniform structures of the slave narra-
tives that often served to authenticate them also meant that, ironically, these
formal characteristics could be easily imitated in abolitionist novels, and this
mimicry constitutes part of Hildreth’s success. As Bland notes, slave narra-
tives use the “escape motif as structuring device.”36 Flight is an inevitable
element of slave narrative, since the very existence of the form depends on
the successful escape of the narrator. However, while we already know that
the slave has escaped, the plot depends on this motif for suspense and as a
formal way of conveying the sense of overwhelming oppression from which
the slave must run or under which he/she must suffer. In The Slave Hildreth
uses the structuring trope of escape as a means by which to articulate a
common bond between all slaves: “The unhappy slave has but one way of
escaping any threatening infliction; – a poor and wretched resource, to which
he recurs always at the imminent risk of redoubling his miseries. That rem-
edy is flight.”37 Here the narrative voice of Moore conveys a knowing sense
of the universal dilemma of all slaves in a way that convinces us this must
be a real slave speaking, and so the fictional text uses the slave narrative’s
devices to create an air of authenticity.

While his borrowing of stock formal elements of the slave narratives
allowed Hildreth to construct a powerful antislavery story, it also gave
ammunition to proslavery propagandists who repeatedly questioned the
truth of slave narratives. If, they argued, a fiction could be so readily believed,
how could readers tell if any narrative was true? Yet this questioning did not
necessarily mean that the literary or rhetorical force of the narratives was
compromised. Indeed, the very fact that proslavery proponents attacked the
truth of the narratives shows that they were aware of how effective these
were in mobilizing readers’ sensibilities.

Abolitionism had always depended on a wide variety of strategies in its
attack on slavery, and blurring the line between fact and fiction was part
and parcel of its interrogation of proslavery arguments. Antislavery poetry
often gained its force from attempting to voice the imagined feelings of the
suffering slave, thereby using a fiction to create empathy. William Cowper’s
“The Negro’s Complaint” (1793), Amelia Opie’s “The Negro Boy’s Tale”
(1811), and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “The Runaway Slave at Pilgrim’s
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Point” (1848) are examples of especially powerful poetic “voicings” of the
enslaved other within a culture of sentiment. Opie’s poem dramatizes the
voice of the slave Zambo pleading with the slave trader’s daughter for his
return to Africa: “‘Ah! Dearest missa, you so kind!/ Do take me to dat blessed
shore,/ Dat I mine own dear land may find”(21–23).38 In such poems the
lyrical “I” is the slave; in others, such as Sarah Wentworth Morton’s poem
“The African Chief” (1823), the speaker exploits the rhetoric of sentiment
to demand that we feel for the slave: “Has not his suffering offspring clung,/
Desponding round his fettered knee;/ On his worn shoulder, weeping hung,/
And urged one effort free?” (17–20).39 Such poems undoubtedly speak for
slaves within the cult of abolitionist sentiment in ways that potentially bolster
views of them as underdeveloped and childlike, and even as savages (albeit
noble ones). Yet, in other ways, these acts of imaginative empathy in both
poetry and prose attempt to bring us into the slave’s world, and the force
of abolitionist writing depended on representing the sufferings of the slave
figure.

Abolitionist writing, then, was adept at speaking both as and for the slave
in a deliberate exploitation of a range of literary genres, including borrowing
from the slave narrative itself. This textual hybridity and interdependence
meant that when Harriet Beecher Stowe came to write her famous novel
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) she could dispense with the need to deceive her
audience about the fictionality of her tale, using her preface, instead, to justify
the use of fiction to treat slavery:

The poet, the painter, and the artist, now seek out and embellish the common
and, under the allurements of fiction, breathe a humanizing and subduing influ-
ence, favourable to the development of the great principles of Christian broth-
erhood . . . In this general movement, unhappy Africa is at last remembered.40

If Douglass, Equiano, and others gained their individual authority from writ-
ing their own true story, then abolitionism could use the form established
by the slave narrative to create moving, openly fictional stories that would
be an effective complement to them. Stowe’s language here is interesting, as
it conveys the sense that the abolitionist has deliberately “sought out” the
“common” stories of slaves and, by “embellishing” them, is expressing a
common humanity born of empathy. She wants her reader to be seduced by
the novel’s “allurements” and by its special ability to remind Christians of
their duty as human beings. Fiction, Stowe claims, can help us negotiate the
demands “of interest and passion,” offering a mode of mutuality with the
slave that stimulates our true feelings. The abolitionist novel emerges, there-
fore, as a literary genre inspired by the slave’s narrative that attempts to
go beyond rationalist argument, political prudence, or outraged rhetoric
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to forge an imaginative response between the white abolitionist and the
slave.

Harriet Beecher Stowe and slave narratives

Abolitionist fiction staked its power in the truth-value of its arguments and
in the authenticity of feeling stimulated by empathy with the slave. Stowe’s
novel fully exploits fiction’s potential to be an ideal expression of sentiment
and so an irresistible motivating influence on the reader. The cabin in which
we first find Uncle Tom is an idyll of family contentment and communal
co-operation, a bastion of Christian values that contrasts sharply with the
brutality and hypocrisy of the “disagreeable business” of slave-trading which
dominates the slaves’ lives.41 The voice of the omniscient narrator pushes
us to see these contrasts, organizing the plot in an overarching way that is
denied to the individual narrator of the slave narrative, who must focus on
his own story. We are moved deliberately from the scene of a slave mother
committing suicide after her child has been sold, to the contrasting figure
of Eliza, who has successfully escaped the same fate by running north and
finding refuge with the Quakers:

Another scene now rises before us . . . and in the chair, gently swaying back
and forward, her eyes bent on some fine sewing, sat our old friend Eliza . . .
her large dark eye was raised to follow the gambols of her little Harry . . .
she showed a depth of firmness and steady resolve that was never there in her
earlier and happier days.42

This overtly intentional contrast evokes relief in the reader that Eliza, at
least, has survived. By openly displaying the props and tropes of her fictional
narrative, Stowe enlists our sympathies for the characters she has created and
depicts scenes that are transparent about the feelings they are designed to
stimulate in us.

This openly deliberate manipulation of the reader is denied to the slave,
who must appear as the objective recorder of facts, despite his/her personal
investment in the narrative. Arguably, this mode of realistic narration in
the slave narrative creates a distance between narrator and reader, for the
slave’s story is unremittingly outside the white reader’s experience. As Karen
Sánchez-Eppler notes: “[u]nlike sentimental anti-slavery fiction, the aesthetic
strategies of the slave narrative inhibit readerly appropriations, insisting that
the bodily meaning of slavery cannot easily be shared.”43 This gap between
slave and reader is evident in the first chapter of William Wells Brown’s
self-penned narrative, when he swiftly introduces us to a disturbing scene in
which his mother is whipped for coming late to the field: “As soon as she
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reached the spot where they were at work, the overseer commenced whipping
her. She cried, ‘Oh!pray – Oh!pray – Oh!pray’ – these are generally the words
of the slaves, when imploring mercy at the hands of their oppressors.”44 The
deliberate tone of understatement employed by the narrator contrasts with
the frantic gaspings of his tortured mother, leaving the reader, like Brown
himself, to feel a helpless onlooker of a scene that, despite its horror, we
sense has occurred many times before and will be repeated. The narrator’s
despondency and bleak irony set up a gap between reader and slave, thereby
granting the slave speaker authority.

Drawing on the plethora of such scenes in slave narratives, Stowe’s use
of sentimental fiction allows for a more physical co-option of the reader,
evoking their sensual responses through the narrator’s pleading:

The Mississippi! . . . Those turbid waters, hurrying, foaming, tearing along . . .
Ah! would that they did not also bear a more fearful freight, – the tears of the
oppressed, the sighs of the helpless, the bitter prayers of poor, ignorant hearts
to an unknown God – unknown, unseen and silent.45

Here, by acknowledging that the slaves’ suffering is not ours but is almost
invisible, Stowe’s sentimental writing “elicits tears, sighs [as] it enrolls the
reader’s bodily responses in the act of overcoming difference.”46 By ampli-
fying the pathos of the slave’s narrative, Stowe effectively invites the reader
to imagine the plight of slaves in a way that aligns the abolitionist narrator
with the reader.

Despite these strategies that emphasized the moral truth of the sentimental
antislavery novel, Stowe’s work was inevitably open to the very same accusa-
tions of exaggeration, invention, and deceit that dogged the slave narratives.
The novel spawned a host of responses from the proslavery lobby, including
several novels. Other texts included reminiscences and memoirs from the
planter class, who in turn asserted the truth of their accounts of slavery: “If
what Mrs. Stowe wrote was true, and only that, then our children’s children
must conclude that their fathers were only half-civilized . . . Slavery was
not all bad. It had its evils, God knows; but, on the dark picture, there were
many bright spots: our children should be allowed to see them.”47 Ironically,
Stowe found herself subject to the very same authenticating process as slave
writers, only now slaves had to affirm that what she described tallied with
their experience. Demonstrating this reversal of roles, William Wells Brown
mentioned Stowe’s novel in a speech made in England: “I know that some
suppose that the evils of slavery are exaggerated; I have been asked again and
again if certain portions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin were not exaggeration. Of
the working of slavery, in my opinion, I don’t think anything can exaggerate
that infamous system.”48 Brown’s words not only demonstrate the reliance
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of abolitionism on the slaves themselves at all times, they also attest to the
transatlantic nature of abolitionist activity and to the international influence
of Stowe’s novel. Ultimately the truth-value of antislavery texts by slaves
and white abolitionists constituted a battleground that engaged both sides
in virulent debate.

Eventually Stowe was to produce another text, a supplement to Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, that would “contain all the facts and documents, on which
that story was founded.”49 If her sentimental fiction had explicitly appealed
to readers’ sensibilities, Stowe claimed that gathering and transcribing the
material documents of slavery, legal papers, court records, and slave testi-
monies was even more affecting: “I suffer excessively in writing these things.
It may truly be said I write with heart’s blood.”50 Here, the material real-
ity testified to by slavery’s documents provokes a visceral response in the
abolitionist perhaps more acute than the sentiment inspired by fiction. The
Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1853) was to unleash further controversy. It
must be remembered that the novel was a response by Stowe to the pass-
ing of the Fugitive Slave Law (1850) which criminalized those who aided
runaway slaves. The fiction emerged from fact. In the Key Stowe continues
this process, documenting real incidents that corresponded to those in the
fictional narrative and demonstrating the novel’s dependence on slave nar-
ratives, including Frederick Douglass’s autobiography. Acknowledging that,
despite her intentions, the novel had been “treated as a reality,”51 she named
several slaves whose stories had provided material for it and, in another twist
to the fact–fiction debate, unwittingly created a “real-life” Uncle Tom in the
figure of Josiah Henson, a slave whose story, Stowe noted, was similar to
Tom’s.

Stowe’s observations were based on Henson’s immensely popular first nar-
rative, The Life of Josiah Henson (1849). The seed that had been planted
in the public’s imagination grew when Stowe herself provided the pref-
ace to Henson’s second autobiography, Truth Stranger than Fiction (1858).
Although in the preface Stowe made no claims that Henson was a model
for Uncle Tom, the title alone invited the reader to read the narrative as a
real basis for the fictional character’s life. And the title of Henson’s third
narrative entirely intertwined fact and fiction: Uncle Tom’s Story of his Life
(1877). As Robin W. Winks argues, however, any attempt to chart the exact
relationship between Henson and his fictional counterpart is complicated
and reveals a series of disclaimers and contradictions: “the sequence is not
clear, and Mrs. Stowe seemed incapable of clarifying it, but nothing said pub-
licly by the author of Uncle Tom gave real substance to any contention that
Josiah Henson and Uncle Tom were one and the same.”52 Henson himself
was ambivalent, at times courting the comparison and at others attempting
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to stifle it: “my name is not Tom, and never was Tom . . . My name is Josiah
Henson.”53 What this fascinating interrelationship reveals is the complexity
of the interaction between abolitionist writing and slave narratives, and the
power of both factual and fictional antislavery stories to feed the popular
imagination. Winks’s assessment that “[t]he books of Mrs. Stowe and Hen-
son did morally reinforce each other”54 rightly emphasizes that the goals of
antislavery were at the heart of both. Within the fluid dynamics of forged
and broken alliances, resonances and divergences, conflicts and reinforce-
ments, the achievement of abolition itself ultimately defines the intercon-
nected nature of abolitionist and slave writing.

Conclusion

In attempting to chart the complex relationship between abolitionist litera-
ture and slave narratives we are faced with a dynamic that is characterized by
hybridity, fluidity, and exchange. At times the texts emerging both from slaves
and white abolitionists chime harmoniously in their aims, at others they
clash, but always they respond to each other, feed off each other and exhibit
an interdependence that invites us to read them as coterminous. The tensions,
cross-currents, co-operations, and rifts were part and parcel of the wider
arena of abolitionist activity. And these relationships continue to provide
challenges for current scholarship: in particular, the business of identifying
factual narratives and fictional narratives reveals the degree to which these
genres are mutually intertwined. Previously regarded as “not credible,” only
in the last twenty years has Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl (1861) been authenticated as a narrative written by a slave.55 Letters dis-
covered reveal that, following the popularity of Henson’s narrative, Jacobs
had hoped that Stowe would act as an amanuensis for her own story. While
Stowe had forged a powerful alliance with Henson, she responded to Jacobs
with an offer to co-opt her narrative into the Key. In a letter to Amy Post,
Jacobs expresses alarm at this potential abuse of her narrative, as she saw it:
“I wished it to be a history of my life entirely by itself, which would do more
good, and it needed no romance.”56 Adding insult to injury, Stowe had asked
another abolitionist to vouch for Jacobs’s veracity before offering to integrate
the narrative into her Key: many of the incidents of Jacobs’s life fulfilled Hen-
son’s maxim that fact is stranger than fiction. Indeed, Stowe’s own skepticism
has been repeated by the modern academy. Jacobs was to make a much hap-
pier connection with the radical abolitionist Lydia Maria Child, who did
not wince from editing a narrative that would deal with the sexual exploita-
tion of female slaves: “[t]his peculiar phase of slavery has generally been
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kept veiled; but the public ought to be made acquainted with its monstrous
features.”57

Notwithstanding Child’s commitment to supporting a narrative that
would discuss the taboo of sexual abuse in slavery, Jacobs’s Incidents is ten-
tative in its details, revealing the compromises that had to be made within
an ambivalent abolitionist culture. Although abolitionists wanted to high-
light their belief that because of slavery “licentiousness pervades the whole
land,” they also worried that slaves would inevitably be tainted by a culture
of immorality and uncivilized behaviour.58 So, in her narrative Jacobs walks
a rhetorical tightrope when relating the sexual realities of her life as a female
slave subject to her master’s desires: “He told me I was his property; that I
must be subject to his will in all things.”59 Jacobs cannot use her narrative
to detail sexual abuse without being morally compromised herself, but she
can make it known to her reader that it did occur. Through omission and
silence, rather than explicit description, she attempts to convey her expe-
rience without losing moral or narrative authority. Jacobs’s text, then, like
all antislavery writing, emerges out of a context marked by negotiation and
concession.

Yet slave narratives do not simply derive power and authority from their
detailing of real sufferings, from their status as some kind of objective truth:
recently Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig; or Sketches From the Life of A Free
Black (1859) has been recognized as an important fictional autobiography
that integrates the literary qualities of sentimental abolitionist fiction with
the structures and tropes of the slave narrative. While this story was previ-
ously dismissed until the discovery of Wilson’s death certificate, the text itself
remains important because of its literary qualities that fuse fact and fiction.
In this novel Wilson forges a literary form that enacts the interdependence
of different abolitionist genres. It offers us a paradigm that reminds us to
keep these interconnections at the forefront of our minds when examining
abolitionist writing and slave narratives.
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5
YOLANDA PIERCE

Redeeming bondage: the captivity
narrative and the spiritual

autobiography in the African American
slave narrative tradition

redeem (ri-’dEm) transitive verb.
1) To recover ownership of by paying a specified sum.
2) To set free; rescue or ransom.
3) To save from a state of sinfulness and its consequences.
4) To restore honor, worth, or reputation.

synonym See SAVE

In 1798 Venture Smith, the eldest son of an African prince, dictates the nar-
rative of his life, A Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Venture, a Native
of Africa: But Resident above Sixty Years in the United States of America.
Related by Himself, to Elisha Niles, a Connecticut schoolmaster.1 Approx-
imately ten years later, in 1810, itinerant preacher George White publishes
the story of his life, appropriately titled: A Brief Account of the Life, Expe-
riences, Travels and Gospel Labours of George White, an African; Written
by Himself and Revised by a Friend. While the two narratives reflect vastly
different experiences of bondage, both Smith’s and White’s autobiographi-
cal stories highlight acts of redemption: Smith and White consciously try to
recover and restore what is lost and stolen from them by the institution of
slavery. By charting the literary influence of the captivity narrative and spir-
itual autobiography tradition on Smith’s and White’s narratives, we can see
a common rhetorical strategy both men employ: using conventional Anglo-
American literary genres to tell unconventional African American stories. To
fully understand the genre of slave narrative requires a familiarity with the
other literary genres that have influenced the slave narrative form and that
have also been transformed by the slave narrative tradition. In exploring the
influence of the captivity narrative and the spiritual autobiography on these
two texts, we can use Smith’s and White’s narratives to illuminate the literary
interconnections that exist, on a lesser scale, in most all of the texts in the
slave narrative tradition.
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The captivity narrative

Annette Kolodny writes that “the single narrative form indigenous to the
New World is the victim’s recounting of unwilling captivity.”2 Judging from
the popularity of seventeenth-, eighteenth-, and nineteenth-century published
accounts, we can conclude that the captivity narrative form was not only an
important literary tradition, but that the use of the captivity narrative was
essential in the emerging formation of an Anglo-American identity. Broadly
defined, a captivity narrative is an account of an individual, forcibly abducted
from his or her home, and taken to a distant and unknown place. The sub-
ject of the narrative often endures tremendous suffering at the hands of the
captors, particularly as he or she is pressured to conform and to adapt to the
beliefs and behaviors of a vastly different culture. Captivity narratives usu-
ally feature two completely unfamiliar peoples and two cultures so foreign
that the very act of being forced into life with the “other” is itself a type of
imprisonment – even if the subject is well treated by the capturing nation.
In terms of religious, national, and bodily identity, the captor and the cap-
tive are as utterly separate from each other as possible. Captivity narratives
often document the deprivation of all that is familiar to the subject and the
forcible acceptance of a new way of life. And while many narrators yearn
to return home, some accounts record such complete acculturation to the
culture of the captors that there is no desire to return home; despite their
initial unwilling abduction, some captivity narrators eventually accept, and
even embrace, the lifestyles, rituals, and beliefs of their captors.

The captivity narrative genre becomes a New World literary success, par-
ticularly because of the popularity of the “Indian captivity narrative.”3 For
three centuries, tales of kidnapping and abduction inflicted on “innocent”
colonists by the “savage” indigenous American people captivated the Anglo-
American literary imagination. These accounts generally featured marauding
groups of Indians who kidnap at whim, as well as accounts of their “bar-
baric” customs of cannibalism, scalping, rape, and torture. The heroes of
these stories are the captive men and women who, when exposed to these
foreign practices, resist the savagery, attempt to bring religion and civiliza-
tion to their captors, and otherwise reveal the ignorance of the American
Indian way of life and the superiority of the Anglo-American, Christian way
of life. Less often, the hero is a “noble savage,” one who, although a mem-
ber of the uncivilized group, is of royal birth and thus able to serve as a
link between the cultures of the “savage” and the “civilized.” Yet despite
the obvious biases of these captivity narratives, these documents provide
rare first-hand insight into the language, customs, religious practices, and
traditions of the colonial-period American Indian peoples – even as they
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firmly entrenched the differences between two groups in the emerging white
American imagination.

On a social and historical level, these narratives speak to the threat that
the indigenous American people represented for the colonists, who needed
not only physical force, but rhetorical might to colonize the New World. If
the indigenous people are savages who do not abide by God’s law, then they
are the enemy of God, and their forced removal and elimination is doctri-
nally sound and morally right. The concept of manifest destiny ensured early
Anglo-Americans that the settlement of the entire North American continent
was God’s will, and the genre of the Indian captivity narrative reinforced the
necessity of removing, either peacefully or forcibly, all those who stood in the
way of this divine plan. At their core, these captivity narratives are religious
documents, modeled along conversion and spiritual narrative forms, replete
with Puritan and Calvinist theology. The Indian captivity narrative is a New
World Pilgrim’s Progress, a document of a journey through the metaphorical
and literal wilderness, where the spiritual hero triumphs, despite adversities
and obstacles.

As stories full both of religious instruction and political indoctrination, the
captivity narratives are generally considered the domain of Anglo-American
men; but several early American women also wrote captivity narratives. It
becomes one of the earliest American literary forms in which women writ-
ers are well represented.4 Yet whether the narrator was male or female, in
the captivity narratives we can see the emerging “self-made man” identity
common to later American literature. The authors and subjects of these
accounts take care to fashion an identity for themselves as independent
and autonomous agents, beholden only to divine law, even while they must
account for their capture and trials at the hands of a supposedly savage and
heathen people. The Indian becomes fully “other” in contrast to this new
identity taken on by the narrator: American.

So, if the captivity narrative as written by whites who were captured by
Indians helps to define an explicit white American identity in the New World,
what do we make of captivity narratives written by the supposedly savage
African, who is abducted and tortured by his “civilized” moral and intellec-
tual superiors? Is the captivity narrative, when authored by an African, the
beginning of the formation of an African American identity? What happens
when Africans, exposed to this genre, begin to write the stories of their own
captivities? In several cases, the focus of African-authored narratives is also
on the experience of Indian captivity and not primarily on the experience
of enslavement under white masters. John Marrant’s 1785 A Narrative of
the Lord’s Wonderful Dealings with John Marrant, A Black is the autobio-
graphical story of a free black who converts to Christianity and later helps
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to convert several Cherokee Indians to the Christian faith. Briton Hammon’s
1760 Narrative of the Uncommon Sufferings and Surprizing Deliverance of
Briton Hammon, a Negro Man-Servant details Hammon’s plight in bondage
under both Indian and Spanish captivity, with scarce attention paid to his
New World status as “slave for life.” The autobiographical accounts of both
Hammon and Marrant were dictated to white amanuenses, so they may
have been unable to reveal their true thoughts on chattel slavery. Yet essen-
tial portions of both narratives engage the idea of captivity by the American
Indian people, evidence that these men were building upon a by then long-
established literary tradition.

Diverging from the traditions of his African literary predecessors, it is
Venture Smith who fully exploits, and then transforms, the captivity nar-
rative genre, laying the groundwork for the use of this genre as a tool in
the formation of a new African American identity. Smith’s captors were not
the “savage” indigenous American people, but those “civilized” whites who
spread their ironic message of Christian salvation through their participation
in the slave trade. Smith uses the various dichotomies set up in a traditional
Indian captivity to tell a specifically African American story. Like Marrant
and Hammon, Smith’s narrative is also dictated to a white amanuensis who
claims that nothing is “added in substance” other than what “he [Smith]
related himself” (Narrative, p. iii). And while we can wonder at what mate-
rial is not included in Smith’s narrative (like a strong indictment against slav-
ery), Smith maintains a high degree of agency in the telling of his tale. We can
see the expression of this agency when we note the complete lack of religious
content in Smith’s narrative – a fact that is almost unfathomable, given the
time in which he is writing, his use of a religious editor, and his subject matter.
Had Smith merely conformed to the already established conventions of the
genre, his narrative would have explicitly engaged prevailing religious senti-
ment and would most certainly have contained quotations and references to
scripture. Yet despite Smith’s lack of explicit rhetoric about Christian salva-
tion, he pays the utmost concern to the notion of “redemption” as it applied
to him and to all his brothers and sisters in bondage.

Venture Smith

Though the son of a King, he was kidnapped and sold as a slave, but by his
industry he acquired money to purchase his freedom.

(Venture Smith’s epitaph, 1805)

Born the son of a West African prince, Venture Smith endures a boyhood kid-
napping, the arduous Middle Passage, and three decades of chattel slavery,
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primarily in the New England area. And yet he manages to purchase his
own freedom and that of his wife, three children, and three other unrelated
enslaved men. He accrues real estate, a shipping fleet, and significant cash
savings in his lifetime. Concerning Smith, his editor, Elisha Niles, writes:
“this narrative exhibits a pattern of honesty, prudence and industry, to peo-
ple of his own colour; and perhaps some white people would not find them-
selves degraded by imitating such an example” (Narrative, p. iv). Niles also
compares Smith to a “Franklin and a Washington,” since Smith, despite his
previous status as a slave, exhibits “ingenuity and good sense” (ibid.). Like
the heroes of the traditional captivity narratives, Smith is a self-made man
who endures the bitter trials of life and somehow still emerges triumphant.
Niles respectfully pays tribute to a man who, though “wholly uncultivated,
enfeebled and depressed by slavery, and struggling under every disadvan-
tage,” is still worthy of comparison to America’s greatest forefathers (ibid.).
As the narrative shifts from Niles’s voice to Smith’s story, we begin to see
how Smith digresses from the conventions of an established literary form
when he locates “civilization” in the middle of the wilderness.

Smith’s first act of redemption is to challenge ideas about Africa in the
minds of his eighteenth-century audience, for whom the continent of Africa
is even more terrifying than the unclaimed American wilderness. Literary
critic William Andrews writes: “as the Indian captivity narrative proved, the
settlement was a realm of order and security, an outpost of moral values
in a land of savagery. Outside the white man’s sunny clearings lay dark-
ness, chaos, and destruction, to be warded off only by the merciful hand of
providence.”5 If the space a few miles outside of a settlement’s walls incites
fear in these narratives, then Africa (and its peoples) represents the ultimate
form of “other” and “savagery” in the early Anglo-American imagination.
But for Smith, Africa – in particular, his home in West Africa – is the site
of striking physical beauty, highly organized family structures, and a well-
developed and prosperous way of life. Even as Smith dispels notions about
the supposedly inferior African continent and people, he also provides valu-
able historical information about the traditions and customs of African peo-
ple. Like the Indian captivity narratives, these early African slave narratives
are a form of ethnographic record; however, it is Venture Smith, a “Native
of Africa,” who provides this insight, and not a biased outside observer.
Smith’s description of the practice of polygamy in his family, for example,
redeems it from being yet another example of black hypersexuality. Smith’s
narrative opens with the scene of his mother leaving his father because he
failed to consult her about the decision to take a third wife. Smith defends his
mother’s actions as appropriate and well within her rights as the first wife.
Moreover, he presents polygamy as a form of family structure specifically
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suited to life in an agrarian setting, with specific rules and regulations for
the protection of children and women.

While critics decry Smith’s lack of explicit attention to abolition, it is
during these scenes of his early childhood that we can see Smith’s indictment
both of slavery and the general lack of morality of the New World. He
describes his father, an African chief, as a highly principled and respected
man whose experience as a leader had in no way prepared him to deal with
the treachery of slaveholders and colonizing forces. Relying on a promise that
his group would be spared attack, Smith’s father found out that his white
enemies’ “pledges of faith and honor proved no better than those of other
unprincipled hostile nations” (Narrative, p. 9). Living up to the example of
honesty and integrity his father provides for him, Smith becomes an ideal and
trustworthy servant. Contrary to eighteenth-century sentiment, Smith does
not embrace bondage because his African racial ancestry somehow makes
him uniquely suited to it. He detests being a slave, but in his mind willful
wrongdoing is far worse than enforced captivity. One of Smith’s masters
notes that “young Venture was so faithful that he . . . should not fear to
trust him with his whole fortune, for that he had been in his native place
so habituated to keeping his word, that he would sacrifice even his life to
maintain it” (Narrative, p. 14).

Smith encounters a decided lack of honor and moral decency throughout
his dealing as both a slave and a free black in the American colonies, where he
is consistently betrayed, cheated, and ill-used. After describing one incident
in which he is unfairly prosecuted and fined for another man’s economic
loss, Smith states:

Such a proceeding as this, committed on a defenceless stranger, almost worn out
in the hard service of the world, without any foundation in reason or justice,
whatever it may be called in a christian land, would in my native country have
been branded as a crime equal to highway robbery. But Captain Hart was a
white gentleman, and I a poor African, therefore it was all right, and good
enough for the black dog. (Narrative, p. 30)

Smith’s second act of redemption dispels the idea that Africans cannot act
with honor, even when they are rendered animals, or “black dogs,” because
of their race and slave status. His narrative demonstrates that decency and
integrity are essential components of the African worldview; and these ideals
are only stunted by participation in the “civilized” world of their captors.
Instead of the Anglo-American settlements and colonies being a haven and
place of safety from the savage wilderness, Smith posits the New World as a
site of moral degeneration. And despite the widespread notion that enslaving
Africans gives them access to Christian doctrine and salvation, Smith asserts
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that it is exposure to this “christian land” that renders the so-called savage
morally bankrupt.

Concerning this incident, William Andrews writes that: “this is the climax
of Smith’s narrative, this assertion of an idealized African point of reference
of defining morality in the face of the arbitrariness of American standards.
In this culminating instance of betrayal, the former slave demonstrates a
lesson in American sociolinguistics, namely, that all reference is in the ser-
vice of racism” (Free Story, p. 52). Smith’s narrative uses italics to contrast
“white gentleman” with “poor African,” and the final sentence begins with
“Captain Hart,” which contrasts with the phrase at the end of the sentence:
“black dog.” Despite his economic success, his “more than one hundred
acres of land and three habitable dwelling houses,” Smith acknowledges
that European racism toward Africans will forever equate his national sta-
tus as an “African” with his social slave status as a “dog,” or other beast of
burden. Literary critic Frances Smith Foster argues that in these eighteenth-
century narratives, slavery as an institution is not condemned, but immoral
behavior is.6 In fact, Smith does condemn the institutional nature of slavery
which renders him, or any African, a “black dog,” even as he decries the
individual moral behavior of those he encounters. And the immorality of
those Smith encounters is psychologically damaging to him, but also creates
serious economic repercussions for him – mirroring both the psychic and
tangible consequences of bondage for all African peoples.

As was the custom in chattel slavery, Smith’s African family name, Broteer,
is stripped from him and he is renamed “Venture,” by his first slave master,
“on account of his having purchased [me] with his own private venture”
(Narrative, p. 13). Smith is appropriately named, as his narrative details
a series of economic ventures, both successes and failures. Despite being
cheated by his third master in his efforts to redeem himself from bondage,
Smith preserves and purchases his freedom. Concerning this, he dictates:
“being thirty-six years old, I left Col. Smith once and for all. I had already
been sold three different times, made considerable money with seeming noth-
ing to derive it from, been cheated out of a large sum of money, lost much by
misfortune, and paid an enormous sum for my freedom” (Narrative, p. 24).
Smith takes on his “emancipator’s” surname and spends the remainder of his
narrative detailing his various business undertakings. Smith seems obsessed
with the financial details of economically providing for his family, as well as
building an empire. Everything and everyone has a price, a fact of which he
reminds his readers again and again. When speaking of the death of his son,
he laments that: “[my] son died of the scurvy in this voyage, and the Church
has never paid me the least of my wages. In my son, besides the loss of his
life, I lost equal to seventy-five pounds” (Narrative, p. 26). This sentence
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seems oddly to conflate both the loss of money with the loss of his son’s life,
as if the two events are equally tragic. When describing his daughter’s illness,
Smith notes that he experiences “much trouble and expence” as a result of
her illness (Narrative, p. 28). Ultimately, tragedy unfolds, and Smith states:
“she fell prey to her disease, after a lingering and painful endurance of it.
The physician’s bills for attending her during her illness amounted to forty
pounds” (ibid.). This certainly is an odd sentiment of grief for a father who,
through great difficulty, purchases three of his children. Even when lament-
ing the end of his own life, Smith says: “while I am now looking to the grave
as my home, my joy for this world would be full – if my children, Cuff for
whom I paid two hundred dollars when a boy . . . walked in the way of their
father” (Narrative, p. 31). Again, the reader is left with the notion that the
economic aspects of bondage are of greater concern to Smith than the moral
ones; his notion of redemption seems to extend only to his ability to recover
ownership of his body, family, and property.

Phillip Gould offers that: “Smith . . . constructed identities that culminated
in freedom, but did so in a historical period that still generally founded free-
dom on the possession of property.”7 He argues that essential to Smith’s
protest of slavery and notion of abolition is the ability to own material
wealth. In this vein, Smith fits the mold of the emerging self-made American
man; his rags-to-riches story echoes the stories of previous New World auto-
biographers. Literary critic Rafia Zafar has much harsher words for Smith.
She writes: “Smith . . . spends little time on the issue of race: his quarrel
with the world is his lack of financial achievement, and the rampant ingrati-
tude of relatives and former servants.”8 I suggest that both Gould and Zafar
miss an important element of Smith’s text in which he explores the root of
why he connects achieving economic wealth with possessing true bodily and
psychological freedom:

My father was closely interrogated respecting his money which they knew he
must have. But as he gave them no account of it, he was instantly cut and
pounded on his body with great inhumanity, that he might be induced by
the torture he suffered to make the discovery. All this availed not in the least
to make him give up his money, but he despised all the tortures which they
inflicted, until the continued exercise and increase of torment, obliged him to
sink and expire. He thus died without informing his enemies of the place where
his money lay. I saw him while he was thus tortured to death. The shocking
scene is to this day fresh in my mind, and I have often been overcome while
thinking on it. (Narrative, pp. 10–11)

This pivotal childhood scene, Smith’s first encounter with the true hor-
ror of bondage, serves both as a harsh lesson about slavery and a brutal
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introduction to European culture. Smith follows his father’s footsteps in
valuing personal honor and integrity above all things, even in the face of
death: his father refuses to acquiesce to his captors’ demands, despite the
penalty. The elder Broteer’s body is physically broken, but he maintains his
dignity and strict moral code in front of his son and other witnesses. While
his body is physically enslaved until he is thirty-six years old, Smith never
allows the hypocritical culture of slavery to enslave his mind. Because of his
formative instruction by his African family, Smith never believes that he is
the one who is a savage; he never believes that he is the moral or intellectual
inferior of his captors; he never believes that his native home is the uncivi-
lized wilderness, and that his fellow African descendants are destined by God
to be slaves for life. Smith’s story of survival, despite the significant odds, is
a protest not only against the institution of slavery but also the individual
immoral deeds he witnesses on a daily basis.

At the same time, the circumstances of his father’s death involve money,
economic value, and financial loss. From the time he witnesses this scene,
until his death, Smith understands the economic realities of the system of
slavery. His narrative strips away the religious and the philosophical, both
as justification for bondage and as a pretext for telling his story. When
eighteenth-century religion and philosophy, and even notions of race, are
removed from the operation of chattel bondage, all that is left is the naked
truth: slavery exists because it is an economically viable system. So Smith
fights fire with fire, combating slavery in the one area in which he can com-
pete, even if on a very uneven playing field: the financial marketplace.

And finally, this primal scene of his father’s brutal death propels Smith
to acts of personal redemption in which, by accruing property and wealth,
he can restore honor to his father’s legacy. As his father was the caretaker
for an entire village, entrusted with the welfare and the lives of an entire
tribal group, Smith recreates his African village in a New World context.
His financial empire allows him to employ other Africans; he purchases
and frees at least three enslaved men who are not related to him; he leaves
property and money to his descendants, ensuring their continued well-being.
His relentless pursuit of success in the financial marketplace is not simply a
replication of a western value system. Allowed to mature and come of age
in his African village, Smith would have assumed the responsibilities and
duties of his father. Displaced by the Middle Passage and the institution of
slavery, Smith attempts to redeem, to recover, the values, ideals, and ethics
of his ancestors.

In his paradigm-shifting story which signifies on the Indian captivity narra-
tive genre, Smith presents us with “savages” who have a greater code of ethics
than their captors; an “untamed wilderness” that is more highly ordered
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than the American settlements; and “exotic” belief systems and ways of life
that are as principled as Christian religious doctrine. And most importantly,
Smith shatters the myth that thrift, hard work, frugality, and economic suc-
cess are only “American” values; as he reveals in his narrative, these values
reflect his African core and not his acculturation to American society.

Spiritual autobiography

An initial reading of George White’s 1810 narrative may convince the reader
that, unlike Venture Smith, White’s primary desire is to become completely
acculturated and accepted into an Anglo-American way of life.9 White mod-
els his narrative after the longstanding tradition of spiritual autobiography,
a literary form American writers inherited from their English forebears. And
unlike the captivity narrative, which we can argue is a distinctly Ameri-
can literary genre, the spiritual autobiography is a longstanding tradition
in many cultures and belief systems. As used within the western Chris-
tian tradition, a spiritual autobiography is a written document in which
a convert to Christianity details his or her experience in recognizing the true
light of Christian doctrine. Most of these stories are loosely modeled after
the biblical account of Paul’s conversion, where the former persecutor of
the early Christian church is miraculously converted into its most ardent
advocate. Such writings as Richard Baxter’s Call to the Unconverted (1657),
William Law’s Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1728), and Philip
Doddridge’s On the Rise and Progress of Religion in the Soul (1745) are some
of the more popular spiritual autobiographies in eighteenth-century Ameri-
can culture. Perhaps because of his fame as a minister, Jonathan Edwards’s
1738 Faithful Narrative of the Surprising Work of God becomes one of the
hallmark narratives after which other spiritual autobiographers model their
work.

Early black writers, influenced by these popular texts, overwhelmingly
adopt the spiritual autobiography form in their accounts of bondage. Writing
that we today identify as foundational texts in the slave narrative tradition
center on the act of religious conversion.10 Olaudah Equiano’s 1789 narra-
tive, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano or Gustavus
Vassa, the African, Written by Himself, and Boston King’s 1798 narrative,
Memoirs of the Life of Boston King, a Black Preacher, Written by Himself,
During his Residence at Kingswood-School, are just two of the early texts
by former slaves that were marketed primarily as spiritual memoirs. Within
these works, issues of theology coexist, and are fused, with various social and
political messages; which of these aspects takes precedent in the imagination
often depends upon the reader. Despite the personal context of each story,
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the spiritual autobiography serves as a witnessing tool and proselytizing
device. Whereas the captivity narrative serves as ethnography, cautionary
tale, and political propaganda for its eighteenth-century audience, the spiri-
tual autobiography represents a behavioral guide and an instrument of moral
leadership.

If the central message of Christianity is the redemptive work of Christ
on the cross, in which the sacrifice of one redeems the sins of all, it is no
wonder that enslaved men and women take this message to heart both for
their spiritual and earthly needs. The rhetorical message of the Christian faith
promises freedom, liberation, and deliverance from bondage, particularly for
those wrongly punished. The signs, symbols, and stories of this belief system
reinforce the notion that the very least, the most humble, and the most abject
are the ones who eventually inherit the kingdom. What other message could
provide such hope and offer so many scriptural parallels to the situation of
the enslaved African population? In using the spiritual autobiography form
to narrate the story both of his religious conversion and his life in slavery,
George White joins Venture Smith in reworking a conventional literary form
to tell an unconventional story.

George White

I began to think, that as God in his providence had delivered me from temporal
bondage, it was my duty to look to him for deliverance from the slavery of
sin.11

Unlike Smith, George White is born into slavery in the New World, and is
eventually freed at the age of twenty-six upon the death of his slave master.
He makes a living as a rural laborer and fruit seller, but at the center of his
story is his conversion to Christianity, his “call” to preach, and his quest
to become an ordained Methodist minister. Denied a preaching license on
five separate occasions, White eventually prevails, and becomes one of the
first African American ministers with authority to preach both in black and
white churches. As in other autobiographies in which the central focus is on
the Christian message, the religious aspects of White’s narrative seem to con-
sume his personal identity, perhaps even obscuring his intended antislavery
message. Because of White’s relentless drive to obtain a license to preach, his
obsessive focus on clerical politics, and his heavy-handed use of theological
language, the reader of his narrative is often unsure as to his specific thoughts
concerning the institution of slavery. Even the title of his narrative tells a con-
flicted story: A Brief Account of the Life, Experiences, Travels and Gospel
Labours of George White, an African; Written by Himself, and Revised by
a Friend. While White does not fail to identify himself as an “African,” he
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mentions his extensive labors for the gospel, but not his forced labor for a
slaveholder.

It is in his letter “To the Reader” that we begin to grasp the nuances
of White’s religious and political project. He writes: “when I consider the
station in which I am placed, and the obligations I am under, especially to my
African brethren, I rejoice at every opportunity of facilitating their spiritual
welfare and happiness” (A Brief Account, p. 51). There seems to be a clear
identification with the plight of his fellow enslaved, even if it is only to bring
the message of the gospel to them. And White makes it clear throughout
his narrative that his first and primary mission is as God’s messenger to the
unsaved masses, black and white.

Because spiritual autobiographers often conform their own life stories to fit
a fairly rigid biblical model, literary critic Sacvan Bercovitch argues that these
personal stories have serious liabilities: that is, they “serve not to liberate,
but to constrict; selfhood appears as a state to be overcome, obliterated.”12

These religious texts often create a generic Christian “Everyman,” so that
the reader easily identifies with the narrator and so that the gospel message
is always front and center.

Even though White frames his life as one of service to God, he does inten-
tionally highlight his selfhood, as he gives voice to his family and community
and provides a brief glimpse into early African American life. He is careful
to note specific details, allowing a distinct picture of himself to emerge: the
ages at which he is sold; the year and place of his birth; the names and
ages of family members and friends. These details, which may appear to
the modern reader minutiae, represent an exceptional achievement for any
former slave who had little or no information about the circumstances of
his or her birth and early life. Literary historian Patricia Caldwell remarks
that in the traditional Anglo-American spiritual autobiography, writers fail
to make reference to these intimate details: “there were certain potentially
symbolic aspects of their lives that they did not seem to find pertinent . . .
they seldom resorted to talk about children . . . nor allegorized their experi-
ence of marriage . . . and none dwelt at length on his occupation.”13 These
personal aspects do have a significant place within White’s narrative, as he
also describes for his readers his life and his struggles as a father, husband,
and son.

In 1791 White experiences a profound religious conversion:

I experienced such a manifestation of the divine power, as I had before been a
stranger to: and under a sense of my amazing sinfulness in the sight of God, I
fell prostrate on the floor, as one wounded or slain in battle; and indeed I was
slain by the law, that I might be made alive by Jesus Christ.

(A Brief Account, p. 53)
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This moment, according to Christian doctrine, is the point at which the
redemptive work of Christ’s suffering provides a sinner access to eternal
salvation. But this moment provides White with something more: he expe-
riences a “manifestation of power” at a time in which African Americans
have no power. Up to this point, the circumstances of White’s life have been
wholly determined by slavery society. Even when free, White is mistaken for
a fugitive slave, arrested, and detained. If his status as a slave allows him no
control over his life, his religious conversion is one moment that no other
human being (even a slaveholder) can manipulate or control. White redeems,
or recovers, personal agency for himself by making an active choice to sub-
mit to God’s will, as he had no choice but to submit to the will of his earthly
master.

After this conversion, White is called to preach, believing that he is hand-
selected by God to deliver the message of salvation. Working under the
auspices of the Methodist Church, White is given permission to be an
exhorter, an individual who encourages the congregation and expounds on
the preacher’s message. But still feeling constricted in this limited role, White
continues for several years his quest to be licensed to preach. The reader of
White’s narrative may ask why he would pursue his preaching license after
being denied five times. The reader may also ask why White is not content
with being an exhorter – or why he did not leave the Methodist Church alto-
gether, as did Richard Allen, Absalom Jones, and other eighteenth-century
black preachers. White desires the liberty to speak directly from the Bible,
because to preach from this sacred text is to speak from a position of author-
ity. As an exhorter, he is not allowed to choose his own scripture; he must
merely defer to the textual authority of the presiding minister. To allow a
slave or former slave to take bible in hand and speak a message that is
applicable to everyone is to give him, an “African,” power. White refuses to
leave the racially segregated Methodist Church, which confined blacks to the
balconies or to the space behind whites in the main sanctuary, and did not
allow for the ordination of black ministers. The reason may be that, once
ordained by the Methodist Church, White occupies a position of author-
ity to teach and to admonish both in black and white pulpits; had he left
the Methodist Church for the nascent African Methodist Episcopal Church,
White would have been limited to preaching only before all-black congre-
gations. But despite his bi-racial ministry, it is clear that White’s primary
concern is for the African American community:

I found in the several towns and villages where I stopped, that religion was in a
prosperous way among the coloured, as well as the white people. But the former
being my own blood, lay near my heart; so that my chief happiness consisted
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in seeking to promote their spiritual welfare, by preaching and exhortations
among them; and by instructing them in class meetings.

(A Brief Account, p. 70)

White attempts to redeem his brothers and sisters in bondage by helping
them become free from sin, as he posits that being enslaved to sin is a worse
situation than being enslaved to an earthly master. White accepts the premise
of the Pauline doctrine that argues one is either a slave to sin or a slave to
righteousness, but every person has a spiritual master. Based on this belief,
White’s argument is that it is far better for Africans to be enslaved to the
righteousness of God. This enslavement to God implies something vastly
different from the physical bondage Africans knew all too well; enslavement
to heavenly things is in fact a form of freedom. White uses his own life as
an example as he attempts to demonstrate to his readers that, because of his
religious convictions, he is able to become emancipated from slavery, able
to financially support his own family, able to secure a preaching license, and
able to learn to read and write. And, as White reminds his readers, these
earthly achievements pale in comparison to the eternal rewards he will one
day experience.

We can look to one primal scene in White’s early years (as we can with
Venture Smith) to see why the eternal aspects of religious salvation appeal to
him. Removed from his mother as an infant, White eventually experiences a
reunion with her during his early adulthood:

The reader will easily imagine the affecting nature and circumstances of the
scene . . . a parent lost, and a child unknown; and both in a state of the
most cruel bondage, without the means, or even hope of relief. But our joyful
interview of mingling anguish, was of but short duration; for my condition,
as a slave, would not admit of my prolonging the visit . . . we were obliged to
undergo the painful sensations occasioned by a second parting.

(A Brief Account, p. 52)

It is no wonder that White is attracted by the message of an eternal existence
that could replace the temporal life of slavery and its devastating effects on
most natural bonds of kinship. Having endured separation from his mother
once, White is again ripped from her loving embrace. Torn from different
countries, customs, and religious beliefs, forced to learn new languages, tra-
ditions, and ways of life, African descendants like George White embrace a
religious framework to redeem the immeasurable losses experienced under
chattel slavery. White not only believes in this framework, but he devotes
his life to traveling in slave and free states, actively encouraging his brothers
and sisters in bondage to undergo religious salvation, with hopes that their
early freedom would not be far behind.
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The heartbreaking scene of White’s separation from his mother also chal-
lenges prevailing eighteenth- and nineteenth-century notions that Africans
have no natural affection for blood ties and that, like animals, they have no
need for normal human bonds of family and friendship. In the traditional
spiritual autobiography tradition, the narrator often leaves his family behind
in order to experience religious life more fully. White proposes just the oppo-
site, as he transforms the spiritual autobiography form to meet the needs of
a “peculiar people.” The immorality of slavery that destroys family ties also
destroys natural spiritual sentiment. He writes:

Perhaps nothing can be more conducive to vice and immorality, than a state of
abject slavery, like that practiced by the Virginia planters upon the degraded
Africans for being deprived by their inhuman masters and overseers, of almost
every privilege. (A Brief Account, p. 53)

The core of White’s message in his narrative is one of Christian salvation
and redemption; but the careful reader can have little doubt about White’s
antislavery sentiment. White provides his own linguistic twist in this passage:
while Africans may be degraded, their enslaved status is not innate to them
and can be changed. It is slave masters who are vile, immoral, and, moreover,
“inhuman,” lacking souls and unable to receive Christian redemption.

At the end of Venture Smith’s narrative, the reader is left to wonder who
is savage and who is civilized, as his work shatters conventions about the
captivity narrative. With White, we are left to ponder an even more central
question: who has a soul that can be saved? Well into the nineteenth century,
proslavery advocates argue that because Africans and their descendants are
little more than beasts, they do not possess souls that can experience Chris-
tian redemption. At stake is the issue of humanity for these first generations
of African Americans: are the enslaved fully human, and if they are, are they
not entitled to the full rights and privileges of every human being? The narra-
tives of Venture Smith and George White leave little doubt as to the answers
to these questions. Rugged individuals, engaged both in personal and com-
munity uplift, revising and transforming conventional narrative forms, Smith
and White restore honor and worth to the status of “African” in early Amer-
ican culture.
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6
ROBERT S . LEVINE

The slave narrative and the
revolutionary tradition of American

autobiography

Is the slave narrative a subspecies or subgenre of autobiography? That is
one of the large questions posed by John Sekora in his seminal “Black Mes-
sage/White Envelope,” a study of the crucial role that white abolitionists
played in publishing, and indeed helping to shape, the antebellum slave nar-
rative. Arguing that the slave narrative usually presents an account of a
life “mandated by persons other than the subject,” and that the “black mes-
sage” of the slave narrative therefore inevitably comes “sealed within a white
envelope,” Sekora regards slave narratives as the products of a racist cul-
tural process in which “white sponsors compel a black author to approve,
to authorize, white institutional power.” That process, he says, necessitates
the relative silencing of the black voice. Moreover, because the slave narra-
tive, according to Sekora, emphasizes not the “individualized Afro-American
life, but rather the concrete detail of lives spent under slavery,” he insists that
it cannot do what autobiography typically does: creatively work with lan-
guage and narrative to portray an individual self. Given his skepticism about
black narrators’ participatory role in the texts that just about always bear
their names, Sekora’s response to his rhetorically posed question about the
status of the slave narrative as autobiography comes as no surprise: “the
separately published [slave] narratives are thus not a subspecies of auto-
biography.” In reaching this conclusion, Sekora aligns himself with James
Olney, who elaborates a similar argument in “‘I Was Born,’” an influential
analysis of the formal components structuring a number of slave narratives:
the opening announcement of the slave’s birth without a known birthday or
clear sense of parentage, the accounts of separations from family members,
the portrayals of brutal masters and overseers, the attainment of literacy,
the escape to the North, and so on. Claiming that, with the exception of
Frederick Douglass’s 1845 Narrative, virtually no slave narrative manages
to “rise above the level of the preformed, imposed and accepted conven-
tional,” Olney, too, denies the slave narrative the status of autobiographical
art.1
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But these influential negative assessments of the slave narrative as auto-
biography, I would suggest, raise more questions than they answer. For
instance, is it true that “classic” white-authored autobiography exists apart
from the conventional? After all, most autobiographers of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries rather traditionally describe the course of a life
history running from childhood to the defining moments of adulthood that
helped to occasion the autobiography. In some respects, there is nothing
more conventional than Benjamin Franklin’s classic autobiography, which
can be read as a secularized updating of the Puritan John Bunyan’s spiritual
autobiography, The Pilgrim’s Progress (1684). Moreover, can it really be said
that white autobiographers, as opposed to the black narrators of the slave
narrative, are able to stand apart from the mediating forces of their culture?
In fact, one could make the opposite argument, that precisely because white
autobiographers are located more comfortably within their culture, they can
assume such mediating forces as a given, and thus remain relatively blind to
questions of racial and class hierarchies. In this respect, however subversive
they may seem, their autobiographies, much more than the slave narrative,
can work in the way of the jeremiad to shore up the dominant culture.
Benjamin Franklin, for instance, whose influence on the development of the
slave narrative was considerable, presents himself in the second section of
his autobiography as responding to Benjamin Vaughan’s request to provide
the postrevolutionary generation with a model “for the forming of future
great men; and . . . improving the features of private character, and con-
sequently of aiding all happiness both public and domestic.”2 Accordingly,
unlike in the autobiography’s first section, his calls for virtue and order can
seem relatively traditional efforts at “improving” the status quo.

Vaughan made his request to Franklin in a letter that Franklin included
as a preface to the autobiography’s second section. Because of the formal
similarity of the Vaughan letter to the letters, prefaces, and authenticating
appendices that typically frame the slave narrative, the letter raises ques-
tions of agency that are also relevant to considerations of the slave narrative
in an American autobiographical tradition. Most would agree that, despite
the prefatory letter, Franklin retains agency as an autobiographer, for the
simple reason that he had the option of using the Vaughan letter for his
own purposes. The black narrators of the slave narrative surely did not have
the freedom of a Franklin, but does that mean they completely surrendered
agency or allowed themselves to be silenced by those who, in the manner
of Vaughan, framed their narrative accounts? Contra Sekora and Olney, a
number of scholars in the field have emphasized the collaborative nature
of the slave narrative, the ways in which black “authors” could use both
the features of the genre and their seemingly subordinate relation to their
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sponsors to develop their own voices and perspectives. To take an extreme
example of such collaboration in a text that at first glance can seem any-
thing but collaborative (or a slave narrative): In the 1831 The Confessions
of Nat Turner, in which the condemned slave rebel Turner tells his life his-
tory to his white racist inquisitor Thomas Gray, there remains the distinct
possibility, Eric J. Sundquist has argued, that Turner used Gray to publicize
the Americanness of his rebellion (Turner had originally planned the slave
conspiracy for July 4, 1831), to adumbrate the Christian spirituality that
informed his plot, and to exacerbate white fears of possible black terror to
come. From within the double enclosure of his jail cell and the confessional
narrative as framed by Gray, Turner, as Sundquist demonstrates, resource-
fully found a way to tell his story of black resistance, and thus can be thought
of as one of the “authors” of the Confessions. In his classic study of what
he calls “The First Century of Afro-American Autobiography,” William L.
Andrews similarly shows how blacks worked with and against their white
sponsors in their efforts to tell their own stories on their own terms; and in a
recent study of nineteenth-century black women’s writings, Xiomara Santa-
marina highlights the “conflicted collaboration” between black author and
white sponsor, finding even in Sojourner Truth’s 1850 Narrative, which the
“illiterate” Truth produced with the help of the white abolitionist amanu-
ensis Olive Gilbert, a black-authored emphasis on the value of her slave
labor that conflicted with Gilbert’s somewhat naive celebration of Northern
market culture.3

Truth’s skeptical account of black “freedom” in the racist North went
against the grain of most antebellum slave narratives, which, despite their
depictions of Northern racism, typically charted the movement of the black
male narrator from what Frederick Douglass termed “the tomb of slavery, to
the heaven of freedom.” This movement, or progress, was hailed by sympa-
thetic readers of the time as typically American, a raced version of Benjamin
Franklin’s archetypal account of the “American” rise from rags to riches. In
a lecture of 1849, the abolitionist Unitarian minister Theodore Parker cele-
brated slave narratives as the most distinctively American literature yet pro-
duced in the new nation, the very texts, he asserted, which contained “all the
original romance of Americans in them.” For Parker, slave narratives offered
black voices and perspectives that could not be found “in the white man’s
novel” and that harkened back to the revolutionary spirit of the nation’s
founding; clearly, he discerned in these narratives much more than the polit-
ical desires of their white abolitionist sponsors.4 The remaining pages of this
chapter will focus on what I take to be the distinctive voices and perspectives
of the slave narrative – the black voices, or messages, that emerge from their
not entirely white “envelopes” and that can be productively examined in
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relation to a tradition of American autobiography. Central to that tradition
is Benjamin Franklin, whose autobiography served as a model for numerous
slave narratives to come, even those narratives, as noted at the conclusion
of the chapter, authored by formerly enslaved black women.5

Franklin’s autobiography was written over a nearly twenty-year period
(1771–90) and was not published during his lifetime. With its interest in
temperance, self-examination, and virtue, the autobiography has important
sources in the tradition of the Protestant spiritual autobiography, which
charts the individual’s struggles against the temptations of the body in the
larger context of the slow and uncertain progress toward salvation and
grace.6 As the chapter by Yolanda Pierce in this volume makes clear, the
spiritual narrative would continue to have an influence on the slave narra-
tive well into the nineteenth century. In Franklin, the influence of the spiritual
narrative tradition can best be discerned in the autobiography’s second sec-
tion, wherein he sketches out his project to achieve perfection. Bearing the
impress of the Puritan Cotton Mather’s insistence on the regular need for
self-examination, this inspiring account of the possibilities of uplift appealed
to a number of black autobiographers, especially Frederick Douglass.

But even more influential on the development of the slave narrative was
the autobiography’s first section, which depicts Franklin’s flight from the
puritanical constraints of Boston to the apparent freedoms of cosmopolitan
Philadelphia (and London). At times, Franklin presents those constraints in
language that evokes slavery, as in his descriptions of being regularly beaten
by his older brother (in the way of a flogging) during his apprenticeship.
In a footnote to those beatings, Franklin conceives of his resistance to his
brother in revolutionary terms: “I fancy his harsh & tyrannical Treatment of
me, might be a means of impressing me with that Aversion to arbitrary Power
that has stuck to me thro’ my whole life.”7 Though Franklin hadn’t quite
committed to the American revolutionary cause in 1771, the year he drafted
the first part of the autobiography, James M. Cox nevertheless persuasively
argues that there was an intimate connection between the rise of autobiogra-
phy in what would become the United States and the revolutionary energies
of the period, and that such connections are nowhere more apparent than in
Franklin’s autobiography. As Cox eloquently explains: “What literally hap-
pens in the form of Franklin’s work is that the history of the revolution, in
which Franklin played such a conspicuous part, is displaced by the narrative
of Franklin’s early life, so that Franklin’s personal history stands in place of
the revolution.”8 The linking of the autobiographical self with the founding
revolutionary ideals of the new nation would become central to the numerous
slave narratives that drew on key aspects of Franklin’s autobiography: the
emphasis on the self-made life; the value of capitalist exchange and possessive
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individualism in the creation of a “free” self; the strategic uses of rhetoric,
literacy, and deception in a competitive and inequitable social landscape; and
the importance of linking the self to larger ideals of the community. Slave
narrators vary in their responses to Franklin, placing different emphases on
different aspects of this “American” model and in some cases challenging
and subverting the model. Such varied black messages and autobiographical
selves can be discerned even despite the putative silencings and maskings of
their white sponsors.

The first slave narrative directly influenced by Franklin is Venture Smith’s
1798 A Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Venture. In the narrative’s
editorial preface, the white Connecticut schoolteacher Elisha Niles presents
Smith as a black Franklin, or “Franklin . . . in a state of nature,” par-
ticularly in the way Smith “exhibits a pattern of honesty, prudence, and
industry.” In the remarkable life history that follows, Smith tells of how
he was taken from Africa and remanded into slavery, and of how, in the
manner of Equiano, he eventually managed to purchase his freedom, along
with the freedom of his wife and children. In the manner of Franklin, he
would continue his economic rise in the culture, purchasing several homes
and a farm, and developing a fleet of sailing vessels that would make him
one of the more prominent traders of the day. Though the narrative can at
times be chilling with its cold, economic calculus (for example, Smith states
about his son who dies at sea that in “the loss of his life, I lost equal to
seventy-five pounds”), there is every sense that this economic striver has,
with the help of the Franklinian model, developed a strategy for survival in
white racist culture. But as much as Franklin may have influenced Smith’s
thinking about how to present the upward arc of his life history, Smith’s
autobiographical account also turns away from Franklin and works against
Niles’s framing preface. For, unlike Niles, Smith also emphasizes the impor-
tance of his African youth to the development of his prideful resistance to
slavery. Whereas the paternalistic Niles refers to Smith as “an untutored
African slave,” who, despite his successes, remains something like an animal
“in a state of nature,” Smith provides in his narrative’s opening section an
account of the inspiring example of his African father, who sacrifices his life
rather than betray his people to their tribal enemies. In Smith’s narrative, it
is his father, as much as Franklin and other American revolutionaries, who
teaches him about the value of “liberties and rights.”9

With his appeal to liberties and rights, Smith departs from a spiritual nar-
rative like the free black Briton Hammon’s 1760 Narrative, attempting to
instruct possible black readers in particular about the importance of the sec-
ular values of self-reliance and industry to their efforts to elevate themselves
in market culture. Though Smith depicted both the African and republican
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sources of his prideful self-reliance, subsequent black autobiographers would
place an even greater emphasis on the self-possessive rhetoric of Franklin’s
autobiography and the related political ideals of what was regularly pre-
sented as an unfinished American Revolution – unfinished for the simple
reason that equality and liberty were not yet fully available across the color
line. In the Life of William Grimes, the Runaway Slave (1825), for instance,
Grimes regularly remarks on the importance of industrious labor to black
uplift. At the same time, he makes clear that blacks face enormous obstacles
in attempting to make a Franklin-like rise in the culture because of the per-
vasiveness of whites’ antiblack racism. The story that Grimes ultimately tells
about both Northern and Southern culture, then, is one of anger and frus-
tration that builds to an evocative American revolutionary declaration of his
plans to will his flogged body to the nation, so that his skin “might be taken
off and made into parchment, and then bind the constitution of glorious,
happy, and free America.”10 In this arresting image, Grimes’s scarred skin
becomes a text of revolutionary resistance that tells the story of violation but
also of the possibilities of a regenerated America. Before reaching the point
of bequeathing his skin to the nation, however, Grimes presents himself in
the Franklinian mode as attempting to make money and improve his social
standing, even if that means becoming a lottery ticket agent in New Haven.

Franklinian uplift is of course central to Frederick Douglass’s autobio-
graphical narratives. Although there is much in his great 1845 Narrative
suggestive of the possible influence of Smith, Grimes, and other “black bour-
geois autobiographers,”11 the Narrative can also be thought of in relation
to the tradition of spiritual autobiography. In his prefatory letter to the Nar-
rative, the white abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison talks of how slavery
“entombs the godlike mind of man, defaces the divine image, reduces those
who by creation were crowned with glory and honor to a level with four-
footed beasts.” Douglass gives some credence to that view in his autobio-
graphical account, but he also poses a challenge to Garrison, showing how
the slaves’ sorrow songs and his own personal story demonstrate blacks’
spiritual resiliency. Throughout the Narrative, Douglass, in the tradition of
the Puritan autobiographer, depicts himself as fighting off the temptation to
succumb to the tug and pull of the body, even as he strives to show that
the undue attention that he and other slaves pay to the body has much to
do with the violations of slavery. Douglass’s efforts to teach himself how
to read, to establish a Sabbath school, to resist the brutalization of Covey,
and to engineer his escape help him to achieve a spiritual progress that, in
terms of the imagery of the Narrative, has its most poignant expression in
his apostrophe to the vessels he discerns at sail on the Chesapeake “robed
in purest white.” When, at the end of the Narrative, Douglass takes up the
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“severe cross” of leadership, he has made clear to white and black readers
alike that he can assume this role because he has achieved a Christ-like or
Mosaic spirituality.12

But as important as the spiritual narrative may be to the Narrative, Dou-
glass seems most indebted to the motifs of uplift, self-making, and possessive
individualism central to Franklin’s autobiography.13 Like Franklin, Douglass
presents himself at the outset of his autobiographical account as stultified by
the arbitrary authority of a culture that attempts to keep him in his “proper”
place. The move from the constraints of the Eastern Shore of Maryland to
the relative freedoms of Baltimore has important parallels with Franklin’s
move from Boston to Philadelphia, for the more cosmopolitan city exposes
Douglass to greater intellectual and economic possibilities. Like Franklin, he
learns by imitation, teaching himself to read and write on his own, and like
Franklin, he strategically uses deception and deceit whenever such modes
can forward his pragmatic ends. Whereas Franklin rises at a steady pace,
Douglass, as a slave, repeatedly confronts the obstacles, or what Franklin
terms the “harsh & tyrannical Treatment” and “arbitrary Power,” that will
forever be in his way in a slave culture. In attempting to overcome those
obstacles, he presents himself and his like-minded compatriots as American
revolutionaries who “did more than Patrick Henry, when he resolved upon
liberty or death.” With this conception of himself as an American revolution-
ary, Douglass appeals to white readers who may be suspicious of slave rebels,
highlighting the connections between blacks’ fights against slavery and the
spirit of 1776. Here is a harmonious relationship between white envelope
and black message, for Garrison describes Douglass as akin to “patrick

henry , of revolutionary fame.” What Garrison fails to attend to is the
racism that will continue to thwart Douglass even after he escapes to the
North, including the paternalism of Garrison’s and other white abolitionist
societies. In the Franklinian mode of Venture Smith and William Grimes,
Douglass attempts to continue his rise in the culture once he makes his way
to New Bedford, but ultimately faces the racist resistance of white workers
who do not seem all that different from the racist workers at the docks of
Baltimore’s Fells Point. Choosing to join hands with the abolitionists, Dou-
glass presents himself at the conclusion of his Narrative as a freedom-fighter
in “the cause of my brethren.”14

In his 1855 My Bondage and My Freedom, a major expansion and revision
of the 1845 Narrative, Douglass explores at greater length the cultural and
institutional pressures that, in the racist slave culture of the United States,
make it next to impossible for a black man to become a Benjamin Franklin.
Having broken with Garrison and the Boston Anti-Slavery Society in the
early 1850s, Douglass takes even greater pains in Bondage to link himself
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with his black “brethren.” This is a calculated rhetorical shift on the part of
Douglass, who for the most part presents himself in the Narrative, despite
the occasional acknowledgments of his fellow slaves, as a heroic individual-
ist. Douglass deliberately enlarges upon the Franklinian model in Bondage
by registering a greater sense of his communal ties to other rebellious blacks.
In the Narrative, Douglass underscores the heroic individualist achievement
of his resistance to the slave breaker Covey; in Bondage, by contrast, he
describes the invaluable assistance he received from other slaves that helped
to enable that resistance. Consistent with the black communitarian vision of
the 1855 autobiography, Douglass dispenses in this self-published work with
the “white envelope,” ridding himself of Garrison’s and Wendell Phillips’s
somewhat condescending prefaces, and adding a preface by the black aboli-
tionist James McCune Smith. Significantly, Smith continues to present Dou-
glass in a Franklinian mode as a “Representative American” – an American
who, through his initiative, hard work, and self-restraint, managed to raise
himself “from the lowest condition in society to the highest.” At the same
time, McCune Smith follows Douglass’s lead in making it clear that the per-
sona of Bondage has close connections to black culture and is much more
than a shining example of self-elevation. He is also an exemplary American
revolutionary with a “special mission” of helping both the free and enslaved
blacks to achieve “the exercise of all those rights” from which they have
“been so long disbarred.”15

In Douglass’s and many other slave narratives of the antebellum period,
the Franklinian model is ultimately put to the service of linking the individ-
ual uplift of the black persona to the revolutionary cause of freedom. And
yet, as indebted as the slave narrative is to Franklin’s autobiography, there
remains the fact that most slave narrators cannot do what Franklin does at
the outset of his autobiography: provide an authorizing family genealogy. In
the Narrative, Douglass alludes to his unknown white father; in Bondage he
focuses more on his black mother. McCune Smith reads Douglass’s account
of his mother’s “deep black, glossy complexion” and “native genius” as
an effort to show that “for his energy, perseverance, eloquence, invective,
sagacity, and wide sympathy, he is indebted to his negro blood.”16 But ulti-
mately Douglass and McCune Smith can only speculate about the sources,
lineage, and trajectories of Douglass’s genealogical history. The absence of
known genealogies can be taken as a defining feature and subject of most
slave narratives of the period, which is why so many of these narratives begin
with the words both vague and boldly enunciatory: “I was born.” The “I
was born” serves as a kind of self-silencing, for the alternative would be to
address the fact that many black autobiographers owe their very existence
to the rape of the black slave mother. In his Narrative, Douglass addresses
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this reality obliquely by presenting the violation of his Aunt Hester almost
immediately after acknowledging the uncertainties of the genealogical line
on the paternal side. In this way, Hester serves as a displaced surrogate for
his mother. Watching her in effect being raped by the master, the boy Dou-
glass has intimations of the traumatic truths of sexuality on the plantation
that are ultimately too painful to bear. In their subsequent autobiographical
narratives, William Wells Brown and Henry Bibb attempt to address matters
of gender and sexuality more directly and with an even greater sympathy for
the plight of the female slave.

Bundled with testimonial letters from the Boston Anti-Slavery Society,
William Wells Brown’s Narrative of 1847 would appear to be heavily
indebted to Douglass’s Narrative of two years earlier, and thus to Franklin’s
autobiography as well. As in Douglass, Brown implicitly and explicitly
invokes American revolutionary ideals when he poses challenges to arbi-
trary authority, and by the end of his narrative account of his journey from
slavery to freedom he underscores the large irony that in order to achieve
his freedom he will have to take refuge with the very enemy of the American
revolutionaries by “fleeing from a Democratic Republic, Christian govern-
ment, to receive protection under the monarchy of Great Britain.” Given
the failure of the United States to live up to its revolutionary ideals, Brown,
like Douglass, makes it clear that the slave needs to develop strategies for
survival, specifically, by learning how to deceive the masters. It is in his use of
deception that Brown most resembles Franklin, though, given that, as Brown
says, “slavery makes its victims lying and mean,” it is difficult for him to live
up to Franklin’s famous (and problematic) maxim: “Use no hurtful Deceit.”
In order to survive, Brown has to work for a slave trader in “blacking”
the slaves who are being sold at auction (he colors their hair to make them
look younger), and in one of the more memorable scenes in the narrative, he
writes about how he escaped from a flogging by giving the written orders for
the flogging to an innocent free black, who takes the punishment in Brown’s
place. Though Brown says that he “deeply regretted the deception I prac-
tised upon this poor fellow,” it is clear from the overall narrative that his
art of deception (as in such later works as Henry “Box” Brown’s Narrative
[1851] and William Craft’s Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom [1861])
allows him to make his escape, and that the art of deception remains central
to his autobiographical art.17 For in the manner of a Franklinian trickster,
Brown rhetorically shapes his stories to fit particular audiences at particular
times, and in subsequent autobiographical narratives he tells different ver-
sions of the same story, increasingly distancing himself from the narrator
who can sometimes seem so callous in the version published by the Boston
Anti-Slavery Office in 1847.
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In all of his autobiographical narratives, Brown tells the story of the bod-
ily violations that can’t quite be told directly, in part because of a hesitancy
about violating Victorian norms of propriety (similar issues would come up
in Harriet Jacobs’s 1861 Incidents), but mostly because of what the ex-slave
Henry Bibb would describe in his 1849 Narrative as the “despair in finding
language to express adequately the deep feeling of [the] soul.” That story is
the sexual violation of his mother and sister. Brown, like Douglass, begins
his narrative “I was born,” a statement that, despite its seeming simplic-
ity, speaks to the blunt fact of the rape of his mother. Whereas Douglass
imagines a version of that rape through the account of the sexual viola-
tion of his Aunt Hester, and then seems to leave concerns about his mother
and other slave women behind, Brown’s Narrative, in ways that are barely
acknowledged by the “white envelope” abolitionists who preface and pub-
lish his work, testifies to his pain and guilt over the fact that not only his
existence but ultimately his escape and freedom depend upon the continued
enslavement and sexual violation of the women of his family. For this reason,
Brown’s various autobiographical narratives (Narrative, his autobiograph-
ical preface to Clotel [1853], Memoir [1859], and others) regularly stage
scenes in which his mother and sister urge him to escape despite their ongo-
ing sufferings. Whether or not these moments actually occurred in Brown’s
life history is beside the point: these scenes of benediction serve both to
vindicate and excuse what Brown himself no doubt felt was his question-
able abandonment of those he loved. His sister, who is eventually sold to
Natchez and vanishes forever from his life, urges him thus: “If we cannot get
our liberty, we do not wish to be the means of keeping you from a land of
freedom.”18 Similar urgings by his mother, with whom he tries to escape but
whom he eventually sees sold to New Orleans, confess to the pathos of his
guilt.

We see a similar emphasis on gender and sexuality in Henry Bibb’s complex
Narrative (1849), a work that, like Brown’s, seems to follow the Franklin–
Douglass autobiographical model. But as is true for many of the slave nar-
ratives that Olney, Sekora, and others regard as driven by convention and
silenced by abolitionist interference, Bibb’s autobiographical narrative has a
distinctive story to tell, which he relates with a creative artistry that, as in
Brown, covers up and attempts to rationalize his abandonment of others.
Like Douglass, he begins with the “I was born” that points to the vagueness
of his genealogical antecedents and then describes the hardships of slavery,
his desire for escape, his efforts to run a Sabbath school, and the impact of
American revolutionary ideology on his active pursuit of freedom. Alluding
to the Declaration, he asserts his belief that “every man has a right to wages
for his labor; a right to his own wife and children; a right to liberty and the
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pursuit of happiness; and a right to worship God according to the dictates
of his own conscience.”19

But the autobiographical focus of Bibb’s unique narrative is on his “mar-
riage” to “a mulatto slave girl named Malinda,” a woman whom he claims
to have loved so profoundly that he was willing to link himself to her via
a slave marriage, despite knowing that “such a step would greatly obstruct
my way to a land of liberty.” Like Brown, he emphasizes that the status
of his wife and (later) daughter as property makes them vulnerable to the
sexual predations of their legal masters. When Bibb states that “no tongue,
nor pen ever has or can express the horrors of American Slavery,” it is clear
that, in the manner of Brown, he is simply unable or unwilling directly to
address the implications of that propertied relationship, beyond stating that
he regrets “being a father and husband of slaves.” Bibb’s efforts throughout
the Narrative to free himself and his wife and child from slavery enact his
own revolution against the patriarchal authority of the master. But the auto-
biographer who can seem so sympathetic to his non-legal wife, and who is
quite open about the fact that his mother and her parents had been sexu-
ally violated by slaveholders, nonetheless turns against his wife in unsettling
fashion when, at the conclusion of his life history, he refers to the “degra-
dation” of his wife, who, he says, “was living in a state of adultery with her
master.” Bibb fails to ask important questions about volition, and he uses
the news of his wife’s putative “fall” to justify his marriage in 1848 to the
Boston antislavery activist Mary Miles. Having escaped to Detroit, he says
about his former wife from the relative comfort of his situation in a free
state: “Poor unfortunate woman, I bring no charge of guilt against her, for I
know not all the circumstances connected with the case. It is consistent with
slavery, however, to suppose that she became reconciled to it.”20 One of the
large arguments of the relatively few slave narratives written by women is
that there is no reconciling to such a situation.

Precisely because slave women bear the burden of white patriarchy on their
bodies, their narratives have a different story to tell from those of formerly
enslaved black men, though there are broad overlaps. Critics have argued
that male slave narratives emphasize Franklinian “self-sufficiency and inde-
pendence,” while those authored by black women emphasize “community,
interdependence, heritage, and culture.”21 But there are risks in conceiving of
these differences in such binary terms. Numerous autobiographies by black
male narrators display an interest in community and interdependence (Bibb’s
Narrative, Douglass’s Bondage, and Samuel Ringgold Ward’s Autobiography
[1855] come to mind as especially compelling examples), and self-sufficiency
and independence are crucial to such key texts as Truth’s Narrative and
Jacobs’s Incidents, despite the fact that both Truth and Jacobs address their
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roles as mothers in ways that black male narrators obviously could not. As
Joanne Braxton demonstrates in her pioneering study of a black women’s
autobiographical tradition, slave narratives like Jacobs’s Incidents evolve, in
part, “from the autobiographical tradition of heroic male slaves,” in which
the “use of disguise and concealment” are put to the service of the larger
“quest for freedom.”22 To be sure, Truth’s Narrative and Jacobs’s Incidents
are more focused on matters of sexual exploitation and social interdepen-
dencies than most male-authored slave narratives. But these works also dis-
play important debts to the Franklinian tradition of American revolutionary
autobiography. Sojourner Truth, after all, is a freedom-fighter, and one of
the large motifs of the overall narrative is her effort to obtain the freedom of
her son after making a “declaration” of independence that she would do just
that. Similarly, near the beginning of Incidents, Jacobs announces her own
revolutionary dictum: “He that is willing to be a slave, let him be a slave.”
In this ideological context, Jacobs’s decision to fight back against Dr. Flint,
her willingness to match her “might” against that of the master, has more in
common with Douglass’s fighting back against Covey than most critics have
been willing to allow.23

Still, matters of sexuality and gender are at the center both of Truth’s and
Jacobs’s autobiographical narratives. Because Sojourner Truth’s 1850 Nar-
rative was dictated to Olive Gilbert and presented as a third-person account,
this particular version of Truth’s life history would at first glance appear to
be an unlikely source for a frank perspective on such provocative concerns.
Moreover, the evidence suggests that the five children Truth gave birth to
while a slave in New York State were the children of her slave “husband”
Thomas, and that, as indicated by Truth’s successful lawsuit in 1827 for
the return of a son, she remained empowered as a mother in ways that the
Southern black women described in Brown’s and Bibb’s narratives could
not. And yet Truth’s Narrative does describe sexual rivalries and violations
in ways that look forward to similar such descriptions in Jacobs’s Incidents.
For example, Truth initially wished to marry a slave named Robert, but that
union was denied by Robert’s master. The marriage that followed shortly
thereafter thus clearly served the needs and desires of her own master, who
then develops an oddly proprietary watchfulness over Truth’s children. The
master’s kind interest in the children is described by Truth (or Truth–Gilbert)
as “proof of her master’s kindness,” but the extent of that kindness raises
questions about the master’s relationship to those children. As Truth elab-
orates in her Narrative: “If her master came into the house and found her
infant crying, (as she could not always attend to its wants and the commands
of her mistress at the same time,) he would turn to his wife with a look of
reproof, and ask her why she did not see the child taken care of . . . And he
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would linger to see if his orders were obeyed, and not countermanded.”24

While there is no explicit hinting that the white master is the father of some
of the children (and, as I say, the evidence suggests that he was not), this
account nonetheless speaks to the sexual rivalry between the white wife and
the black slave woman that is nowhere commented on in the framing preface
and conclusion, but that is built into the texture of Truth’s overall narrative
of how her freedom was constrained not only by her labors in the field but
also by her vulnerability to white master and mistress alike.

Jacobs’s Incidents, which is framed by a preface by her white “Editor”
Lydia Maria Child and an appendix with testimonial letters from both black
and white friends, addresses similar matters of female vulnerability in US
slave culture. In her editorial preface, Child states that she may be accused
of “indecorum” in presenting a narrative that is so frank about sexuality,
but in Incidents itself, Jacobs turns the matter of decorum against her white
readers, making it clear that the standards for “pure” female behavior sim-
ply have no relevance to the exigencies of the life of a slave girl. Her decision
to have a child with a white slave owner so that she could avoid sexual
relations with her own white master was made, she asserts, “with deliberate
calculation,” and her later decision to hide out in a crawl space for nearly
seven years is also presented as a deliberately conceived act that, when all
is said and done, emerged from her motherly concerns for her children and
eventually helped them to achieve their freedom. Throughout the narrative
there are mentions of the various white and black people, mostly women,
who come to Jacobs’s aid, but without her Franklin-like independence and
deceptiveness, her plots simply would not have succeeded. When she states,
for example, with respect to Dr. Flint, “I resolved to match my cunning
against his cunning,” Jacobs invokes the tradition going back to Franklin
that manifests itself in numerous slave narratives, of the need to learn how
to master appearances in order to bring about the success of one’s ventures
(or, in this case, to survive and eventually escape from slavery). By taking
refuge in a crawl space for seven years, Jacobs also draws on, or invokes,
the Thoreauvian tradition of pursuing spiritual regeneration in one place –
a place made sacred by the autobiographical narrator. Or, to put the matter
another way, Jacobs’s “Loophole of Retreat” has parallels with the Con-
cord jailhouse of Thoreau’s “Resistance to Civil Government” (1849). If,
for Thoreau, “the true place for a just man is . . . a prison,” for Jacobs, the
true place for a just woman in a slave culture is a self-imprisonment that
serves to liberate her body from the sexual labors and violations of patri-
archy. Inspiring Jacobs’s incredibly creative strategems and eventual escape
are her desires, consistent with the ideals of the revolutionary Franklin, for
“pure, unadulterated freedom” for herself and her children. But her narrative
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ends, as do most slave narratives, with an understanding that freedom will
always remain illusory in the North until slavery is no longer the law of
the land. Jacobs thus concludes with a Stowe-like instance of direct address,
“Reader, my story ends with freedom,” that has the ring of irony given that
her freedom is the result of a slave sale – of herself – in “free” New York
City.25

Jacobs’s concluding direct address to her reader speaks to her awareness
of the rhetorical constraints on her autobiographical narrative. She is writing
to Northern whites who she knows will never completely fathom her expe-
riences and may never be able to see her as anything but a fallen woman.
Jacobs presents her experiences from within the “white envelope” that has
been fashioned by her sympathetic editor Lydia Maria Child, and yet she
is still able to fashion her own version of her story through her rhetorical
resourcefulness. There are similar rhetorical constraints on virtually all of the
slave narratives that I have examined in this chapter, but also similar signs
of agency and rhetorical resourcefulness on the part of black authors, who
did what they could to maintain authority over the narratives that bore their
names. If some or all of these writers worked in an American revolutionary
tradition that had its most influential exemplar in Benjamin Franklin, they
did not blindly or un-self-consciously follow in that tradition, and female
authors in particular had their own distinctive story to tell about the lim-
its of Franklinian individualism. All of these writers called attention to the
lack of freedom in the “free” North and in this way suggested that the chal-
lenge that continued to face the nation was to live up to its revolutionary
ideals. In post-Civil War autobiographical narratives and in the neo-slave
narratives of twentieth-century US fiction, African American writers such as
W. E. B. Du Bois and Sherley Anne Williams would re-voice that challenge
while honoring the agency and vision of the slave narrators who came before
them.
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7
CINDY WEINSTEIN

The slave narrative and
sentimental literature

Always it gave me a pain that my children had no lawful claim to a name.
(Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl)

“Monsieur, je m’appelle Ellen M ”
She stopped short, in utter and blank uncertainty what to call herself;

Montgomery she dared not; Lindsay stuck in her throat.
(The Wide, Wide World)

Slave narratives are famously or, more precisely, infamously surrounded by
the voices of white men and women. Their function is to vouch for the
integrity of the narrator and to authenticate the facts of her narrative lest a
suspicious reader think that a slave remembers too much, writes too well,
or has had experiences too romantic to be believed. Ironically, such attesta-
tions of truthfulness seem to be required by narratives whose very plots are
founded upon lies, secrecy, and identity theft. Lydia Maria Child’s introduc-
tion to Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of Slave Girl (1861) perhaps
most fully embodies this defensive strategy of framing the narrative by antic-
ipating objections to the slave’s integrity and honesty. Child frankly states
that she has undertaken the task of making public Jacobs’s story of com-
promised womanhood, at least according to conventional Victorian sexual
norms, “with the hope of arousing conscientious and reflecting women at
the North to a sense of their duty in the exertion of moral influence on the
question of Slavery.”1

While making the case for the virtuous character of the slave, the truth-
fulness of her narrative, and the necessity for the reader, in the language of
Harriet Beecher Stowe, to “feel right” and assume an antislavery position,
these introductions, prefaces, appendixes, and testimonials also instruct the
reader on how to read the narrative. Thus, William Lloyd Garrison and Wen-
dell Phillips call attention to the image of the white sails on the Chesapeake
Bay in the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845) in order to fore-
ground this moment as one upon which the reader should linger and reflect,
both for the way it measures “the cruel and blighting death which gathers
over [the slave’s] soul” and for that “[passage’s] pathos and sublimity.” In his
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introduction to The Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb: An American Slave
(1849), Lucius Matlack similarly alludes to the slave narrative’s “elevated
style, purity of diction and easy flow of language.” The power of a slave
narrative, in other words, is an effect not only of the facts of the individual’s
story from bondage to freedom, but how the story is told; in other words,
its power as a literary artifact.2

This might seem an obvious point to make, except that slave narratives
have not traditionally been analyzed in terms of the literary contributions
that the genre makes to antebellum literature.3 And with good reason. Sup-
porters of slavery often questioned the authenticity of a slave narrative based
on the extent to which it seemed more like a literary performance than a no-
nonsense account of the facts. If it were too good, a slave could not have
written it. If it were too melodramatic or novelistic, it could not have been
true. Jacobs’s seven-year imprisonment, for example, seems the stuff of a sen-
timental novel (in fact, Child’s own Romance of the Republic comes to mind
as the two heroines are sequestered in the Georgia hinterlands by the evil
Gerald Fitzgerald, a fictional relative of the villainous Dr. Flint), which is why
her story was thought to be a fiction and dismissed accordingly, until Jean
Fagan Yellin’s groundbreaking work established the authenticity of Jacobs’s
experiences. Ellen Craft’s gender-bending, race-switching escape in Running
a Thousand Miles for Freedom seems like a plot line taken from E. D. E. N.
Southworth’s The Hidden Hand, or Capitola the Madcap. The kidnapping
of Solomon Northup, a free black man living in upstate New York, overlaps
so extraordinarily with Mary Hayden Pike’s Ida May, a novel whose white
protagonist is kidnapped into slavery, that Frederick Douglass’s Paper fea-
tures a headline, “The arrival of Solomon Northup, and ‘Little Ida May.’”
Mildred Botts was the real name of the girl upon whom Ida May’s story
was based, but the Paper interestingly chose to use the fictional name, and
in doing so, not only brings together the story of a real black adult male
with a fictional white young girl, but also links the protagonist of a slave
narrative and the heroine of a sentimental novel. The headline thwarts the
usual distinctions of genre, as well as the categories of fact and fiction, and
invites us to do the same.4

To be sure, there are profound thematic resonances between slave nar-
ratives and sentimental fictions. The protagonists of both experience the
hardships that come with the absence of family ties, the slave because of the
institutional assault on the biological family, and the sentimental heroine
because parental loss is the novel’s point of departure. Both endure a dizzy-
ing array of first and last names. The surname of a slave is her owner’s, not
her own, and virtually every slave narrative includes at least one passage that
explains how and why she has the name she does. Sentimental heroines are
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similarly plagued by an instability in name, as they travel from one adoptive
family to the next, never knowing exactly what their real last name is. Also
yoking the two genres is the emphasis on sympathy or feeling, whether for
the brutal treatment of the slave or the suffering of the heroine. However,
as Nina Baym rightly points out in her essential Woman’s Fiction, “the slave
woman’s problems were of another order of magnitude than the bourgeois
heroine’s.” In placing their bourgeois heroines in situations analogous to
those of the slaves, however, these texts help elucidate the very differing
experiences of bondage and of freedom even as they use the analogy. How a
white sentimental heroine becomes free, how she experiences her bondage,
and how her experience is told is quite distinct from the slave’s narrative,
even though the slave narrative genre is being deployed as a lens through
which to view the sentimental experience.

In what follows, slave narratives are read in dialectical relation with sen-
timental novels so as to demonstrate how the two genres intersect with,
challenge, and speak to one another. I take as an operating principle Anne
duCille’s claim, “if [William Wells] Brown’s text [Clotel] talked back to the
novels of Harriet Beecher Stowe, Catharine Maria Sedgwick, Lydia Maria
Child, and E. D. E. N. Southworth, all of these writers also listened to and
drew from the Josiah Hensons, Henry Bibbses, Frederick Douglasses, Harriet
Jacobses, Mary Princes, and Ellen Crafts of their times.” Such an approach
not only reveals the differing literary and political effects of this generic
hybridization, it also illuminates the constitutive elements of each genre,
particularly how the categories of race are produced or challenged, how
freedom is attained (or denied or limited), and the narrative assumptions
that go along with the telling of the story.5

To focus on the ways in which slave narratives imbue the landscape of
sentimental fictions like Ida May, The Wide, Wide World, and the many
other texts that deploy, even if temporarily, the narrative arc of the slave
narrative is to risk minimizing its political force and its specific power as a
representation of slavery told from the point of view of one who has experi-
enced slavery. Yet this need not be the case. In fact, I shall demonstrate that
the temporal, epistemological, and ideological complexities of slave narra-
tives are better understood when we do exactly that. Such an interpretive
approach borrows from and reverses the racial structure of the slave narra-
tive’s frame by using the slave narrative as the primary point of reference
through which to examine antebellum sentimental fiction, specifically fic-
tions that take up the issue of slavery. It also reverses the more conventional
critical position, best represented by Hazel Carby and Karen Sánchez-Eppler,
which views slave narratives as at once appropriating and undermining sen-
timental conventions in order to get primarily white readers to sympathize
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with the condition of the slave and to challenge white middle-class norms in
the process. Instead, we might ask how sentimental novels might be deploy-
ing conventions of the slave narrative. Indeed, what are we to make of the
many sentimental novels whose (white) protagonists venture into the ter-
ritory of the slave narrative only to find their way out and back into the
genre to which they belong by racial fiat? What might we learn about the
slave narrative genre if Solomon Northup introduces Mary Hayden Pike, or
William and Ellen Craft frame Caroline Lee Hentz? What happens to our
understanding both of the slave narrative and the sentimental novel when
the slave’s becomes the primary voice of instruction?6

Role reversals

Before beginning such an analysis, however, it is worth focusing upon the
editor’s preface to My Bondage and My Freedom, the second version of
Douglass’s slave narrative, because it elucidates the potential hazards and
possibilities of an approach that combines more typically understood liter-
ary considerations with ideological ones. Right from the start, the reader is
instructed to read the text for its factual rather than artistic merits: this is
not “a mere work of Art,” and “[the reader’s] attention is not invited to a
work of Art, but to a work of Facts.” These statements about what the text
is not carry the burden of attesting to what it is, which is a truthful account
of Douglass’s journey to freedom. And yet James McCune Smith’s introduc-
tion to Douglass’s 1855 autobiography, after asserting that “the secret of
[Douglass’s] power” is that “he is a Representative American man – a type
of his countrymen” (p. xxv), takes up precisely the question of the text as
“a work of Art”: “Memory, logic, wit, sarcasm, invective, pathos and bold
imagery of rare structural beauty, well up as from a copious fountain, yet
each in its proper place, and contributing to form a whole, grand in itself,
yet complete in the minutest proportions” (p. xxviii). Smith finds himself
needing to explain what he calls the “intellectual puzzle” (p. xxix) that is the
“rare polish” (p. xxix) of Douglass’s style. Thus, as much as Smith wants
to avoid the thorny issue of Douglass’s text as art, “the very marvel of his
style” (p. xxx) demands an acknowledgment of the literary feat that is My
Bondage and My Freedom.7

Similarly, Matlack’s 1849 introduction strives to position slave narratives
in relation to the broader category of literary production. From this per-
spective, his is one of the most interesting readings of the slave narrative
genre: “Naturally and necessarily, the enemy of literature, it has become the
prolific theme of much that is profound in argument, sublime in poetry, and
thrilling in narrative.” Matlack marvels that a system as “obnoxious” as
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slavery can be transformed into literature, that an institution so “hideous”
can be embodied in an “eloquent narrative” (p. 2). He does not argue that
slavery is the enemy of literature because slaves are not permitted to read
or write, nor does he suggest that the facts of slavery are in any way com-
promised by the act of composing them into a “thrilling” narrative (that,
of course, would be a proslavery contention). Rather, he claims that the
experience of slavery itself, which ought to preclude the production of nar-
rative, instead becomes the logical consequence, if not necessity, of those who
escape the grasp of the peculiar institution. Slavery paradoxically becomes
the foundation of literary production.

This fact was not lost on writers who were not slaves. Indeed, just as slave
narratives appropriated certain conventions of sentimental novels, the liter-
ary possibilities of the slave narrative were explored by antebellum writers,
Uncle Tom’s Cabin being, of course, the most obvious case in point. Hentz’s
The Planter’s Northern Bride, one among many proslavery responses to
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, incorporates slave narratives in order to undermine the
entire genre by calling into question its validity and very reason for being.
Thus, fugitive slaves turn out to be frauds, and slaves who have escaped
their benevolent masters, temporarily lured by freedom in the North which
turns out to be no freedom at all, beg to be taken back into slavery. From
Hentz’s point of view, the slave narrative genre is a fraud, perpetuated and
supported by abolitionists who know nothing about slavery and are blinded
by their absolute antipathy to all things Southern.

There are other, less politically noxious, examples of this generic cross-
ing. Herman Melville’s Typee, for instance, develops the plight (and I use
the word advisedly given that he has as much food, sex, and leisure time as
he might desire) of Tommo in the context of his growing sense that, for all
intents and purposes, he is being enslaved by the Typee and must escape.
The fact is, however, that what we might call “miniature slave narratives”
can be found in a variety of texts, such as Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall, Marion
Stephens’s Hagar, the Martyr, and Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World,
texts not directly about slavery or captivity. The ties that bind these sen-
timental protagonists, though, turn out to be much more easily abrogated
than those that link master to slave. The former are rescued, the latter must
escape.8

The great escape: William and Ellen Craft

Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom or The Escape of William and Ellen
Craft from Slavery tells the story of the Crafts and their daring journey out of
enslavement in Georgia and toward freedom in Boston (relatively speaking,
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since the Fugitive Slave Law [1850] was already being enforced) and eventu-
ally England, where they finally settle. Theirs is a brilliant act of imagination,
involving cross-dressing, passing, and all manner of disguise (including inva-
lidism), which concludes in the couple’s liberation. But their strategy is more
complicated than a simple disguise might suggest, because it also involves
the reproduction of the very master–slave relationship that they are trying
to escape. Like Babo in Melville’s “Benito Cereno,” who performs the part
of the slave when, in fact, he is Cereno’s master, William acts the part of the
slave to his wife, who performs the role of master. For example, while pur-
chasing tickets to Philadelphia in the Custom House Office in Wilmington,
North Carolina, William is accosted by an officer who inquires, “Do you
belong to that gentleman?” to which he “quickly replies, ‘Yes, sir’ (which
was quite correct).”9 William means that the two belong to one another as
husband and wife, while the officer means that William belongs to his master
as a master belongs to a slave, but the same response correctly answers both
very different and mutually exclusive frames of reference.

As they travel further north and the proximity between themselves and
their “real” master decreases, William conveys the ironic humor of the sit-
uation in which abolitionists encourage him to run away, and he maintains
the guise of the slave. When he is advised to “run away and leave that crip-
ple, and have your liberty,” William explains that he cannot do that because
“I shall never run away from such a good master as I have at present”
(p. 313). At another point, William and Ellen are separated, and onlookers
tell him, “he [Ellen] thinks you have run away from him,” to which William
replies, “No, sir; I am satisfied my good master doesn’t think that” (p. 312).
It is preposterous that Ellen would think William would run away from her,
and yet run away is exactly what he (and she) are doing. The language and
the situation are saturated with irony, as William maintains the fiction of his
enslavement by speaking the truth, which is that he is a slave.

The Crafts’ narrative offers not only an apology for the practical necessity
of disguise but its vindication. For fugitive slaves, terrible punishments, in
the form of being returned into slavery, come with revelation. Because truth
and suffering are so closely allied, the technique of disguise or concealment
becomes the fundamental strategy in the slave’s quest for freedom.10 Thus,
Ellen pretends to be a white male plagued by ill-health (she not only binds
up her right hand in a sling, but puts a poultice in a white handkerchief
which covers her chin and cheeks), Jacobs veils her face so that she may
not be recognized by those trying to find and return her to Dr. Flint, and
Lewis Clarke “took two pocket handkerchiefs, tied one over my forehead,
the other under my chin,” and when approached by a passer-by who inquires
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“Massa sick?” responds in the affirmative (p. 627). In order for the slave to
become free (and to write her narrative), the disguise can only be exposed
afterwards, which is to say in the act of writing. To be exposed prior to that
is never to get to write at all.

The slave narrative is, thus, brought into being by a celebration of con-
cealment and lies – a fascinating fact, given that the prefaces testify to the
truthfulness of the narrative. This emphasis could not be more different from
that of sentimental novels, which are, for the most part, committed to what
we might think of as a logic and ethic of exposure, even as their plots, like
slave narratives, are driven by the effects of disguise. Indeed, sentimental pro-
tagonists pass for or, more broadly, often pretend to be that which they are
not, but the revelation of their true identity is the necessary prelude to their
ultimate reward, which is marriage. In this way, the stability of the novelistic
world is restored. This is very different from the slave for whom concealment
is the necessary condition for their freedom. Exposure means punishment,
which means re-enslavement. One might argue that the emphasis on hiding
as opposed to revealing is a consequence of the one genre being factual and
the other fictional, but there is more to the difference than that. Sentimen-
tal novels are committed to restoring a transparency about character and
relationships as they try to create, at least in the endings of their novels,
a coherent, domestic, middle-class world, where children know who their
fathers are and husbands and wives know the make-up of one another’s
blood type. In the world the slaveholders made, where fathers would not
acknowledge the children they had with the slaves, there were to be no such
assurances.

Unlike the Crafts’ narrative, where their disguises are revealed only after
they have attained their freedom, sentimental novels make the revelation
of disguise a generic condition of their protagonists’ successful narrative
journey. The main character of The Hidden Hand, for example, cross-dresses
in order to get jobs that are reserved for boys. Not only does her disguise
not work, but she is arrested, and when, through a series of coincidences
typical of sentimental fiction, she is rescued, adopted, and happily dressed
in girls’ clothes again, she is dutifully ashamed of having transgressed the
boundaries of good taste and gender normativity. She begs the man who has
adopted her not to discuss her previous life as an impoverished, homeless
child with her friend and future husband, Herbert Grayson: “please don’t
tell him, especially of the boy’s clothes!” Whereas Ellen and William are
ultimately rewarded with freedom by assuming their disguises, Capitola is
not only disciplined for becoming a boy, but she is also ashamed of it. Yes,
the narrative allows Capitola this transgressive moment of being what she is
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not, but she must ultimately renounce any pleasures she may take from her
performance as a boy, and the female identity that she is concealing must be
revealed.11

There are many examples to choose from within the sentimental canon,
but a particularly illustrative case of disguise, exposure, and renunciation
occurs in Hentz’s Marcus Warland, illustrative because the moment is one
of passing. The passing, however, is not the usual black to white but white
to black. When reading this scene (and the novel as a whole), it is important
to keep in mind that Hentz was an avid defender of the peculiar institution
in The Planter’s Northern Bride. Thus, the fact that Florence Delavel, the
future wife of the protagonist, Marcus Warland, pretends to be a mulatta
in order to care for Marcus during a serious illness (she could not do so
as herself because she would risk her reputation as a modest woman, one
who dare not throw herself at the man she loves) and then represents it
as “an act of infatuation that I now mourn in dust and ashes” seems in
keeping with Hentz’s political position.12 A white heroine who assumes the
mask of a slave must not only be exposed but punished, and she nearly
loses Marcus as a consequence of her transgression. Although her disguise
helps establish the degree of her love for Marcus and even allows him to
have feelings for a mulatta that he otherwise would not be permitted to feel,
the bottom line is that Florence must experience abjection because of her
transgressive performance as a mulatta. Her reward (or marriage) depends
upon her rejection of disguise.

How she gets exposed is a complicated story, full of improbabilities typical
of the genre, but the fact of exposure is far more significant than the method.
Suffice it to say that when she asks her slave, Letty, to “mulattofy me again”
(p. 275, emphasis in original), she transforms herself, from served to servant,
from Florence to Rosa, and, most threateningly, from white to black. This
metamorphosis has to be discovered and repudiated in order to realign the
temporarily confused racial categories. Interestingly, there is only one other
mulatta character in a novel filled with black characters whose complexions
are seemingly blacker than black: “clusters of black faces were grouped
together; the light reflected from their charcoal surface as from mirrors of
polished jet. Dark, shining constellations they looked . . . and at intervals
rolled together in an opaque, ebon mass” (p. 195). When Florence asks her
servant, “to mulattofy her,” she says, “I hate to put this ugly stuff on my
face any more, but I must” (p. 275, emphasis in original). This awareness of
the aesthetics of changing her skin color is an insufficient acknowledgment
of her transgression. Not only is she making herself that which she is not,
but in taking on the identity of a mulatta, she ushers into the text one of the
most horrific aspects of slavery – white on black rape.
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Hentz works hard to keep this sexual threat out of her idyllic representa-
tion of slavery. In fact, the only other mulatta in the novel, Cora, is killed in
a conflagration on her wedding day. When Florence assumes the disguise of
Rosa, whose name clearly resonates with Cora’s – Marcus even says, “she
reminded him of Cora” (p. 204) – she embodies the alleged danger of inter-
racial love. The narrator remarks, she “regarded [Marcus] with emotions he
was far from wishing to inspire” (p. 206). Although “she had believed her
disguise impenetrable – her secret unrevealed” (p. 225), the novel cannot let
her get away with it. The emotions that her disguise elicits are too danger-
ous. Her future marriage with Marcus, which is the endpoint of this novel,
as marriage is in virtually all sentimental texts, depends upon the revelation
of her true, which is to say white, identity.

“This is all sub rosa” (Marcus Warland, p. 271)

What is sub rosa, or beneath Rosa, is Florence, the white sentimental hero-
ine. The discovery of the protagonist’s biological and, by extension, racial
identity is a hallmark of sentimental novels and a virtual dead-end for slave
narratives. Douglass writes, “A person of some consequence here in the
north, sometimes designated father, is literally abolished in slave law and
slave practice” (p. 35). Bibb similarly states, “it is almost impossible for
slaves to give a correct account of their male parentage” (p. 14). Often, the
best a slave could do in terms of naming her father was to refer to a rumor
that her father was her master or note that she resembled her master, to
the outrage of his wife. The point is that slave narratives are almost always
founded upon a fundamental lack of knowledge. Thus, so many of them
begin with what is not known. Douglass writes, “like other slaves, I cannot
tell how old I am” (p. 35). Bibb asserts his knowledge of his mother’s name in
this curious way: “My mother was known by the name of Milldred Jackson”
(p. 14). Such phrasing leaves open the question of whether or not this is her
name. He also knows that she had “what is called the slaveholding blood
flowing in her veins,” but quickly adds, “I know not how much” (p. 14).
And the fact is that he will never know. The mystery will remain unsolved,
the knowledge forever out of reach. Whereas what is underneath Rosa is
discoverable, what is beneath Bibb is not.

To think about the slave narrative in relation to knowledge that is absent,
partial, or deferred illuminates a fundamental fact not only about the expe-
rience of slavery, but about how that experience is told. Slave narratives
continually remind the reader not only of the remembered and the known
horrors of slavery, such as the separation of parents and children, the brutal
beatings and rape, but also the experience of not knowing essential parts
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of one’s life. Douglass tells us, “I suppose myself to have been born about
the year 1817,” which is based on information that he has pieced together
“from certain events . . . the dates of which I have since learned” (p. 35).
This quotation reveals that even at the moment of writing his slave narra-
tive, the facts of his own life continue to elude him. His is a retrospective
narration that foregrounds that narration as a process, forever incomplete,
of gathering the material that both is and is not his experience. Yes, his life
is his, but the knowledge of some of its most important aspects is achingly
out of reach.

J. W. C. Pennington’s The Fugitive Blacksmith exemplifies this same
dilemma. Having escaped from slavery in Maryland, Pennington is given
shelter and love from a Quaker family in Philadelphia. After six months with
the family of W. W., he no longer feels safe after mistaking the voice of W. W.’s
brother-in-law for his master’s. He records his anxiety about remaining and
subsequent decision to pursue a northward course, after which he remarks,
“the following curious fact also came out.”13 The curious fact is that W. W.’s
brother-in-law, who has taken lodgings at a hotel, overhears a conversation
between “a traveling peddler and several gossipers of the neighborhood”
(p. 239) about the search for Pennington. The narrative includes their conver-
sation verbatim (quotation marks and all), a conversation which Pennington
clearly was not a party to and could only have known about after the fact
either from this brother-in-law or W. W. Although we are told neither the
source of the information nor the time Pennington received it, he concludes,
“All this happened within a month or two after I left my friend. One fact
which makes this part of the story deeply interesting to my own mind is,
that some years elapsed before it came to my knowledge” (p. 240). A similar
moment when a slave narrative abruptly shifts its temporal frame in order
to register knowledge more recently acquired occurs in the Crafts’ narrative,
when William, who is employed by a cabinetmaker from whom he gets a
holiday pass in order to effect his escape, makes this observation: “I have
heard since that the cabinetmaker had a presentiment that we were about to
‘make tracks for parts unknown’” (p. 294).

What I find so interesting about passages like these is the way they interrupt
the temporal flow of the narrative.14 The shuttling back and forth between
time frames is an important element both of the slave narrative’s style and its
antislavery appeal. The slave’s story is primarily told in the past tense, which
is then punctured by a different time frame which describes a less remote
past, as it were, when the slave gets information that she did not have during
the escape itself. Such moments are part of an aftermath that often alludes
to the present – the “now,” in which the author is writing. Douglass invokes
this time of writing when he recalls the slave songs that “even now afflict
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me” and “still follow me” (p. 263). Jacobs similarly remarks upon a family
reunion in which she “had no share in the rejoicings” because “the events
of the day had not come to my knowledge” (p. 431).

The most powerful instance of a slave narrative whose time frames refuse
to remain discrete is Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, which tells the story
of a free black in New York who is kidnapped by persons whose names he
does not know and who eventually gets his freedom back by means which
remain uncertain. Northup’s narrative is preoccupied with its own making,
and there is a sense in which he is barely able to make his story a coherent
one. What signals most clearly the narrative’s instability is the designation of
time. For example, sometimes “now” refers to the “now” of writing, some-
times to the “now” of slavery. He writes that Ford, one of his earliest masters,
is “now a Baptist preacher,” but then, when his name is changed, he writes,
“I was now known as Platt.” Still later, he explains, “I was now in which I
afterwards learned was the ‘Great Pacoudrie Swamp.’”15 This last phrase is
particularly awkward, though illuminating, because it simultaneously refer-
ences two time frames: the “now” in which he did not know that he was in
the Great Pacoudrie Swamp, and the “afterwards” in which he learned the
name of where he was. Such a strained formulation is typical of Northup’s
narrative style, which is marked by what we might alternately view as tempo-
ral clarifications or interruptions. Phrases such as “as I learned afterwards”
(p. 21), “as will presently be seen” (p. 93), and “as I have since learned”
(p. 48) pervade the narrative, although the most graphic example occurs
in the chapter where Northup explains having been sold to a man named
Tibeats “in the winter of 1842. The deed of myself from Freeman to Ford,
as I ascertained from the public records in New-Orleans on my return, was
dated June 23rd 1841. At the time of my sale to Tibeats . . . Ford took
a chattel mortgage of four hundred dollars. I am indebted for my life, as
will hereafter be seen, to that mortgage” (p. 75). This passage is fascinating
because Northup not only narrates the events in “the winter of 1842,” but he
lurches ahead to a description of his return (as a free man) to New Orleans
twelve years later when he gets access to “the deed of myself,” which supplies
him with the information, in the form of dates, that he did not have at the
time of his sale. The deed further clarifies Freeman’s initial sale of Northup
to Ford, thereby securing the 1841 date, which takes Northup back a year
prior to the 1842 event that is the ostensible subject of the passage. Every
tense is represented in the space of a few sentences. The wrenching tempo-
rality figures the obfuscations that Northup must penetrate in order to get
knowledge about his own experience.

And even then, full knowledge remains out of reach, both for Northup
and, by extension, the reader, who is, strangely enough, in the same position
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regarding certain details of Northup’s experience as Northup himself. He
writes that “those who read these pages will have the same means of deter-
mining myself” (p. 16) how he was kidnapped and who did it, which is
to say the determination remains ambiguous because the means are ulti-
mately insufficient. About the two men who are the primary suspects, he
observes, “their names, as they afterwards gave them to me, were Merrill
Brown and Abram Hamilton, though whether these were their true appella-
tions, I have strong reasons to doubt” (pp. 12–13). About his first tormen-
tor, Burch, Northup explains or, more precisely, tries to explain: “His name
was James H. Burch, as I learned afterwards – a well-known slavedealer in
Washington; and then, or lately, connected in business, as a partner, with
Theophilus Freeman, of New Orleans. The person who accompanied him
was a simple lackey, named Ebenezer Radburn . . . Both of these men still
live in Washington, or did, at the time of my return through that city from
slavery in January last” (p. 21). “Then” or “lately,” “still” or “did” – it is as
if Northup is searching for, but cannot find, a stable temporal position out
of which to produce his narrative.

Such a close reading of this temporal arrhythmia in Northup is instructive
because it foregrounds his complicated position as a retrospective narrator
of an experience that, while it surely happened to him, continually challenges
his ability to tell it. The difficulties are profound. He is trying to relate what
happened to him during his enslavement, but the content of that experience
is one in which he does not know people’s names, he does not necessarily
know where he is, and, most profoundly, he does not always know who he
is. This last fact is demonstrated early on in the text when Northup does not
respond to his new name as a slave. When the trader calls out the name of
Platt, and there is no answer, he says to Northup, “Your name is Platt – you
answer my description. Why don’t you come forward?” (p. 116). Northup
does not recognize himself as the person designated as “you.” Not only is
his name now Platt, but the description of who he is doesn’t match the one
he has heretofore taken himself to be (husband of Anne, father to Elizabeth,
Margaret, and Elonzo). He is a set of unrecognizable traits to be assessed
and sold. At this point in the narrative, Northup knows that he is not Platt,
but as his enslavement continues and his hopes for rescue fade, his relation
to himself gets transformed.

There is a bizarre passage in the text where he describes his visit to plan-
tations to entertain people with his fiddle-playing and does not narrate his
experience from his position as Northup, but rather as Platt: “‘Where are
you going now, Platt?’ and ‘What is coming off tonight, Platt?’ would be
interrogatories issuing from every door and window, and many a time when
there was no special hurry, yielding to pressing importunities, Platt would
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draw his bow, and sitting astride his mule, perhaps, discourse musically to a
crowd of delighted children” (p. 165). The important point is that whereas
Northup initially refers to himself as Platt, using quotation marks that des-
ignate the fact that he is Platt to others rather than to himself, by the end
of the passage, when he should be reinhabiting his identity as Northup,
he remains Platt sans quotation marks. This narrative moment instantiates
what Orlando Patterson has referred to as the “social death” that is slavery.16

Northup, the father and husband, is dead; only Platt remains.
Northup’s story of being separated from his family, having his name

changed, and eventually finding a safe haven is a familiar one in slave nar-
ratives. It is also the plot of many sentimental novels, where children are
routinely cut off from their parents because of death, abandonment, and
even kidnapping. Despite these intersecting plot lines, though, the stories of
sentimental protagonists differ in many ways, among the most important
being that they are usually not beaten (although there are exceptions, as in
Ida May), never raped, and able to find quickly a community of people wait-
ing to care for and love them. Losing the biological tie is critical (indeed,
virtually all sentimental novels begin with this loss), but unlike the slave,
like Bibb, for example, who repeatedly wants to reconnect with his biologi-
cal family, the sentimental protagonist finds a family that is superior to the
one into which she was born.

Ida May exemplifies how sentimental novels are governed by a funda-
mental access to knowledge that is denied in the slave’s story. Pike’s novel is
particularly interesting because the first part of the text has Ida as a slave.
She has been kidnapped, blackfaced, beaten, and sold into slavery, but unlike
Northup, whose identity as a free man is unrecognizable, Ida physically car-
ries with her traces of her earlier free self. First, the fact that her name is
changed (like Northup’s) would seem to indicate a loss of her former iden-
tity, but that is not completely the case, because her new name is Lizzie
White. Her whiteness, and therefore her true identity as free, is never out of
reach, because it lies on the very surface of her body, waiting to be discov-
ered, refusing to be denied. Second, the revelation of her whiteness is made
possible by a material object similarly waiting to be exposed at precisely the
right moment, when everything about who Ida is and what has happened to
her will be explained. The object is a “fragment of linen . . . which Venus
[her black mammy] had the good sense to save, in hopes it might, at some
time, lead to a discovery,” and of course it does. Knowledge, rescue, and
freedom are never further away than a piece of fabric, conveniently located,
with the heroine’s name sewn upon it.17

A similar fate of racial mistakenness strikes Hagar in Hagar, the Martyr.
Early on in the novel it is announced that she is the illegitimate child of
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Minnie, the quadroon slave of the family, and her father, Alva Martin. A
legal clerk appears on the scene and declares, “set spies about the house,
intercept all egress from the grounds, and proceed at once to investigate
her [Hagar’s] birth” (p. 101). Convinced of the truth of this claim, though
oddly enough expressing very little emotion toward her newly discovered
mother (the first hint that this claim is false), Hagar and Minnie manage to
leave the house and embark for freedom, all the while pursued by the villain-
ous Laird. He captures Hagar, while Minnie, to whom “liberty beckoned”
(p. 102), does nothing to rescue her daughter, which is the second clue that
Minnie is not Hagar’s biological mother. As “incidents tangle themselves up
with incidents” (p. 125), Hagar’s real mother eventually arrives on the scene
and reveals that Minnie is no blood relation to Hagar and that the man she
thought was her father was, in fact, her uncle. With Hagar’s ancestry uncov-
ered, she can now marry Walter, the white man of her dreams, with the full
knowledge that their children will not be octaroons.18

Many critics have been struck by the degree to which sentimental novels
bring together in some kind of order every character to whom the reader has
been introduced. In Mary Jane Holmes’s ‘Lena Rivers, a fourth cousin and
extremely minor character saves the day by explicating the kinship relations
in the Rivers’s family, thereby freeing ‘Lena to marry Durward Bellomont.
Baym correctly draws our attention to this aspect of sentimental fiction, in
general, and specifically alludes to the “absurd” ending of Maria Cummins’s
The Lamplighter, which reunites Gerty Flint with her long-lost father, Philip
Amory, allowing Gerty to marry Willie Sullivan, and ties up the loose ends
of every other character’s life in the last several pages. Such endings are usual
fare for a genre in which everyone is connected. The families that have been
torn apart by death, geographical separation, or bad choices get resituated
(along with all of the other characters in their path) in order to lay the
foundation for a new family that, in all likelihood, will be plagued by death,
separation, and bad choices.19

Indeed, the central problem of the novel and the whole point of the plot
are to clarify what that connection is and how it became obfuscated in the
first place. Unlike Northup’s world, where loose ends cannot be tied up
because full knowledge is unavailable, the sentimental gestalt is one in which
information, though temporarily hard to get, is ultimately within reach. Their
endings, senseless though they may seem in their desire to bring everything
and everyone full circle, are meant, paradoxically, to testify to the fact that
their fictional worlds make sense. There is another reason that knowledge
must be disclosed, in addition to the threat of miscegenation. The heroine
cannot marry until the mystery of her parentage is solved, or else she might
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end up committing incest by marrying her father or brother. Interestingly,
as with slave narratives the father’s identity is almost always the mystery to
be unraveled, but in sentimental novels the father is found, revealed, often
exposed as a ne’er do well, and punished accordingly. This is not the case
with slave narratives, where incest is committed by fathers who are also
masters. And not only are they not punished, but the fugitive slave herself
(especially post-1850 and the Fugitive Slave Law) is threatened with being
returned into slavery unless she leaves the United States. Is it any wonder that
the endings of slave narratives, in contrast to those of sentimental novels,
are profoundly troubled?

In conclusion, or “something akin to freedom” (Incidents, p. 385)

The co-ordinates of slavery and freedom, black and white, past and present
are neatly in place at the end of most sentimental novels. The heroine, whose
temporary journey into what Douglass describes as the “arms of slavery”
(p. 300), ends up in the arms of her (white) beloved and safely returned to
the genre to which she belongs. Ida May is especially relevant here, because
toward the end of the novel, when she should be making her way down
the wedding aisle, she is waylaid by the specter of her earlier kidnapping
and mistaken identity as a black slave. Threatened with rape by a man who
believes that she is trying to pass, she cannot prove that she is white other
than to assert that this is so. As luck (and sentimental convention) would
have it, she is rescued at the moment of greatest peril, confirmed (yet again)
in her whiteness, and forever free. Here, the analogy between Ida and a slave
is being deployed in order to ratchet up the tension and increase the reader’s
sympathy for Ida in this moment of grave danger. Not only do we understand
that we are in the presence of sentimental convention and therefore we know
that Ida will not be raped (because then she would not be able to marry
Walter), but also we have seen Ida, the child, beaten and abused, and we
know what ground zero for suffering is. It is a child, treated as a slave, being
violated and having no way out. The fact that she is rescued by Walter just
in the nick of time, and that Ida’s father reappears with Walter, as well,
to certify her white lineage, extinguishes any threat to her future freedom.
The words of Ellen Montgomery as John Humphreys rescues her from Mr.
Lindsay’s “hand of power” (p. 510) could just as easily be Ida’s: “This may
all be arranged, easily, in some way I could never dream of” (p. 520). Slaves
only for a while, these white sentimental heroines need not actively pursue
freedom. They are always rescued. For the slave, however, freedom must be
pursued, and it is never fully achieved.
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Such uncircumscribed freedom, like Ellen’s, is not an element of the fugitive
slave’s inheritance. The closest one can get, in the poignant words of Jacobs, is
“something akin to freedom.” We see this over and again in slave narratives,
whether it is a realization that life in the North has its own set of racist
constraints, or the acknowledgment that one’s pursuit of freedom must lead
one still further from one’s place of birth and into Canada or to England, or
the sense that one can never fully free oneself of the horrible memories of
slavery. Jacobs explains that her body will not let her forget her seven-year
concealment in an attic: “my body still suffers from the effects of that long
imprisonment, to say nothing of my soul” (p. 467). When she tells the reader,
“my story ends with freedom” (p. 513), that freedom is circumscribed in all
sorts of ways. Hers is no middle-class sentimental ending. There is neither a
“hearthstone of my own,” nor is there a marriage (p. 513). More significant,
though, is her notion of freedom as a concept that needs to be defined and
applied in relative terms. Not unlike Douglass who, in the conclusion to his
first narrative, notes that “I spoke but a few moments, when I felt a degree of
freedom” (p. 326), Jacobs similarly thinks of freedom in terms of degree: “I
and my children are now free! We are as free from the power of slaveholders
as are the white people of the north; and though that, according to my ideas, is
not saying a great deal, it is a vast improvement in my condition” (p. 513). The
withering irony of this final sentence, combined with the acknowledgment
that she is freer than she once was, captures Jacobs’s experience of having
achieved “something akin to freedom.”

The conclusion to Northup’s narrative is, perhaps, even more vexed and
oppressive than Jacobs’s, as he tries and fails to get justice in a Washing-
ton, DC courtroom. Not only is his evidence “rejected solely on the ground
that [he] was a colored man” (p. 247), but he is treated to a version of his
kidnapping that he knows to be untrue and about which he can do noth-
ing. “I do solemnly declare before men, and before God, that any charge or
assertion, that I conspired directly or indirectly with any person or persons
to sell myself . . . is utterly and absolutely false” (p. 249). Burch, his first
tormentor, and others make this preposterous case, which the court accepts,
as the truth is shown to be hopelessly obfuscated and unrecognizable. There
is no omniscient narrator, as in the sentimental genre, whose knowledge can
put things right – only Northup’s faith in a “higher tribunal, where false
testimony will not prevail” (p. 251).

The stories of sentimental heroines are at once analogous to and utterly
different from those of the narratives of the Crafts, Northup, Douglass,
Jacobs, and others, but as Toni Morrison reminds us, “explicit or implicit,
the Africanist presence informs in compelling and inescapable ways the tex-
ture of American literature . . . even, and especially, when American texts are
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not ‘about’ Africanist presences or characters or narrative or idiom.”20 The
production of the white sentimental heroine’s freedom is intimately linked
with the story of the slave’s bondage. The endings of sentimental novels
assure readers that the past, especially if that past has contained a descent
into slavery, will never again threaten to intrude upon the present. To be
rescued is to be rescued not only from one’s past but even from remem-
bering it. It happened, and now it is over. Time is neatly and categorically
separated. So is race. By contrast, fugitive slaves are in a perpetual state of
escape. They may escape, but they also may be recaptured. They may have
freed themselves from their masters, but they never escape from the past,
which is always with them, haunting them physically and psychically. When
Ellen Montgomery marries John, when Ida marries Walter, when Florence
marries Marcus, they begin a new life, unfettered by the past. They may have
had a momentary glimpse of slavery, but surely one of the greatest fictions
of the sentimental novel is that the encounter with slavery, no matter how
brief and no matter how distanced, can not only be safely separated from
the present, but can even be forgotten. By placing slave narratives at the
center of our analysis of sentimental fictions, we discover an element of the
sentimental genre that the novels both depend upon and work to erase. In
an interesting paradox, we can see that though their protagonists must fulfill
the requirements of transparency, the genre works to disguise its engagement
with the slave narrative. In attending to the ways in which slave narratives are
constitutive of sentimental novels, we expose this concealment and see how
these “mere work[s] of Art,” to return to James McCune Smith’s descrip-
tion of Douglass’s autobiography, were instrumental in the production of
antebellum literature.

NOTES

I would like to thank Audrey Fisch, Cathy Jurca, Robert Levine, and Michelle
Hawley for their careful readings of this essay.

1. Here are some examples of this defensive strategy. Joseph C. Lovejoy writes,
“His Narrative bears the most conclusive internal evidence of its truth. Persons
of discriminating minds have heard it repeatedly, under a great variety of cir-
cumstances, and the story, in all substantial respects, has been always the same”
(Narratives of the Sufferings of Lewis and Milton Clarke, Sons of a Soldier of the
Revolution, During a Captivity of More than Twenty Years Among the Slavehold-
ers of Kentucky, One of the So Called Christian States of North America. Dictated
by Themselves [Boston: Bela Marsh, 1846]) rpt. in I Was Born a Slave: An Anthol-
ogy of Classic Slave Narratives. Yuval Taylor, ed. (Chicago: Lawrence Hill Books,
1999), Vol. I, p. 606. The Reverend T. Price, DD assures readers that “Moses
Roper brought with him to this country [England] several other testimonies,
from persons residing in different parts of the States . . . They all speak the same
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language, and bear unequivocal witness to his sobriety, intelligence, and hon-
esty” (A Narrative of the Adventures and Escape of Moses Roper, from Ameri-
can Slavery; with a Preface by the Rev. T. Price, DD [Philadelphia: Merrihew &
Gunn, Printers, 1838]) rpt. in Taylor, I was Born a Slave, p. 490. Harriet Jacobs,
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, in The Classic Slave Narratives, ed. and with
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2. Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass in Gates, Nar-
ratives, pp. 252, 294. Henry Bibb, The Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an
American Slave, Written by Himself. With an Introduction by Lucius C. Matlack
(New York: 5 Spruce Street, 1850), p. 1. All further quotations from Douglass’s
1845 narrative and Bibb’s will be from these editions and will be noted in the
text.

3. There are, of course, exceptions. See, for example, Henry Louis Gates, Jr.’s illumi-
nating introduction to Harriet E. Wilson’s Our Nig; or, Sketches from the Life of
a Free Black (New York: Vintage, 1983), Russ Castronovo, Fathering the Nation:
American Genealogies of Slavery and Freedom (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 1995), and Anne duCille’s The Coupling Convention: Sex, Text, and
Tradition in Black Women’s Fiction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993),
p. 24.

4. March 16, 1855 edition of Douglass’s Paper.
5. Nina Baym, Woman’s Fiction: A Guide to Novels by and about Women in

America, 1820–1870 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978), p. 286. For a
fuller account of my reading of the genre of sentimental fiction, see C. Wein-
stein, Family, Kinship, and Sympathy in Nineteenth-Century American Literature
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).

6. See Hazel Carby, Reconstructing Womanhood: The Emergence of the Afro-
American Woman Novelist (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), and Karen
Sánchez-Eppler, Touching Liberty: Abolition, Feminism and the Politics of the
Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993).

7. Frederick Douglass, My Bondage and My Freedom, ed. with a new introduction
by Philip S. Foner (New York: Dover, 1969), p. v. All further quotations from the
1855 version of Douglass’s narrative will be from this edition and will be noted
in the text.

8. For example, in Ruth Hall, Ruth’s younger daughter, Katy, finds herself captive
in the home of her grandparents where she is physically abused and eventually
rescued by her mother. In Hagar, the Martyr, Hagar finds herself at the mercy of
the evil Laird, who threatens to disclose her identity as his slave (which she is not)
unless she agrees to marry him. Ellen Montgomery similarly must endure a period
of captivity, which she experiences as a form of slavery, as a “net from which
she had no power to get free,” when she is adopted by her relatives in Scotland
who demand that she change her name, break off all former attachments, and
submit to their will in all things. Susan Warner, The Wide, Wide World, with
an afterword by Jane Tompkins (New York: Feminist Press, 1987), p. 520. All
further quotations from Warner will be from this edition and will be noted in the
text.
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9. Running a Thousand Miles for Freedom or The Escape of William and Ellen
Craft from Slavery, in Great Slave Narratives, selected and introduced by Arna
Bontemps (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), p. 301. All further quotations from the
Crafts will be from this edition and will be noted in the text.

10. This observation has been made by many readers of the slave narrative. See,
for example, William L. Andrews, To Tell a Free Story: The First Century of
Afro-American Autobiography, 1760–1865 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
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Dobson (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1988), p. 53.

12. Caroline Lee Hentz, Marcus Warland; or, The Long Moss Spring. A Tale of
the South (Philadelphia: A. Hart, late Carey & Hart, 1852), p. 265. All further
quotations from Marcus Warland will be from this edition and will be noted in
the text.

13. James W. C. Pennington, The Fugitive Blacksmith or Events in the History of
James W. C. Pennington Pastor of a Presbyterian Church New York, Formerly a
Slave in the State of Maryland in Great Slave Narratives, selected and introduced
by Arna Bontemps (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), p. 239. All further quotations
from Pennington’s narrative will be from this edition and will be noted in the
text.

14. On slave narratives and the complexity of temporal representation, see Gates,
Figures in Black and The Signifying Monkey, A Theory of African American
Literary Criticism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), esp. pp. 156–57.

15. Solomon Northup, Twelve Years a Slave. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a Citi-
zen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841, and Rescued in 1853,
from a Cotton Plantation near the Red River, in Louisiana, ed. by Sue Eakin and
Joseph Logsdon (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1968), p. 103.
All further quotations from Northup will be from this edition and will be noted
in the text.

16. Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1982).

17. Mary Hayden Green Pike, Ida May; A Story of Things Actual and Possible
(Boston: Phillips, Sampson and Company, 1854), p. 197. All further quotations
from Ida May will be from this edition and will be noted in the text.

18. Mrs. H. Marion Stephens, Hagar, the Martyr; or, Passion and Reality. A Tale of
the North and South (New York: W. P. Fetridge & Co., 1854), p. 101. All further
quotations from Hagar will be from this edition and will be noted in the text.

19. Baym, Women’s Fiction, p. 165. See also Elizabeth Barnes’s reading of The Lamp-
lighter in States of Sympathy: Seduction and Democracy in the American Novel
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1997). Susan K. Harris argues that the
“formulaic” happy endings of sentimental novels are, in fact, “cover[s] for a far
more radical vision of female possibilities embedded in the texts” (19th-Century
American Women’s Novels: Interpretive Strategies [Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1990], pp. 12–13). Such absurdities were occasionally remarked
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upon by antebellum reviewers as well. The Knickerbocker, for example, said this
about the conclusion of Maria McIntosh’s The Lofty and the Lowly: “Donald,
Charles, Wharton, and Grahame all marry each other’s sisters, and produce a
family that will puzzle the most learned of genealogists” (Vol. XVI, March 1853,
no. 3, p. 265).

20. Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination
(New York: Vintage Books, 1993), p. 46. Morrison’s fictional response to these
issues is Beloved. Sethe, the protagonist, “had to do something with her hands
because she was remembering something she had forgotten she knew” (New
York: Signet, 1987), p. 61.
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ROBERT F. REID-PHARR

The slave narrative and early
Black American literature

There is perhaps no stronger impetus within the study of Black American
literature and culture than the will to return, the desire to name the original,
the source, the root, that seminal moment at which the many-tongued diver-
sity of ancient West Africa gave way to the monolingualism of black North
America. This explains why within the span of no more than fifty years the
polite nomenclature that has been used to define “us” has moved decidedly
backwards. Colored, Negro, Black and finally African. With each renaming
one imagines a people groping ever closer to the mystery of their collec-
tive truth, a truth always buried within an always heavily veiled past. Thus
it should come as no surprise that our theoretical and historical practices
so often work to reiterate a sort of “Big Bang” conception of Black Amer-
ican life and culture. Bang. An organic, if multiform, African whole was
assaulted, destroyed, and scattered to the far ends of the globe. And, mirac-
ulously, modern Black American culture developed at those many awkward
locations at which the broken shards of ancient Africa caught, coalesced,
melted, and melded into a new and vibrant people. This is, in fact, the idea
that stands behind the notion that black literature presumably became more
muddled and less sophisticated as it moved from the “simple truths” artic-
ulated with slave narratives and toward the “complicated imaginings” of
presumably more creative forms.

I begin by re-articulating this central conceit within the study of Black
American literature not to suggest that the work of historical recovery has
somehow been miraculously accomplished. Nor do I wish to deny the deep
connections that exist between Black America and West Africa, ancient and
otherwise. Instead, I would suggest that we are seriously handicapped by
our over-utilization of linear and singular conceptions of the development
of Black American culture. Of course we are all aware that Black Amer-
icans have from the seventeenth century forward utilized an amalgam of
practices and aesthetics emanating from African, European, and (aborigi-
nal) American sources to produce our distinctive New World cultural forms.
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Moreover, we should be equally aware, at this late date, that even when one
says “Africa,” “Europe,” or “America” one has hardly settled the debate. In
truth, the African cultures that were encountered by Dutch, French, Spanish,
Portuguese, and English slavers were just as complex (one almost wants to
say cosmopolitan) as were the European societies that “discovered” them.

Thus if we take literature produced in colonial, early national, and ante-
bellum America to represent basic structures of Black American experience,
then we will have to read these texts for the ways in which they repre-
sent an intricacy that is belied by notions of a devastated African culture
seeking to re-establish itself within American contexts. We should pay close
attention, then, to a number of significant realities: the fact that early Black
American literature was primarily written within urban contexts, that it was
heavily influenced by extremely well-established traditions of abolitionist
and religious literature, and that it both debunked and reiterated the many
stereotypes of Black American persons, slave and free, extant within early
American society. Moreover, the forms of early Black American writing –
slave narratives, poetry, novels, newspapers, and essays – required just as
much stylistic and conceptual complexity from Black American authors as
they did from their white counterparts.

We might begin to bring some of these ideas into focus by dwelling for a
moment on the difficulty posed by one of the most cherished originating texts
within the Black American literary canon, Olaudah Equiano’s pseudony-
mous Interesting Narrative of the Life of Gustavus Vassa, the African. This
work, originally published in 1789, is now available in a number of hand-
some editions that are widely read and taught in the United States. More-
over, the secret of its appeal is undoubtedly the remarkably clear picture that
Equiano provides of the traditional West African culture in which he was
nurtured until his capture at about age ten. The great difficulty for a Black
American reading public, however, may be the fact that this glimpse into a
bucolic African past is evidence that Vassa may not, in fact, be “one of us.”
Obviously all black writers and black texts were oddities in the eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century Anglo-American world. This notion of the black
writer’s outsider status (no matter the location of that writer’s birthplace)
was, therefore, a constant theme within the literature. Still, that Equiano
was born in West Africa, that he first published the Interesting Narrative
in London, that he traveled extensively, and that he married and eventually
settled in Britain while continuing to edit the text over the course of his life-
time all work together to make it difficult to claim Vassa and his work as
specifically Black American. This is all exacerbated by the many supporting
documents that attend the Interesting Narrative, documents that attest to
the hybrid or, better put, multivocal nature of Equiano’s efforts. Vassa (who
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eventually became something like a respectable English gentleman) does not
provide in his narrative the clearly articulated bridge to the African past that
so many in Black America sought. Instead, the text itself becomes evidence of
the rather profound manner in which Black American literature can always
be said to be mediated and mediating, always returning home but never quite
arriving.

Of course, as Frances Foster reminds us, black texts, particularly slave nar-
ratives, had from the beginning to conform to the demands of eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century reading publics.1 A significant portion of early Black
American literature, including work by American-born authors, was pub-
lished in London for white audiences sympathetic to abolitionist thought
and rhetoric but profoundly racist nonetheless. At the same time, many texts
attempted the difficult work of shuttling back and forth between these read-
ers and a minority of literate Black Americans who were eager to see the
contradictions of their experience and thought represented on the page.

One of the greatest of these contradictions was the simple fact that
though most slave narratives gestured toward rural, agricultural societies,
the authors and audiences of these texts were most often urban and, as I
have suggested of Vassa, cosmopolitan. By 1830 there were some 125,000

free blacks in the Northeast of the United States. One of the ways in which
antebellum America looked significantly different from colonial and early
national America was that with the close of slavery in the North one no
longer found the black population scattered throughout the region. Instead,
Black Americans congregated in just a handful of population centers, partic-
ularly New York and Philadelphia, locations that I have referred to as “the
uncontested pinnacles of black publishing.”2

In this regard, it is important to note that the first newspaper published
by Black Americans, Freedom’s Journal (1827), was produced in New York
City almost immediately after the end of slavery in the state. In 1829 the
paper changed its name to The Rights of All. This was followed in 1837 by
The Weekly Advocate, later renamed The Colored American. Then came the
Elevator (1842), the Anglo-American (1843), Rising Sun (1847), Frederick
Douglass’s famed North Star (1847), the Daily Creole (1856), and the New
Orleans Tribune (1864). In all, some two dozen periodicals were published
by blacks before the close of the Civil War.3

All of these papers and magazines were heavily dependent upon the patron-
age and largesse of black urban populations in the Northeast, Southeast and
Middle West. Thus, given that a vibrant journalistic tradition developed
alongside the tradition of slave narratives and novels, we are wrong when
we narrate a Black American writing tradition that developed spontaneously
from the cotton and tobacco fields of the slave South. Indeed there was an
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impressive amount of cross-fertilization between different genres of black
writing in early national and antebellum America. One might easily find that
the same person who wrote a moving slave narrative was also a journalist,
a poet, a playwright, and even a novelist.

This was true of William Wells Brown, who wrote the first Black Amer-
ican novel, Clotel, or the President’s Daughter (1853). Further, one of the
finest novels produced by a Black American prior to the close of the Civil
War, Martin Delany’s Blake, or the Huts of America, was first serialized in
the Anglo-African magazine between 1859 and 1861. Therefore, though stu-
dents of early Black American literature and culture very often bemoan the
loss of our earliest artifacts, we should not forget that the Black American
community developed within the context of the highly developed print cul-
tures of colonial and early national America. The earliest traditions and tech-
niques of Black American intellectuals, most particularly those established
within the novels, newspapers, political tracts, and poetry of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century Black American authors, may not have been so much lost
as ignored.

Black newspapers and, more importantly, the urban environments in
which they were published did not provide unique physical and social appa-
ratuses for the development of a specifically Black American literature. It is
important to remember how unsettled notions of black community and black
culture were prior to the Civil War. Not only were many of the most sig-
nificant Black American intellectuals and activists former slaves – Olaudah
Equiano, Frederick Douglass, William Wells Brown, Sojourner Truth, and
Harriet Jacobs among many others – but also many of these individuals
had traveled great distances, geographical, social, and mental, to establish
themselves in the “free” North. Once there, they were met by other Black
Americans, many of them fugitives, all of whom were busily engaged in piec-
ing together new forms of community and kinship. Perhaps more important
still, these individuals attempted this difficult work within urban contexts
where they necessarily operated cheek by jowl with individuals who rep-
resented a great variety of ethnicities, social classes, religions, and political
tendencies. Therefore, early Black American literature had necessarily to
represent a complex, some would say hybrid, conception of history and
community.

The feminist cultural and literary critic Hazel Carby has argued that “no
language or experience is divorced from the shared context in which different
groups that share a language express their differing group interests.”4 It fol-
lows that, as literary production is, in fact, a social activity, what one discov-
ers in any published text is a give and take (at the very least between author
and audience) in which competing versions of “reality” are recognized, if
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not always reconciled. This is precisely what Bakhtin is attempting to get
at when he speaks of “polyglossia” within the modern novel. He suggests
that the novel always speaks with many voices. Thus the job of the nov-
elist is not to discipline his work into some sort of clumsy singularity but
instead to orchestrate the often contradictory elements of the work that he is
attempting to produce into a lucid and coherent whole. The rare artist who is
successful at this endeavor may end up producing a piece of literature whose
effect is, as Bakhtin would have it, carnivalesque.5 That is to say, though
novels are always produced and organized, they are never fully under the
control of either the novelist or his community. Like carnival celebrations,
they represent both societal norms as well as the many ways those norms
are contested.

We have, thus, laid the groundwork for a sympathetic reading of early
Black American literature, particularly novels. First, our discussion of travel,
cities, newspapers, and the literary activities that they supported reconstructs
the complicated and contradictory contexts in which early Black American
literature was produced. Second, the work of Carby and Bakhtin reminds
us that this literature cannot – and should not – be extricated from these
same contexts. Instead, the work of the artist is always to negotiate these
contradictions, not to deny them.

The simple procedures above allow us to approach a work like William
Wells Brown’s Clotel, or the President’s Daughter in a manner that might
help us to remove the veil of hostility through which far too many critics
have looked at this important text. Clotel’s many faults are immediately
apparent. It treats what at the time was taken to be an ugly piece of gossip –
that Thomas Jefferson fathered several children with his slave concubine,
Sally Hemmings. Moreover, by doing so the text initiates the Black American
novelistic tradition with a mixed-race, fair-skinned character whom many
have taken as evidence of some sort of internalized racism on the part of
Brown. Still others have suggested that Brown, along with many other early
Black American authors, populated their works with fair-skinned characters
in order to pander to their mainly white readership. To make matters worse,
Brown borrows heavily from a minstrel tradition in which dark-skinned
black slaves provided comic relief with their continual malapropisms and
clownish antics. Take, for example, the character Pompey, who reappears in
a number of Brown’s texts: “Pomp, as he was usually called . . . was of real
Negro blood, and would often say, when alluding to himself, ‘Dis nigger am
no counterfeit, he is de ginuine artikle. Dis chile is none of your haf-and-haf,
dere is no bogus about him.”6

These many “difficult” aspects of Brown’s work have been read far too
often as proof that early black literature is by necessity bad black literature.
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Many have assumed that in making the transition from the slave narrative
to the novel, Black American intellectuals stumbled almost immediately into
the terrain of cliché and unquestioned antiblack racism. Indeed, one can find
a wealth of cliché, stereotype, and amateurish writing in the work of early
Black American novelists, poets, journalists, essayists, and playwrights. The
presence of these elements, however, particularly within a novel like Clotel,
does not suggest that Black American intellectuals were ill-equipped to move
from the supposed realism of the slave narrative to the fantasy and farce of
the novel.

As Henry Louis Gates, Jr. reminds us, slave narrators often took great
liberties in the telling of their presumably distinct and peculiar stories of
bondage and escape. Even, and especially, a writer with the fantastic gifts of
Frederick Douglass was extremely careful to mold his own life story in such
a manner as to produce the greatest political and emotional effect. “Freder-
ick Douglass took wide liberties with the order and narrating of the ‘facts’
about his experiences as a slave,” Gates argues, “and that . . . reinforces a
more subtle re-evaluation of Douglass as a language-using, social, historical,
and individual entity.”7 Stated more simply still, Frederick Douglass was
certainly not above dissimulation. One might argue, in fact, that Douglass’s
careful molding of his own life story, his production of himself as a pecu-
liar individual imbedded within a social, political, and literary universe with
specific rules of engagement, if you will, was absolutely necessary if Dou-
glass was to achieve the public presence that he was after and that indeed
we continue to celebrate today.

Slave narrators, in other words, were just as susceptible to the coercion of
markets and audiences as were other early Black American writers. Indeed,
all our literary and intellectual forebears had to negotiate existing cultural
forms in the production of their art. Thus it is not fair to dismiss an author
like William Wells Brown because he turned to images he had seen on the
minstrel stage in order to produce Clotel. Brown was in fact very clever in
his negotiation of these ugly antiblack stereotypes. As we have seen, Pomp
says, “‘Dis nigger am no counterfeit, he is de ginuine artikle. Dis chile is
none of your haf-and-haf, dere is no bogus about him.’”8 The careful reader
of Brown’s text will understand the intense irony that is on display here.
Not only is Pompey a character who has been specifically created to feed
the desires of an American audience, he is also one who, Brown informs us,
works to prepare slaves for the auction block by darkening their skin and
removing gray whiskers. It seems clear, then, that Brown is winking at his
audience when he presents us with a character who is, on the one hand,
expert at occluding the truth but who, on the other, speaks with such force
about so-called black authenticity.
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While Brown presumably cheapens his novel by dwelling on gossip about
Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemmings, he also reminds us of the fact that
informal modes of conveying information are often much more reliable than
official channels. Given that it is only within the last decade that the Jefferson
family finally admitted to the relationship between the third president and
his slave, it becomes clear that what Brown does is to create space for Black
American literature precisely by avoiding the wide leafy avenues down which
writers like Franklin, Emerson, and Jefferson himself traveled, and instead
attending to the back alleys overflowing with minstrelsy and gossip but full
of useful information and great artistic promise nonetheless.

In this way, we can resist the positivistic tendencies that still continue
to hold sway within the study of Black American literature and culture.
We are wrong to place Black American literature, early or otherwise, on
some poorly imagined historical grid in which one might track the continual
improvement of so-called Black letters. With my discussions of travel, cities,
(literary) dissimulation, and audience I have worked to debunk what I have
called the “Big Bang Theory” of Black American literature. The earliest
texts produced by Black Americans were neither the worst nor the most
naive within the tradition. This indeed is why I began with consideration
of a figure as complicated as Equiano, an individual who lacked everything
but talent, but who nonetheless produced a text that in terms of rhetorical
sophistication and cosmopolitan content rivaled the best works of its time.

Again the work of Hazel Carby is instructive. She writes that the mulatta
figure, continually present in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Black
American literature:

allowed for movement between two worlds, white and black, and acted as
a literary displacement of the actual increasing separation of the races. The
mulatta figure was a recognition of the difference between and separateness
of the two races at the same time as it was a product of a sexual relationship
between black and white.9

Carby’s straightforward analysis of the mulatta character in American fiction
goes a long way toward allowing us to move beyond the tendency to dismiss
the efforts of early Black American writers like William Wells Brown – a
tendency that is still very much alive within the study and criticism of Black
American literature. That said, we should be careful not to assume that
all of our eighteenth- and nineteenth-century forebears were as “racially
progressive” as Carby’s comments might have one believe.

Indeed, one of the things that has long stood in the way of our truly appre-
ciating early Black American literature is the simple fact that it has taken us
so very long to read early works within the contexts suggested by the authors
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themselves. That is to say, there are a number of important Black American
works that were largely ignored when they were first published and that con-
tinue to be treated as anomalies, false starts, or straight-out failures. Such
is the case with Frank Webb’s important, if underexamined, 1857 novel,
The Garies and Their Friends. This text tells the story of Clarence Garie, a
(white) Georgia planter who marries his beautiful slave concubine, Emily,
and moves with her and their children, Clarence and Emily, to Philadelphia.
There they are befriended by the Ellises, “a highly respectable and industri-
ous coloured family,” composed of a mother, father, and their three children:
Esther, Caddy, and Charlie. By the end of the novel both Mr. and Mrs. Garie
are dead. Mr. Garie is killed during a race riot by his neighbor and distant
relative, Mr. Stevens, while Mrs. Garie dies in the family’s woodshed deliv-
ering her stillborn child, the very sign of the couple’s thwarted attempts to
establish new forms of family and civility. For his part, Mr. Ellis is severely
wounded during the riot, paving the way for the ascendency of a new gen-
eration of Black American moderns as represented by the three important
families that form out of the ashes of the older community. The valiant black
real-estate speculator, Mr. Walters, marries the Ellis’s older daugher, Esther.
Charlie marries young Emily Garie. Finally, the irascible Kinch, a comi-
cal dark-skinned character who almost perfectly references William Wells
Brown’s Pompey, marries Caddy Ellis. And in keeping with the novel’s theme
of extreme tidiness, young Clarence Garie dies near the end of the text, never
relinquishing his claims on whiteness or his desire for the (white) girl next
door.

Immediately one is struck while reading The Garies by how closely this
text hews to the “Big Bang Theory” of Black American culture. It seems, in
fact, that the horrific tragedy of the race riot, with its murders, rapes, thefts,
and profound displacements, was necessary if the modern Black American
community was to come into existence. Indeed, one of the things that Frank
Webb does with great finesse is to demonstrate that imbedded within the
idea that the Black American community has lost access to its past because
of the horrific violence visited upon it by others is a certain unspoken (black)
hostility to that same past. We see in The Garies the half-formed idea that a
difficult figure like Clarence Garie is nonetheless (like the Africans referenced
by Equiano) not quite “one of us.” Thus, though I applaud the efforts of
Hazel Carby to resuscitate the mulatta figure, it is important that we own
the profound hostility and ambiguity that such a figure evokes.

The will to deny the profound ambiguity and contradiction that defined
the culture of colonial, early national, and antebellum America is not sim-
ply a tendency among Black Americans. An example here is Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s well-known distaste for so-called race-mixing. Even as we assume
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that American culture has tended to diminish notions of racial distinctive-
ness, exactly the opposite may be true. Indeed, instead of taking the decidedly
American desire to return to our “origins” as a natural outgrowth of our
country’s traditions of immigration and slavery, we should recognize this
articulation of desire as a primary mode in our efforts to organize and dis-
cipline cultural memory.

Let us, with this idea in mind, approach Harriet Wilson’s fine novel, Our
Nig or, Sketches From the Life of a Free Black, In a Two-Story White House,
North (1859). Therein, Mag Smith, a destitute white woman living alone
in a small New England town, marries a black man, Jim, and bears him
two children. When Jim dies, Mag begins a relationship with another black
man, Seth, who eventually leaves with her and one of the children while
the second, Frado, is deposited with a local white family, the Bellmonts.
Once established in the Bellmont home Frado is worked like a slave, “Our
Nig,” and beaten unmercifully by Mrs. Bellmont and her daughter, Mary. Of
course, the ideological work that the beating does is to reassure the Bellmont
family and presumably the larger white community that though this young,
attractive, “yellow” girl lives under the same roof as the Bellmonts, she
indeed does not belong. The punches, the pinches, the slaps, the pieces of
wood wedged into her mouth reiterate “the fact” of Frado’s African origins,
her separateness from the metaphorical American family represented by the
Bellmonts. Further, at the most basic level the violence preempts the type of
gossip that surrounded even a figure as respected and prominent as Thomas
Jefferson. A girl so abused could not possibly be the progeny of the master of
the household. Frado is no lost daughter brought home by a repentant Mr.
Bellmont. Thus there is no question as to lovely Mary’s own racial purity,
nor that of any of the other “white” members of the Bellmont family.

The game being played here is one quite a bit different from the enactment
of racial antipathy that generations of Americans have so glibly narrated as
a natural aspect of our shared culture. Instead, what we see is a wholesale
denial of the possibility that the national drama did not begin with pure
Africans coming into contact with pristine Europeans, but rather with our
realization and negotiation of the always already mixed nature of our ori-
gins and traditions. Just as the most distinguished, if not the most gifted,
of American historians vehemently denied that Jefferson, the greatest of our
forefathers, could possibly have sired yellow and brown children, so too the
Bellmonts deny that Frado possesses even the slightest family resemblance.
Of course, both these claims are belied by the brave, difficult work of histo-
rians like Martha Hodes, who remind us that so-called miscegenation was
actually quite common in colonial and early national America.10 Moreover,
racial panic in the antebellum period was a result not so much of the sudden
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recognition that the United States was a multiracial nation but, on the con-
trary, the even more pressing recognition that, left to their own designs,
Americans, bluebloods all, were as happy as anyone to leave their children
with a touch of the tarbrush.

There is a way in which the revisionist nature of my comments forces me to
ignore some of the more obvious aspects of early Black American literature.
To the extent that the slave narrative can be said to have been the dominant
form prior to the American Civil War, one has to take into account both
the extreme efforts made on the part of enslaved persons to become literate
(a theme that has been developed quite ably by Robert Stepto) as well as
the incredible journeys that many persons undertook in order to attain their
freedom.11 The story of Henry “Box” Brown, who mailed himself North,
or William and Ellen Craft, who “cross-dressed,” she as an ill white man,
he as a trusted servant, to “run a thousand miles for freedom” come readily
to mind. And there is perhaps no better-wrought story of flight than that
of Henry Bibb, who negotiated swamps, slave hunters, and wild animals in
his efforts to free himself and his family. Still, what we often take to be the
“truth” of the slave fugitive – the daring late-night run, the desperate flight
just ahead of dogs and trackers, the retreat into forests, the unexpected help
of white and black conductors on the underground railroad – may not be
the fugitive’s only story, but instead a story that has come to stand in for
all others. Further, this displacement was accomplished through the careful
manipulation of culture by Americans of every hue.

Understanding this simple fact might help us better appreciate Martin
Delany’s fantastic novel, Blake, or the Huts of America, a work that helped
establish many of the images of the fugitive with which we are now so famil-
iar. The work tells the story of Henry “Henrico” Blacus, who attempts to
reunify a family that has been torn apart by a deceitful and lascivious master.
That is to say, Delany transforms the narrative of the gallant slave fugitive
fighting for freedom and family, the same narrative that we witnessed ear-
lier with Bibb, into a metaphor for nascent Black American nationalism.12

In this sense, the fugitive acts as an almost perfect example of what Bene-
dict Anderson has described as a sociological organism, that character who
allows the reader to see and understand his profound connections to a larger
community.13 Blake travels throughout the slave South, Africa, the Indian
territories, and finally Cuba in search of his wife and child. In the process,
he works to demonstrate the contours of Black America. Thus he acts as the
very thread that draws together many disparate peoples into a sort of Black
American whole.

This procedure is accomplished much more easily and straightforwardly
by a traveling subject. Indeed, part of the reason that early works by black
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female writers like Harriet Wilson’s Our Nig or Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents
in the Life of a Slave Girl were marginalized in the Black American literary
canon was the fact that these texts treated of characters who were trapped
in particular (and peculiar?) domestic spaces.14 As we saw above, Wilson’s
Frado was kept as a virtual prisoner in the household of the white Bellmonts,
while Jacobs’s Linda retreated to the crawl space in her grandmother’s attic
for seven years. The result was that while these texts were surprisingly articu-
late regarding questions of black interiority and the slave’s intimate relations
with white masters, they were nonetheless often ignored precisely because
they lacked utility within the nationalist projects that have dominated Black
American literary and cultural life since the antebellum period. That is to
say, they did not reproduce that all-important “bang.”

In closing, let us consider one more Black American author who, like
Olaudah Equiano, produces considerable difficulties for students of Black
American literary history. Early in 2002 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. published
Hannah Craft’s The Bondwoman’s Narrative, an act that immediately threw
critics and historians into fits of anxiety and frustration. Of course, there was
the matter of origins. For if this text was indeed written in 1851, it would
predate Clotel by two years and would become, as Gates suggests, the first
novel written by a fugitive slave. This matter is complicated by the fact that
The Bondwoman’s Narrative was first published in 2001. One might properly
expect, then, a sort of chicken-and-egg debate over the two novels for some
time to come. There is also the subject of the novel’s provenance. Who was the
living individual standing behind the name “Hannah Craft”? This question
remains unsettled, though a number of historians and genealogists are in hot
pursuit of the answer.

The even greater difficulty, however, is that the novel borrows so heavily
and so unapologetically both from classic British literature (especially Dick-
ens and the Brontës) and the narratives of other escaped slaves. These are all
mixed, gumbo-style, with the author’s own poignant observations. That is
to say, this is a novel in which there is very little effort to disguise the poly-
glossia that Bakhtin describes. Instead, as Gates argues in his introduction,
the text is rather shockingly naive in its deployment of the devices used by
one author to obscure her reliance on another.

Craft is not a sophisticated writer, in a lot of ways, and she clearly did not have
a well-developed sense of authorship and ownership. She threw all of herself
into this book, but she threw in others, too. There’s almost a sense of a person
educating herself in what she considers to be a proper literary style. To read the
book is to witness this process of self-education. Craft’s unorthodox pattern of
lifting passages from other novels and dropping them into her own, often quite
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arbitrarily, is one of several reflections of her status as an uneducated former
slave, obviously unaware of the conventions and rules governing paraphrase,
citation, and attribution. It is highly unlikely that a middle-class white author
would have made such naı̈ve errors.15

Gates’s comments and the literary historical tendencies they represent
accuse Craft of naiveté. In contrast, we can instead read the author’s naive
relationship to citation and attribution and her lack of fussiness in relation
to (literary) origins as the only viable mode of production available to slaves,
ex-slaves, and their descendants. This type of clumsy pastiche is precisely the
type of relationship to culture and history that has enabled the undisputed
sophistication of Black American cultural production. In fact, it would be
difficult to imagine a serious treatment of early Black American music and
musicianship that worried in this way about the “parroting” of white Euro-
pean forms. What we see with Gates, then, is again the anxiety that no
matter how diligently we examine the archive, we may never find that first
truly exceptional black author whose simple efforts led to the multiform
complexities of contemporary Black American writing. Instead of “Bang, it
all begins” we must be content with “A little of this, a little of that, and keep
stirring.”

It is time for students of early Black American literature to give up on
discovering African or European origins and to focus instead on what we
already know or can know about our culture. I have focused, then, on those
aspects of early Black American history that have been extremely important
to the development of Black American literature: travel, cities, newspapers,
cross-fertilizations, and the anxieties that attend them. My own conceit is
that Black American culture represents a new start within modern history
not because we have produced forms that are distinct from all others but
instead because we have seen fit to borrow promiscuously, clumsily, and
naively from the many traditions within our considerable reach. It is widely
understood and accepted that the Black American has vigorously resisted
the lie of race and nation in search of the knowledge and insight necessary
for our community’s unlikely survival. What may be more difficult to accept
is the reality that we have been none too careful in covering our tracks in
the process.

Indeed, the first and perhaps only right of the slave, stripped of nation and
culture, home and tradition, is the right to assume that he – or more likely
she – is always a beginning, an origin, an unlikely source. I take great pride in
those many moments within early Black American literature in which authors
break the rules, in which they refuse to establish proper allegiances to the
presumably sophisticated modes and methods of Europe, Africa, or America.
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This messy, parodic, over-determined, promiscuous, multiform, and naive
tradition represents the best part of the fantastic legacy that has been left to
us by Craft, Bibb, Brown, Douglass, Delany, Wilson, Webb, Jacobs, Equiano,
and the many other early Black American intellectuals whom they represent.
And if this is not a bang, then it is so very much more than a whimper.
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Telling slavery in “freedom’s” time:
post-Reconstruction and the

Harlem Renaissance

Summarizing the condition of Southern blacks following the Civil War and
Reconstruction’s end, W. E. B. Du Bois was uncharacteristically terse: “The
slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back again
toward slavery.”1 In Du Bois’s compressed account of African American his-
tory, one phase blurs so easily into the other that the distance separating
slavery from freedom is difficult to fathom. The phase during which the
“slave went free” and then passed that liquid “moment in the sun” could
seem to augur not just the transformation of socio-political circumstances
for African Americans, but also the expansion of aesthetic options beyond
the realm of personal testimony and the slave narrative. For generations,
African American writers had been duty-bound to the conventions of these
forms, which had been instrumental in the protracted campaign to end the
Atlantic slave trade and to abolish slavery. But inasmuch as the abolition
of chattel slavery did not make real Emancipation’s proclamation that all
former slaves would be “henceforth and forever free,” the slave narrative
continued to play a dominant role in African American letters from the
end of the Civil War until well into the 1920s.2 But to observe that the
slave narrative remained a viable form well into the 1920s is not to say that
African American writers accepted uncritically its salient tactics or conven-
tions. Even as they advanced the genre’s political drives, along with its fervent
commitments to forging social change, African American writers continually
grappled with the generic conventions of the slave narrative. At one level,
that grappling offers us an excursion into the dynamics of continuity and
change observable in the historical development of any literary genre, but
the struggle of African American writers with this distinguished form went
beyond generic matters: it bespoke a vexed relationship to the institution of
slavery itself.

The writers covered in this essay, which spans the post-Reconstruction
era to the Harlem Renaissance, all confronted the challenges of representing
slavery in “freedom’s” time. How could they treat the subject of slavery
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when the urgencies of abolitionism had passed? Much of the work produced
during this stretch (roughly 1892–1928) might be seen to explore, directly or
indirectly, the question David Brion Davis posed succinctly in The Problem
of Slavery in Western Culture: Was the past a “seedbed of the future, or . . .
a rotting husk that threatened to impede healthy growth?”3

Although vestiges of slavery perpetually haunted the hopes and future
prospects of African Americans, especially following Reconstruction’s end
in 1877, the generation of writers emerging in its aftermath attempted to
soften those horrors. If the fugitive slave narrative had underlined slavery’s
horrors iconicized in “bullwhips and iron chains and auction blocks, and
slave coffles and empty stomachs and broken hearts,” post-bellum narra-
tives, both fiction and non-fiction alike, were dedicated to the “proposition
that something positive, something sustaining, could be gleaned from that
past.”4 Ron Eyerman agrees, noting that African American writers of the
post-Reconstruction era were “shaped by the promise of Emancipation”
and thus “looked expectantly toward the future, not the past.” For them,
slavery was “treated not as the ultimate evil it was in abolitionist literature,
but as a tragic condition which brought hardship and misery to black peo-
ple, but which also provided grounds for racial uplift” and the promise of a
brighter future.5

The promises of Reconstruction

“There is light beyond the darkness”
(Frances E. W. Harper, A Brighter Coming Day)

For Frances E. W. Harper, among the most popular African American writers
of the late nineteenth century, such a future could be but faintly glimpsed,
even during the seemingly promising days of Reconstruction. As she had
indicated in a July 1867 speech, the South of Reconstruction was actually
“unreconstructed,” a “sad place . . . rife with mournful remains and sad
revelations of the past.” Interestingly, in setting her 1892 novel, Iola Leroy,
during the Civil War and early Reconstruction, Harper illustrates a complex
view of history, one that necessitated looking simultaneously toward the
future and the past. Such a dual perspective held clear implications for her
narrative choices. Long a lecturer on the abolitionist circuit, Harper, both
during and after Reconstruction, displayed in her work alliances with the
antislavery literary tradition, even as she tweaked the generic conventions of
the fugitive slave narrative, particularly its catalogue of slavery’s horrors and
abuses. For example, while emphasizing the separation of families and the
threat of sexual violation, Iola Leroy “does not simply rehearse the outrages
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of slavery.”6 Nor, for that matter, does it replace slavery’s outrages with
those committed against blacks during and after Reconstruction when mob
violence and lynching reigned supreme. Harper did not gloss over these evils
but, never one to dwell on doleful matters, she prophesied that even though
slavery’s “shadows” obscured the hopes of Reconstruction, the “promise of
a brighter coming day” remained.7 That Harper repeated this image in the
poem that closes Iola Leroy says much about her forward-looking inclina-
tions. In the rhyming stanzas typical of her poetry, Harper writes,

There is light beyond the darkness,
Joy beyond the present pain.

There is hope in God’s great justice
And the Negro’s rising brain.

Though the morning seems to linger
O’er the hilltops, far away

Yet the Shadows bear the promise
Of a brighter coming day.8

Considering the gloomy historical setting of Iola Leroy, one could question
its surface optimism and pious sentiments, especially as they seem tied to
Christian doctrine. But Harper’s projected brighter future does not reflect
blind and passive faith, for the future for Black Americans is tied not just to
“God’s great justice” but also to the “Negro’s rising brain.” Here, Harper,
who expressed a desire to “grasp the pen and wield it as a power for good,”
stresses that link between knowledge and power, between aesthetics and
politics, associated so strongly with the slave narrative. But importantly,
Harper understood the power of literacy to liberate or enslave by turns,
which point she dramatizes in the many scenes of instruction, both in and
out of formal classrooms, that crop up in Iola Leroy. Students must learn
to manipulate language and literacy in ways that fall outside conventional
bounds and escape the ken of former slaveholders. In one of many scenes of
stolen knowledge that call to mind the fugitive slave narrative, one character
in the novel “sold his cap for a book”; another “made the beach of the river
his copybook, and thus he learned to write” (p. 45), while yet another “tore
up a book, greased the pages, and hid them in his hat” (p. 44).

Although Harper stakes African American future prospects to the acquisi-
tion of literacy, thus maintaining her connection to the abolitionist tradition,
she understood that such an emphasis effectively discounted the vital role that
illiterate former slaves, as well as their descendants, had played and could
continue to play in a future Black America. If literacy, as well as assump-
tions about black progress, was all too often presumed to be the exclusive
province of that elite corps of intellectuals whom W. E. B. Du Bois would
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later term “The Talented Tenth,” Harper constructs a more democratic con-
stituency that includes the literate and illiterate alike. But, more important,
she demonstrates that those illiterate former slaves were practiced in the
arts of “reading” beyond the book. In other words, Harper distinguished
between “reading” as deciphering marks and letters and “reading” as inter-
preting an arcane set of signs and symbols, a coded language developed by
illiterate slaves. Significantly, the book opens on this coded language through
which those enslaved “convey[ed] in the most unsuspected manner news to
each other from the battle-field” (p. 9). Even bed sheets could be hung in
different ways to signal the enemy’s movements to soldiers encamped near
Rebel lines. The narrative’s play on “sheets” is not its only riff on reading,
for it makes repeated references to the face as page or script or book. Aunt
Linda cannot “read de newspapers, but ole Missus’ Face is newspaper nuff
for me” (p. 9). Similarly, while the parents of Iola’s pupils are “ignorant of
books, human faces were the scrolls” they’d read for ages (p. 146).

Harper expands her concerns with “face reading” to accommodate her
critique of the paradoxes of “race” as well as the irrationalities of color prej-
udice in the United States. She channels this critique through the mulatto
figure, who functions in Iola Leroy much as it did in abolitionist slave narra-
tives and fiction: to embody the sexual exploitation of black women by white
men. But writing in an era when racial separatism was legalized throughout
the Jim Crow South and “whiteness” became a valuable “property” which
blackness could not claim, Harper deployed the mulatto as the flashpoint for
the US cultural debate on “blood,” bloodlines, and the origins of the “human
family.” Much like her contemporaries – Pauline Hopkins in Of One Blood
(1903) and Charles W. Chesnutt in The House behind the Cedars (1900) and
The Marrow of Tradition (1901) – Harper used the mulatto in a bid to shift
definitions of race from biology to culture, from an ocular-driven means of
understanding race (that which depends on visually recognizing the “signs”
of blackness) to one that makes seeing (and thus “knowing”) race distinctly
unreliable. Even so, while Iola Leroy may underscore that racial identity
is unstable, the novel is fully invested in an idea of race associated with
“kinship” and synonymous with “family.”

If the slave narrative of the abolitionist era focused on the separation of
families, judging it one of slavery’s greatest sins, narratives during and after
Reconstruction focused on reunions. These decidedly matrifocal reunion
plots point to divergent strands in Harper’s literary legacies, strands dis-
tinctly gendered. The plot of family reunion so central to Iola Leroy, as well
as to Pauline Hopkins’s Contending Forces and Of One Blood, might be seen
as a legacy of Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861),
a text widely regarded as counterpoint to the individualistic template of the
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slave narrative, set perhaps most strongly by Douglass’s Narrative (1845).
Jean Fagan Yellin is correct in noting that, in Jacobs’s hand, “the slave narra-
tive is changed from the story of a hero who single-handedly seeks freedom
and literacy to the story of a hero tightly bound to family and community
who seeks freedom and a home for her children.”9

This equation of “freedom” with family constitutes not only a break with
that class of slave narratives that presented the stories of independent “self-
made men” but also a release from that commitment to facticity or historicity
demanded of abolitionist writing even in fictive forms. That release afforded
African American writers the freedom to experiment with a variety of literary
subgenres, which, for Harper, included trying her hand at utopian fiction.
From the Greek outopia, meaning “no place,” and eutopia, meaning “good
place,” utopia refers to a non-existent reality to an ideal place, in a future
time, hovering faintly on the horizon. As that “brief moment in the sun”
of Du Bois’s description, Reconstruction died while barely born, leaving
former slaves, freed men and women, to imagine a different Southern space
(in Harper’s words) “for those who had passed from the old oligarchy of
slavery into the new commonwealth of freedom” (p. 271).

“Up” from the slave narrative

“The School of American Slavery”
(Booker T. Washington, Up From Slavery)

Harper’s reference here to “the new commonwealth of freedom” could only
be interpreted as utopian, given the dystopian reality – slavery in form if not
in fact – that defined 1890s America. As the century turned, African Ameri-
cans confronted what W. E. B. Du Bois famously termed “the problem of ‘the
color line.’” That invisible but powerful social divide structured to “sepa-
rate” the races, the color line was policed so violently in turn-of-the-century
America even as (undoubtedly because) crossing it had mainly proved the
custom of the country. Amid this climate of inter-racial sexual violence
and intimidation, economic exploitation, and political disenfranchisement,
Booker T. Washington came to prominence and dedicated himself to making
Tuskegee Institute, the school he established in 1881, a “Black Utopia.”

Washington’s “utopia” was not projected in a distant future or set in fan-
tasy’s domain, but rather in that very violent Black Belt of the South. It
was here that Washington urged African Americans to “cast down their
bucket[s],” the familiar refrain of his controversial “Atlanta Exposition
Address” (1895).10 Earlier that year Frederick Douglass had died. Perhaps
abolitionism’s most strident voice and Black America’s most revered and
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preeminent leader, Douglass had come to prominence picturing slavery’s hor-
rors and calling for black resistance to slavery’s oppressive force. Douglass’s
death can be seen to have left a vacuum in black leadership, and Washington
was primed to step into the breach. Although Washington idolized Douglass
(he even wrote a biography of the leader) and devoutly desired to become his
heir apparent, he “offer[ed] himself and his autobiographies as correctives
or replacements for Douglass’s life and works” and for the antebellum slave
narrative more generally.11

Up from Slavery signaled a “new wave of revisionism in post-bellum Afro-
American literature,” insofar as representations of slavery were concerned.
No longer needing to denounce slavery to white America, turn-of-the-century
slave narrators cast slavery in pragmatic perspective.12 Whereas Douglass
had likened slavery to a “tomb,” Washington likened it to a “school,” writing
in Up from Slavery, “Notwithstanding the cruelty and moral wrongs inflicted
upon us, the black man got nearly as much out of slavery as the white man
did” (p. 37). He reassured his readers that the “members of my race entertain
no feelings of bitterness against the [Southern] whites” (pp. 35, 37).

Critics have typically read these early passages as evidence of Washing-
ton’s subservience, and, to be sure, his overall portrayal of slavery in Up
from Slavery softened its horrors, much as did his portrayal of the post-
Reconstruction-era South. At critical moments, however, Washington exhib-
ited duplicity toward slavery. This duplicity informed his narrative strategies
throughout Up from Slavery, perhaps nowhere more explicitly than in the
quaint anecdotes of homemade caps and ginger cakes, and of spoons of
molasses trickling from the “big house.” Among these ingratiating anec-
dotes, Washington’s account of boyhood Sunday mornings at the plantation
stands out. Significantly, Washington incorporates this memory in a larger
account, “The Secret of Success in Public Speaking,” which directly follows
“The Atlanta Exposition Address.” The passage from Up from Slavery must
be quoted in full:

I rarely take part in one of these long dinners that I do not wish that I could put
myself back in the little cabin where I was a slave boy, and again go through the
experience there – one that I shall never forget – of getting molasses to eat once
a week from the ‘big house.’ Our usual diet on the plantation was corn bread
and pork, but on Sunday morning my mother was permitted to bring down
a little molasses from the ‘big house’ for her three children, and when it was
received how I did wish that every day was Sunday! I would get my tin plate
and hold it up for the sweet morsel, but I would always shut my eyes while
the molasses was being poured out into the plate, with the hope that when I
opened them I would be surprised to see how much I had got. When I opened
my eyes I would tip the plate in one direction and another, so as to make the
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molasses spread all over it, in the full belief that there would be more of it and
that it would last longer if spread out in this way. So strong are my childish
impressions of those Sunday morning feasts that it would be pretty hard for any
one to convince me that there is not more molasses on a plate when it is spread
all over the plate than when it occupies a little corner – if there is a corner in
a plate. At any rate, I have never believed in ‘cornering’ syrup. My share of
the syrup was usually about two tablespoonfuls, and those two spoonfuls of
molasses were much more enjoyable to me than is a fourteen-course dinner
after which I am to speak. (p. 162)

This charming memory of the child’s Sunday morning treat enables Wash-
ington to perform an oblique analysis of the economics of slavery and the
politics of food, through the seemingly benign and “innocent” filter of child-
hood consciousness. Washington’s repeated reference to “corner” (the last
to “cornering”) simultaneously describes the “tin plate,” tipped to disguise
his meager portion, and underscores the economic disparities between those
in the slave cabin and those in the “big house.” But Washington makes this
point obliquely, hitting, in the language of the African American vernacular,
a “straight lick with a crooked stick.”

In this narrative that pulled itself up from the slave narrative, Washing-
ton avoided the genre’s straightforward rehearsal of slavery’s wrongs, pro-
ducing a counter-narrative which seemed aglow with optimism at a time
when the noose of disenfranchisement was tightened literally and figura-
tively around the necks of Black Americans. But as I’ve suggested, Wash-
ington’s stance toward slavery in this revisionist slave narrative is far from
simple. If he seemed to some all too eager to downplay slavery’s scourges so
as to curry the favor and approval of his financial backers while marking
his own upward progress, he may actually have “slipped the yoke” in Up
from Slavery, offering, in the process, but one example of the myriad strate-
gies African American writers devised in response to the shifting trends and
expectations in the literary marketplace of America. Any effort to discuss
post-bellum responses of African American writers to slavery and the slave
narrative must take account of the broader literary trends and market forces
of post-bellum America. Many African American writers were caught in the
crosshairs of these trends and forces, and perhaps none more so than Charles
W. Chesnutt.

Unlike Booker T. Washington, Chesnutt aspired “to be an author,” as he
put it. Like Washington, he confronted slavery at a moment when the ante-
bellum slave narrative was no longer the most viable literary template for
African American writers, but more important, at a moment when domi-
nant cultural memories of slavery, circulating in nineteenth-century popular
fiction, had become idyllic and benign. Such works as George Washington
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Cable’s Ole Creole Days (1879), Thomas Nelson Page’s In Ole Virginia
(1887), and Joel Chandler Harris’s Uncle Remus: His Songs and Sayings
(1881) conformed to the nostalgic formulae of the “plantation” fiction of
the day which pastoralized slavery and idealized the antebellum South. It
is largely against this increasingly popular trend that Charles W. Chesnutt
reacted.

Beyond the plantation tradition

In a letter to fellow writer and correspondent George Washington Cable,
Chesnutt served notice that he would not bow to any reader expecting his
work to conform to the nostalgic formulae of “plantation” fiction, espe-
cially not to its stereotypic treatment of former slaves. Their “chief virtues,”
Chesnutt argued, were evident in “their doglike fidelity to their old masters,
for whom they have been willing to sacrifice almost life itself. Such charac-
ters exist . . . but I can’t write about these people, or rather I won’t write
about them.”13 No matter the strength and tenor of his resolve, Chesnutt’s
literary choices were not his alone to make, for the literary marketplace of
late nineteenth-century America offered him a limited set of options. On one
side lay the plantation fictions and on the other the rabid, racist fiction of
Thomas Dixon, from whose novel The Clansman D. W. Griffith adapted his
infamous film Birth of a Nation (1915). For Chesnutt, the “lesser evil” might
seem to lie within the plantation formula while exploding its assumptions.

Chesnutt’s early stories, especially those collected in The Conjure Woman
(1899), seemed to take this route, exploiting the “frame story,” standard fare
in the era’s literary magazines. A “new formula for the literary production of
Southern-ness,” the frame story featured an old black retainer from slavery
who plied a white auditor with tales of bygone days.14 In Chesnutt’s conjure
tales, that “black retainer” is the wily Uncle Julius, and his auditors, John and
Annie, a Northern white couple who have purchased the old North Carolina
plantation on which Julius was a slave. Highly successful, Chesnutt’s conjure
stories eventually brought him national attention and acclaim, but he chafed
at the thought that he was identified mainly as one who wrote quaint tales
of “bygone” days.

Indeed, Chesnutt seemed to have tired of the formula even before it began
to bring his name and work to the attention of an enthusiastic public. As
early as 1889, ten years before the conjure stories were collected, he wrote
to Albion Tourgee, enclosing a copy of “Dave’s Neckliss,” a story inter-
estingly not included among the previously published stories that made up
The Conjure Woman, though Chesnutt thought it “the best” of his stories.
“Dave’s Neckliss” was meant to mark the start of a new literary direction
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for Chesnutt beyond the frame device of the conjure tales, but more impor-
tant, it was meant to mark his break with the “old Negro.” As he put it, “I
think I have used up the old Negro who serves as mouthpiece, and I shall
drop him in future stories, as well as much of the dialect.” He continued, “I
tried in this story to get out of the realm of superstition into the region of
feeling and passion.” In that same letter to Tourgee Chesnutt mentioned a
forthcoming “Southern story,” one “not of slavery exactly, but showing the
fruits of slavery.” For Chesnutt, the “fruits of slavery” were the “sins of the
fathers,” the slaveholders, whose children were robbed of their birthrights
(often used to liquidate their “father’s” debts) and relegated to the margins
of society.15

The realm of “feeling and passion” that Chesnutt attempted to explore in
“Dave’s Neckliss” and beyond did not endear him to the critics. As he aban-
doned the seeming simplicities of the conjure tales his audience declined, as
did the support he had first enjoyed from members of the American liter-
ary establishment. William Dean Howells, editor of The Atlantic Monthly,
the prestigious literary magazine in which some of Chesnutt’s early work
appeared, reviewed The Marrow of Tradition (1901), Chesnutt’s best-known
novel, judging it a “bitter, bitter” book, marked “more [by] justice than
mercy.”16

Perhaps the deepest roots of Howell’s rejection lay in Chesnutt’s insistent
investment in exploring “stories of the color line,” particularly those con-
cerned with miscegenation, racial passing, and the wages of “whiteness.”
Like so many of his African American contemporaries, Chesnutt sought to
“disrupt the literary economy of whiteness at the turn of the century.” He
wrestled with a difficult and central question, notes Mason Stokes: “How is
it possible to intervene in the literary economy of whiteness without simul-
taneously becoming invested in that economy?” After all, “one isn’t either
in or out of whiteness; rather, one always exists in some relation to it.”17 No
one understood this more profoundly than did W. E. B. Du Bois, and never
more so than in his famous “double-consciousness” formulation.

The world inside the veil

For a great many students of African American letters, considerations of Du
Bois’s life and work must begin there in “Of Our Spiritual Strivings,” the first
chapter of The Souls of Black Folk (1903), where he describes the “Negro,”
who inhabits a “world which yields him no true self-consciousness,” a world
that condemns him to “double-consciousness,” this “sense of always looking
at [him]self through the eyes of others” (those others being whites).18 But
no sooner has Du Bois begun this disquisition on the psychic lives of Black
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Americans than he interrupts himself to pass again on slavery, which he
termed the “sum of all villainies, the cause of all sorrow, the root of all
prejudice” (p. 12). Although he never experienced slavery first-hand – he
was born on free soil in Great Barrington, Massachusetts – Du Bois was
nonetheless acutely sensitive to slavery “both as an institution in American
history and as an idea,” argues Arnold Rampersad. Slavery was the subject
of his Harvard doctoral thesis, The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade
to the United States of America (1896), and slavery figured prominently in
his corpus overall. But of all of Du Bois’s writings on slavery, perhaps none
has exerted more power and influence than has The Souls of Black Folk.

Many have read The Souls as a direct challenge to post-bellum repre-
sentations of slavery, particularly Booker T. Washington’s Up from Slavery,
but also as a challenge to the forms and assumptions of the slave narrative.
Whereas, you will recall, Washington had portrayed slavery’s benignant side,
likening it to a school, Du Bois found slavery a social evil, the germ of a range
of intractable social ills amounting to a form of neo-slavery. Whereas Wash-
ington’s tone in Up from Slavery was characteristically optimistic, The Souls
was mournful and melancholic. In “The Apology” chapter of his Dusk of
Dawn (1940), for example, Du Bois indicated that The Souls was “written
in tears,” was “a cry at midnight thick within the veil, when no one rightly
knew the coming day.”19

The Souls is a catalogue of losses – grand and small, public and pri-
vate – for which Du Bois grieves in fits and starts. But the book takes a
particular and panoramic view of the losses African Americans had suf-
fered historically, beginning with the rupture of the Middle Passage: “slave-
ship[s] . . . groan[ing] across the Atlantic” carrying “faint cries [which] bur-
dened the Southern breeze” (p. 135). Slavery, Du Bois writes, was “the cause
of all sorrow” (p. 12), and when it ended, it left the “weeping freedmen”
“without a cent,” “without a home,” “without land, tools, and savings”
(pp. 28, 14). He likened the death of the Freedmen’s Bureau to “the passing
of a great institution” (p. 33), and in his running descriptions of its after-
math, Du Bois refers repeatedly to images of death and grief and ruin. Taken
together, these images could clearly suggest that the conventional trajectory
of the slave narrative – from slavery to freedom, from South to North, ill-
suited Du Bois’s purposes in The Souls, for as he put it, writing at the dawn
of the twentieth century, forty years after Emancipation, “the freedman has
not yet found in freedom his promised land” (p. 12).

If the “slavery to freedom” arc of the antebellum slave narrative did not
entirely suit Du Bois’s purposes, its peripatetic structure did, for among
its varied functions, the slave narrative symbolically challenged the spatial
limitations that slavery imposed. But even so, The Souls reverses that which
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Robert Stepto terms “the seminal journey in Afro-American narrative”:
toward the North.20 Starting from Great Barrington, Massachusetts and
moving to various Southern points, Du Bois’s reverse migration returns
his readers to the ground of constriction, of confinement, the former site
of slavery, thus establishing his resistance to ideologies of progress, even
those vaguely implied by the conventional forward movement of the slave
narrative.

We might argue that, from its very first incarnation, Briton Hammon’s
Narrative of the Uncommon Sufferings and Surprising Deliverance of Briton
Hammon (1760), the slave narrative, as Hammon’s title suggests, has been
devoted to chronicling the “uncommon sufferings” and then “surprising
deliverance” of black captives.21 For Du Bois, however, there was to be no
“deliverance,” certainly not executed by “the kind Providence of a good
God” (Hammon, Narrative, p. 523). There was no “North Star” to follow,
no refuge from the wilderness of slavery to be found anywhere on US soil in
Du Bois’s melancholic view.

Not only did The Souls abandon the developmental logic of the antebellum
slave narrative (the arc from “slavery to freedom,” from “captivity to deliv-
erance”), it helped to inaugurate an “inward” turn, a shift to the psychic,
the spiritual realm in which Black Americans lived and moved. In asking
in The Souls at the outset, “How does it feel to be a problem?” (p. 9), Du
Bois announced his interest in this inner landscape even as he understood the
psychic and the social to be thoroughly intertwined. While the antebellum
slave narrative had excelled at cataloguing the physical and material realities
of slaves, especially as made manifest in bodily abuses of various kinds, it
mainly drew a veil across what Du Bois would term, in the chapter titled “Of
the Sons of Master and Man,” the realm of “thought and feeling” (p. 115).

Not only does Du Bois unveil this realm in appealing to sentiment and
emotion throughout The Souls, he represents himself as a man of feeling,
prepared to “sweep the Veil away and cry” (p. 141). In attempting to cap-
ture the “storm and stress,” the “ferment of feeling” among Black Ameri-
cans in the post-Reconstruction South, Du Bois saw himself as representing
phenomena mainly “outside of written history” (p. 115), but in the pro-
cess he provided his readers a written history of his own interior landscape,
particularly in the prose elegies “Of Alexander Crummell” and “The Pass-
ing of the First-Born.” In this sense, The Souls not only opened channels
often sealed in the antebellum slave narrative, it helped to pave the way for
alternative models for subsequent African American writers, models asso-
ciated with at least two objectives of modernism: to represent human con-
sciousness and emotion, and to question, if not reject, preexisting modes of
representation.
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In his enigmatic novel, The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man, James
Weldon Johnson showed his indebtedness to Du Bois, even appropriating his
famous “double-consciousness” trope. That Johnson ends the Autobiogra-
phy focused on the “inner life” of an isolated character who has the luxury
of “analy[zing] his feelings,” as opposed to “publicly fighting the cause of
[the] race,” partly indicates the distance African American narrative had
traveled since the slave narrative, ante- and post-bellum.22 First published
anonymously in 1912, then re-published in 1927 under Johnson’s name, the
Autobiography has sometimes seemed to echo the slave narratives even as
its revises the genre’s salient tropes. Among the text’s most obvious connec-
tions to the slave narrative, at least those written by men, is its treatment
of the relation between genealogy and racial identity. Never acknowledged
by his white father, Johnson’s narrator fills his life with father substitutes,
most notably the wealthy white patron, with whom he forms a relation-
ship more reminiscent of that of master to slave. Hired to play piano at the
patron’s parties, he must agree not to “play any engagements . . . except by
his instructions” and when he “‘loaned’ me to some of his friends” (pp. 120–
21). But while these and other isolated aspects of the novel may recall the
slave narrative, The Autobiography clearly abandons that genre’s project,
especially pertaining to ideas of self, identity, cultural belonging, and racial
responsibility.

Donald Goellnicht is right to argue that “The Ex-Colored Man’s narrative
calls into question the validity of the idealism and the certitude of identity
expressed in many autobiographies of (ex)-slaves.”23 While the narrator ges-
tures toward the high ideals of these “race men” and women, who advanced
the cause of black liberation through art and once had dreams of “bringing
glory and honour to the Negro race” (p. 46), he ultimately makes a mockery
of these ideals by passing as a white man and devoting himself to realiz-
ing a “white man’s success”: making money (p. 193). Forsaking the activist
legacies of “race men,” Johnson’s narrator lacks even the fiber to make the
conscious choice to cross the color line, writing: “I finally made up my mind
that I would neither disclaim the black race nor claim the white race; but
that I would change my name, raise a moustache, and let the world take me
for what it would” (p. 191).

As Giulia Fabi notes, “In contrast to turn-of-the-century characters such
as Iola Leroy . . . who embark on a series of learning experiences . . . moti-
vated by race loyalty [that] lead to race consciousness,” for Johnson’s narra-
tor “‘becoming’ black is just the first of many temporary metamorphoses.”
Further, the act of passing does not create for him “psychological torture”
but is, rather, an attempt to escape such torture.24 It is after witnessing a
lynching that he decides to leave the South. As he looks on the “scorched
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post,” the “blackened bones, charred fragments” and catches the “smell of
burnt flesh,” he is overcome with “humiliation and shame . . . shame that I
belonged to a race that could be so dealt with, and shame for my country,
that it, the great example of democracy to the world, should be the only civ-
ilized, if not the only state on earth, where a human being would be burned
alive” (p. 188). In fleeing the South, Johnson’s narrator is presumably fleeing
a form of slavery in “modern” guise – the threat of lynching and the realities
of caste that racial segregation imposed – but, importantly, he is also flee-
ing the psychological and emotional effects of his tangled genealogy, most
notably shame. While passing may have liberated him from economic anxi-
eties and social persecution, it burdens him with an all-consuming dread. He
embodies that restlessness and anomie explored in much modernist fiction,
that sense of psychic crisis and despair, that skepticism toward the idea of a
grounded human subject at “home” in the world. In creating a peripatetic
character whose restless movement enables him to shed the burden of race,
rather than find his psychic grounding in it, Johnson implied a clear cri-
tique both of the prerogatives of the antebellum slave narrative and the late
nineteenth-century project of racial uplift. In this sense he is best seen as a
transitional figure linking the nineteenth century to the Harlem Renaissance,
the “old” Negro to the new.

The idea of a Renaissance in Harlem

“Out From the Gloomy Past”
(James Weldon Johnson, “Lift Every Voice and Sing”)

What distinguished “The New Negro” from the “old” would become a mat-
ter of some contention. For Alain Locke, “The New Negro” represented, first
and foremost, a “vibrant . . . new psychology,” a “spiritual emancipation,”
“buoyancy from within.” In his titular essay to The New Negro (1925), the
volume credited with launching the Harlem Renaissance, Locke saw that
spirit exemplified in Langston Hughes’s poem “Youth,” which he ran in the
body of the essay:

We have tomorrow
Bright before us
Like a flame.

Yesterday, a night-gone thing
A sun-down name.
And dawn today
Broad arch above the road we came.
We march!25
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Its images of dawn and movement, of a sun gone down on yesterday, gave the
poem, like Locke’s essay, a millennialist inflection, that is, the tone of herald-
ing a new, more perfect age. This “self-willed beginning,” as Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. describes the trope of the “new Negro,” depended fundamentally
upon “self-negation, turning away from the . . . labyrinthine memory of
black enslavement.”26 Although Locke never mentions slavery by name, its
spectral presence is evident in his references to the “‘aunties,’ ‘uncles’ and
‘mammies,’” to “Uncle Tom and Sambo,” all of whom have “passed on.”

Zora Neale Hurston registered her relation to slavery much more
forthrightly in her frequently anthologized essay, “How it Feels to be Colored
Me” (1928):

Someone is always at my elbow reminding me that I am the granddaughter
of slaves. It fails to register depression with me. Slavery is sixty years in the
past. The operation was successful and the patient is doing well, thank you.
The terrible struggle that made me an American out of a potential slave said
“On the line!” The Reconstruction said “Get set!”; and the generation before
said “Go!” I am off to a flying start and I must not halt in the stretch to look
behind and weep. Slavery is the price I paid for civilization.27

Vaguely analogous to Booker T. Washington’s metaphor of slavery as school,
Hurston’s image of slavery as successful operation has exasperated genera-
tions of scholars, who cannot square that characterization with Hurston’s
more radical views on race and African American history, or with her later
depiction of the institution in Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937). But
here in “How it Feels to be Colored Me” Hurston separates herself from
the “sobbing school of negrohood who hold that nature somehow has given
them a lowdown dirty deal and whose feelings are all hurt about it.” While
they are “weep[ing] at the world,” she is “busy sharpening [her] oyster knife”
(p. 152).

Here, Hurston’s references to slavery, along with Locke’s to “Uncle Tom,”
to mammies and sambos, are among the few literal references to slavery
in the writings of the Harlem Renaissance, for the outward spirit of the
movement seemed incompatible with the crucible that was slavery. At least
some writers of the period seemed to indicate that that tortured past could
be erased with rhetorical flourish and fiat, with the mere proclamation of
“the new.” And even if those who could see slavery’s legacies in the current
socio-political circumstances of African Americans, then so be it; they need
not allow “social discrimination to segregate [them] mentally”; they could
take their writing to a different place.28 Indeed, the writing could itself, in
time, prove socially liberating, or so many thought, which notion amounted,
argues David Levering Lewis, to a belief in Civil Rights by copyright.
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Much of Locke’s heady optimism can be attributed to the post-World War
I zeitgeist of progressivism, but perhaps, more compellingly, to the promises
of the Great Migration. The exodus of masses of African Americans into
the urban centers of the USA was inspired by faith in the possibility of a
community outside the South, beyond the grip of slavery and segregation’s
scourge. Harlem was one such ideal community, a utopia that could be real-
ized. Harlem was fast becoming what James Weldon Johnson called the
“culture capital” in the essay he contributed to Locke’s New Negro anthol-
ogy. The overweening optimism, the emancipatory energies, the preoccu-
pation with “newness” reflected in Locke and Johnson’s contributions to
The New Negro were far from being representative of the spirit and tone of
the Harlem Renaissance. Indeed, other selections in the volume sound more
sobering notes, both as regards the future possibilities of Harlem, as well as
its relation to the Southern past.

Of course, not everyone associated with the Harlem Renaissance was
equally invested in newness and youth or scornful of the Southern past.
Notably, Jean Toomer, like Zora Neale Hurston, saw the values of African
American culture rooted in the South. In Cane (1923), he attempted to cap-
ture the spirit of what he termed the “song-lit race of slaves” before the
“epoch’s sun declines.”

An everlasting song, a singing tree,
Caroling softly souls of slavery,
What they were, and what they are to me,
Caroling softly souls of slavery.29

In other words, for Toomer, slavery constituted a “usable past” epitomized
in the music that slaves and their descendants produced – the spirituals,
the folk melodies. By the time Toomer moved to Sparta, Georgia, where he
prepared himself to write Cane by “listening to the old folk melodies that
Negro women sang at sun-down” (p. 148), he observed that these songs
were dying out. Casualties of what he termed “mechanical civilization,”
they were also succumbing to black ambivalence about the slave past. “I
learned,” Toomer wrote, that the “Negroes of the town objected to them.
They called them ‘shouting.’ They had victrolas and player-pianos . . . So
I realized with deep regret, that the spirituals, meeting ridicule would be
certain to die out” (p. 142).

It would clearly oversimplify the matter to counter-pose the elegiac spirit
of Jean Toomer’s Cane to the manifestoes cum birth announcements of
the Harlem Renaissance. After all, three years before Alain Locke and
others began to herald a “new” art spawned from a transformed racial
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consciousness, Toomer had produced in Cane a book that realized, par-
ticularly in its spatial structure, the modernist demand to “make it new.”

Despite the emancipatory proclamations, the Harlem Renaissance, like
artistic movements generally, was an amalgam of continuity and change.
The insistent pronouncement that a new day had dawned/was dawning for
African Americans seemed at times to be more fantasy than fact. A mere sixty
years in the distance, slavery’s legacies, even its psychic legacies, could not be
so easily exorcised. Indeed, it could be argued that underneath the optimistic
claims and declarations of independence from the past lay not only slavery’s
spectral presence, but also perhaps the intimation that slavery was a source
of shame. It is striking to note the frequency with which shame appears in
writings of the period, even in the manifestoes of the new. Langston Hughes
ends his famous essay “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain” with the
assertion that “We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express
our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shame.”30 And Nella
Larsen’s Quicksand offers a portrait of Helga, a character (significantly, an
artist-figure) who is gripped by shame, paralyzed by “nameless, shameful
impulse[s].”31 Prior to rejecting the marriage proposal of a white man, while
invoking “race and shame” (p. 88), Helga had broken her engagement to a
black man, because the knowledge that only sex bound him to her “filled
her with a sensation amounting almost to shame” (p. 8). It is not only the
shame of sex that leads to her undoing, but the fact of her existence as a
“despised mulatto” (p. 18), who compulsively “recall[s] the shames and . . .
absolute horrors of [Black American] existence in America” (p. 82).

For a brief period, many writers of the Harlem Renaissance created the
illusion that they could forget that shame and horror, epitomized for many
by slavery and its legacies. And if the past could not be simply willed away,
then it could be hidden beneath the clang and glitter of the Jazz Age and
the modernist drumbeat of the new. But the Depression brought an end to
the future of this illusion. Interestingly, slavery, only sixty years gone, then
re-emerged as a compelling topic for artistic and intellectual exploration. It
is tempting to argue that W. E. B. Du Bois’s Black Reconstruction may have
helped to set the stage for its re-emergence with his thumbnail history of
Reconstruction: “The slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then
moved back again toward slavery” (p. 30). Published in the middle of the
1930s, this book suspended, at least for its over 700 pages, all talk of the
future, all talk of the “new.” The very next year, Arna Bontemps published
his novel Black Thunder, a treatment of Gabriel Prosser’s 1800 slave revolt
in Richmond, Virginia. As Bontemps puts it, “the gloom of the darkening
Depression [was] settling all around us,” and in that context, he continues, “I
began to ponder the stricken slave’s will to freedom.” The question “Don’t
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you want to be free?,” repeated throughout the novel, resounded beyond
the historical moment of Bontemps’s recreation, for, as Arnold Rampersad
notes, Bontemps had “discovered a link between the slave narratives and the
revolutionary social and political goals” of the 1930s.32

The decade of the 1930s closed on a large-scale reclamation of narratives
of slavery in the form of the over 2,000 interviews with ex-slaves compiled by
the Works Progress Administration between 1936 and 1938. While scholars
continue to debate their value and reliability and point to the difficulties they
present for historical accuracy and scholarly interpretation, the sheer volume
of these accounts establishes nothing more profoundly than that, sixty years
removed from slavery, the institution was still alive, if only on the friable
and often unreliable chords of memory.
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Neo-slave narratives

The critical context

The institution of slavery in the United States was a site of unimaginable
physical, emotional, and spiritual cruelty, justified by greed and racism, and
sanctioned by religion, philosophy, and the law. Written into the nation’s
founding documents, its very existence betrayed the contradictions at the
heart of national identity and consciousness. It is thus little wonder that it
has compelled a rich, challenging, and demanding body of cultural products,
from sorrow songs and work songs, to the antebellum narratives written by
individuals who had emerged from a system that denied them literacy, to an
extraordinary genre of retrospective literature about slavery that exploded
in the last decades of the twentieth century and shows no signs of abating.

According to conventional wisdom, the term “neo-slave narratives” orig-
inated with Bernard W. Bell’s 1987 study The Afro-American Novel and Its
Tradition. Bell described “neo-slave narratives” as “residually oral, modern
narratives of escape from bondage to freedom,”1 although over time that
definition has expanded to include a more diverse set of texts than Bell’s
initial description could have anticipated. This genre, which includes some
of the most compelling fiction produced in the last fifty years, has evolved to
include texts set during the period of slavery as well as those set afterwards,
at any time from the era of Reconstruction until the present. They approach
the institution of slavery from a myriad perspectives and embrace a vari-
ety of styles of writing: from realist novels grounded in historical research to
speculative fiction, postmodern experiments, satire, and works that combine
these diverse modes. Their differences notwithstanding, these texts illustrate
the centrality of the history and the memory of slavery to our individual,
racial, gender, cultural, and national identities. Further, they provide a per-
spective on a host of issues that resonate in contemporary cultural, historical,
critical, and literary discourses, among them: the challenges of representing
trauma and traumatic memories; the legacy of slavery (and other atrocities)
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for subsequent generations; the interconnectedness of constructions of race
and gender; the relationship of the body to memory; the agency of the
enslaved; the power of orality and of literacy; the ambiguous role of religion;
the commodification of black bodies and experiences; and the elusive nature
of freedom. The twentieth- and twenty-first century writers of these works of
literature possess a measure of creative and rhetorical freedom unavailable
to the freed and fugitive slaves who wrote narratives during the antebel-
lum period. Moreover, the contemporary authors write from a perspective
informed and enriched by the study of slave narratives, the changing histo-
riography of slavery, the complicated history of race and power relations in
America and throughout the world during the twentieth century, and the rise
of psychoanalysis and other theoretical frameworks. They are therefore free
to use the imagination to explore the unacknowledged and elusive effects of
the institution of slavery upon slaves, slaveholders, and their descendants.

The diversity of the neo-slave narratives has inspired a rich array of critical
studies. Works such as Ashraf Rushdy’s Neo-Slave Narratives: Studies in the
Social Logic of a Literary Form (1999) and Remembering Generations: Race
and Family in Contemporary African American Fiction (2001), Caroline
Rody’s The Daughter’s Return: African American and Caribbean Women’s
Fictions of History (2001), Angelyn Mitchell’s The Freedom to Remember:
Narrative, Slavery, and Gender in Contemporary Black Women’s Fiction
(2002), and Arlene R. Keizer’s Black Subjects: Identity Formation in the
Contemporary Narrative of Slavery (2004), as well as innumerable articles,
have advanced a range of theories that expand Bell’s initial definition, situate
the genre in contemporary cultural politics, and analyze the ideological work
these texts perform.

For instance, in Neo-Slave Narratives Rushdy defines the genre as “con-
temporary novels that assume the form, adopt the conventions, and take on
the first-person voice of the antebellum slave narrative.”2 He reads the works
on which he focuses in light of the social, political, and cultural changes
that emerged out of the Black Power and Black Arts movements. Rushdy’s
later book, Remembering Generations, concentrates on a subcategory in the
genre, a body of texts he calls “palimpsest narratives,” works in which a
late twentieth-century African American is haunted by a family secret that
involves an antebellum ancestor. Here, Rushdy is particularly concerned with
how texts such as Gayl Jones’s Corregidora (1975), Octavia Butler’s Kindred
(1979), and David Bradley’s The Chaneysville Incident (1981) “all represent
the processes of transmitting and resolving family secrets as a way of showing
the perduring effects of slavery on contemporary subjects.”3

Preferring the term “liberatory narratives” to “neo-slave narratives,”
Angelyn Mitchell explores how Kindred, Sherley Anne Williams’s Dessa
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Rose (1986), Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987), J. California Cooper’s Fam-
ily (1991), and Lorene Cary’s The Price of a Child (1995) problematize
the meaning of freedom. As she puts it: “the liberatory narrative is self-
conscious thematically of its antecedent text, the slave narrative; is centered
on its enslaved protagonist’s life as a free citizen; and is focused on the pro-
tagonist’s conception and articulation of herself as a free, autonomous, and
self-authorized self.”4

Caroline Rody and Arlene Keizer expand our perspective on the genre by
exploring how writers across the African diaspora engage with the history
of slavery. In The Daughter’s Return, Rody considers the disparate ways
in which African American women writers (such as Octavia Butler, Lucille
Clifton, Julie Dash, Jewelle Gomez, Paule Marshall, Gloria Naylor, Phyl-
lis Alesia Perry, and Alice Walker) and Caribbean women authors (such
as Jamaica Kincaid, Jean Rhys, Michelle Cliff, and Maryse Conde) map
revisions of narratives of New World slavery onto feminist allegories of “a
daughter’s recuperation of a severed mother–daughter relationship.”5 Arlene
Keizer argues that works such as Beloved, Charles Johnson’s Oxherding Tale
(1982), Middle Passage (1990), and “The Education of Mingo” (1977), Paule
Marshall’s The Chosen Place, The Timeless People (1969), Derek Walcott’s
play, Dream on Monkey Mountain (1972), and Carolivia Herron’s There-
after Johnnie (1991), which she calls “contemporary narratives of slavery,”
theorize about “the nature and formation of black subjects, under the slave
system and in the present, by utilizing slave characters and the condition of
slavery as focal points.”6

Early texts

Most accounts of the neo-slave narrative as a genre begin with Margaret
Walker’s Jubilee (1966), a magisterial historical novel which draws on
Walker’s meticulous research to extend the reach of her grandmother’s stories
of her life in slavery and freedom. While it is true that neo-slave narratives
began to appear in earnest after the mid-1970s, no discussion of the genre
is complete without some mention of Black Thunder by Arna Bontemps
(1936). Although it was published during the Depression rather than during
the late twentieth century, Black Thunder is a compelling novel that antici-
pates much of the cultural work that later texts in the genre perform.

First, like Chaneysville, Beloved, Michelle Cliff’s Free Enterprise (1993),
Louise Meriwether’s Fragments of the Ark (1994), The Price of a Child, and
so many others, Black Thunder uses a real historical event, in this instance
the Gabriel Prosser Revolt of 1800, as the point of departure from which to
explore a host of complex issues: the meaning of freedom; the ideological
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connections between the French Revolution, the Haitian Revolution, and
the spirit of rebellion among slaves in the United States; the diversity of
black male experiences and identities within the institution of slavery; and
the complex interaction of Anglo-American and African-derived traditions
in the production of black culture, particularly religious practices.7 Second,
as both Hazel V. Carby and Eric J. Sundquist note, Bontemps (who would
later edit Great Slave Narratives, published in 1969) anticipated the writers
and social historians of the 1960s and afterwards by drawing on the slaves’
own testimony in order to describe their inner lives. Third, as later writers
in this tradition create a subtle conversation between stories based in slavery
and contemporary cultural politics, Bontemps likewise turns to the past to
illuminate the persistence of injustice and resistance throughout history. In
the words with which he begins and ends the foreword to the 1968 edition of
the novel, he asserts that time “is not a river. Time is a pendulum” (pp. xxi,
xxix). It is thus little wonder that he would be drawn to the story of a slave
insurrection at a time when his attention was captivated both by Mahatma
Gandhi and the struggle for independence in India, and by the trials of the
“Scottsboro Boys.”8

Black Thunder focuses on the period immediately preceding and following
Gabriel Prosser’s unsuccessful attempt to emancipate more than a thousand
slaves in Virginia. The narrative moves through a variety of perspectives,
including those of Gabriel (the fierce and charismatic leader), Pharaoh (a
cowardly and insecure field hand of mixed racial origins), Old Ben (a retainer
torn between his desire for freedom and his devotion to his master), Mingo
(a bold freedman and saddle-maker), Criddle (the brave but dim-witted sta-
ble boy), Melody (a freed woman who shares her sexual favors with white
men), Juba (the passionate and fearless slave woman who is Gabriel’s lover),
and two white men who sympathize with the slaves’ desire for freedom,
M. Creuzot, the French printer, and Alexander Biddenhurst, the lawyer from
Philadelphia. Perhaps most strikingly, through the use of interior mono-
logue, the novel also incorporates the collective consciousness of the slave
community.9 In scenes that depict burial rituals, clandestine practices of com-
munication, and discussions of root working, this unattributed group voice
conveys the ways in which blacks maintained community within the context
of the brutal and dehumanizing conditions of enslavement.

In this novel, versions of the rhetorical question “Don’t you want to be
free?” recur in conversations between and among black people. The answer
to this question proves to be anything but self-evident; through the array
of characters, the novel problematizes the very notion of freedom. Mingo
and Melody may be free in name, but they are subject to the whims of
whites as long as they live in a slaveholding state.10 Old Ben is not sure
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that he wants to be free if freedom means leaving his comfortable life with
Moseley Sheppard, the white man he has served for many years. And for
Gabriel, true freedom is more than a solitary escape. He might well have
been able to escape on his own, but his personal freedom is meaningless
while others are left behind in slavery. As he puts it: “A man is got a right to
have his freedom in the place where he’s born. He is got cause to want all his
kinfolks free like hisself” (Black Thunder, p. 210). In the process of redefining
freedom, the text also prompts readers to think what it means to consider the
revolt a failure. Gabriel meets his execution with such courage and fortitude
that his death testifies to the triumph of the human capacity to conquer
oppression.

The neo-slave narratives published during the latter decades of the twenti-
eth century represent slavery from a variety of perspectives and with a broad
range of emphases. Satires like Ishmael Reed’s Flight to Canada (1976) and
Charles Johnson’s Oxherding Tale (1982) use techniques such as humor,
hyperbole, and anachronism to underscore the absurdity of the institution
itself and of its representations, as well as its links to contemporary practices
that commodify black bodies and cultural forms. The subgenre that Rushdy
calls “palimpsest narratives” includes works such as Corregidora, Kindred,
and Chaneysville in which late twentieth-century characters are haunted by
their enslaved ancestors. In Kindred, Butler (like Phyllis Alesia Perry in her
1998 novel Stigmata) mines the possibilities of the supernatural in order to
capture the inextricable ties between the past and the present. Butler’s pro-
tagonist, Dana, is a young African American woman who lives in California
with her white husband, Kevin, in 1976. She finds herself ripped back into
antebellum Maryland whenever the life of her white ancestor, Rufus Weylin,
is in jeopardy. Thus she agonizes over the fact that although she empathizes
with the subjection that Hagar (the enslaved black woman who is also her
ancestor) endures, her very existence depends upon her ability to keep Rufus
alive long enough to rape and impregnate Hagar.

Set in the context of the bicentennial of US independence, Kindred under-
scores the extent to which American national consciousness depends upon
the sexual violation of black women. The fact that Dana confronts her own
identity as the product of a coercive relationship between Rufus and Hagar
highlights the interdependence of constructions of black and white identities.
Finally, during the scenes when Kevin accompanies Dana back to Maryland,
they confront the history of white supremacy and racial exploitation that
underlies the “color-blind” surface of their post-Civil Rights era inter-racial
marriage. For their own safety, Kevin has to “pass” as Dana’s master, and he
falls into that role all too easily. This experience thus suggests the proximity
and connection between slavery and contemporary racial relations.
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Many of the works in this genre turn to the story of slavery as a lens
through which to examine contemporary issues of gender and sexuality. Cor-
regidora considers how the history of an enslaved woman’s sexual abuse has
become inscribed in the sexuality of her female descendants in the twentieth
century. Dessa Rose imagines not only the erotic tension of stolen moments of
intimacy among slaves, but also the sexual competition and the possibility for
collaboration between enslaved black women and free white women in the
antebellum South. Works such as Flight to Canada and Oxherding Tale, like
Black Thunder, examine how black masculinity is both compromised and
asserted within the institution of slavery. David Bradley’s The Chaneysville
Incident considers the weight of this legacy upon a young black man in the
twentieth century.

Chaneysville was inspired by the story of a group of thirteen slaves, en
route to freedom on the Underground Railroad, who chose to die when they
realized that they were about to be recaptured in Bedford County, Pennsyl-
vania. The novel focuses on a young black man’s search for the meaning
of his father’s life and death. The protagonist, a Philadelphia-based profes-
sor of history named John Washington, does not know that he is after his
father’s story when he returns home to western Pennsylvania to nurse (and
then to bury) his ailing surrogate-father, Old Jack Crawley. Jack’s death
prompts him to visit his parents’ home and study the exhaustive collec-
tion of manuscripts and journals that his late father, Moses Washington,
left behind. This research helps him to understand that the meaning of his
father’s suicide is deeply connected to the slaves’ decision to die years before.
Moreover, as he creates a coherent account out of these disparate materials
to share with Judith, the white psychiatrist with whom he is romantically
involved, he comes to understand the role of the imagination in the making
of historical narrative.

Chaneysville features two consummate raconteurs, Old Jack and John.
Jack, a mangy shoe-shiner who spent his life in an isolated cabin, was one of
Moses’ closest friends. He assumed responsibility for instructing John in the
ways of the woods after Moses’ sudden death, teaching him to drink, hunt,
fish, and build a fire. Moreover, he spun for John countless yarns about his
own escapades with Moses and their mutual friend, Josh White. John’s return
home triggers flashbacks of his own childhood and adolescent adventures,
and recalls a series of the old man’s stories.

John appears to have inherited his talent for recording history from Jack,
the storyteller, and from Moses, the keeper of documents, although he has
difficulty reconciling his analytic and narrative abilities. In the early sections
of the novel, he tends to fall into extended, pedantic stories about socio-
logical phenomena and historical events. Indeed, Judith upbraids him for
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hiding his feelings by talking in lectures. But John learns to transform facts
imaginatively when he discovers the store of journals and manuscripts on
which his father was working at the time of his death. The data Moses had
accumulated means nothing to John until he can reconstruct the minds of
his father and of the thirteen slaves. When he can explain what motivated
the fugitives to give up their lives, he can also understand his father’s reason
for taking his own.

Beloved

Based on the true story of Margaret Garner, a slave woman in Boone County,
Kentucky, who killed her own child rather than allow her to be sold, Toni
Morrison’s Beloved remains one of the most celebrated contemporary nov-
els of the slave experience and one of the most highly acclaimed novels of
the twentieth century. In writing Beloved, Morrison confronted, like other
writers of neo-slave narratives, the challenge of recovering the lived experi-
ence of enslavement given the paucity of available materials from the slaves’
perspective. As she remarks in an interview with Marsha Darling, the pro-
cess of writing the book required her to supplement historical research with
the resources of the imagination; only then could she get at the story of the
infanticide of a slave child from the child’s perspective:

I did research about a lot of things in this book in order to narrow it, to make
it narrow and deep, but I did not do much research on Margaret Garner other
than the obvious stuff, because I wanted to invent her life, which is a way of
saying I wanted to be accessible to anything the characters had to say about
it. Recording her life as lived would not interest me, and would not make me
available to anything that might be pertinent. I got to a point where in asking
myself who could judge Sethe adequately, since I couldn’t, and nobody else
that knew her could, really, I felt the only person who could judge her would
be the daughter she killed.11

Although Beloved is based on a real-life incident, Morrison deliberately
altered the original account for strategic purposes. Her protagonist left her
husband in slavery, escaped to freedom, and remained free with her living
children. In contrast, as she remarks to Darling:

Margaret Garner escaped with her husband and two other men and was
returned to slavery . . . [Garner] wasn’t tried for killing her child. She was
tried for a real crime, which was running away – although the abolitionists
were trying very hard to get her tried for murder because they wanted the
Fugitive Slave Law to be unconstitutional. They did not want her tried on
those grounds, so they tried to switch it to murder as a kind of success story.
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They thought that they could make it impossible for Ohio, as a free state, to
acknowledge the right of a slave-owner to come get those people . . . But they
all went back to Boone County and apparently the man who took them back –
the man she was going to kill herself and her children to get away from – he
sold her down river, which was as bad as was being separated from each other.
But apparently the boat hit a sandbar or something, and she fell or jumped
with her daughter, her baby, into the water. It is not clear whether she fell or
jumped, but they rescued her and I guess she went on down to New Orleans
and I don’t know.12

Set in Cincinnati in 1873, eight years after the end of the Civil War, Beloved
is nevertheless a novel about slavery. The characters have been so profoundly
affected by the experience of slavery that time cannot separate them from
its horrors or undo its effects. Indeed, by setting the novel during Recon-
struction, Morrison invokes the inescapability of slavery, for the very name
assigned to the period calls to mind the havoc and destruction wrought dur-
ing both the antebellum era and the Civil War years.

A novel as complex as Beloved does not lend itself easily to summary. It
is a work that explores, among other topics, the workings and the power of
memory; to represent the persistence of the past, Morrison eschews linear
plot development for a multidirectional narrative into which the past breaks
unexpectedly to disrupt the movement forward in time. The novel begins at
124 Bluestone Road, in the household that Sethe, a former slave, shares with
her daughter Denver and the ghost of the daughter she killed. Number 124

had once been home also to Baby Suggs, Sethe’s mother-in-law, and Howard
and Buglar, Sethe’s two sons, but Baby Suggs has died and the two boys have
run away from the baby ghost.

The trajectory of the plot begins when Paul D, one of Sethe’s friends from
the Sweet Home plantation, arrives unannounced at her home. In short order
they renew their friendship, become lovers, and decide to live together. Paul
D tries to rid the house of the presence of the baby ghost, but his attempt at
exorcism only triggers her return in another form, as a ghost made flesh and
in the form of a young woman.

Sethe and Paul D are both haunted by memories of slavery that they wish
to avoid. Sethe tries to block out the experience of being whipped and having
her breast milk stolen by the nephew of Schoolteacher (her master’s cruel
brother-in-law); of killing her daughter to prevent her from being taken back
into slavery; and of exchanging sex for the engraving on that same daughter’s
tombstone. Paul D wants desperately to forget having seen the physical and
psychological destruction of the other black men who worked on the Sweet
Home plantation; having been forced to wear a bit; and having endured the
hardships of the chain gang.
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The former slaves’ desire for forgetfulness notwithstanding, the past will
not be kept at bay. The slightest sensation triggers memories that overwhelm
them. Moreover, the novel turns on the embodiment and appearance of
Beloved, the daughter Sethe killed in order to prevent her return to slavery.
In the intensity of their connections with each other, and in their various
encounters and engagements with Beloved, the characters explore what it
means for them to confront their past suffering and to move beyond that
past. Additionally, through the use of the incarnate ghost, the novel considers
the place of black bodies in the construction of narratives of slavery.

Early in her life in freedom, Baby Suggs ministers to the black fugitive
and former slaves outside Cincinnati. Her message, which transforms the
Christian doctrine of self-abnegation and deliverance after death, is meant
to heal the broken and suffering bodies of those who endured slavery. As
she herself, with legs, back, head, eyes, hands, kidneys, womb, and tongue
broken by slavery, has resolved to use her heart in the service of her vast
congregation, she yearns to restore the bodies and spirits of the former slaves
through her sermons:

‘Here,’ [Baby Suggs] said, ‘in this here place, we flesh; flesh that weeps, laughs;
flesh that dances on bare feet in grass. Love it. Love it hard. Yonder they do
not love your flesh. They despise it. They don’t love your eyes; they’d just as
soon pick ’em out. No more do they love the skin on your back . . . So love
your neck; put a hand on it, grace it, stroke it and hold it up. And all your
inside parts that they’d just as soon slop for hogs, you got to love them. The
dark, dark liver – love it, love it, and the beat and beating heart, love that too.
More than eyes or feet. More than lungs that have yet to draw free air. More
than your life-holding womb and your life-giving private parts, hear me now,
love your heart. For this is the prize.13

Readers may be inclined to read Baby Suggs’s use of the word “heart”
metaphorically, to assume that by “heart” she means compassion. But in
the context of this litany of broken body parts, one is reminded that the
word “heart” points to an organ as well as to an emotional resource. In
this context, it becomes more difficult to make the leap from the corporeal
referent to the metaphysical; such an erasure of the corporeal would be all
too close to the expendability of black bodies under slavery.

The focus on bodies in the novel is clear both in the predominance of scenes
of physical suffering and scarred bodies and also in the characters’ sensory
experience of their past. During their lives as slaves, Sethe, Paul D, and Baby
Suggs know psychological and emotional humiliation. For instance, Paul
D is shamed by the knowledge that the barnyard rooster possesses more
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autonomy than he himself does. Sethe is humiliated by Schoolteacher’s efforts
to measure and quantify her own and her fellow slaves’ racial characteristics.
And Sethe and Baby Suggs are acutely sensitive to the power that slavery
has over the bonds between kin. Yet despite the recognition of these sorts of
philosophical and emotional deprivations, Beloved seems especially engaged
with the havoc wrought upon black bodies under slavery: the circular scar
under Sethe’s mother’s breast and the bit in her mouth; the bit in Paul D’s
mouth; Sethe’s stolen breast milk and the scars on her back; the roasting
body of Sixo, one of the Sweet Home men, to name but a few.

Notwithstanding her attempts to forget her enslavement, Sethe’s memo-
ries come to her through her body; sensory perceptions set flashbacks in
motion. When washing stinging chamomile sap off her legs, the scent and
the sensation propel her back into the past:

The plash of water, the sight of her shoes and stockings awry on the path
where she had flung them; or Here Boy lapping in the puddle near her feet,
and suddenly there was Sweet Home rolling, rolling, rolling out before her
eyes, and although there was not a leaf on that farm that did not want her to
scream, it rolled itself out before her in shameless beauty. (p. 6)

Sethe’s body is also linked to the past by virtue of the hieroglyphic nature of
the scars on her back. She wears on her body the signs of her most arduous
ordeal at the Sweet Home plantation. The story of the brutal handling she
endured as a slave – the stealing of her breast milk and the beating that
ensued – is encoded in the scars on her back. Their symbolic power is evident
in the variety of ways that others attempt to read them. For Baby Suggs, the
imprint of Sethe’s back on the sheets looks like roses of blood. And Paul
D, who cannot read the words of the newspaper story about Sethe’s act of
infanticide, reads her back as a piece of sculpture: “the decorative work of
an ironsmith too passionate for display” (p. 17). Paul D further reads the
suffering on her body with his own:

He rubbed his cheek on her back and learned that way her sorrow, the roots
of it; its wide trunk and intricate branches . . . [He] would tolerate no peace
until he had touched every ridge and leaf of it with his mouth, none of which
Sethe could feel because her back skin had been dead for years. (pp. 17–18)

Paul D registers in an incessant trembling the humiliation he felt before
Brother, the rooster, and the indignity of being forced to wear leg irons and
handcuffs. No one knew he was trembling, the narrator tells us, “because it
began inside”:
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A flutter of a kind, in the chest then the shoulder blades. It felt like rippling –
gentle at first and then wild. As though the further south they led him the more
his blood, frozen like an ice pond for twenty years, began thawing, breaking
into pieces that, once melted, had no choice but to swirl and eddy.

(pp. 106–07)

Insofar as the characters feel suffering through their bodies, they are healed
through the body as well. Sethe is cured three times by healing hands: first
Amy Denver’s (the young white woman who helps deliver Denver), then
Baby Suggs’s, and finally Paul D’s. Indeed, one might read Beloved’s sexual
relations with Paul D as a bodily cure. Paul D refuses to speak too fully the
pain of his suffering in slavery. This refusal reflects his sense that his secrets
are located in what remains of his heart: “in that tobacco tin buried in his
chest where a red heart used to be. Its lid rusted shut” (pp. 72–73). However,
when Beloved, ghost made flesh, compels him to have sexual relations with
her, she tells him, in language that recalls Baby Suggs’s earlier speech, “to
touch her on the inside part” (p. 117). The description of this scene sug-
gests that the act of intercourse with Beloved restores Paul D to himself and
restores his heart to him:

She moved closer with a footfall he didn’t hear and he didn’t hear the whisper
that the flakes of rust made either as they fell away from the seams of his
tobacco tin. So when the lid gave he didn’t know it. What he knew was that
when he reached the inside part he was saying, ‘Red heart. Red heart,’ over
and over again. (p. 117)

In a number of ways, then, Morrison calls attention to the suffering that
bodies endured under slavery. The novel, much like Baby Suggs, seeks to
reclaim those bodies and to find a way to tell the story of the slave body in
pain.

In her essay “Unspeakable Things Unspoken,” Morrison writes that she
hoped that from the opening lines of Beloved her readers’ experience of
the novel would approximate the slaves’ sense of dislocation.14 Of course,
however evocatively Morrison renders human suffering in Beloved, finally
the reader experiences only narrative representations of human suffering and
pain. To speak what is necessarily, essentially, and inescapably unspoken is
not to speak the unspoken; it is rather only to speak a narrative or speakable
version of that event.

Beloved thus points to a paradox central to any attempt to represent the
body in pain: one can never escape narrative. The figure of Beloved herself
most obviously calls into question the relationship between narrative and the
body. As a ghost made flesh, she is literally the story of the past embodied.
Sethe and Denver and Paul D therefore encounter not only the story of
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her sorrow and theirs; indeed, they engage with its incarnation. Beloved’s
presence allows the generally reticent Sethe to tell stories from her past.
Once Sethe realizes that the stranger called Beloved and her baby Beloved
are one, she gives herself over fully to the past, and to Beloved’s demand for
comfort and curing. Indeed, Sethe is so devoted to making things right with
Beloved, she is almost consumed by her. Without Denver’s and her neighbors’
and Paul D’s interventions pulling her back into the present, she would have
been annihilated.

The very name “Beloved” interrogates a number of oppositions. Simulta-
neously adjective and noun, the word troubles the distinction between the
characteristics of a thing and the thing itself. To the extent that the title of the
book is an unaccompanied modifier, it calls attention to the absence of
the thing being modified. Additionally, the word “beloved” names not only
the girl baby returned: in the funeral service the word addresses the mourners
of the dead. The word thus names at once that which is past and present,
she who is absent, and those who are present.

Finally, the word “beloved” calls attention to the space between written
and oral, for until readers know the context in which her name appears, we
do not even know how to speak that name: with three syllables or two. In
the terms the novel offers, Beloved might be understood to exemplify what
Sethe calls “rememory,” something that is gone yet remains. Recalling both
“remember” and “memory,” “rememory” is both verb and noun; it names
simultaneously the process of remembering and what is being remembered.

The reader confronts the unnarratability, indeed the inadequacy of lan-
guage, perhaps most powerfully in the passages of interior monologue told
from Sethe’s, Denver’s, and Beloved’s points of view. After telling Paul D
about Sethe’s murder of her daughter, Stamp Paid, the man who conveyed
the family to freedom, is turned away from 124 Bluestone Road by the “unde-
cipherable language . . . of the black and angry dead” (p. 198). Mixed in with
those voices were Sethe’s, Denver’s, and Beloved’s thoughts – “unspeakable
thoughts, unspoken” (p. 199). In the four sections that follow, we read the
unspeakable and unspoken thoughts of the three women, first separately,
then interwoven. Here, from Sethe’s perspective, are her memories of killing
her daughter, of being beaten, of being abandoned by her mother. Largely
addressed to Beloved, Sethe’s words convey recollections she could never
utter to another. Likewise, in her section, Denver expresses her fear of her
mother and her yearning to be rescued by her father, anxieties that, for the
most part, had previously been suppressed.

Beloved’s is, however, the most riveting and most obscure of the mono-
logues. For here is represented the preconscious subjectivity of a victim of
infanticide. The words that convey the recollections and desires of someone
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who is at once in and out of time, alive and dead, are richly allusive. The lin-
guistic units in this section, be they sentences, phrases, or individual words,
are separated by spaces, not by marks of punctuation. Only the first-person
pronoun and the first letter of each paragraph are capitalized. This arrange-
ment places all the moments of Beloved’s sensation and recollection in a
continuous and eternal present.

From the grave, Beloved yearns to be reunited with her mother: “her face
is my own and I want to be there in the place where her face is and to be
looking at it too” (p. 210). But in addition to her feelings and desires from
the grave, Beloved seems also to have become one, in death, with the black
and angry dead who suffered through the Middle Passage: “in the beginning
the women are away from the men and the men are away from the women
storms rock us and mix the men into the women and the women into the
men” (p. 211). In the body of Beloved, then, individual and collective pasts
and memories seem to have become united and inseparable.

By representing the inaccessibility of the suffering of former slaves, Morri-
son reveals the limits of hegemonic, authoritarian systems of knowledge. The
novel challenges readers to use their interpretive skills, but finally turns them
back upon themselves. By representing the inexpressibility of its subject, the
novel asserts and reasserts the subjectivity of the former slaves and the depth
of their suffering. Beloved reminds us that, our critical acumen and narrative
capacities notwithstanding, we can never know what they endured. We can
never claim and possess a full understanding of lives lived under slavery. To
the extent that Beloved returns the slaves to themselves, the novel humbles
contemporary readers before the unknown and finally unknowable horrors
the slaves endured.

Recent interventions

Among recently published narratives of slavery, several merit at least brief
mention here. Alice Randall’s The Wind Done Gone (2001), a reimagina-
tion of the world of Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind from the point
of view of a mixed-race woman, and Nancy Rawles’s My Jim (2005), told
from the point of view of Sadie Watson, the wife Jim left behind when he
goes off on the raft with Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn, suggest how the
genre has been used to speak back to conventional practices of representing
the lives of the enslaved. While earlier neo-slave narratives address this issue
by incorporating white or black writer-figures (Chaneysville, Beloved, and
Dessa Rose, to name but a few), these works confront the politics of repre-
sentation more directly by invoking the omissions and inclusions of some of
the best-known works of American fiction.15
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With its focus on Mercer Gray, a fugitive slave who lives in a community
of freed blacks in Philadelphia, Lorene Cary’s The Price of a Child reflects
upon the meaning of freedom and of identity for those living under the
shadow of the Fugitive Slave Law. Based on a true incident involving a slave
named Jane Johnson, Mercer, formerly known as Ginnie, walks away from
her master with the help of prominent real-life abolitionists William Still and
Passmore Williamson. Although she is able to keep the two children who
are traveling with her, the price of her freedom is her third child, the one she
was forced to leave behind in Virginia. The novel evokes her experience as
a woman forging a sense of herself as an individual, a mother, and a citizen
within a multifarious community of free black people and the integrated
abolitionist movement. The Price of a Child provides a rare window into
emergent black identities in the context of fierce legal battles, the vexed
politics of the antislavery lecture circuit, and the competitive dynamics of
the free black community.

Edward P. Jones’s The Known World (2003) takes this meditation on the
meaning of freedom one step further, offering a nuanced reflection on the
epistemological, moral, ethical, legal, economic, and spiritual implications of
owning and trafficking in human life. By de-coupling the condition of slave
ownership from whiteness and the condition of enslavement from blackness,
the text offers a multivalent perspective on the construction of race and the
elusiveness of freedom for blacks in the United States during the antebellum
period. A richly plotted novel filled with fascinating, complicated, morally
ambiguous characters, The Known World lacks a protagonist toward whom
our attention might naturally gravitate.

The novel centers on the world that surrounds Henry and Caldonia
Townsend, free black slave owners in antebellum Virginia. Besides an assort-
ment of free and enslaved blacks, Native Americans, and white owners and
workers, that world includes Henry’s parents, Mildred and Augustus; their
former master, William Robbins; Henry and Caldonia’s former teacher and
close friend, Fern Elston; Moses, Alice, Elias, and Celeste (several of Henry
and Caldonia’s slaves); and John Skiffington, the local sheriff, his Northern-
born wife, and his treacherous, Southern cousin, Counsel. Through per-
sistent foreshadowing and a riveting yet meandering narrative line, Jones
signals both the unpredictable ways in which lives are connected and the
inescapable consequences of even the most insignificant actions.

One might assume that in a novel about black slave owners, the villains
and the victims would be clear. But one of the great achievements of The
Known World is Jones’s use of this subject to explore the nature of moral
ambiguity. Henry, Caldonia, and Fern, the black masters, are smart, gener-
ous, and loving individuals who believe that they are more compassionate
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than their white counterparts. All of them make moral compromises in order
to justify their collusion with the system of slave ownership. When Anderson
Frazier, the Canadian journalist, interviews Fern in 1881 for his pamphlet
on “free Negroes who had owned other Negroes,” he remarks that were he
in her position, he would consider slave ownership to be “like owning my
own family, the people in my family.”16 The repetitions that erupt in Fern’s
response convey the extent to which her reliance on “fictions of law and
custom” have overridden her sense of morality:

‘Well, Mr. Frazier, it is not the same as owning people in your own family. It
is not the same at all . . . You must not go away from this day and this place
thinking that it is the same, because it is not . . . All of us do only what the law
and God tell us we can do. No one of us who believes in the law and God does
more than that. Do you, Mr. Frazier? Do you do more than what is allowed
by God and the law? . . . We are like in that way. I did not own my family, and
you must not tell people that I did. I did not. We did not. We owned . . . We
owned slaves. It was what was done, and so that was what we did . . . We,
not a single one of us Negroes, would have done what we were not allowed
to do. (pp. 108–09)

Mildred and Augustus are outraged that Henry, the son they worked so
hard to free, would purchase slaves to help him build his estate. They believe
that they have failed in some fundamental way to teach him that the very
condition of slave ownership is a moral contaminant that the owner cannot
avoid. This interior monologue, following two brief yet pointed questions,
captures the intensity of Mildred’s self-reproach:

‘Henry, why?’ she said. ‘Why would you do that?’ She went through her mem-
ory for the time, for the day, she and her husband told him all about what he
should and should not do. No goin out into them woods without Papa or me
knowin about it. No stepping foot out this house with them free papers, not
even to go to the well or the privy. Say your prayers every night.

‘Do what, Mama? What is it?’
Pick the blueberries close to the ground, son. Them the sweetest, I find. If a

white man say the trees can talk, can dance, you just say yes right along, that
you done seen em do it plenty of times. Don’t look them people in the eye.
You see a white woman ridin toward you, get way off the road and go stand
behind a tree. The uglier the white woman, the farther you go and the broader
the tree. But where, in all she taught her son, was it about thou shall own no
one, havin been owned once your own self. Don’t go back to Egypt after God
done took you outa there. (p. 137)

The final sentence of this passage alludes to the familiar parallel between the
enslavement of blacks in the United States and the enslavement of the Jews
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in Egypt as recounted in the Old Testament. The sentence also equates the
position of the slaveholder with that of the slave; as Mildred and Augustus
see it, by purchasing Moses, Henry has compromised his own freedom and
returned to the system of enslavement. Like Fern, Henry sees the situation
differently; he too retreats behind a fiction of custom, when he says: “‘Papa,
I ain’t done nothing I ain’t a right to. I ain’t done nothing no white man
wouldn’t do’” (p. 138).

Henry and Augustus come to blows over the issue of slave ownership,
but the two generations make peace with each other over time. Augustus
refuses to stay in Henry and Caldonia’s house when he visits them, but he
and Mildred are happy to stay in an unoccupied cabin on the property and
visit with the other slaves. After she is widowed, Caldonia decides to keep,
rather than free, the slaves she inherited from Henry. She begins an intimate
relationship with Moses, and then asks herself if miscegenation laws apply
to sex between a free black woman and her slave: “His words caused her
to wonder if Virginia had a law forbidding such things between a colored
woman and a man who was her slave. Was this a kind of miscegenation? she
wondered” (p. 292).

The moral ambiguity at the heart of the text is mirrored by its aesthetics.
The textured characterizations, detailed descriptions, spellbinding plot, and
elegant prose provide a luxurious reading experience. But these qualities
constitute the medium through which readers are seduced into contemplating
the outrages and ambiguities at the heart of the system of slavery: the meaning
of trafficking in human property, the erotics and sexual protocols of the
master–slave relationship, the implications of buying one’s own children out
of slavery and therefore owning one’s own offspring, the tenuous position
of freed people. Moreover, the presence in the text of imagined twentieth-
century scholars who have made their careers out of their research on slavery
suggests a link between historical and contemporary commodification of
black labor and bodies.17

Given the limits of space, I can only begin in this essay to capture the
range and complexity of this genre of writing. While some of these texts
have already inspired a rich and illuminating body of critical writing, very
little has been written about most of them. Moreover, there is every indica-
tion that black writers will continue to wrestle with the legacy of slavery in
contemporary culture. With the steady stream of historiographical research
on New World slavery and the transatlantic slave trade, the emergence of
new editions of little-known slave narratives, and persistent questions about
reparations for the descendants of former slaves, new perspectives on the
institution of slavery are certain to emerge. Indeed, the publication of Fran-
cis Bok’s Escape from Slavery (2003) and Mende Nazar’s Slave (2005), two
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accounts of the authors’ experience of slavery in Sudan, remind us that slav-
ery as an institution is not an obsolete historical practice. Regrettably, the
notion of the neo-slave narrative may need to be expanded to include slave
narratives by former slaves written (and not merely reprinted) in the twenty-
first century.
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STEPHANIE A. SMITH

Harriet Jacobs: a case history of
authentication

Introduction: the question of authenticity

In 1987 Harvard University Press published a newly authenticated slave
narrative, titled Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl.1 Jean Fagan Yellin was
the editor of this admirable new edition, because unlike other historians
and scholars – such as the historian John Blassingame and scholar Robert
Stepto – she believed the author, “Linda Brent” (Harriet Jacobs), and the orig-
inal editor, Lydia Maria Child, when they said that the narrative was true.
Searching through various archives, Yellin was able to find solid documen-
tary evidence, in the form of letters, newspapers, and official state papers, as
to the truth: that the incidents recounted in Incidents had actually occurred.2

By proving that Harriet Jacobs had indeed composed the narrative, and
that the events in it were more or less true, Yellin had single-handedly
changed the book’s status and the shape of what could be understood
more broadly as “authentic” slave narrative, which I will discuss later in
this essay. Indeed, although Incidents had been known to scholars and his-
torians for years (it had, indeed, never really been lost), few regarded it as
genuine; its value as a slave narrative was questioned or doubted, and for a
host of reasons. Most critics who worked with slave narratives had labeled
Incidents fiction. Indeed, Yellin herself had originally accepted “received
opinion” and had “dismissed it as a false slave narrative” (Incidents, p. vii).
Why?

Slave narrative, received opinion, and the archive

Why did scholars and critics resist believing that the events in Incidents were
true? One reason had to do with the way in which the slave narrative itself
had been defined. In 1977 the influential, indeed groundbreaking, African
American historian John Blassingame published an important and unprece-
dented collection of papers titled Slave Testimony: Two Centuries of Letters,
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Speeches, Interviews and Autobiographies.3 By 1977 Professor Blassingame,
the first acting chair of Yale’s fledgling African American Studies Program
in 1971–72, had established a reputation as a first-rate historian who had
almost single-handedly established the importance of African American writ-
ing – especially the slave narrative – as historically crucial.

But, as previously noted, Blassingame (like the literary critic Robert Stepto)
insisted that Incidents was not, nor could be, an authentic slave narrative.
Given how important Professor Blassingame’s work was (and still is), his
judgment, especially in the 1970s, would have been difficult to question:
he recovered numerous texts, laid the groundwork for African American
studies, and his work was acclaimed because he did away with stereotypi-
cal, racist histories of slavery and replaced them with complex portraits of
how slaves, former slaves, and freedmen formed social bonds and cultural
practices.

However, it should be recalled here that the slave narrative itself had suf-
fered its own rocky road to being valued as “literature.”4 Although once
hailed by such figures as William Lloyd Garrison as the only truly American
form of literature – because only in America, during slavery, could such an
account be written – since the turn of the nineteenth century the slave nar-
rative’s value, too, came into question. As anything like true racial equality
faded into history with the “success” of Jim Crow and segregation, slave
narratives became quaint, historical documents about a (sometimes regret-
table) past. Plantation life became a memory, and for a time the horrors of
race slavery were replaced, at least in popular culture, by racist misrepresen-
tations such as Birth of a Nation or Gone with the Wind.

So although Frederick Douglass is now regarded as one of the greatest
American voices of nineteenth-century America, in the mid-twentieth cen-
tury this was not so, except perhaps for historians, and even then histories
of the Civil War themselves suffered from the poisonous effects of legal-
ized racism. In fact, it would not be until the Civil Rights Movement and
the social upheavals of the 1960s, events that brought racial politics back
into the majority public eye, that the slave narrative became valuable as
American and African American literature – and John Blassingame could pur-
sue his study as a legitimate one, because, as many scholars note, academia
itself changed radically during these years, as federally mandated integration
challenged all-white schools to desegregate, up through the university level.
This, along with the foundation of programs like African American, Native-
American, Asian-American, and Women’s studies, came re-evaluations and
recoveries of always present but also muted voices, voices that were never
lost but culturally silenced, like both Lydia Maria Child’s and Harriet
Jacobs’s.
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The double negative

But there were other contributing factors with respect to Harriet Jacobs in
particular. As critic Rafia Zafar writes, the text represents a problem that is
both literary and sociological: “faced with the ‘double negative’ of black race
and female gender, like Wheatley before her and Hurston after her,” Jacobs
“had to contend with a skeptical readership that said her work could not
be ‘genuine’ because of her emphasis on the domestic, her ‘melodramatic’
style, and her unwillingness to depict herself as an avatar of self-reliance.”5

And, as Trudy Mercer quite succinctly notes, the two primary reasons that
scholars continued to ignore Jacobs were:

(1) Jacobs chose to use Linda Brent as a pseudonym and to mask the names of
people mentioned in her narrative. While this is understandable for the period
in which she wrote, the need to protect people being paramount, the use of
pseudonymous names by an author of a single published book for which no
manuscript exists requires a textual scholar to authenticate the work, whether
the author was an ex-slave or not. That Jacobs’s powerful use of language and
literary conventions led critics to cast doubt upon whether she, as a former
slave, was capable of such a work only adds cultural weight to the need for
authentication. (2) Lydia Maria Child was known for works of fiction that
treated interracial relationships.6

Thus, this narrative not only presented textual problems that Yellin’s archival
research at last resolved – i.e. that Harriet Jacobs was indeed the same per-
son as Linda Brent, and that even if novelist and abolitionist Lydia Maria
Child had edited the work (sometimes aggressively), Jacobs was the author,
and she was recounting her own life’s story – it also challenged fixed racist
and sexist preconceptions that scholars had about women held as slaves.
However, once presented with Yellin’s archival facts, critics and historians
had to re-examine, and indeed redefine, the parameters of the slave narrative
altogether.

So let’s see how this redefinition happened, since the problems that Inci-
dents faced, as I’ve said above and discussed elsewhere, had everything to
do with what scholars considered to be credible fact, since a slave narrative
had to be a true narrative: could a slave woman truly have been able to con-
found her master by usurping his so-called right to her body? In other words,
could a slave woman choose to have children with a man she actually had
feelings for?7 Could a slave hide, for years, in what amounted to a crawl
space, in order to fool her master into thinking she’d fled north? And as
numerous critics have noted, one of the oft-cited (racist) questions was:
could a slave have the cultural ability to manipulate sentimental tropes, to
play upon her audience’s sensibilities, as it were, with such skill?8
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Joanne Braxton took note that “Marion Starling, a black woman, had
argued for the authenticity of the Jacobs narrative as early as 1947, but male
critics like Sterling Brown and Arna Bontemps contested that authorship.”9

Frederick Douglass’s 1845 Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass was
regarded as the most accomplished text in the genre, and, as I have also
argued elsewhere, most scholars valued this, his first and, as some critics
argue, his most “muscular” narrative, over and above the later versions of
the same narrative, titled My Bondage and My Freedom and The Life and
Times of Frederick Douglass. Each succeeding version is more sentimental,
more tear-inducing than its predecessor, which did not fit the prevailing vision
of masculine triumph (Conceived by Liberty, pp. 134–59). Thus, there was
no critical groundwork upon which to build or framework within which
to value or even adequately comprehend the sort of cultural “work” that
Incidents does as a slave narrative with respect to race, slavery, and gender.

Moreover, as a number of feminist critics have argued, most (male) critics
of the slave narrative, because they regarded the text as a sort of overblown
nineteenth-century female sentimental fiction, favored the idea that the work
was probably concocted by Lydia Maria Child, whose own writings, such
as her remarkable first novel Hobomok, were undervalued for some of the
same reasons that Incidents was ignored.10 Any tale of domestic womanhood
written by a woman had been, at least since the mid-twentieth century (if not
earlier), consigned to something like the literary trash-bin. Despite the fact
that during the nineteenth century women took up the pen in unprecedented
numbers, by the early 1940s, if a student could find a class about “American”
literature, which would have been doubtful, that student would have been
sorely hard-pressed to find a single woman, black or white, discussed favor-
ably, if noted at all. It would not be, as I’ve stated, until the social unrest of
the 1960s that the very present, well-known, and not as well-known voices
of nineteenth-century womanhood would be heard again. Still even now, in
2007, the aesthetic question, “But is it any good?” – a question that Jane
Tompkins in Sensational Designs certainly could not resolve – haunts these
texts, Jacobs’s included, given that present standards for “good” writing
remain essentially the same as modernist standards. Even for today’s critics
and writers, sentimentality, so much a part of a nineteenth-century aesthetic,
is that which signifies ‘weak’ – which is often conflated with feminine –
writing.

Feminism and restoration

Despite the weight of critical opinion against taking Incidents seriously, the
story still raised questions for some, like Jean Fagan Yellin, particularly
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questions that Deborah Gray White’s important study Ar’n’t I a Woman?
Female Slaves in the Plantation South raised as well, which is to say the cen-
tral historical observation that slavery had had different consequences and
effects for a woman. Would not a woman’s experience of slavery have to
be narrated in a very different way than a man’s? Jean Fagan Yellin clearly
agreed, and the story of her archival search for corroborating documents
that would prove previous scholars had been mistaken about Incidents is in
many ways a truly representative feminist tale.

Later in her career, and “schooled by the women’s movement,” Yellin
“was struck by [Incidents’] radical feminist content” (Incidents, p. vii) and
set off to find out for herself whether or not Incidents was in fact a true
account of a slave woman’s life. As Yellin recalls in her preface to the 1987

edition, she came to the conclusion that if Lydia Maria Child said she was the
editor, not the author, of the narrative, then she was, and that if Mrs. Child
attested to its authenticity, given the politics of the abolitionist cause in which
false slave narratives had been written and used to discredit the abolitionists,
then Mrs. Child was telling the truth. Following her belief in Child’s veracity,
Yellin went first to the editors of the Child papers, who put her “in touch
with archivists at the University of Rochester who had recently acquired
Harriet Jacobs’s letters to the abolitionist-feminist Amy Post” (Incidents,
p. vii). These letters make it quite clear that Harriet Jacobs is Linda Brent,
and that she wrote the narrative after much soul-searching, and after being
very badly treated by Harriet Beecher Stowe; these are indeed remarkable,
personable letters from one friend to another, and from one abolitionist to
another, in which Jacobs worries about her inability to live as a Christian
woman ought to have lived – her inability to remain chaste, in slavery – and
about her status as what we would call today a single mother. Jacobs is by
turns modest and frank, humorous and sweet.

Yellin, employing the help of a number of archives across the country
and the willing research of numerous archivists, but in the end essentially
reviewing archival material that had been languishing under the noses of
any number of researchers, was able to piece together the facts that sub-
tend the narrative, discovering the identities of all the “characters” in Linda
Brent’s (Harriet Jacobs’s) life: Dr. Flint was James Norcom, Emily Flint was
Mary Matilda Norcom, Mr. Sands was Samuel Tredwell Sawyer, and so on.
Looking at these documents from the perspective that slavery, for women,
must have entailed far more sexual exploitation than had been previously
recorded or discussed, Yellin was able to substantiate, without much archival
doubt, that Harriet Jacobs’s story was a true story, if also highly stylized with
respect to the literary conventions of her day, and with respect to standard
abolitionist rhetoric. Yet “what finally dominates,” wrote Yellin, “is a new
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voice. It is the voice of a woman who, although she cannot discuss her sex-
ual past without expressing deep conflict, nevertheless addresses this painful
personal subject in order to politicize it, to insist that the forbidden topic of
the sexual abuse of slave women be included in the public discussions of the
slavery question” (Incidents, p. xiv).

History and narrative

Since the 1980s there has been an explosion of interest in Harriet Jacobs
and her narrative. As scholar and editor Rafia Zafar recounts in her
“Introduction: Over-Exposed, Under-Exposed: Harriet Jacobs and Incidents
in the Life of a Slave Girl,” solid critical scholarship on the narrative was
virtually invisible until Yellin’s research was first published in 1981 (“Intro-
duction,” pp. 4–5). That is, even though the first modern reprint of the 1861

text was published in 1969, still only a few considered it an important docu-
ment, and “Jacobs was either decried as inauthentic or dismissed as atypical”
(“Introduction”, p. 4).

In order to try to appreciate this silencing of Incidents in the Life of a
Slave Girl before Jean Fagan Yellin set the facts straight, it is useful at this
juncture to examine how the story came to be, and to be repudiated, and how,
precisely, it was authenticated by Jean Fagan Yellin to go on to become one
of the most widely taught slave narratives outside of Frederick Douglass’s.

To start, a brief textual history is in order. As Trudy Mercer points out,
there is no extant manuscript version of this narrative, only the 1861 pub-
lished version (“Inquiry”). Without a manuscript or proofs, one can only
conjecture about how the original text was shaped, how much influence
others exerted over Jacobs or her manuscript, and what types of change
appeared in the proof version that may or may not have ended up in the
final, published version.

Such questions alone are problematic for any text, but for autobiography
and for slave narratives, problems of revision and transmission only muddy
already muddy water because the material is presumed by the audience
to be true or real. As Mercer rightly points out, despite semiotics and
postmodernism, most readers still believe or expect that the published text
will be what the author intended it to be. Given the political nature of slave
narrative – that it was used as propaganda by abolitionists to further their
cause, and that the genre is now central to African American literary studies,
American studies and Women’s studies – the demand for the true, the
real, and the authentic becomes paradoxically urgent. I say paradoxically
because the demand that a text, any text, be entirely true to experience is an
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illogical demand. Representation is mediation. No representation can ever
completely capture experience. Further, since readers also require a fiction
to feel real, how precisely is a fictionalized account unreal? Indeed, the
demand for authenticity seems almost pathological, since anything written
is subject to interpretation. Still, the audience’s demand for authenticity
remains with us.

In the case of Incidents, as I’ve said earlier, several charged political ques-
tions about authenticity clouded critical judgment. First, as Mercer notes,
Harriet Jacobs took great pains to conceal her identity in order to protect
herself, her family, and her children, and, as Mercer writes, “the use of
pseudonymous names by an author of a single published book for which
no manuscript exists requires a textual scholar to authenticate the work,
whether the author was an ex-slave or not” (“Inquiry”). Second, Lydia
Maria Child was Jacobs’s editor, and given that Child had already written
novels about slavery, inter-racial love and passion, how much she edited and
how much she wrote herself is a question (both before Yellin’s research and
even to some extent after it). Third, the slave narrative, at least as defined
by such influential scholars as John Blassingame, was supposed to follow
the slave from captivity to enlightenment to (manly) resistance and finally
escape. But although Jacobs’s story includes such a tale (of Uncle Benjamin’s
escape), according to the way Jacobs narrates this escape it is “as if he’d
been sold down river to a Georgia trader” (Conceived by Liberty, p. 142),
because Benjamin loses precisely what Incidents values more than anything:
family bonds. “Although she rejoices that her uncle has escaped the con-
dition of white man’s property, Brent shows that Benjamin still loses what
the slavocracy insisted a slave had no real cognizance of . . . a family”
(ibid.).

Valuing family ties over the breaking of bondage, Incidents is far more
concerned with domesticity and inter-relations than any other slave narra-
tive, and thus presented (male) critics with a (feminine) tale unlikely to be
valued as real or authentic. Add to this features of the narrative that were
sentimental (all that loving! all those tears!), unbelievable (nobody could stay
in a crawl space for seven years), and downright audacious (she’s a slave and
she chooses to have children – not property – by Mr. Sands, a white Senator?
She successfully avoids being raped by her master? Are you kidding me?),
the text was deemed a fiction, and as a fiction of no worth because it did not
tell a true (slave narrative) tale. Given that other (women’s) fictions of that
ilk – most famously, perhaps, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin –
had been deemed both bad writing and sentimental tripe (even if histori-
cally important with respect to the Civil War), it is hardly surprising, really,
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that Incidents, with all of its dubious textual problems and obvious political
agenda, fell by the wayside.

As a number of critics also point out, Incidents was published in 1861, just
as the Civil War began, and so its political use as propaganda was no doubt
limited, especially considering how much, during those first few years, the
White House insisted that the war was about secession, not slavery. Aboli-
tionists appreciated the story, and it did circulate, but as Child herself noted,
the kind of horrific and sexualized degradation Jacobs describes would have
strained the average white, Northern, middle-class female reader’s credulity.
Many Northerners simply did not want to know what slavery was like,
and the slavocracy preferred it that way; and certainly, after the bloody
mess that was the Civil War ended, stories such as Jacobs’s must have
seemed, at least to a white, middle-class readership, rather obsolete, even
if the conditions of racial violence, race hatred, and prejudice remained in
place.

Meanwhile, literary standards in the United States were changing as well;
during the latter half of the nineteenth century the movement among editors
and artists toward literary realism and naturalism made anything sentimen-
tal less “real” than it had once been received by readers.11 When what is
now called the modernist aesthetic, with its emphasis on spare, economical
language, novelty, and formal experimentation, began to change how a text
was written and valued, anything regarded as traditional or sentimental was
buried under disdain, at least with respect to its literary worth. For example,
although Willa Cather was a powerful editor, and a well-regarded writer, in
the early part of the twentieth century younger writers like Ernest Heming-
way saw her more traditional storytelling as old-fashioned and out of date.
The slave narrative, which depended on arousing an emotional response, a
direct call to moral outrage, traveled from the literary to the historical pretty
quickly. Thus, for most of the twentieth century, the slave narrative was seen,
if seen at all, as historical documentation of a bygone era.

Although it would be fascinating indeed to trace out a complete criti-
cal picture of how literary aesthetics changed between 1850 and 1950, and
thus the popular view of what the purpose of literature is, I do not have
the time or space to do so here; but I would like to offer one telling exam-
ple of how the many voices of nineteenth-century America became the few
heard. In 1941 F. O. Matthiessen authored a groundbreaking book, Ameri-
can Renaissance. In it, he argued that there was something specifically iden-
tifiable as American – as opposed to English – literature, and that it had
seen a “renaissance” in the mid- to late nineteenth century.12 Infamously,
perhaps, Matthiessen’s argument prepared the critical groundwork for Cold
War American canon formation. Importantly, none of the writers for whom
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he argued were of any color (except white), and the fact that American
women had written scads and scads in this same time period had utterly
vanished. How appreciative Hawthorne would have been! Not only does
Matthiessen canonize Hawthorne (as had Henry James, years before), but
in one critical move Matthiessen had also wiped out “that damned mob of
scribbling women” whom Hawthorne so loathed. According to the American
Renaissance, Fuller, Stowe, Child, and Jacobs were even less than negligible.
They didn’t exist at all.

Certainly neither slave narratives nor any of the other works by notable
African American authors written in the nineteenth century, whether written
by a man or a woman, were in Matthiessen’s critical sight. And while one
could wish otherwise, it is easy to see why: post-World War II America was
still a legally segregated America. Racism (sexism, and a deadly homophobia,
which Matthiessen knew personally) was the social climate. To be fair to
Matthiessen, however, I must take note that Henry James is also missing
from the American Renaissance, which might seem odd but isn’t, because
Matthiessen’s standard of value had to do with whether or not the author
or work upheld the cultural promises of democracy, something James really
could not have cared less about. On the other hand, as many later African
American critics were quick to point out, if the promise of democracy is of
value, Douglass (and Jacobs!) certainly fits the bill. But Matthiessen could
not see or hear Douglass, either.

By the latter half of the 1950s African American citizens grew weary of
their second-class citizenship. The National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People (NAACP) had been agitating for some time, par-
ticularly (but not exclusively) because African American, as well as Native
American, men had served their country and been wounded or died dur-
ing World War II. In 1954 Rosa Parks refused to relinquish her bus seat to
a white man; and the resulting outrage gave the Civil Rights movement a
boost. Of course, by 1968 the country was in deep sociological and polit-
ical turmoil, what with the failures of Vietnam, the Women’s Liberation
Movement, and the civil disobedience of the Civil Rights Movement chang-
ing, among young people, into outright resistance or into the violent tactics
employed by groups like the Weathermen. Out of those conflicts sprang an
academic response with respect to a reconsideration of discipline, aesthetics,
and politics. Although the New Criticism of the 1940s and 1950s, as a crit-
ical practice, had consigned to “outside” the text influences like biography
and politics, the critical fray that ensued during the 1960s through today,
with permutations, highs, and lulls, has at least called into question how
literary worth or value is adjudicated in the academy. Again, I don’t have the
time here in this essay to examine all of the ways in which these battles
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were fought, although Alice Walker’s timely resurrection of Zora Neale
Hurston’s work and Jane Tompkins’s Sensational Designs (a book which
attempts to re-value nineteenth-century sentimentality) come to mind as
crucial.

Meanwhile, during the same years that Yellin was doggedly pursuing what
others might have seen as a wild goose chase, African American women
writers found the audience that had always been there but that (male) critics
(such as Ishmael Reed) and the publishing industry had often refused to
see or hear. It is hard, now, in the midst of what Ann duCille has called
the “traffic jam . . . that black feminist studies has become” (as quoted
in “Introduction,” p. 4) to recall that before the late 1960s, the African
American woman writer was more or less an unknown voice. For example,
until Alice Walker brought her back to us, Zora Neale Hurston, despite her
Guggenheim, had vanished as surely as if a Florida swamp had opened up;
Nella Larsen had likewise been forgotten. Lorraine Hansberry was still in the
general public’s mind perhaps, but it wasn’t until the late 1960s that African
American women’s writing began to gain high visibility and finally, during
the 1980s, to take literary center stage. A staggeringly large readership has
made the voices of women such as Alice Walker, Gayl Jones, Toni Morrison,
Toni Cade Bambera, Angela Davis, Octavia Butler, Gloria Naylor, Margaret
Walker, and Sherley Anne Williams heard. And in many cases, these writers
returned to the same themes and questions that Harriet Jacobs had explored
nearly two centuries ago: how to live with dignity, as a woman, a mother, and
a citizen in a sexist, racist, often violently antiblack, antiwoman American
society.

Conclusion

In the wake of Jean Fagan Yellin’s remarkable discovery, made all the more
remarkable for the way in which such archival evidence can be “lost” in the
archive or ignored, what can we learn? Certainly that racism and sexism,
both causal reasons for the loss of Incidents to the academy for so long, have
hardly vanished, no matter how many speeches to the contrary have been
delivered. On the other hand, Yellin’s work points to the rich historical record
that we do have but often make scant use of. But further, this case history
should serve as a cautionary tale about aesthetic value and literary politics,
about memory and truth, interpretation and prejudice. What constitutes
great literature is and should be up for debate rather than set in the stone of
a canon; memories can be lost and, with them, truths. To accept what Yellin
called “received opinion” without skepticism, or to read without doing the
work of interpretation, may blind us to the complexity of our histories and
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to the courage of those who do not assent to the status quo when they feel it
to be unjust, which only impoverishes everyone. In today’s academia, if not
in the larger social domain, to be a forceful, formidable woman is still often
popularly regarded as unseemly, unwomanly, or worse, despite lip service
to the contrary. A woman can become a US Senator or a Supreme Court
Justice, but only by dint of the same remarkably resourceful stubbornness
and pride that the voice of Linda Brent reveals. American race slavery may
be almost two centuries in the past, but its lingering effects still haunt us, as
the loss and re-birth of Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl
only too clearly demonstrate.
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JOHN STAUFFER

Frederick Douglass’s self-fashioning and
the making of a Representative

American man

Frederick Douglass was the most famous African American of the nineteenth
century and one of its greatest writers and intellectuals. Over the course
of his long life from 1818 to 1895, he published three autobiographies,
one novella, and a dozen or so speeches in pamphlet form. He delivered
thousands of lectures and was one of America’s best orators, at a time when
public speaking was a major form of entertainment. For sixteen years, he
edited, under three different names, the longest-running black newspaper in
the nineteenth century. And thousands of photographs and engravings of
him were in circulation, in forms that ranged from frontispiece engravings
to daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, cartes de visite, and cabinet cards. He sat
for his portrait at least as much as Walt Whitman, who was famous for
visually creating and re-creating himself. As early as 1860, his “likeness”
was familiar to virtually every American.1

Douglass became an American icon through art. He brilliantly used the
power of the word, voice, and image to write himself into public existence
and remake himself while seeking to reform his nation. He was widely called
“a Representative Man”: his close friend, the black abolitionist and physi-
cian James McCune Smith, referred to him as a “Representative American
man” because he continually transformed himself; he “passed through every
gradation of rank comprised in our national make-up and bears upon his
person and his soul everything that is American.”2 Lincoln said something
similar; he met with Douglass at the White House three times and called
him “one of the most meritorious men, if not the most meritorious man, in
the United States.” For Douglass, “true” art could break down racial bar-
riers and enable people to remake themselves and their society. “True” art
meant accurate and authentic representations of himself and other blacks,
rather than caricatures such as blackface minstrelsy. Art was truthful when
it expressed the essential humanity of all people and sought to fulfill the
nation’s democratic ideals.3
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Of the three forms Douglass used to represent himself and critique Amer-
ican society, he felt most comfortable as a public speaker. He believed that
oratory was the most effective tool for an activist and his greatest accom-
plishment as an artist. “I hardly need say to those who know me,” he wrote
near the end of his life, “that writing for the public eye never came quite as
easily to me as speaking to the public ear.”4 He had a rich baritone voice, was
a brilliant mimic (especially of slaveholders), which drew howls of laughter,
and he coupled irony and sarcasm with pathos and sentimentality in his per-
formances. And he was beautiful to look at, “majestic in his wrath,” as one
sympathetic admirer noted.5 In 1841, soon after Douglass began his public-
speaking career, the abolitionist editor Nathaniel Rogers extolled his talents
by saying:

As a speaker he has few equals. It is not declamation – but oratory, power of
debate. He has wit, arguments, sarcasm, pathos – all that first rate men show in
their master efforts. His voice is highly melodious and rich, and his enunciation
quite elegant, and yet he has been but two or three years out of the house of
bondage.6

The following year, a reporter for the Salem, Massachusetts, Register com-
pared his oratory to that of famous statesmen:

He seemed to move the audience at his will, and they at times would hang
upon his lips with staring eyes and open mouths, as eager to catch every word,
as any “sea of upturned faces” that ever rolled at the feet of [Edward] Everett
or [Daniel] Webster, to revel in their classic eloquence.7

In 1855 a well-known Whig editor and politician (and no friend of aboli-
tionists), after hearing Douglass speak, told a white friend: “I would give
twenty thousand dollars if I could deliver that address in that manner” (My
Bondage, p. lii).

Douglass considered a speech to be a more authentic and immediate
form of protest and self-representation than writing. More than the pen,
a speech penetrated the heart and soul of its listeners, inspiring people to
act on their visions of reform. The pen could be powerful, but proslav-
ery advocates used the pen “with considerable impunity,” as Douglass
noted: “ink and paper have no sense of shame.” While proslavery advo-
cates refuted abolitionists’ writings, Douglass said they were afraid of abo-
litionist speeches and seldom ventured into their meetings. When they did,
they sought to silence speakers rather than challenge them with their own
speeches.8

Douglass’s oratory led directly to his 1845 Narrative. In 1841, three years
after fleeing north from slavery, he became a paid lecturer for William Lloyd
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Garrison’s American Anti-Slavery Society. He already felt comfortable lec-
turing, for while still a slave in Baltimore, he had joined a secret debating
club with some free black friends. Even as a slave he had enormous faith
in the power of the word to remake himself. During one debating session
he declared that he did not intend to stop advancing in social rank until he
was a United States Senator. It was a revolutionary declaration in his slave
republic, and it betrayed his boundless hope and confidence in the power
of the word to change society.9 As a paid lecturer he was doing what he
loved – working with words. He received a regular salary for the first time in
his life, and abolitionist friends helped him purchase a home in Lynn, Mas-
sachusetts. In his new job he traveled around the Northern states, preaching
to audiences about the horrors of slavery. The most effective way for him to
do that was to tell the story of his life. He talked about other things as well:
the fate of other slaves, who had fared far worse than him; Northern racism;
and current political conditions. But the focal point of these early speeches
was his story. His Narrative was an artistic synthesis of the speeches he had
been delivering for over three years.10

The immediate impetus for writing his Narrative was his success as a
speaker. Douglass was so good that some of his colleagues advised him to
tone down his rhetorical flourishes. “People won’t believe you ever were
a slave, Frederick, if you keep on this way,” Stephen Foster, a Garrisonian
colleague told him (Life, p. 218). “Better have a little of the plantation speech
than not,” another abolitionist lecturer, John Collins, advised; “it is not best
that you seem too learned” (Life, p. 218). While Douglass chafed at such
paternalism and despised these attempts to control what he said and how he
said it, he also recognized that “these excellent friends were actuated by the
best of motives and were not altogether wrong in their advice,” as he noted
(Life, p. 218; My Bondage, p. 216).

In many respects, Foster’s warning proved prophetic: people began doubt-
ing that he had ever been a slave. He did not talk or act like a slave, and
he avoided certain facts, like where he was from, who his master was, and
his former name (Frederick Bailey), to avoid exposing his whereabouts to
slaveholders. As he walked down the aisles of churches in which antislavery
meetings were held, he began hearing people say, “He’s never been a slave,
I’ll warrant you” (Life, p. 218; My Bondage, p. 216). In August 1844, after
speaking in Philadelphia, he learned that

many persons in the audience seemed unable to credit the statements which
he gave of himself, and could not believe that he was actually a slave. How a
man only six years out of bondage, and who had never gone to school a day
in his life, could speak with such eloquence – with such precision of language
and power of thought – they were utterly at a loss to devise.11
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In response to such claims, he began writing his Narrative. Published
under the auspices of the American Anti-Slavery Society, it authenticated
his identity as a former slave. The preface, with letters by William Lloyd
Garrison and Wendell Phillips, two of the best-known white abolitionists,
further verified Douglass’s identity as an ex-slave, orator, and the author of
his narrative. In it he named names and characterized in rich and accurate
detail his former masters and overseers. But exposing himself in such a way
put him in danger of being recaptured. When Wendell Phillips read the
manuscript, he said that if he were Douglass he would “throw it into the fire”
(My Bondage, p. 217). Not even the state of Massachusetts could protect
him, Phillips said. His narrative put his liberty in jeopardy, and two months
after publishing it he went abroad, in part to seek refuge “from republican
America in monarchical England,” as he put it (My Bondage, p. 218).

Douglass’s Narrative was an immediate bestseller and made him interna-
tionally famous. It was published in June, 1845, priced at fifty cents, and
by the fall it had sold 4,500 copies. Three European editions soon followed,
with translations in French and German. By 1848 11,000 copies had been
published in the United States alone, and it had gone through nine edi-
tions in England. By 1850 30,000 copies had been sold. The reviews were
overwhelmingly positive. The reviewer for the Lynn, Massachusetts newspa-
per compared Douglass to Daniel Defoe and called his Narrative “the most
important” (emphasis in original) book “the American press ever issued.” In
England and Ireland, reviewers lauded “its native eloquence” and its effec-
tiveness at converting readers to the antislavery cause. One editor said that
through his Narrative, Douglass “stands up and rebukes oppression with a
dignity and a fervor scarcely less glowing than that which Paul addressed to
Agrippa.” Another reader wrote: “Never before have I been brought so com-
pletely in sympathy with the slave.”12 While Douglass felt more comfortable
as a public speaker, his voice reached a limited audience. His Narrative struck
a chord with the masses.

In many respects, Douglass’s Narrative adheres closely to the tradition
of slave narratives. It sets out to condemn slavery and convert readers to
the abolitionist cause. It narrates the life of an ex-slave and begins with his
unknown birthdate and paternity and ends at the moment of freedom. It
exposes the crimes and cruelties of his former masters, overseers, and other
slaveholders, highlighting the essential inhumanity of slavery. It emphasizes
the natural love of freedom common to all humans and emphasizes the
importance of literacy as a means to achieve it. Douglass draws on his mem-
ory and history to dismantle some of the dualisms that existed in antebellum
America: slavery and freedom, man and brute, black and white, oppressor
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and oppressed, sacred and profane, Christian redemption and slaveholding
churches.13

But in other respects, the Narrative was virtually unique in its time. Dou-
glass had a brilliant ear for language and an understanding of such literary
devices as plot, characterization, scene, and pacing. With the Narrative he
creates one of the great “I”-narratives of American literature.14 The narrator
is an Emersonian self who embraces sacred self-sovereignty and an indwelling
God – one who is present within the self and in the world. (Douglass read
and often quoted Emerson in the 1850s and acknowledged his influence.)
The narrator is also a confident, defiant, sarcastic performer who controls his
story while seeking control over his life. Other characters, also memorable,
are juxtaposed with him. They illuminate his performative self-sovereignty.
Edward Covey, “the snake” against whom Douglass defines himself, is one
of the great villains in literature, and their fight is cast as a theatrical perfor-
mance. His Aunt Hester, who suffers pain and pornographic subjection at
the hands of her master, stands in opposition to the narrator’s dignity and
quest for self-reliance and control. These characters are also accurate his-
torical representations, even when, as in the case of Hester (Esther) and the
overseer “Severe” (Sevier), the names are spelled phonetically, since Douglass
had only heard them.15

The Narrative enacts language itself as a mode of liberation, as David
Blight and other scholars have noted, “first as a source of hope, later as
a strategy of escape and a form of power.”16 Understandably, one of the
turning points in the Narrative, and in Douglass’s life, is when the narra-
tor discovers The Columbian Orator, a popular elocution manual for boys
that was published by George Bingham and helped shape the male American
mind. Its teaching strategies are everywhere in the Narrative, from instruc-
tions on how to achieve lyricism and narrative “reversals” to the “action”
established between narrator and reader.17 The reversals, from ignorance to
knowledge and slave to free man, reflect a self that is in a state of contin-
ual evolution and flux. Such fluidity is conveyed in the frontispiece, over
which Douglass sought as much control as over the narrative itself. It is
an unfinished portrait; there are no details below Douglass’s shoulders, as
though to illustrate that his persona was not fixed, still being formed. In this
sense the portrait echoes the Narrative, for Douglass writes in a pictorial
mode, another rhetorical strategy suggested by The Columbian Orator. He
creates visual portraits with his characters and settings, and in many scenes
achieves ekphrasis – creating a picture with words in order to achieve sym-
pathy between narrator and reader and motivate the reader to abolitionist
action.18
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Douglass brilliantly describes the liberating role of language when he
addresses the ships sailing down the Chesapeake toward the sea. This apos-
trophe to the ships occurs shortly before his famous fight, while working as a
field hand for Covey. Covey worked Douglass relentlessly, whipped and beat
him frequently, and succeeded in “breaking” him: “I was broken in body,
soul, and spirit,” Douglass wrote. “My natural elasticity was crushed, my
intellect languished, the disposition to read departed,” and he found himself
“transformed into a brute!” But the Chesapeake Bay was only about twenty
yards away, and he described the powerful effect of seeing the ships, “robed
in purest white,” sailing from every quarter of the globe:

You are loosed from your moorings, and are free; I am fast in my chains, and
am a slave! You move merrily before the gentle gale, and I sadly before the
bloody whip! You are freedom’s swift-winged angels, that fly round the world;
I am confined in bands of iron! O that I were free! O, that I were on one of
your gallant decks, and under your protecting wing! Alas! Betwixt me and
you, the turbid waters roll. Go on, go on. O that I could also go! Could I but
swim! If I could fly! O, why was I born a man, of whom to make a brute! The
glad ship is gone; she hides in the dim distance. I am left in the hottest hell of
unending slavery. O God, save me! God, deliver me! Let me be free! Is there
any God? Why am I a slave? I will run away. I will not stand it. Get caught, or
get clear, I’ll try it. I had as well die with ague as the fever. I have only one life
to lose. (Narrative, p. 84)

This famous passage highlights Douglass’s narrative power. It relies heavily
on the Bible and is at once a Job-like lament, a prayer for deliverance, and a
cry of assurance based on the Negro spiritual “Better Days Are Coming.”19

It is a declarative statement, underscored by the thirteen exclamation points,
in which the narrator “becomes a godlike authority over the world of his text
and seeks to extend his authority to the world outside his text” by defying the
rules that govern normal discourse.20 And it shows how language leads to the
willingness to die for freedom. In describing the ships, Douglass identifies
with them; his very description inspires him to become like the ships and
run away. He begins by defining himself in opposition to the ships – they
are free, he is a slave – and then dismantles the dualism, becoming one in
freedom with them. Douglass begins with an apostrophe to the ships and
ends with an apostrophe to himself and, implicitly, the reader. He heeds his
own declaration. The ships, like the narrator, are fluid, moving, in continual
flux. The passage necessarily foreshadows his fight with Covey, which leads
to his spiritual, psychological, and eventually his physical freedom. And like
the ships, he cannot reverse course, cannot return to a brutish state and
beast-like stupor. To do so would be to disrupt or fragment the momentum
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of his narrative. The rhetorical reversal in the passage renders impossible a
reversion to the state of bondage. “I will run away” clarifies his future.

Douglass’s declaration to run away and his faith in progress connect his
personal story to the nation’s destiny. The ships, “freedom’s swift-winged
angels,” are metaphors of providence, progress, and commerce. The path
of the ships parallels the plight of the nation, sailing to a heaven on earth
defined by the millennium. All that stands in the way of the new age are the
Edward Coveys and Thomas Aulds, representatives of the nation’s reality of
slavery, much as Douglass is a representative of the nation’s ideal of freedom
and self-making. The Coveys and Aulds divert the material and spiritual
paths of progress, which are twinned; but the angels of the Lord, whether
in the form of ships or slaves, continue sailing before God’s gentle gale.
By connecting himself with the ships and “freedom’s swift-winged angels,”
Douglass also enables – indeed encourages – readers past and present to
find in such passages their own stories and their own barriers that require
declarations and faith.21

There is one other aspect of Douglass’s apostrophe to the ships that sets
him apart from other slave narrators: his attempt to grapple with the psy-
chology of slavery. It would remain a major intellectual concern for the rest
of his life, and few people captured the psychology of slavery better than
Douglass. Such declarative statements as “I will run away” depended on his
faith in providence and his future and served as a counter-balance to the
psychology of slavery. As he later stated:

The thought of only being a creature of the present and the past, troubled me,
and I longed to have a future – a future with hope in it. To be shut up entirely
to the past and present, is abhorrent to the human mind; it is to the soul –
whose life and happiness is unceasing progress – what the prison is the body;
a blight and mildew, a hell of horror. (My Bondage, p. 156)

Slavery was for Douglass tantamount to apostasy – a spiritual death with
no possibility of an afterlife. It was also a social death, an extreme form of
alienation and uncertainty, that denied the slave a future and cut him off
from “wife, children, and friends of kindred tie,” as he noted (My Bondage,
p. 95).

∗∗∗∗∗∗

Douglass continued to transform himself after publishing his 1845 Narrative.
As a result, the book that catapulted him to fame soon became outdated.
In fact his Narrative went out of print in the 1850s.22 Slave narratives, like
other forms of autobiography, portray a life from the perspective of the
present; they seek to understand and explain the present self.23 Ten years
after publishing his Narrative, he was a totally different person. In 1845 he
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was still quite young – 27 years old, not yet an intellectual, and comparatively
immature. Two years later he noted that he had only been out of slavery for
nine years, and “in point of mental experience, I was but nine years old”
(My Bondage, p. 237). His comparative immaturity is reflected in how he
defined himself in terms of age: he celebrated September 3, 1838 – the day he
fled north to freedom – as the marker of his birth, in place of his unknown
birthday. His friend James McCune Smith suggested something of his radical
self-transformation when he noted that Douglass had changed more in the
eight years from 1846 to 1854 than he had from 1838 to 1846, during his
eight-year rise from slavery to internationally acclaimed orator and writer.
As a result, he published a second autobiography, My Bondage and My
Freedom, in 1855 as a way to update his public persona.24

In many respects My Bondage and My Freedom is a deeper, richer book
than Douglass’s better-known Narrative. While the Narrative is shorter and
more lyrical, My Bondage is more complex, over four times as long, and
politically and intellectually more compelling. When it was published, it was
even more of a success than the 1845 Narrative. It sold about 15,000 copies
in the first two months of publication, and one reviewer, writing for the pres-
tigious Putnam’s Monthly, called Douglass “a genius,” My Bondage “pro-
foundly touching,” and said the book was better than Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
Throughout My Bondage, Douglass explores the psychology of slavery and
freedom in a way that he is unable to do in his Narrative.25

The changes in My Bondage reflect the changes in Douglass’s life. When
Douglass published his Narrative, he was still legally a slave and often defined
himself as such. In 1844, while lecturing on the abolitionist circuit, he empha-
sized that he was not a “fugitive from slavery,” as advertisements for his
lectures stated, but a fugitive in slavery – a fugitive and a slave. And in 1849

he referred to himself as a “fugitive slave,” even though British sympathizers
had purchased his legal freedom in 1847. He was not yet ready to define
himself as a free man both in fact and in form.26

Douglass’s reluctance to define himself as a free man stemmed in part from
his association with William Lloyd Garrison and the American Anti-Slavery
Society. The Society was committed to the principles of non-resistance (non-
violence and non-voting), considered politics and government corrupt, and
relied on moral suasion to bring about the immediate abolition of slavery.
While he gained crucial experience and confidence working for Garrison and
the society, Douglass also felt frustrated. He received less pay than white
agents, even though he drew the largest crowds and brought more atten-
tion to the society than any other member except perhaps Garrison himself.
When he challenged a white colleague, he was more often than not rebuked.
Garrison and most other members treated him as a son or dependant rather
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than an equal, and when he asserted his role as a leader, they became
incensed.27

Douglass moved to Rochester, New York, in 1847, following a success-
ful eighteen-month British speaking tour. While in England, admirers had
raised enough money for him to purchase his freedom and start his own
newspaper, The North Star (which became Frederick Douglass’ Paper in
1851). In becoming an editor and independent entrepreneur, he declared his
independence from his former employer geographically, intellectually, and
emotionally. James McCune Smith suggested the import of Douglass’s move
to Rochester by telling Gerrit Smith: “You will be surprised to hear me say
that only since [Douglass’s] Editorial career has he begun to become a colored
man.” With his move, Douglass liberated himself from the white paternalism
of Garrison and the American Anti-Slavery Society.28

Douglass chose Rochester for a number of reasons. First, he did not
have to compete for business with the American Anti-Slavery Society, which
had newspapers in Boston (Garrison’s Liberator) and New York City (the
National Anti-Slavery Standard). Second, as a black man Douglass felt more
comfortable in Rochester than in Boston. Rochester had a vibrant black and
abolitionist community, and African Americans felt less alienated there than
in Boston. Compared with Boston, Rochester was still young, racial hierar-
chies had not yet hardened, and there were few Irish immigrants, the most
antiblack group in the North. Finally, Rochester, like Syracuse and Madison
County in upstate New York, was a hotbed of political abolitionism, and
Douglass (like most other blacks) had lost sympathy for Garrison’s doctrines
of non-voting and non-violence. Political abolitionists interpreted the Con-
stitution as an antislavery document; and they believed that the government
and citizens should intervene in slaveholding regions, using force if neces-
sary, to end the evil. The American Anti-Slavery Society had an opposite
understanding of government. Garrison publicly burned the Constitution,
calling it “a covenant with death, an agreement with hell” for countenancing
slavery. He advocated “disunion,” which meant separating from the United
States and relying wholly on moral suasion as the means to free the slaves.
Douglass had never felt entirely comfortable with non-violence; after all, the
turning point in his life as a slave centered around an act of violence – his
famous fight with Covey.29 By 1855, when Douglass published My Bondage
and My Freedom, he was a political abolitionist, a temperate revolutionary,
and an intellectual. A few months before publishing My Bondage, he became
a founding member of the Radical Abolition party, a militant offshoot of the
Liberty party, and in late June 1855 he attended its inaugural convention
in Syracuse, New York. The Radical Abolitionists embraced the immediate
abolition of slavery; full suffrage for all Americans regardless of sex or skin
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color; the redistribution of land so that no one would be poor and no one
rich; and violent intervention against the growing belligerence of proslav-
ery advocates. They also relied on “pentacostal visitations” (messages from
God) to aid them in their fight against slavery. Their goal was nothing short
of an immediate end to all evil.30

In the Radical Abolitionists, Douglass found mentors he could trust: he
became close friends with Gerrit Smith and James McCune Smith, also
founders of the party. The wealthy Gerrit Smith helped fund his newspa-
per and convinced him of the efficacy of political action; Douglass dedicated
My Bondage to him. McCune Smith, the most learned African American of
his day, greatly influenced Douglass’s intellectual development; he wrote the
Introduction to My Bondage.31

In many respects My Bondage resembled the inaugural convention of the
Radical Abolitionists. Both “performances” sought to fulfill the ideals of
the Declaration of Independence. It was a moment of exhilarating hope for
the nation. Another memorable “performance” occurred at precisely the
same time: one week after the inaugural convention of the Radical Aboli-
tionists, and one month before the publication of My Bondage, Walt Whit-
man introduced, in entirely different form, a remarkably similar vision of
America. On July 4, 1855 he self-published his first edition of Leaves of
Grass. These three visions – political, poetic, and autobiographical – repre-
sent remarkable examples of faith in the possibility of individual and national
liberation in the face of increasing oppression. In their articulation of a new
age of democracy, they were sui generis.32

My Bondage represents Douglass’s declaration of black independence
from slavery and racism. It announces the presence of a confident black
intellectual who borrows from white literary culture to shape his black aes-
thetic and insists on having his book read alongside classic white literature.
Throughout the book, Douglass quotes or paraphrases famous white writers:
Coleridge, Sir Walter Scott, Shakespeare, Lord Byron, Aristotle, Milton,
Martin Luther, William Cowper, Longfellow, and Whittier; and there are
at least thirty-five separate biblical references. These references reveal not
only Douglass’s growing intellectual powers, they highlight his efforts to
break down the color line. He anticipates W. E. B. Du Bois, who declared in
The Souls of Black Folk (1903): “I sit with Shakespeare and he winces not.”
Like Du Bois, the Douglass of My Bondage seeks to become a “co-worker in
the kingdom of culture,” dwell above the veil of race, and merge his double
self – a black man and an American – into a better and truer self.33

Douglass declares his independence from racism and oppression in the
opening pages of the book. The frontispiece depicts him elegantly dressed
but with his hands clenched in fists as though ready for a fight. It sends a
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message that is repeated throughout the book: one of artful defiance. And like
the portrait in his 1845 Narrative, it is unfinished, the details absent below
the waist, as if to visualize his continual self-evolution. Following the fron-
tispiece is his elaborate dedication to Gerrit Smith. Spread out over an entire
page in ornate type, the dedication attempts to make visual Douglass’s praise
of Smith for “ranking slavery with piracy and murder” and denying its con-
stitutional existence. At the outset of his book, then, Douglass distinguishes
himself from his 1845 self, as reflected in the Narrative, and from his associ-
ation with Garrison and the pacifist American Anti-Slavery Society. Slavery
represented a state of rebellion or war, which needed to be vanquished with
physical force if necessary in order to preserve the peace. McCune Smith’s
introduction also represented a sharp break from the structure of the 1845

Narrative and the tradition of slave narratives. While two white men pre-
sented Douglass to the public in the 1845 Narrative, bearing witness to his
authentic status as a slave, a black intellectual writes the introduction to
My Bondage, implying that Douglass refused to be mediated by whites and
instead embraced his black identity.

Douglass divides My Bondage and My Freedom into two parts: his “life
as a slave” and his “life as a freeman.” In the first part he represents himself
as a slave who continually seeks his freedom. By learning to read and write,
believe in his deliverance, and stand up to his masters, he acquires degrees
of freedom. Throughout the text he performs his freedom. His fight with
Edward Covey, for example, is even more of a performance than in the 1845

Narrative, a staged and ritualized battle in which he becomes a free man “in
fact” even while remaining a slave “in form” (My Bondage, p. 140).

But the second part gives Douglass considerable trouble. Representing
himself as a free man seemed to induce in him a crisis of language and
aesthetics. He begins “life as a freeman” by stating: “There is no necessity
for any extended notice of the incidents of this part of my life” (My Bondage,
p. 199). His description of becoming free a few lines later reveals a similar
frustration with the inadequacy of words:

It was a moment of joyous excitement, which no words can describe. In a letter
to a friend, written soon after reaching New York, I said I felt as one might be
supposed to feel, on escaping from a den of hungry lions. But, in a moment like
that, sensations are too intense and too rapid for words. Anguish and grief, like
darkness and rain, may be described, but joy and gladness, like the rainbow
of promise, defy alike the pen and pencil. (My Bondage, pp. 199–200)

The power of words, acquired in part by studying The Columbian Orator,
had fueled Douglass’s desire for freedom and enabled his rise to fame. But
now words could not represent the sensation of freedom.
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Part of Douglass’s problem was that there was no precedent for represent-
ing oneself as a free man while embracing immediate emancipation and a
sharp break from the past. Douglass had no one to turn to for help, and in
writing My Bondage, he created a new genre that follows the form previously
reserved for white men: a narrative that describes a life in freedom, rather
than ending at the moment of freedom, as all previous slave narratives had
done.34

The teleology of slave narratives centered around the moment of freedom.
Narrators saw in one divine event the end of doubt and disappointment;
freedom represented a new age, and they worshiped it with unwavering
faith, as Du Bois later noted. But since narratives ended at the moment
of freedom, they could not articulate this new dispensation. The struggle
to develop an aesthetic of freedom perhaps helps to explain why African
American literary works published in the 1850s greatly exceeded those works
published between 1867 and 1876, a period in which only two novels were
published and slave narratives dwindled to a trickle.35

In light of Douglass’s hesitation about representing himself in freedom,
he devotes seventy pages to his “life as a freeman,” plus an additional sixty
pages of an “Appendix” in small print that contains excerpts of six speeches
and one public letter. That is a lot of prose to describe something Douglass
suggests cannot be described with words. He resolves the conundrum by
emphasizing his continued subaltern status and struggle for freedom in the
face of Northern racism. He notes, for example, that after entering Garri-
son’s ranks as a lecturer, he was treated as a commodity, or text, of white
abolitionists, rather than having the autonomy to represent himself:

I was generally introduced as a “chattel” – a “thing” – a piece of southern
“property” – the chairman assuring the audience that it could speak. . . .
“Give us the facts,” said Collins, “we will take care of the philosophy.” . . .
It was impossible for me to repeat the same old story month after month, and
to keep up my interest in it. . . [T]o go through with it every night was a task
altogether too mechanical for my nature. “Tell your story,” would whisper my
then revered friend, William Lloyd Garrison. . . I could not always obey, for I
was now reading and thinking. (My Bondage, pp. 215–16)

The slave as “thing” could not acquire life and humanity because Garriso-
nians sought to control Douglass’s creative self-fashioning. It was another
form of bondage. Douglass’s attack on Garrison is subtle but sharp: his then
revered friend made him feel like a mechanical thing; he yearned for liberty,
and could not always obey.

It is significant that Douglass ends his “life as a freeman” at the moment
he severs his ties with Garrison. Then he begins his Appendix and radically
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alters his narrative framework. In struggling to create a new genre and find
an appropriate style for representing himself as a free man, Douglass presents
himself as a performer – a successful black orator – unadorned, as it were,
unmediated by a narrator. He arranges the speeches chronologically, so that
readers can glimpse the fragmented evolution of this public persona. The last
speech in the Appendix brings us to Douglass’s present, in early 1855, with
a lecture on the antislavery movement that prophesies the new age. Unlike
the Narrative, which ends with Douglass parodying the slaveholding hymn,
“Heavenly Union,” My Bondage ends with Douglass connecting himself to
God:

Old as the everlasting hills; immovable as the throne of God; and certain as
the purposes of eternal power, against all hinderances, and against all delays,
and despite all the mutations of human instrumentalities, it is the faith of my
soul, that this anti-slavery cause will triumph. (My Bondage, p. 292)

Douglass is a prophet: the “faith of [his] soul” is as old as God’s world and
as immovable as God’s throne; and he is certain of God’s power – he knows
that God will help him vanquish slavery.36

Many readers of My Bondage and My Freedom skim through or even skip
the Appendix, and it is almost never discussed in criticism. But it contains
some of Douglass’s most powerful writings, including “What to the Slave is
the Fourth of July?” and “The Slavery Party,” the latter which anticipates
Lincoln’s “House Divided” speech of 1858 in its description of the Slave
Power and in its rhetorical power. The speeches are well chosen and edited
and imply a continuation of Douglass’s persona. But unlike the narrative
proper, the focus is on politics and national regeneration. The performative
slave has become a political persona. Taken together, the speeches contrast
the present sinful society with the coming millennium. The fragmented and
episodic nature of the speeches is appropriate to the millennial history that
is conveyed.

Even more than his 1845 Narrative, My Bondage is a testament to Dou-
glass’s belief that “true” art could dissolve social barriers and bring life and
power to a slave. Speaking, writing, and images work together in the book
to create a powerful portrait of an intelligent, authentic, black performer
and prophet. By refashioning himself as a performer, or art object, Douglass
hoped to confer upon his persona and his readers – especially his white read-
ers – a new life, which would link them together and dissolve social barriers.
As a slave – a “thing,” – Douglass acquires life and humanity by represent-
ing himself as a performer. He hopes that the reader will acquire new life by
perceiving that “thing” as human.
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The nature of Douglass’s art stemmed from his efforts to dissolve the
boundaries between black and white, rich and poor, sacred and profane,
heaven and earth, and art and politics. These cultural dichotomies had long
served as a source of order and hierarchy in western culture. Although Dou-
glass was not always successful in collapsing them, he went further than
most of his peers. By attacking the belief that some people were born to
be slaves and others masters, he was led to question other social divi-
sions, as opposed to more conservative reformers and artists, who legiti-
mated the status quo by separating slavery and art from politics and other
institutions.37

In striving to break down social barriers, Douglass continually remade
himself at the same time he sought to reform the country. The self-evolution
in his 1845 Narrative and 1855 My Bondage exemplifies his belief in “iden-
tity” as constantly changing and highly subjective, dependent upon time,
place, and circumstance. The idea of “whiteness” as a sign of superiority
and a justification for racial oppression was based in part on an understand-
ing of character that was fixed and unchanging. Douglass first grappled with
this notion of fluidity in his Narrative and developed it in My Bondage by
brilliantly attacking “whiteness.” While the Narrative focuses on forms of
bondage and alienation, My Bondage foregrounds race and the problems of
transition from bondage to freedom.

The dramatic changes in Douglass’s persona from 1845 to 1855 reflect his
appellation as a “Representative American man.” Of course, his trajectory
had never been representative. He represented what was possible, but his life
was never a synecdoche of the black condition. In describing his continual
self-evolution, he necessarily leaves out many things, most noticeably the
women who helped him escape from slavery and become an independent
newspaperman. The most glaring omission is of his wife, Anna Murray, a free
black who enabled him to escape by giving him money, and who supported
herself and their children by working as a domestic while he lectured abroad
for almost two years. She is referred to as an afterthought. In his 1845

Narrative, Douglass casually notes that “Anna, my intended wife, came on”
after he arrived safely at New York City (Narrative, p. 113). Aside from
this and a brief mention of his marriage, his only description of her takes
the form of an asterisked footnote: “She was free” (ibid.). There is even
less space (one sentence) devoted to her in My Bondage. But much like the
other classic male “I”-narratives of the era, from Melville’s Moby-Dick and
Thoreau’s Walden to Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, self-transformation and
emancipation came at the expense of family and domestic life, and the role
of father and husband.
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13
JOHN ERNEST

Beyond Douglass and Jacobs

Not very long ago, students taking a standard Survey of American Literature
course that covered the years up to the Civil War would have encountered
just one slave narrative, The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an
American Slave, first published in 1845. These days, students in that course
are likely to encounter two slave narratives – or rather, one complete nar-
rative and about one-seventh of another. Both The Norton Anthology of
American Literature, 1820–1865 and The Heath Anthology of American
Literature – Early Nineteenth Century: 1800–1865 include exactly six of
the forty-one chapters of Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl.1 The Heath Anthology also includes the work of four other African
American writers, all collected together with Douglass and Jacobs in the
section entitled “Race, Slavery and the Invention of the ‘South.’” In this vol-
ume of the Norton Anthology, Douglass and Jacobs are the only African
American writers represented. Students who continue in the survey might
encounter one or two other narratives – perhaps Booker T. Washington’s
Up From Slavery (1901), for example. Most students interested in American
literary history, then, and many of their teachers, will encounter fewer than
a handful of narratives that will represent a genre that includes an estimated
6,000 texts – including books, periodical publications, and oral histories and
interviews. Even in courses not burdened by the constraints of historical cov-
erage that makes any survey course a challenge, Douglass’s 1845 Narrative
and Jacobs’s Incidents (read in its entirety) are often the only slave narratives
assigned; similarly, a great deal of scholarship on American literary and cul-
tural history includes significant discussions only of Douglass (most often)
or of Jacobs, or of the two together.

Douglass’s first narrative (of the three he published) and all or part of
Jacobs’s Incidents, then, have some serious representative work to do. But
what is being represented, and how should we understand that represen-
tation, and are the Narrative and Incidents, classics though they are, ade-
quate for this work? Douglass, who in his own time was often viewed as
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the representative of all African Americans, understood well the cultural
politics of black representative identity in a white supremacist nation. In an
1865 speech at the inauguration of a school named for him, Douglass com-
plained that “the public, with the mass of ignorance . . . has sternly denied
the representative character of our distinguished men. They are treated as
exceptions, individual cases, and the like.” “When prejudice cannot deny the
black man’s ability,” Douglass noted, “it denies his race, and claims him as a
white man. It affirms that if he is not exactly white, he ought to be,” and that
“he owes whatever intelligence he possesses to the white race by contract or
association.”2 In his own time, Douglass’s mixed-race status sometimes did
indeed play a role in his public recognition; in more recent times, Douglass
has often been presented, implicitly and sometimes explicitly, as an excep-
tional figure in that his Narrative has been recognized not only as an impor-
tant slave narrative but also as a unique literary achievement, one deserving
of attention alongside of white writers of his time. Jacobs’s Incidents, on the
other hand, was long ignored or devalued because it was an exception, both
because it represents a woman’s perspective and because scholars suspected
that white writers were involved in the production of the narrative. As Rafia
Zafar has noted, “for breaking from [the] recognized pattern of male slave
narrators – Harriet Jacobs is alone among antebellum female writers of book-
length secular autobiographies – Jacobs was either decried as inauthentic or
dismissed as atypical.”3 Incidents was long assumed to be either the product
of a white writer or, later, the achievement of a talented and tactful white edi-
tor. Subsequently, Jacobs has become the exceptional-representative woman
to balance Douglass’s exceptional-representative man.

Of course, there are reasons why Douglass and Jacobs are considered
to be both exceptional and representative. As Zafar notes, Jacobs is alone
among US women who published a book-length slave narrative before the
Civil War. Accordingly, although Incidents is not the only slave narrative
that addresses the condition and situation of enslaved women, Jacobs’s is
the only US book from this period that can represent the slave narrative
genre from a woman’s perspective, making the book representative, in effect,
by default. Jacobs’s success in presenting that perspective and transforming
the conventions associated with this male-dominated genre is among the
qualities that make Incidents such a stunning literary achievement. Dou-
glass’s Narrative, on the other hand, was one of many book-length slave
narratives authored by men, though Douglass is noted for his memorable
representation of the masculine struggle with enslavement. But even in its
own time, before most readers thought to question gendered perspectives,
Douglass’s achievement in his Narrative, published shortly before he trav-
eled to Great Britain to promote the antislavery movement, was celebrated
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as a particularly eloquent and powerful example of the developing genre.
As David W. Blight has noted, the Narrative “quickly became a best-seller.
Much anticipated among abolitionists, it sold five thousand copies in the
first four months of publication.”4 Once abroad, “Douglass helped finance
his British tour by selling the Narrative, which went through nine editions
and sold eleven thousand copies between 1845 and 1847. By the eve of the
Civil War in 1860, approximately thirty thousand copies of the Narrative
had been sold on two continents, and the book had been translated into both
French and German editions” (Narrative, p. 16). “Indeed,” Blight observes,
“along with his public speeches, the Narrative made Frederick Douglass the
most famous black person in the world” (ibid.). Jacobs – who had once
worked in an antislavery reading room located above Frederick Douglass’s
offices in Rochester, New York – long resisted requests that she write her
story, and when she published Incidents in 1861, interest in slave narratives
and the antislavery movement was being eclipsed by the Civil War. Unlike
Douglass, and reflecting the significant difference between the public percep-
tion of a man’s story of former degradation and a woman’s, Jacobs did not
place her name prominently on her book’s title page, and the book did not
support a European speaking tour, though it did secure her a reputation in
the abolitionist community that led to her career of aiding and educating the
formerly enslaved during and after the Civil War.

Douglass was viewed as an exceptional-representative in his own time;
Jacobs’s similar reputation came much later, when both Incidents and
Douglass’s Narrative entered into the canon of American literary history –
Douglass’s narrative firmly, and Jacobs’s more tentatively. Of course, the
literary canon and what counts as public memory are both subject to the
prerogatives of a racialized culture in which importance is measured mainly
by one’s recognition in the white mainstream. As David Blight has noted
of Frederick Douglass, and Sandra Gunning and Rafia Zafar have noted of
Jacobs, black scholars had for some time read and studied the work and lives
of Douglass and Jacobs, long before these nineteenth-century activists were
“discovered” by white scholars and teachers, and in Douglass’s case long
before the Narrative was reprinted for twentieth-century readers.5 It is not
surprising, then, that both the Narrative and Incidents received increasingly
official attention – that is, new editions of the texts, scholarship noted by such
national organizations as the Modern Language Association, and inclusion in
mainstream literary anthologies – only after the Civil Rights Movement and
the Black Studies Movement began to force the issue of the need to recover
the texts of African American intellectual, cultural, and literary history. As
Blight has noted, Douglass’s Narrative was out of print “for more than a
century, from the 1850s to 1960” (Narrative, p. 17). “By the 1950s,” Blight
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continues, “a genuine Douglass revival may be said to have begun among lit-
erary scholars, and through the civil rights revolution and the rediscovery of
black history during the following decade, at least three new editions of the
Narrative were published by 1968” (Narrative, p. 18). As Zafar notes, “one
hundred and twelve years were to elapse between the anonymous publica-
tion of Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and the first modern reprint edited
by Walter Teller,” and “a century and a quarter would pass before Jacobs’s
autobiography received a comprehensive, scholarly treatment by Jean Fagan
Yellin” (“Introduction,” p. 4). Incidents received increasing attention after
the publication of Yellin’s authoritative edition and eventually was included
(one-seventh of it, anyway) in anthologies of American literary history, where
Douglass’s Narrative had been holding the fort for African American literary
self-representation for some time.

Rather quickly during its rise to prominence, Incidents was presented in
scholarship and classrooms alike as the necessary corrective or counter-
balance to the story of masculine struggle that Douglass presents in his
Narrative. As Valerie Smith has argued, “by representing themselves as iso-
lated heroic subjects, male slave narrators also defined their humanity in the
terms of prevailing conceptions of American male identity.”6 In telling a dif-
ferent story, and also in telling similar stories differently, Incidents served
as a text that could expose the assumptions that guided not only Dou-
glass’s experience but also his narration of his experience. In many ways,
this was an important and appropriate part of the value of Incidents when
it was first made widely available. Indeed, as is revealed by the selection
of the six chapters of Incidents included in either the Norton Anthology
or the Heath Anthology, Jacobs’s representation of an enslaved woman’s
experience remains one of the most important considerations for many who
read Incidents (thus limiting a woman’s perspective, in the process, to those
moments when she is addressing most directly experiences that are gender-
specific). As Deborah E. McDowell has noted, scholars and teachers have
long “privileged and mystified Douglass’s narrative” by having it serve a
“double duty: not only does it make slavery intelligible, but the ‘black expe-
rience’ as well.”7 “It is this choice of Douglass as . . . ‘representative man,’”
McDowell argues, “as the part that stands for the whole, that reproduces the
omission of women from view, except as afterthoughts different from ‘the
same’ (black men).”8 Jacobs’s one-seventh representative status in antholo-
gies suggests that the situation McDowell describes still prevails. But even
when Jacobs is allowed fuller representation, her representative status can
too easily be read against her intentions for her narrative. As Frances Smith
Foster has argued, “rather than use her experiences as representative of
others,” as Jacobs intended, “too many scholars and critics have used the
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experiences of others to invalidate those that Jacobs recounted. Their interest
revolves exclusively around Harriet Jacobs as both author and subject and
around how her victories and her values contrast with prevailing theories
and opinions of slave life.”9

Foster’s comments, along with the role of Incidents as truncated supple-
ment to Douglass’s Narrative, raise serious questions about how and why
we read slave narratives. What do these narratives and their authors repre-
sent, and how on earth can we know, given that attention to this history in
our educational system is sketchy at best? As Foster indicates, readers gener-
ally bring a set of questions directed toward an insistent curiosity about the
details of the lives of the enslaved. At times, these questions move quickly
from the particular to the general, making Douglass’s Narrative, for exam-
ple, a brief history of slavery – all one needs to know in roughly one hundred
pages. Douglass stands in for all of the enslaved, and the Narrative is reduced
to a list of horrors, a generalized tale of struggle. At times, as Foster suggests,
these questions move from the general to the particular, as Jacobs’s narrative
is tested against “prevailing theories and opinions of slave life” and her nar-
ration thereby judged either reliable or unreliable accordingly. Often, that is,
teachers and students alike bring to the classroom (and even scholars some-
times to their studies) a set framework for understanding and responding
to slave narratives, and a small and very general body of knowledge about
slavery that they apply directly to individual narratives. The narrative, in
effect, must say what readers expect it to say.

This was the case, in fact, when those who were once enslaved first pub-
lished their stories or spoke at antislavery events. One text, for example,
Louisa Picquet, the Octoroon: or Inside Views of Southern Domestic Life,
features an extensive series of questions and answers between Picquet and
Hiram Mattison, a white abolitionist. In his interview with Picquet, Matti-
son presses for details about sexual violations or other physical and mental
abuse. Noting Mattison’s “prurient obsession” in this interview, Anthony
G. Barthelemy has commented on the delicate tensions between Mattison
and Picquet. “Responding to Mattison’s questions,” Barthelemy observes,
“Picquet tells us something of her life in slavery and freedom. Mattison,
however, was interested in the institution of slavery itself and in its attendant
moral corruption. The minister failed to recognize Picquet as an individual;
rather, she and her experiences served to substantiate his argument and
to justify his self-righteousness and moral indignation.”10 In his approach
to understanding both Picquet and the system of slavery, Mattison him-
self becomes something of a representative figure; many white readers, then
and today, resemble Mattison more than they might care to acknowledge.
With such approaches in mind, the historian Robin Winks has called slave
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narratives “the pious pornography of their day,”11 stories of intimate vio-
lations that white Americans could read while still feeling that they were
engaged in a benevolent exercise. In our day, reading a slave narrative
for particular horrors and generalized outrage can enable readers to keep
the story of slavery neatly generalized, safely individualized, or otherwise
contained.

As we ask, then, whether it is enough to read just one of Douglass’s narra-
tives and all or part of Jacobs’s, we need to ask as well how we read these and
other narratives. What demands do we face when we encounter one or more
of these texts, say, in a literature course? Often, as I’ve suggested already,
slave narratives in literature courses are studied primarily for their content –
the story told about slavery, the story of physical and psychological abuse,
and the story of a brave escape from slavery. Read in this way, what makes
these narratives count as literature is that the style shows conspicuous skill
or that the authors demonstrate familiarity with the literary conventions and
standards of their day, and especially those conventions and standards associ-
ated with white American literary history. What makes a particular narrative
stand out is that a particular author (most often, Douglass or Jacobs) can
write in such a way as to utilize those conventions while surpassing those
standards – in terms, say, of stylistic grace or rhetorical skill. Certain episodes
seem especially vivid – for example, Douglass’s account of the whipping of
Aunt Hester that was for him “the blood-stained gate, the entrance to the
hell of slavery.”12 Certain phrases seem to capture especially well either the
experience of slavery or the determination required to resist it. Many readers
have commented, for example, on Douglass’s provocative statement, “You
have seen how a man was made a slave; you shall see how a slave was made a
man” (Narrative, p. 75). Many readers have noted as well the significance of
Jacobs’s comment on the conclusion to her narrative: “Reader, my story ends
with freedom; not in the usual way, with marriage.”13 Here Jacobs’s invoca-
tion of the conventions of sentimental novels, which usually ended with mar-
riage, is especially purposeful, for readers are pressed to realize that Jacobs
has used literary conventions associated with courtship and marriage stories
so as to emphasize the extent to which her condition removed her from the
world in which many of her white female readers lived – thus emphasiz-
ing the extent to which hers is a story about both slavery and racism. Such
moments have made Douglass’s Narrative and Jacobs’s Incidents the leading
slave narratives in many courses – both in courses where the narratives are
read as literature and in history courses where they are read to give vivid
personal testimonies to the realities covered in scholarly studies of slavery.

For these reasons and others, Douglass’s 1845 Narrative and Jacobs’s Inci-
dents are justly valued as great achievements – but students who read only
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these texts are not at all in a position to appreciate (or question) the terms
of this valuation. Certainly, most readers have no trouble understanding
that these narratives tell important stories, for it is impossible to read them
without a profound sense of the seriousness and complexity of their subject.
Most readers would agree, then, that it would be a rather serious violation
to read these narratives as literary achievements and say nothing about the
content, or to treat the subject of slavery as just the occasion for these lit-
erary achievements. But it would be a serious violation as well to consider
literary achievement as a separate category – that is, to consider rhetorical
skill and stylistic grace simply as a remarkable sign of individual achieve-
ment, simply as the ability of Douglass or Jacobs to rise from their former
enslaved position to such a level of education and literacy that they are able
to fashion from their experience an extraordinary rhetorical performance. In
fact, though, this is often the case. It is not unusual for readers of Douglass’s
Narrative and Jacobs’s Incidents alike to express surprise that two people
born in slavery, first, could write at all and, second, could write so well.
Their skill as writers is celebrated, in effect, as an exceptional achievement –
so that these writers who are asked to represent the slave narrative genre are
considered as not representative at all but exceptional in their talent, and
therefore in the position to represent the realities of enslavement. For many,
what makes Douglass and Jacobs representative are the conditions under
which they lived; what makes them remarkable is that they have reached
a level of achievement that meets the standards even of those who have
enjoyed the benefits of education and a privileged life. The style and art of
slave narratives, then, are implicitly considered to be a measure of the nar-
rator’s success in transcending the world of slavery. As most slave narratives
begin with slavery and end in freedom, so, too, is the distinction between
content (slavery) and style (not just literacy, but rhetorical talent) viewed as
a journey away from slavery.

The problem with this approach is that to separate style from content is to
undermine the authority of the slave narrative as a text and of the writers of
slave narratives as authors. Certainly, Douglass, Jacobs, and many others
were justly proud of their achievements – but their approach to writing was
not simply an attempt to encourage a doubting public (many of whom did not
believe them capable of such writing) to admire their talent. They wrote not
to display the extent to which they had escaped slavery; rather, they wrote to
get into the realities of slavery, and to force their readers to recognize that, in
fact, there was no escape from slavery, not for African Americans born into
it, and not for white Americans in the North who had never experienced it.
Authors of slave narratives did not write simply to celebrate their escape; they
wrote because so many others remained enslaved, a condition that would not
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change for many until the nation addressed the economic, political, social,
and legal structures that supported slavery and the racial assumptions that
extended from slavery. Both Douglass and Jacobs crafted their narratives
to make exactly this point, but readers are in a position to fully appreciate
the complexity and depth of this point only when they can recognize the
complexity and depth of the craft of these narratives. It is difficult, however,
to evaluate or even to recognize the craft of slave narratives if one knows
little about the system of slavery and little about African American literary,
political, and intellectual traditions. In short, how are we to read Douglass’s
Narrative and Jacobs’s Incidents as representative slave narratives if we do
not know anything about the genre of slave narratives that they are asked
to represent? And given that Douglass and Jacobs are sometimes the only
antebellum African American writers that students will encounter, how can
those students come to a just and informed understanding of antebellum
African American literature if they are encouraged to think that what is most
African American about these texts is the subject – oppression experienced
under slavery – and not the rhetorical response to that subject?

To appreciate the style of slave narratives, then, one must understand
the challenges that Douglass, Jacobs, and other writers of slave narratives
faced in trying to represent the system of slavery. Representing the system
of slavery, as part of a larger effort to promote antislavery sympathy and
activism, involved more than simply pointing to physical abuse or dramatic
injustices. As Saidiya V. Hartman has observed, “the most invasive forms of
slavery’s violence lie not in . . . exhibitions of ‘extreme’ suffering or in what
we see but in what we don’t see. Shocking displays too easily obfuscate the
more mundane and socially endurable forms of terror.”14 The simple fact
of enslavement, in other words, and the daily experience of that fact, was a
form of terror that cannot be easily revealed by a strict narration of events
or experiences, but the fact itself should have been enough for a nation that
had fought a revolution for the abstract ideal of liberty. Slave narrators,
who had survived and escaped not just episodic but daily experiences of
the abuses of slavery, were constantly in the position of having to make an
argument that should have been unnecessary. In a famous speech, Frederick
Douglass asserted, “I submit, where all is plain there is nothing to be argued.”
What argument should be necessary, Douglass wondered, to establish the
injustice of slavery? Through a series of pointed questions, he emphasized
the absurdity of his position: “Must I undertake to prove that the slave is a
man?”; “would you have me argue that man is entitled to liberty?”; “must
I argue that a system thus marked with blood, and stained with pollution,
is wrong?”15 Such arguments, Douglass asserted, should not be necessary in
a nation whose founding document was the Declaration of Independence.
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And yet, as Douglass and others recognized, such arguments were precisely
the point of slave narratives.

For Douglass and others, what was wrong about slavery was its very exis-
tence as a systemic operation of laws, customs, and philosophy that threat-
ened the stability and undermined the integrity of all of American culture.
“The system of slavery,” wrote the great black abolitionist William Wells
Brown, himself a fugitive slave, “is a system that strikes at the foundation
of society, that strikes at the foundation of civil and political institutions.”16

Indeed, the system of slavery affected every aspect of American culture, cor-
rupting every institution, degrading every ideal, and touching every life. Even
after slavery was abolished in the Northern states, it was still a strong eco-
nomic and political presence, shaping Northern culture as well as national
political life. African American abolitionists knew very well that true anti-
slavery efforts would be those directed at fundamental systemic reform,
addressing the rights of the nominally free as well as “freeing” those who
were enslaved. As Frederick Douglass proclaimed in the same speech from
which I’ve quoted above, “The existence of slavery in this country brands
your republicanism as a sham, your humanity as a base pretense, and your
Christianity as a lie.”17 How can one hope to tell such a story? To tell it
rightly would be to tell a story that reached to the “foundation of civil and
political institutions”; to tell it rightly would be to question some of the most
fundamental assumptions behind the larger story of American progress and
political ideals. It is not surprising, then, that the stories that audiences, then
as now, wanted most to hear were generally more manageable, more individ-
ual, focusing either on horrors that one can easily denounce or on struggles
for freedom that one can heartily celebrate.

African American abolitionists knew that such expectations could not be
ignored. In virtually all slave narratives, readers will encounter the kind of
stories they expect to encounter – the “exhibitions of ‘extreme’ suffering”
that Hartman discusses. I’ve noted, for example, Douglass’s account of his
“entrance to the hell of slavery” through the “blood-stained gate” of abuse.
Similarly, William Wells Brown, in his 1847 Narrative of William W. Brown,
A Fugitive Slave, writes of a time when his mother was whipped: “Though
the field was some distance from the house, I could hear every crack of the
whip, and every groan and cry of my poor mother.”18 In his Narrative of the
Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave (1849), Bibb tells
of losing a wife and child to slavery, and of his wife losing her honor to
her owner. In the Narrative of the Life of Henry Box Brown (1851), Henry
“Box” Brown even addresses the relative absence of such episodes in his
narrative, speaking knowingly to his readers when he prefaces his narra-
tive with the comment, “The tale of my own sufferings is not one of great
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interest to those who delight to read of hair-breadth adventures, of tragic
occurrences, and scenes of blood.”19 In virtually all slave narratives, more-
over, readers encounter stories of the journey to relative freedom in the North
that quickly became part of the popular legends of the Underground Rail-
road, and many readers looked to these stories for brave escapes and heroic
adventures. Indeed, in our own time, when the Underground Railroad has
developed into an extremely popular story, it is instructive to think about the
comments of an early scholar, Albert Bushnell Hart, who in 1899 wrote that
those involved in the Underground Railroad were “enjoying the most roman-
tic and exciting amusement open to men who had high moral standards.”
“The Underground Railroad,” Hart continued, “was the opportunity for the
bold and adventurous; it had the excitement of piracy, the secrecy of bur-
glary, the daring of insurrection; to the pleasure of relieving the poor negro’s
sufferings it added the triumph of snapping one’s fingers at the slave-catcher;
it developed coolness, indifference to danger, and quickness of resource.”20

As Hart describes it, the story of the Underground Railroad allows Ameri-
cans to largely avoid the realities of slavery as a system of daily terror, turning
their attention instead to a world of adventure, heroism, and justice – and
to the brave and benevolent efforts of individual, heroic white people.

Writers of slave narratives were well aware of the interests and assump-
tions of their white readers, but they had a different story to tell – for they
knew the realities of the system of slavery, and they knew as well the reali-
ties of racism in the North. They faced the challenge, then, of telling stories
that few readers wanted to hear – and the art of telling the story that read-
ers want to read so as to draw them into the story that they need to hear
was the true art of the slave narrative. Accordingly, the style of the telling is
very much a part of the story to be told, and those readers who read these
books only to draw out the “facts” of slavery or of lives lived under oppres-
sion will miss the complexity of and artistry behind the stories these writers
make of their experiences. The phrase “written by himself” or “written by
herself” appears in the titles of many narratives, and this phrase draws our
attention to the act of composing these stories and not just to the stories
themselves. As James Olney has noted of Douglass’s Narrative, “there is
much more to the phrase . . . than the mere laconic statement of a fact: it
is literally part of the narrative, becoming an important thematic element in
the retelling of the life wherein literacy, identity, and a sense of freedom are
all acquired simultaneously, and without the first, according to Douglass,
the latter two would never have been.”21 Although not all writers of slave
narratives learned how to read and write before they escaped from slavery,
all would agree that literacy and liberty are complexly connected, and they
used their various styles to tell stories that extended beyond the bare facts
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of enslavement and escape. Some of these styles are seemingly rough, some
are deceptively simple, some are quite direct, and some seem frustratingly
indirect, before one realizes the point of the approach – but all seem designed
to force the reader to look beyond the particular to the systemic, beyond the
dramatic to the mundane, and beyond the fact of slavery in the South to
the realities of racism in the North. In his approach to writing, for example,
Douglass challenged the white antislavery consciousness that expected from
him the rough and quaint style of a stereotypical slave, and in his balance of
emotional restraint and outbursts of high eloquence, Douglass indicates that
the story we are reading is not half the story that he could tell. Jacobs, as
I’ve suggested, uses the conventions of sentimental literature to both relate
to readers accustomed to such literature and to underscore the injustices
of her situation. Bibb blends freely an energetic narrative style with what
would be recognized as standard antislavery discourse (the kind of rhetoric
and familiar phrasings that one would encounter regularly on the antislav-
ery lecture circuit and in various antislavery publications). In all of these
narratives, readers encounter familiar antislavery or sentimental rhetoric,
but usually with a disturbing twist; they encounter adventure and heroism,
but the narrative turns back to more recognizable terrors or more intimate
threats (the threatened loss of one’s child, for example); they encounter evils
to denounce, but discover that those evils threaten the security of their own
homes (for example, in the commentary on a corrupted Christianity com-
mon in most antebellum slave narratives). Slave narrators used style, in other
words, to weave their experiences in and around the worlds in which their
readers lived and to ask the reader to look at slavery from many different
angles and not just through a single narrative perspective.

Just as there is no single position from which one can understand the
realities of the system of slavery, so it is difficult to understand the complex
cultural dynamics that are part of the historical “truth” of any slave narra-
tive unless one is deeply versed in what Dwight A. McBride has called “the
complex cognitive and narrative negotiations involved in telling the ‘truth’
about slavery.”22 The history of slavery includes not only slaveholders and
slaves in the South and the North but also everyone who was invested in the
system – economically, politically, and professionally as well as personally.
The history of the antislavery movement includes not just heroic stories and
brave fugitives but also the racist assumptions of seemingly benevolent white
people and the limited understandings of antislavery sympathizers. To get a
sense of that complex history – of the mundane, systemic terrors of slavery
and of racial oppression – one needs to read a variety of narratives. The nar-
ratives themselves – including those written by former slaves, those reported
to white writers, famous stories told again in print, or obscure stories told for
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the first time – provide a context for understanding the narratives. Mattison’s
curiosity about Picquet might lead one to question the nature of one’s interest
in other narratives, for example. The differences between Solomon Northup’s
Twelve Years a Slave (written by a white man) and the Narrative of William
W. Brown (written by Brown himself) can raise important questions about
where and when various aspects of slave culture are described in a narrative.
The differences between the various versions of Josiah Henson’s life (largely
influenced by white writers, and in which Henson is increasingly identified
with Harriet Beecher Stowe’s character Uncle Tom), and the various ver-
sions of Douglass’s life (as he increasingly redefined himself over time) can
raise serious questions about the possibilities and limitations of black pub-
lic identity in the nineteenth century. Together, these and other narratives –
representing different regions, different experiences, different perspectives,
and different levels of public recognition and interest – provide an entrance
into an unwritten history, a history that, as William Wells Brown put it in
1847, “has never been represented” and that “never can be represented.”23

But this history, and this literary tradition, cannot be represented by just two
prominent writers, and those writers, no matter how accomplished, cannot
adequately represent themselves or their subjects in a vacuum.

Noting a similar problem in literary studies generally, Trudier Harris has
expressed her concern about “the lack of training . . . in blacks, whites,
and other folks who profess proficiency in the study of African American
literature.”24 Such scholars, Harris notes, are likely to “locate a few ‘points
of entry’ into the literature, identify selected writers and works for focus,
and ignore the bulk of the literature and the culture.”25 “You will notice,”
Harris continues, “that some of the same writers and titles keep popping up
because . . . these are the strands of hair on the head of the literature. These
are the popular ‘points of entry’ for folks coming to the literature to begin
their explorations.”26 Of course, everyone must begin somewhere, as Harris
recognizes, but while “beginning at these points is not the problem,” she
emphasizes, “staying there is.”27 Although students cannot be expected to
begin by reading everything, if the entrance to slave narratives is always lim-
ited to one of Douglass’s narratives and one (or one-seventh) by Jacobs, then
students are more likely to encounter settled instruction on how to under-
stand these narratives, and they are less likely to anticipate not only how
much there is to understand but also how much of this historical presence,
so neatly gathered under the term slavery, resists a settled understanding. To
canonize just a couple of narratives (or fragments of narratives) is to present
a dangerously simplified view of the past. Students who turn to The Amer-
ican Heritage College Dictionary for a definition of the word canon will
find that the word refers to “a group of literary works generally accepted
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as representing a field,” and that it also refers to “an established principle”
and “a basis for judgment.” In the case of slave narratives, they will often
encounter texts that have risen to representative status over a period of time
when the field – not only slave narratives but the history of slavery – was
obscured by inadequate knowledge or even misrepresentations. What, then,
is the basis for judgment, and what or whom is being judged? Against the
settled knowledge represented by the canon, it is important that students
encounter a variety of texts that raise questions about a still unsettled and
unsettling history. Only if we are reading our way into a world in which
the questions overwhelm the answers and in which we find ourselves re-
examining our most basic assumptions about US history and about our own
practices as readers are we actually reading slave narratives.
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XIOMARA SANTAMARINA

Black womanhood in North American
women’s slave narratives

Slavery is terrible for men; but it is far more terrible for women. Superadded
to the burden common to all, they have wrongs, and sufferings, and

mortifications peculiarly their own.
(Harriet Jacobs, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl)

Formerly enslaved women, like formerly enslaved men, were active partici-
pants in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century abolition movements. They par-
ticipated as fugitives helping other fugitives; as speakers; as organizers and
fundraisers; and as the writers of slave narratives. Slave women seeking
to represent their experience for their audiences shared some of the prob-
lems slave men encountered when telling their stories. In an era in which
citizenship was limited to white men, representations of the often humili-
ating experiences of slave men and women potentially exacerbated former
slaves’ vulnerability in their readers’ eyes. If male slave narrators who sought
readers’ sympathy for themselves and abolition had to contend with femi-
nizations of slave men as “sambo,” as well as depictions of oversexed and
violent men, formerly enslaved women had to contend with similar dis-
paraging stereotypes. De-gendered in the eyes of middle-class readers because
they performed field and manual labor (where they were often in the major-
ity), yet also viewed as oversexed because of their sexual vulnerability, slave
women faced especially contradictory circumstances when they entered the
spheres of antislavery publicity. Whether as a “mammy,” a “Jezebel,” or as a
masculinized non-woman, when slave women offered first-hand accounts of
slavery they were exposed to an intense scrutiny that conflicted with cultural
norms that insisted on the privacy of “woman.” Slave women consciously
shaped their narratives in direct response to these problematic contexts, as
writers and as narrators.1

Slave women’s entry into the realm of abolitionist publicity posed often
unrecognized problems to them: if those hostile to abolition, or proslavery,
could be expected to question these slave women’s credibility and virtue, anti-
slavery languages that publicized or “outed” slave women’s vulnerability –
especially slave women’s sexual vulnerability – also exposed these women
in ways that were antithetical to nineteenth-century formulations of
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womanhood. We can find an example of this in the narrative of Mary Prince,
published in London in 1831 by abolitionist Thomas Pringle. The History
of Mary Prince is the slave narrative of a West Indian woman who was then
living in London. Born in Bermuda in 1788, Prince was the slave of Mr.
and Mrs. John Wood of Antigua. After having traveled with the Woods to
England in 1830, she argued with them and abandoned the family. While
technically not a slave in England, Prince wanted to return to her family and
husband in Antigua as a free woman, so she began seeking her emancipation.
Pringle, her employer, published Prince’s narrative to mobilize public opin-
ion against Wood and to pressure him into selling her. Following publication
of the narrative, however, the public debate that emerged in the courts and
in antislavery media focused solely on Prince’s character and sexual history,
and hence on her credibility.

Prince’s narrative is a remarkable “as told to” account which offers us
the earliest insights into the harsh experiences of Caribbean slave women. It
bears many of the hallmark characteristics of slave narratives: several prefa-
tory documents that establish the authenticity of the account as well as the
credibility of the narrator; the circumstances under which the account was
related and transcribed by amanuensis Susan Stringland; and the claim that
Prince’s “exact expressions and peculiar phraseology” were retained “as far
as was practicable.”2 Pringle’s concern with Wood’s charge of Prince’s illicit
sexuality is evident in his editor’s preface and supplementary materials. The
latter speak to the investment Prince’s readers were assumed to have in ascer-
taining whether this slave woman, susceptible to sexual exploitation, could
uphold norms for proper femininity. Despite Pringle’s best efforts, however,
The History of Mary Prince reaffirmed the central role of slave women’s
sexuality to the proslavery lobby and abolitionists: slave women were hence-
forth confined to claiming legitimacy on very narrow grounds – as sexually
“virtuous” – that obscured the realities of slave women’s exploitation.

Prince’s slave testimony negotiated this very narrow frame with claims to
femininity that appealed to other gendered discourses about sentiment and
work beyond those of sexual purity. Through her narrative, she participates
in earlier, eighteenth-century discourses about virtue in which virtue was
associated with male sentiment or “feeling,” telling her readers that they
should want to hear from a slave “what a slave had felt and suffered” (p. i).
This emphasis on feeling forms the basis of Prince’s appeal to her readers’
sympathy, principally in the first part of the narrative in which she describes
the female-populated spheres of her childhood and the end of these affec-
tionate relationships through her sale (along with siblings) away from her
mother. “Oh, that was a sad sad time! I recollect the day well. Mrs. P. came
to me and said, ‘Mary, you will have to go home directly; your master . . .
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means to sell you . . . to raise money.’ Hearing this I burst out a crying, –
though I was then far from being sensible of the full weight of my misfortune,
or of the misery that waited for me” (p. 3). Prince’s metaphor of choice is the
heart, one she uses liberally to model her own empathy for the pain other
slaves experience as a basis for her readers’ own. Prince’s language becomes
more literal, however, when she describes the harsh regimes of labor she
endures in the salt marshes of Turk’s Island; after she relates this and sub-
sequent experiences she emphasizes overcoming pain and working to earn
her freedom. Her industriousness becomes a means for resisting and trans-
forming her slave status, without running away. In this way, Prince shows
her capacity for freedom to skeptical readers; her work and industry serve
as an alternative basis for credibility to the expectations of virtue uppermost
in these readers’ minds.

Most significantly, Prince’s narrative shows how slave women used their
narratives to represent themselves as women in relation to more than just
their sexuality. Harriet Jacobs was right to counter abolitionists’ focus on
slave men’s experiences by alerting her readers to the special, yet unrecog-
nized, gendered nature of slave women’s domination when she stressed that
slavery was “far more terrible for women.” But modern readers are wrong
to assume that slave women’s sexuality was the only significant dimension
of their experiences as gendered beings. Slave women asserted their wom-
anhood by appealing to a variety of cultural narratives about gender that
included narratives of motherhood, labor, entrepreneurship, spirituality, and
collective responsibility. They used their narratives to broaden the nation’s
limited understanding of how slave women asserted their femininity, despite
their nationally disadvantaged status. This should not surprise us, given the
range of slave women’s experiences in the western hemisphere, and it should
also forestall easy generalizations about how slave women experienced their
gender. As Nellie McKay has formulated, black women’s texts instantiated
notions of black womanhood as multidimensional; for black women, wom-
anhood was not “static or a single ideal.”3

This multidimensionality is especially evident in the narrative of a North-
ern slave woman who resisted slavery as well as her exploitation in the “free”
North after her emancipation. Sojourner Truth (1797–1883) is perhaps the
best known of slave women, in her day and ours, for her activism on behalf
of abolition and women’s rights. Born Isabella Baumfree in upstate New
York, Truth worked as a slave until age thirty, when she was emancipated
in 1827 under New York State’s emancipation laws. A famous and charis-
matic speaker, Truth is well known for her 1851 Akron, Ohio “Aren’t I a
Woman?” speech that marked her entry, twenty-four years after her eman-
cipation, into the antebellum public realm. Her long career as a charismatic
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speaker and the fact that she was unlettered her whole life have restricted
scholarly interest in Truth to her speeches and sidelined consideration of
her 1850 Narrative of Sojourner Truth. Though the critical tradition of the
slave narrative includes other familiar “as told to” accounts (including Nat
Turner’s and Mary Prince’s), this narrative has only recently begun to receive
the interest it merits. A close look at it reveals that despite Truth’s illiteracy,
she did influence its transcription enough to warrant being described as a
narrator. More importantly, however, the narrative speaks to the literary
origins of Truth’s egalitarian speaking persona and how, on account of this
persona, Truth was simultaneously popular and problematic in her day and
in ours.4

Truth did not become an abolitionist until some twenty years after her
emancipation, when she met abolitionists in Northampton, Massachusetts,
where she had settled after leaving New York City (in 1843), changing her
name to “Sojourner Truth” and taking up itinerant preaching. Truth may
have settled in this intentional community (like a commune) because she had
decided to abstain from participating in the competitive market culture of the
“free” North. It was here that Truth met Olive Gilbert, an abolitionist with
whom Truth collaborated on the narrative which was produced to enable
Truth (through its sales) to buy a home in her old age. With her simultaneous
entry into abolitionist activism and the publication of her slave narrative in
1850, Truth became an important (though often marginalized) figure in the
abolitionist movement.

Perhaps because Truth was middle-aged at the time she became an abo-
litionist, her sexual history was not foregrounded in her narrative. While
Gilbert makes a brief reference to certain “hard things that crossed Isabella’s
life,” it is clear that Truth herself recognizes how complete frankness about
slavery’s lack of sexual mores would seem “so unreasonable” to her readers
that it was liable to backfire: “‘Why no!’ she says, ‘they’d call me a liar! they
would, indeed! and I do not wish to say anything to destroy my own char-
acter for veracity, though what I say is strictly true.’”5 With that statement
she forcefully closes the door on any consideration of sexuality and slavery.
Ironically, Truth’s strict honesty – a trait her mother had inculcated in her –
and her strong work ethic potentially jeopardized her womanhood for her
amanuensis, Olive Gilbert, who sought to justify some of Truth’s actions to
her readers. When Truth relates her refusal to steal food for her children,
Gilbert remarks on the irony of the slave mother’s adherence to biblical
injunctions against stealing when she herself was “stolen” property. Gilbert
suggests that slavery blinded Truth’s interest in her children, but Truth’s rela-
tionship with her mother (whose own loss of her children early taught Truth
the suffering that slave mothers experienced) and the fact that her honesty,
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ironic or not, “made her true to her God,” speak against Gilbert’s belittling
of Truth’s motherhood. The former slave’s successful suit to reclaim her son
from slavery after his illegal sale out of state also testifies to the lengths the
former slave was willing to go to assert her motherhood against enormous
odds.

If Gilbert betrays a grudging admiration for Truth’s unorthodox religious
views, she is much more ambivalent and even dismissive of Truth’s work ethic
and the fact that, as a valued farm laborer, Truth maintained a relatively good
relationship with her last owner, Mr. Dumont. Despite her long history as a
manual laborer at a time when manual labor was increasingly stigmatized,
when she became an abolitionist Truth emphasized the earlier farm labor
she had performed as a slave as the basis for her claim to civic entitlement.
At a time when women’s rights activists were striving to make middle-class
women’s domestic and clerical labor respectable, the former slave’s pride in
what was viewed as disparaged and unwomanly labor was remarkable. Both
in the Akron speech and in The Narrative of Sojourner Truth, Truth’s work
is central to how she positioned herself as a contributor to the nation and
as a figure of yeoman republicanism. Gilbert, like most abolitionists, found
it difficult to account for a hard-working slave woman who had not been
totally degraded and made “lazy,” “ignorant,” or masculinized by slavery.
For her, like most white readers, Truth’s pride in degrading labor signaled
the former slave’s suspect status as a “white man’s nigger,” a slave who was
seen as collaborating with slave owners in order to obtain special privileges.

A close look at these women’s “conflicted collaboration” illustrates the
source of many of these conflicts in the unrecognized fact that in her narra-
tion Truth drew from textual sources and rhetorical goals that exceeded, and
even preceded, the narrow parameters of the 1850 slave narrative. The Nar-
rative of Sojourner Truth was not Truth’s first foray into the North’s print
sphere, yet its textual antecedents remain overlooked by many who assume
that Truth’s illiteracy precluded her from intervening in the public sphere.
Truth’s contributions to an 1835 book about a religious community in which
she had participated, Fanaticism, dramatize how an unorthodox “author”
could seek to manipulate publicity from which she was considered excluded.
This slim volume represents an unprecedented and provocative instance of
Truth’s early, pre-abolition desire to innovate a juridical, racially legitimating
form of publicity that was not bound by the imperatives of the slave nar-
rative. In it, Truth positions her work history as an important, rather than
incidental, component to her publicity efforts, an emphasis that would later
conflict with Olive Gilbert’s abolitionist agenda. This history was problem-
atic insofar as Truth was a hard-working slave when the abolitionist impera-
tive for resistance dictated that she run away or resist this labor. Furthermore,
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Truth’s open disillusionment with the North’s competitive “free” labor sys-
tem at a time when this labor system was viewed as the only legitimate mode
of production – in Truth’s words, in the North, “the rich rob the poor, and
the poor rob each other” – suggested the North’s exploitation of its workers
was more similar to slavery than antislavery Northerners liked to think. Iron-
ically, though she saw her womanhood and labor as inextricably linked and
crucial to her civic entitlement, the competitive North compromised both.
Her labor in the “free” North posed an ethical quandary that she could only
evade with her itinerant preaching. As a result, Gilbert and Truth’s incom-
patible agendas produced a conflicted narrative that remains problematic in
our day.

Olive Gilbert was sympathetic to Truth, thus her quandary – how do you
represent an enslaved woman farm worker as a “woman”? – suggests how
pro- and antislavery audiences alike could be expected to doubt whether
a female slave could really be a “woman”; or, in the words of the era’s
phrase, a “true woman.” To make matters even more difficult, abolitionists’
efforts to generate sympathy for slave women often relied on these women’s
iconic (and silent) status as “victims,” a status that ironically made those
slave women who chose to speak out about their experiences suspect. In an
era that equated women’s modesty with silence, it was one thing for male
ex-slaves to describe the beating and violation of slave women, as Freder-
ick Douglass did when he described his Aunt Hester’s cruel whipping in
his narrative; it was another thing entirely for readers to encounter a slave
woman’s own description of her physical and sexual humiliation. Further-
more, while resisting women may appear heroic to modern readers histori-
cally and rhetorically, a woman who resisted, verbally or physically, could
also potentially compromise her womanhood and jeopardize her readers’
sympathy.

The two narratives of former slaves Ellen Craft and Louisa Picquet show
the different ways former slave women asserted their womanhood and their
resistance to slavery for their readers. Running a Thousand Miles for Free-
dom, or the Escape of William and Ellen Craft from Slavery was published in
London in 1861 by Ellen’s husband, William. That same year in New York,
a white minister, Hiram Mattison, published Louisa Picquet, the Octoroon:
or Inside Views of Southern Domestic Life. In Running a Thousand Miles
for Freedom, Craft related the story of the remarkable escape his wife and
he effected in December 1848 from a Georgian plantation. With the light-
complected Ellen “passing” as a sickly white gentleman accompanied by her
“servant,” William, the two traveled together to Philadelphia and to free-
dom. Louisa Picquet’s narrative also described the troubles of a light-skinned
heroine, but unlike Ellen Craft, who had escaped in part to preserve her
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virtue, the protagonist, Picquet, had had to succumb to sexual exploitation
as the long-time concubine of a slave owner. When she collaborated with
Mattison to produce her story, she took the risk of describing her highly
sexualized history for the purpose of buying her mother’s freedom. These
narratives testify to the public’s ongoing concern with the virtue and credi-
bility of slave women, while also dramatizing how abolitionists commonly
deployed mulattas to foreground slavery’s illicit sexuality. The narratives
illustrate the contradictions that existed between abolitionists’ insistence on
slave women’s pollution and their virtue, even as they show how these women
countered the threats that slavery and abolitionism posed to their femininity.
Principally, these women refused to enact the part of the “tragic mulatta”
who dies as the victim of slavery’s moral contamination, instead taking on
responsibility for their own survival, taking on the risks this entailed, and
emerging as subjects who eke out a slim measure of agency from within the
coercions of slavery and abolitionist publicity.

In Running a Thousand Miles, Ellen’s husband, William, serves as her
amanuensis. Their intimate relationship produces a singular narrative inso-
far as it speaks directly to former slave men’s investment in supporting the
respectable racialized masculinity and femininity of former slave men and
women. William openly adopts a protective (and patriarchal) pose relative
to Ellen, as well as to other family members: while William is not able to
save other family members, including his sister, from sexual exploitation, his
escape with Ellen speaks to his ability and will to enact the role of protector
that was central to masculinity norms. “Oh! If there is any one thing under
the wide canopy of heaven, horrible enough to stir a man’s soul, and to make
his very blood boil, it is the thought of his dear wife, his unprotected sister, or
his young and virtuous daughters, struggling to save themselves from falling
a prey to such demons.”6 Craft’s emphasis on womanly virtue places Ellen,
famous for her disguise as a white male, in a contradictory dilemma: how can
she assert her womanhood to her readers when she escaped slavery dressed
as a man? The engraving that circulated before and alongside the narrative
(as its frontispiece), in which Ellen appears in her disguise as a white male,
potentially only exacerbates this dilemma.

Ellen’s dilemma as ambiguously raced and gendered appears in tension
with the other mulattas who populate the narrative, some of whom die or
succumb to slavery’s sexualization; she survives, virtue intact, because of
her willingness to temporarily trespass on white men’s privileged mobility
in order to enter that femininity. Portrayed as modestly reluctant at first
– “she thought it was almost impossible for her to assume that disguise”
and “my wife had no ambition whatever to assume this disguise” (p. 35)
– her understanding of slavery’s logic eventually enables her to assume the
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disguise. “She saw that the laws under which we lived did not recognize her
to be a woman, but a mere chattel, to be bought and sold” (p. 30). In such a
contradictory position, Ellen reasons that it is slavery’s own gender-bending
nature, not her own, that she will overcome through her disguise. If slavery
prevents her from realizing her womanhood, then by literally enacting this
de-gendering she can emerge on the other side as a proper woman.

Notwithstanding Ellen’s doubts about assuming the disguise, her perfor-
mance is so effective that in William’s description of their escape he calls
his wife “my master” and “he.” Throughout his relation of their escape,
William maintains this disguise, further blurring Ellen’s ambiguous status
as woman/man. They surmount many obstacles during the escape – Ellen
could not write, and other white proslavery men felt threatened by this
invalid white man’s relaxed attitude to taking a slave north – testifying to
Ellen’s quick wits. But once they arrive at an abolitionist boarding-house in
Philadelphia, Ellen throws off her disguise and resumes her newly secured
identity as the “wife” rather than as the master of a fugitive slave. This iden-
tity is short-lived, however, since the passage of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law
makes the Crafts vulnerable again, especially when their master appeals to
the US President to remand the well-known fugitives back to slavery. With
the whole nation now in the grip of slavery, Ellen again disguises herself as
a white woman and the Crafts endure another nerve-wracking escape from
the USA through Nova Scotia to England. Their exile, like the one at the
end of William Wells Brown’s popular 1853 novel, Clotel, signals the United
States’ hostility to black masculinity and femininity and highlights the de-
gendering properties of US racial prejudice, not just slavery. Though they are
exiled in England, the narrative’s ending vindicates Ellen’s gender-bending
and well-deserved assumption of proper femininity.

While the Crafts’ story was a well-known one in its time, the openly sensa-
tionalistic and often prurient agenda of Picquet’s amanuensis, the Reverend
Hiram Mattison, has understandably kept The Octoroon on the margins of
women’s slave narratives. The narrative was transcribed by Mattison in Buf-
falo, New York, where he met Picquet during a fundraising tour to purchase
her mother’s freedom (Picquet succeeded in buying her mother’s freedom
in October, 1860). Picquet’s history of concubinage and eventual emancipa-
tion were certainly not unique for the time; rather, Picquet’s survival as a
respectable, married, “Christian” woman who was admired and supported
by blacks and whites familiar with her history make her narrative stand
out. Notwithstanding the editor’s often salacious rendering of details, as in
Sojourner Truth’s narrative, Picquet’s responses, interactions, and narrations
succeed in asserting this woman’s integrity to her readers and her amanuensis
in the face of her sexual history as slave and concubine. Despite the editor’s
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emphasis on the South’s “moral corruption” and the threat this emphasis
poses in totally sexualizing Picquet and all slave women, Picquet emerges
in this account as a loving daughter and mother committed to her family’s
integrity, notwithstanding slavery’s depredations.7

In her story, as she related it to Mattison, Picquet (who was born in South
Carolina but lived in Georgia and New Orleans before settling in Cincinnati
as a free, married woman) tells of her early life and resistance to her slave
owners’ efforts to rape her. After having been hired out at age fourteen and
separated from her mother, Picquet tells of how she confided in and recruited
white and black women in her efforts to keep her master away. Her story
is not that of the lone female, abandoned and hopelessly victimized; she
inserts herself in a women’s network that helps briefly mitigate her sexual
vulnerability. With this network, Picquet and her supporters manage to foil
the efforts of her first master, Mr. Cook, to rape her, even after he gave her
the “worst whippin’ [she] ever had.”8 Subsequently, however, when Picquet
is sold and arrives at New Orleans she must comply with her third (and
last) master’s demand for concubinage. By that point in her story, however,
she has made it clear that slavery’s systematic patriarchal authority victim-
izes all women, not just herself. In this way, Picquet’s narrative bespeaks a
collectively gendered dimension – a form of inter-racial “sisterhood” – that
simultaneously exists within, and is imperiled by, slavery. If her first mas-
ter’s mistress orders Picquet to be sold as a baby because of her intolerable
family resemblance, another mistress helps her avoid her master’s attempted
rape.

Picquet’s description of her period as a widower’s “housekeeper” is filled
with continual conflicts. Piquet never appears resigned to her status as “fallen
woman,” despite her six years’ cohabitation. Instead, she focuses on her mas-
ter’s jealousy, his threats of violence, and her conversations with him about
the sin in which they both live. Far from being the corrupt slave concubine,
Picquet is the resisting victim who has no doubt about occupying the moral
high ground, both in relation to her master and to her amanuensis. When she
relates how her faith helped her through this period, she speaks of how she
“pray[ed] that he might die.” When she sees, after he recovered from an ill-
ness, that “there was a change in him,” she amends, “I began to get sorry, and
begin to pray that he might get religion first before he died. I felt sorry to see
him die in his sins” (p. 22). Picquet’s prayers are answered: her master even-
tually dies. Picquet is emancipated at his death and inherits enough money to
move north with their children. Despite the master’s recommendation that
she pass for white in the North, when Picquet arrives in Cincinnati she mar-
ries a former slave. Picquet’s post-emancipation history is remarkable for the
many individuals, black and white, that befriend her and help her assume her
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new life. The potentially de-legitimating meaning of this slave woman’s sex-
ual exploitation is displaced by the accounts of her religious conversion and
of the many friends (including other former slaves from Georgia) who help
her find her feet and, eventually, locate her mother, still enslaved in Texas.
Without much of a backward glance, and notwithstanding her amanuensis’s
almost single-minded emphasis on the criminality of her sexuality (Picquet’s
whiteness clearly represents to her amanuensis a major factor in this crim-
inality), Picquet focuses her story on what she (and her husband) can do
to reunite with her mother. For this reason alone – to raise money to buy
her mother – and not to serve an abolitionist purpose (though Picquet did
assist in the escape of several fugitive slaves), Picquet publishes her story. In
this way, Picquet’s seemingly futile search for her mother and her eventual
success in finding her clearly overcome Mattison’s narrow rhetorical agenda.
This is made clear with Picquet’s inclusion at the end of her narrative of the
notice she sent to a Cincinnati newspaper announcing the purchase of and
reunion with her mother. This final flourish in her narrative illustrates how
Picquet, like other former slaves, asserted the value and integrity of famil-
ial connections among slave mothers and daughters, despite slave owners’
efforts to dehumanize slave women.

Picquet’s narrative dramatizes how slave women overcame the many
obstacles entailed in their engagements with abolitionist publicity. The com-
bined burdens of childrearing and familial obligations made fugitive slave
women who could pen their own stories a very small population. For that
reason, we have few “written by herself” narratives and a majority of “as
told to” narratives. Though obviously we should attend carefully to the
mediated nature of those narratives transcribed by amanuenses so we can
trace the (often white) amanuensis’s biases, it is also the case that we should
not assume the transparent or non-mediated nature of those narratives slave
women did write themselves. Lettered women who wrote their experiences
also had to negotiate prevailing assumptions about slave women; they faced
the constraints and obstacles that all these slave women encountered when
they sought entry into a white, male-dominated public sphere, whether they
wrote their stories or not. This entails exploring how women who related
and/or wrote their stories specifically crafted them in response to how they
expected their stories were going to be framed. Just as we recognize that the
unlettered Sojourner Truth, Mary Prince, Ellen Craft, and Louisa Picquet
encountered and attempted to ameliorate the obvious biases of their amanu-
enses, it is equally important that we recognize how women who wrote their
own narratives anticipated and responded to the biases of their readers. In
this way, we keep former slave women’s rhetorical negotiations with their
amanuenses and their readers at the center of our explorations into how the
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writings of black women addressed often skeptical and, sometimes, hostile
audiences.

The best-known of those former slave women to negotiate with their read-
ers’ expectations and biases was Harriet Jacobs, a former slave from Eden-
ton, South Carolina. In her narrative, Jacobs emphasized the strength of slave
family connections and in particular the strength of slave motherhood. Since
1981, when scholar Jean Fagan Yellin authenticated Jacobs’s identity and
authorship, the remarkable Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Written by
Herself (1861) has become the best-known and most widely read of female
slave narratives. The narrative’s importance stems in part from the rarity of
“written by herself” narratives, but also from its successful integration of
abolition with sentimental femininity. In Incidents, Jacobs made a remark-
able and savvy appeal to white women readers: “Rise up, ye women that
are at ease! Hear my voice, ye careless daughters!” Relating her many years’
effort to evade her master’s rape, Jacobs’s narrative tells the absorbing story
of a young slave woman who risked alienating readers with a relatively frank
discussion of her sexual relationship, while a slave, with a single white man
by whom she had two children (“Mr. Sands” in real life was Samuel Tredwell
of Edenton, South Carolina, who later married and was elected to Congress).
In her narrative, Jacobs describes how she negotiated her master’s threat of
rape by entering into a sexual relationship with “Sands” that frustrated her
master’s effort to appropriate her sexuality. However, in keeping with the
efforts of other slave women to move their readers beyond their concerns
over slave women’s sexuality, Jacobs directs the narrative’s focus after the
birth of her children to the story of their rescue from slavery; instead of a
story in which she is the principal protagonist rescued from slavery, Jacobs
frames the story as one of imperiled (and eventually triumphant) mother-
hood centered around the rescue of her children.

Despite what Jacobs’s readers would have seen as the clear racial and
sexual illegitimacy of her children, it is as a slave mother who overcomes
immense odds that Jacobs succeeds in establishing her rhetorical author-
ity. Combined with the obvious risks she assumes in publishing her history,
Jacobs’s authority as a mother embeds her text in a selfless and activist vein
that links her individual history (with all its flaws) to the greater, collective
cause of abolition. Whereas other slave women had published their stories
for the purpose of raising funds for themselves (like Prince and Truth), or to
recover enslaved relatives (like Craft and Picquet), Jacobs stood to gain the
least (her children by this time were free) and lose the most (her respectabil-
ity) from publishing what many would have viewed as a scandalous sexual
history. Like the slave mother hiding in her grandmother’s attic for years,
Jacobs is willing to risk all, even to incur public censure, in the name of her
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children and other slave mothers. As such a slave mother, Jacobs persua-
sively revises antebellum norms for womanhood so as to include a formerly
enslaved woman and position herself as her readers’ equal rather than as
their social inferior. While Jacobs clearly maintains the difference between
herself and her (likely) married readers by telling them, “Reader, my story
ends with freedom; not in the usual way, with marriage,” by yoking mother-
hood, a central trope for sentimental femininity, to abolition and the cause
of racial reform, Incidents consolidated the significant role and collective
dimension that slave (and black) women’s experiences offered to African
American struggles for civil rights. The slave mother willing to risk los-
ing her character by publishing her story for the greater good emerges as
the prototype for the post-bellum “race woman” (a phrase connoting the
respectability of activist women) whose domestic labor, usually invisible,
becomes visible and is transformed into a collective and raced form of activist
labor.

In contrast to Incidents, in which motherhood is central to slave women’s
self-representation (and subsequently to representations of racial legitimacy),
Elizabeth Keckley’s Behind the Scenes, or Thirty Years a Slave, and Four Years
in the White House (1868) perfectly symbolizes how slave women strove to
establish their credibility on other terms. Keckley, a talented dressmaker for
elite white women while enslaved and later emancipated, saw her work as
central to representing her investment in, and contributions to, elite fem-
ininity. Where Jacobs appealed to her white readers through their shared
motherhood, Keckley (herself also a mother) claimed a role in fashioning
white women’s elite image. That is, Keckley did not see herself as ancillary or
marginal to these women’s femininity because she dressed them as “ladies.”
Though Keckley recounts her sexual exploitation while a slave and the birth
of her child, her sexuality and motherhood are incidental, rather than cen-
tral, to her description of her labor’s importance to white women. This may
appear paradoxical to readers today who are familiar with black women’s
exclusion from national racialized (as white) norms for womanhood; but
Keckley’s narrative illustrates how slave women nonetheless felt that their
work was important, even if the nation (and not just slave owners) refused
them this hard-earned recognition. In this way, Keckley, whose central motif
is that she was “worth her salt,” harkens back to the labor ideals of the older
and Northern-born Sojourner Truth.

Keckley’s labor ideals make Behind the Scenes a hybrid text that is part
slave narrative and part political memoir, but which might be best described
as a work narrative. When Keckley represented herself as an industrious and
in-demand dressmaker, she inserted herself in national post-bellum debates
over the potential citizenship of newly emancipated slaves. If there was any
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question (and resentful Southerners raised many doubts) as to whether for-
mer slaves were competent, entrepreneurial, and self-respecting, Keckley
proved them wrong. As a popular dressmaker, Keckley had raised herself
from the rank of slave in the South, to dressmaker and valued confidante in
the Lincoln White House. Behind the Scenes relates the story of her mobility,
but with a remarkable added dimension. Keckley claimed she published her
narrative in large part “to defend” Mary Lincoln, after the former First Lady
became involved in the political scandal known as the “Old Clothes Scandal”
of 1867.9 Despite her claims of seeking to place Mary Lincoln “in a better
light,” however, Behind the Scenes provoked public outrage that its author
could not have predicted: when Keckley described her work for Mrs. Lin-
coln and other elite white women (including Mrs. Jefferson Varina Davis),
she counted on the public to respect the trust her employers and “friends”
had placed in her. But the reading public refused to grant her this trust,
describing her instead, in the words of one scandalized review, as “an angry
negro servant,” a catch-all phrase of derision. This demotion in status for a
deferential slave woman who had refused to escape from slavery (she bought
her freedom) indicates that Keckley erred in assuming others would “credit”
her representations of her labor. Though her employers clearly esteemed
her, she mistakenly assumed she could vouch for herself, or, in other words,
provide herself as a “reference.”

Where did she go wrong? Keckley failed to recognize how her competent
labor compromised her clients’ elite femininity: given that white femininity
was rooted in typically invisible racial and class privilege (because a “true
woman” ideally transcended, rather than signaled, class differences), when
the black female worker appears “on stage,” she dispels the illusion of status
and racial privilege that can best be produced “behind the scenes.” Despite
her close bond with Mrs. Lincoln and her professions of loyalty, when Keck-
ley describes how indispensable she was to Mary Lincoln, she reveals the for-
mer First Lady’s weaknesses. Keckley’s insistence on the value of her work,
then, and her stated loyalty to Mrs. Lincoln are rhetorically incompatible.
From this perspective, silence rather than speech – no matter how positive –
was the only recognizable form of loyalty. When Keckley made her work
for Mary Lincoln visible, she breached black labor’s subordinate status and
appeared center stage, not “behind the scenes”: it was the public appearance
of this intimacy that worked against Mary Lincoln’s image and not, as some
averred, Keckley’s malicious, or “kiss-and-tell” intentions. Consequently,
even as this narrative typifies the wide-ranging and multidimensional forms
of women’s slave narratives, the reception of Behind the Scenes also dra-
matizes the limits of slave narratives and autobiography in overcoming US
cultural logics for race, class, and gender.
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Notwithstanding these obstacles, formerly enslaved women helped shape
ideas about womanhood in ways that modern readers are beginning to rec-
ognize. These women’s creativity in responding to the problematic contexts
they encountered as writers and as narrators offers us a rich archive about
race and gender that demonstrates the multidimensionality of black women’s
lives. Even if today some narratives are more popular than others, it is impor-
tant to recognize that these slave narratives do not comprise a monolithic
tradition, and that they speak to the importance of labor and race, of sister-
hood and motherhood, and of social reform and entrepreneurship to slave
women, their families, and their culture.
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